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Established in 2014, Seven Bridges IM Ltd are a firm of fully independent advisers with over 30 years combined experience in 
the financial sector.  

As independent advisers we are able to offer advice on the broadest range of products and services, a significant benefit for both 
our individual and corporate clients.  Whether it be for investment advice, retirement planning, protection needs or inheritance tax 

planning, we have many years experience in finding the most suitable solution for our clients’ needs.

‘Bridging the Gap between your current financial situation and your future financial 
goals’

WHAT WE OFFER

As fully independent Wealth 
Managers, we can help you 
navigate the options and 
provide the best possible 

solution for your retirement 
needs.

Personal Pension
Annuity

Self Invested Personal Pension
Stakeholder Pension

Our experienced investment 
committee allows us to shape 

an investment strategy that 
effectively reflects your 
needs and aspirations.

Risk and Reward
ISAs

Unit Trusts & OEICs
Government Gilts & 

Corporate Bonds

Advanced Tax planning can 
prove a complex area of 

personal finance and there 
are many factors that require 

consideration.

Inheritance Tax
Income Tax

Capital Gains Tax
Estate Planning / Trusts

There are many provisions 
that can be made for 

Corporate firms to both 
protect and enhance benefits 

for an employer and their 
employees.

Whether this provision is a 
legal requirement or a form of 
prudent wealth preservation, 
Seven Bridges IM will work 

with you holistically to provide 
a list of solutions to suit you 

and your firm.

WHY RETIREMENT? WHY INVESTMENT? WHY TAX PLANNING? WHY CORPORATE?



Are you looking to find new customers? Talk to us

@SilverBulletPR             Hello@silverbulletmarketing.co.uk  www.silverbulletmarketing.co.uk    t: 0191 261 7422

#AskSB

You have to go to them sometimes...
It may be easier sitting back and waiting for the 

new business fairy to sprinkle her magic dust on your 
order book, but in real life, you’re going to have to venture 

out and make it happen, which is where we come in...

Silver Bullet: your truly integrated service

A.A.Milne, Winnie-the-Pooh

WAITING
for others to
come to you

You can't stay in
your corner of the forest

SB Milne Ad (NI) April.qxp  11/04/2017  11:14  Page 1







www.wdix.co.uk • sales@wdix.co.uk • 0191 482 0033

1 Stirling Court, Eleventh Avenue North,Team Valley, Gateshead, NE11 0JF

The Magazine18

Visit our showroom today 1 Stirling Court, Eleventh Avenue North, Team Valley, Gateshead, NE11 0JF
www.wdix.co.uk 0191 482 0033

Since 1931 our family business, est.1888, has
supplied and installed AGA Cookers in homes
throughout the North East and Yorkshire.
We also supply a wide variety of high quality range
cooker and refrigeration brands for all kitchen styles
and sizes. A North East company you can trust, our
team are dedicated to providing you the best advice,
price and service to ensure that you find the best
appliances for your kitchen. Based in Gateshead,
just off the A1, our magnificent showroom has

dedicated AGA displays, with all current models, col-
our ranges and specialist AGA Cookshop. Our expert
staff can demonstrate the workings of this renowned
cooker, and show why an AGA is more than just a
cooker. As Range Cooker Specialists our showroom is
filled with leading cooker brands such as Wolf,
Lacanche, Steel, Rangemaster and Falcon. ESSE
Range Cookers are our latest addition for this Spring.
We also have a selection of refrigeration displays from
leading brands Sub Zero, Steel and KitchenAid
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MAKE A STATEMENT

Superior Refrigeration products and beautiful Range Cookers are available at Walter Dix & Co,  
harnessing the latest technology with modern and traditional styling to suit any kitchen. Visit our 

Gateshead showroom today to see our dedicated displays of range cookers, refrigeration, cookware,  
built-in appliances and extraction hoods, or contact us today.

DISCOVER OUTSTANDING QUALITY RANGE COOKERS 
AND REFRIGERATION AT WALTER DIX & CO
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As we enter late Summer we are pleased to bring you another vibrant issue packed 
with expert opinion, features and quality editorial content.

Our cover star is the award winning independent menswear retailer Master 
Debonair who chart their impressive growth and future plans.

We also showcase charity champion Stewart Bailey’s 11th Annual Golf Day at 
Linden Hall which raised money for the fantastic Great North Air Ambulance charity.

Amongst a plethora of business articles, we interview Paul McGowan and  
Gill Burgess who talk about their careers so far in our hugely popular  

Meet the Entrepreneur slot.

As the leisure sector re-emerges after lockdown we take a visit to the plush new bar 
and dining room Okana to review a great new addition to Newcastle City Centre.

These are challenging times for all businesses but we hope you find something in 
this issue to alleviate the gloom and to enjoy and enthuse.

Thank you to all concerned for your continued support.

Stay safe and well. Till next month...
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BRITISH AWARDS FOR AN 
ENTREPRENEURIAL FAMILY

One family in the North East is celebrating as 
not just one but two of its members have been 
shortlisted in the Great British Entrepreneur 
Awards.

Father and daughter, Emma and Steve Black, are 
delighted to receive such an accolade in their 
respective categories.

Dr Emma Black is the Managing Director of 
Cascade Cash Management. Cascade is a leading 
cash savings and fintech company. 

Emma and the team have built and launched an 
online savings portal and are delighted to have 
been shortlisted in the start-up entrepreneur of the 
year award category.

Steve Black is well known for his time working in 
the premier sporting industry. He supports those 
in the corporate world under his company Protean 
Solutions, ensuring that people stay agile of mind 
in work.

Steve and the Protean team have been shortlisted 
for the health and wellbeing entrepreneur of the 
year award category. 

After years following parallel lives, two Newcastle mates have brought their businesses 

under one roof to create a formidable powerhouse in the fire and security sector.

Phillip Miller and Chris Pattinson met at school, play football for the same team and each took 
over their respective businesses from their dads.

Now, Phil’s firm ABCA Systems, of Killingworth, has bought out Chris’s firm Tyneside Security, 
installing old buddy Chris as Managing Director.

The move follows a bumper year of growth for fire and security experts ABCA, which employs 
180 people. The firm, which specialises in access control, fire alarms, networking infrastructure 
and CCTV, saw a dramatic leap in turnover of more than 50 per cent to £23million last year. 

Both Phil and Chris believe access to ABCA’s training facilities, technical support and buying 
power will help take Tyneside Security’s successful business model to the next level of growth.

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS 
HELPS BUSINESSES 

DURING THE PANDEMIC
Learning and development specialist Dr Kym 
Drady is urging businesses to use creative 
thinking and skills to provide solutions to issues 
resulting from the Covid-19 pandemic.

Kym’s business, Creative Solutions, provides 
creativity training which gives people the skills 
and techniques to transform their thoughts and 
actions, enabling them to develop new processes 
to benefit their organisations.

Kym’s practical and experiential intervention 
provides a new lens through which individuals, and 
in turn organisations, can visualise and create new 
solutions to address existing problems.

Kym commented: “It’s very satisfying to see people 
develop and grow whilst being fully immersed in 
creative activities and having fun. Solving complex 
business problems isn’t something that has to be 
done around the board room table. It’s ok for adults 
to learn through play and creativity.”

GILLIAN HALL 
APPOINTED TO 

LEAD NORTH EAST 
INNOVATION BOARD

The North East Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) 
has appointed Gillian Hall as a new Chair to its 
Innovation Board. Gillian has more than 25 years’ 
experience as a business owner, non-executive 
director and corporate lawyer.

Gillian commented: “By encouraging innovation, 
we can boost the region’s productivity, create more 
jobs and make a positive difference to the lives of 
people in the North East. 

“We will also be playing a role in the North East 
COVID-19 Economic Recovery Plan. I will be 
working with the team at the North East LEP 
and our partners across the region to support 
businesses and communities as they recover.”

Innovation is one of the areas of focus within the 
North East Strategic Economic Plan, which intends 
to create a more productive economy and 100,000 
more and better jobs in the North East by 2024.

COMPANY TAKEOVER IS MORE  
THAN MEETS THE EYE
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Peter Cromarty 

Peter@ccbsg.co.uk 

07715 409386

Graeme Harrison 

Graeme@ccbsg.co.uk 

07719 560356

Matt Lister 

Matt@ccbsg.co.uk 

07572 854284

To see a range of our recently transacted deals,  
visit us at www.ccbsg.co.uk/deals

TIER ONE CAPITAL REPORT STRONG 
FIRST QUARTER 

The owners of Newcastle-based wealth management and property lending 
experts, Tier One Capital, have reported a stronger than expected first 
quarter,  despite turbulent COVID-19 financial trading conditions and the 
lockdown period. 

Founding shareholder and Chief Executive, Ian McElroy, said: “While the region 
is undoubtedly suffering from the uncertainty created by COVID-19, we are 
delighted to be witnessing some green shoots of encouragement, including 
a £12m increase in our property lending pipeline and a breadth of financial 
activity across our client base.

“A large part of our recent performance is down to the strength of our senior 
management team and our wider team, who have all contributed to the 
informed and decisive decisions made during the last six months.”

Tier One is now well positioned to significantly grow its specialist property 
lending services, attracting those looking for bespoke funding for residential 
and commercial property-based investment opportunities.   

NEW HUB FOR ENGINEERING 
AND INNOVATION NEARS 

COMPLETION 
The redevelopment of a landmark Newcastle 
building, which will support future generations of 
engineers, has taken a step towards completion 
thanks to funding from the National Lottery 
Heritage Fund.

Grade II listed Neville Hall is due to reopen in 
spring 2021 as The Common Room, a new hub for 
innovation and engineering in the North East.

The project has recently received a grant of 
£170,000 from the National Lottery Heritage 
Fund Emergency Grant Scheme, set up to support 
organisations through the Covid-19 pandemic.

Liz Mayes, Chief Executive of The Common 
Room, said: “Thanks to the National Lottery, we 
can continue with the restoration and with our 
programme of learning activities, which has already 
engaged almost 2,000 children and young people.”

New artist’s impressions reveal how the historic 
spaces within the building will be restored, ready 
for use as events spaces for educational workshops, 
meetings and weddings.

GLOBAL ENERGY SPECIALIST 
IN FINALS FOR LLOYDS 

BANK AWARDS
Global Procurement Group is a finalist in two 
categories in the prestigious 2020 Lloyds Bank 
National Business Awards.

The global energy specialist has reached the finals 
in The LDC Growth through Innovation Award and 
The Lloyds Bank Mid-Market Business of the Year 
Award.

Global Procurement Group unites and consolidates 
a wealth of energy expertise that spans Europe, the 
US and Asia. It specialises in energy management 
and procurement and world-leading technological 
innovation, enabling businesses to proactively 
manage their energy requirements, cutting costs, 
consumption and carbon.

The UK operation, Northern Gas and Power, 
continues to expand, recently taking four floors 
of a new, state-of-the-art Gateshead waterfront 
headquarters.

Group Finance Director, Chris Baty, said: “We’re 
delighted to be a finalist in two categories in these 
prestigious awards. It represents the culmination 
of a massive effort over the last 12 months 
in what have been exceptionally challenging 
circumstances.”

GENERATOR SEEKS YOUNG 
ENTREPRENEURS FOR NEW 
YOUTH ADVISORY BOARD

North East-based music and business 
development agency, Generator, have launched 
a Youth Advisory Board.

Generator is a support agency for the music, tech 
and digital sectors in the North East. The agency’s 
programmes include music support strand Tipping 
Point, which sees fully-funded masterclasses and 
residencies for emerging musicians, and Digital 
Union, a membership body for creative digital and 
tech businesses.  

The organisation is looking for eight 18-25-year-
olds to help form their new Generator Youth 
Advisory Board (GYAB). 

As Generator’s programmes are aimed at young 
and new artists, the organisation felt that they 
needed a representative board of those who 
they support. This not only brings a fresh new 
perspective but also gives young people an 
incredible developmental opportunity.

Each member of GYAB will be appointed for 1-3 
years, with the view of up to two members joining 
the Generator Board after their first year.  



Public sector procurement? 
It makes sense to work  
with Prosper

together
we achieve
more

2019-20
Value for Money

   Average Saving per tender 11.02% 
 40 hours of your resource saved per tender   

 when engaging Prosper to work on your behalf
   66% of Contractors were SME’s
    50 Further Competitions completed
    Workstreams included: 
  Doors & Windows 
  Plumbing and Heating 
  Complete Service Provision 
  Roofing 
  Internal & External Painting 
  Void Solutions 
  Electrical Upgrades and Testing 
  Architect Services 
  Employers Agent 
  Structural Engineers and New Build Development  
  (Principal Contractors)

    New FM & Compliance DPS available with  
 Frameworks for Asbestos Survey and Removals and 
 Fire Safety Works to be launched by September 2020

Retaining your spend in LOCAL 
Communities 

 70% of appointed Contractors have their main base 
 in the North East

    20% of appointed Contractors have a presence in 
the North East

    LOCAL jobs are created and sustained while  
 employees spend their income in our local 
 communities

Contract Management
Contracts in 2019-20 generated an average Variation 
Rate of only 1.13% demonstrating the effectiveness 
of Prosper expertise in creating specifications and 
pricing summaries that meet the delivery needs of 
partners.

Social Value Dividend
The Social Value Dividend payment for the year 
was £125,000, since inception the fund has issued 
Dividends exceeding £2.3m to Landlord partners the 
equivalent of Social Value Generator income of £18m 
for local north east communities.



WELCOME!
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Here at Master Debonair, we’ve 
been highly proactive from 

lockdown onwards. During our 
worst trading period, we took 

the initiative to get a lot of 
things done from our to do list 

that would enhance the Master 
Debonair brand and add to 

the already fantastic customer 
experience available in our shops.

Come on in...
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First up, we were finally granted ‘Change of Use’ planning permission 
to convert the first floor of our East Boldon shop from residential to 

commercial use which allowed us to move our Private Showroom (with 
bar!) from Head Office to above our flagship Boldon shop. It means we 

now have the full Master Debonair experience under one roof. 

Since opening in April 2016, the shop looks very 
different now. Not only have we extended the 
stylish shop floor space from the original 800 sq 
ft to 2,500 sq ft in the last 12 months, we’ve also 
added casual wear to our signature formal wear 
collection so are really now looking forward to 
offering the full gentlemen’s wardrobe.

In addition to this, later in the year we are even 
looking to put a barbers into the final spare room 
in the shop, so customers can walk out with a fresh 
haircut/beard trim along with a new outfit and 
feeling like a million dollars.

From day one, we took the decision not to stock 
well-known brands but instead find lesser known 
pieces that create our signature look in addition to 
being great quality at an affordable price. It means 
most of our customers come in and completely 
refresh their wardrobe.

Adding casualwear has really opened up our 
offering to gents around the region and ticks all the 
boxes from sharp suits, businesswear, smart casual 
and every day casual. Prices have been kept in line 
with our formal wear favourites, so for instance our 
three piece off-the-peg suits start at £205 whilst  
jeans and chinos are available from £35 and above. 
Personally, I’ve always had fun mixing formal wear 
with casual pieces and often joke that I get dressed 
in the dark as I don’t stick to any traditions! Our 
company strapline is ‘Outfitting Self Confidence’ so 
if I feel confident in what I wear, I go for it. You’ll 
often see me in a loud floral shirt under a tweed 

waistcoat with a pair of dark jeans and contrast 
coloured brogues! 

In July, I had an opportunity to move our current 
Chesterfield shop to a grander three-storey affair. I 
jumped on a train one Sunday, looked at the shop, 
signed the lease the following day and we were 
open three weeks later following a full refit. We like 
to move quickly although my wife and business 
partner Eve would say I like to move too quick! 
Our strategy has always been to open more stores 
across the UK within a one hour drive in affluent 
towns and villages where accessibility by travel 
links is easy.

So, following a highly productive lockdown, we 
now have private showrooms in our Chesterfield 
and East Boldon shops. In these outlets, we 
pride ourselves on creating an enjoyable retail 
experience in which customers can book out for 
the showroom for wedding party appointments 
or one-to-one personal styling sessions. This has 
always been something I’ve wanted to launch and 
gives customers the chance to drop in, design their 
own suits and shirts and receive their orders within 
four to six weeks. Of course, our expert team are 
on hand to help you with your styling and suggest 
outfits and custom tailor suits and shirts to your 
preference. The prices again are in-line with our 
existing pricing architecture with a custom tailored 
two piece starting at £299, a three piece at £369 
and custom tailored shirts starting at around £80. 
A great service indeed for both the short and tall 
chaps as well as the one’s in the middle like me! 

Simon Whitaker, CEO, 
Master Debonair.



Catering for all shapes and sizes has always been 
important to us, but this service expands that offering 
further as we go up to a 56 inch chest in our tailored 
suit whereas off-the-peg suits typically range from 34 
inch to 52 inch. Our in-house tailoring team can adjust 
off-the-peg suits to fit perfectly but this allows you to 
really personalise your suits and shirts. 

The private showroom concept is great. Come in have 
a beer or a cup of tea and have the room to yourself. 
We’ve opened this up to everyone so if it’s free, we get 
guys looking for prom suits, race day suits, wedding 
suits and stylish evening wear as well as girls, as we also 
tailor men’s suits to fit the ladies.

During lockdown, we’ve also introduced virtual styling 
appointments which allows customers to video call 
a member of our team will host this from one of our 
private showrooms. With the outbreak of Covid-19, 
we’ve really looked at ways to help our customers 
even more. Sessions give you the chance to treat 
yourself from the comfort of your own home whilst still 
enjoying the same expert advice and tailoring approach 
you would receive in store.  

There’s also our online store to buy from and an amazing 
customer service team to help our customers buy the 
right sizes and fit. The personal touch is so important 
and the volume of calls, emails, social media messages 
we field everyday never ceases to amaze. To me, it’s 
really all about enhancing the customer experience 
and going that extra mile. Quality product is a given, 
but the brand and customer experience are the icing 
on the cake. Most of our customers are on first name 
terms with all our staff which makes it a proper family 
business. The Master Debonair family. 
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With his Finance Director experience across a 
range of sectors, Geoff provides strategic financial 
and operational planning and management 
guidance to businesses aiming to increase their 
financial stability, efficiency and profitability, 
either on a part-time basis or with a project-led 
focus.

With the UK moving out of the coronavirus lockdown, 
Geoff spoke to Northern Insight on how businesses 
can protect themselves in a post-pandemic world:  

We finally seem to be seeing a light at the end of the 
COVID-19 tunnel and things are slowly getting back 
to a new sense of normal. However, even though we 
have had an economic earthquake, the tsunami is 
still to follow. In the coming months businesses will 
need to look at how they are prepared to face the 
challenges ahead.  

Many businesses have had the benefit of the 
Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme 
(CBILS), bounceback loans and grants as well as the 
benefits of the Furlough scheme and VAT deferral. 
This may have led to complacency and a false sense 
of security about their cash position but that is likely 
to change. 

In October or January there will be tax to pay on 
earlier more profitable years. In March, the deferred 
VAT payment will be due. We will also have situations 
where bounceback loans and CBILS will need to begin 
repayments by businesses that didn’t really want to 
take on additional debt in the first place. There are 
also a range of other potential problems to address, 
whether that’s customers no longer being viable, 
employment issues or interrupted supply chains. 

There are a number of steps that businesses need to 
take to protect themselves now, rather than waiting 
until next year. 

Cash flow forecast

The most important aspect to consider is to have 
a cash flow forecast which lays out, as clearly as 
possible, the way forward. 

It is often recommended that businesses should have 
a 13-week forecast in place but for this environment, 
that is not be enough. For example, if you have had 
CBILS or a bounceback loan, in 13 weeks you will 
probably still be in a reasonably healthy position, 
what about after that? 

We still don’t know the full impact of lockdown, 
whether business will pick up quickly or if it’ll be a 
long, painful process. Any cash flow forecast must 
illustrate when the money will run out and what 
preventative steps can be taken, ideally over 12 
months.

Business forecast

A business forecast to project how well or badly the 
business is likely to do in the coming months is also 
needed. It is best to adopt a fluid approach, enabling 
easy modification in response to what is an evolving 
situation and at the same time, always linking back 
to the cash forecast. This gives business owners and 
managers visibility on the ramifications of any policy 
changes and decisions made.

Root-and-branch review

Now is a good time for business directors and 
managers to carry out a root-and-branch review, 

examining every aspect of operations, from staffing 
levels, orders and overheads to minimising cost, 
money collecting from customers, as well as exploring 
more cost effective supply chain alternatives. 

Insurance 

To protect businesses from the impact of key 
customers going ‘bump’, serious consideration 
should be given to taking out credit insurance.

As part of an overall costs rationalisation, all 
insurances relating to the business should be 
reviewed, where possible using an experienced broker 
rather than going online. Online providers may give 
cheaper quotes, however there can sometimes 
be gaps in the level of protection, something that 
businesses simply cannot afford now. 

Communication 

The final stage is to focus on communication. Talk to 
staff and make sure that key people in the business 
are happy, secure and have the resources and 
support they need. Talk to the business’ stakeholders, 
particularly the bank – it is essential that they know 
what management are doing, how it’s being done 
and where and when their help might be needed. 

Also talk to suppliers, landlords, local authorities 
and HMRC, all of whom have vested interest in the 
survival and longer-term success of the business. 

It is easy to feel overwhelmed by the challenges 
ahead, however by adopting a step by step and 
pragmatic approach now, businesses can increase 
their chances of survival and indeed success in the 
future. 

For further details visit www.kfdl.co.uk or contact Geoff at gm@kfdl.co.uk

PROTECTING YOUR BUSINESS IN  
A POST-COVID WORLD

Geoff Maclauchlan, Managing Director of Kingsmere Finance Directors, is no stranger to helping 
businesses navigate financial challenges. 
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Geoff Maclauchlan
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E info@sosgroup-ltd.co.uk  |  T 0345 230 8080  |  W www.sosgroup-ltd.co.uk

Office problems?
At SOS Group we have the knowledge to iron out the niggles

and help make you and your business as productive as it can be.

Integrity  |  Excellence  |  Accountable  |  Reliable

IS YOUR OFFICE A SMART OFFICE?

Consultancy Broadband Services



FANTASY ARTIST WITH REAL AMBITION
Even as a young child, art was very important to Robyn Carlisle and it  

became an essential way to share her feelings.
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Andrew Skelton with  
Robyn Carlisle

The 26-year-old from Chopwell has autism and finds some 
methods of communication difficult. She learned to speak 
later than her classmates and drawing helped her express her 
feelings at an early age.

Robyn’s drawing skills have now developed to include advanced 
digital artwork and it remains crucial for her personal well-being, 
as well as for her future career.

Pauline Carlisle, Robyn’s mam, says: “Even before she could talk, 

Robyn used drawing as a way to communicate. At nursery, she 
couldn’t explain to us how she felt but we’d know if she was upset 
because of the pictures she drew with thick, black angry lines.

“She has all this amazing creativity inside her. I find her fascinating 
to watch because she doesn’t draw conventionally. Like most 
people, if I was drawing a figure, I’d start with the body and do 
an outline. But Robyn begins by doing with fingertips. She has a 
vision of what she wants and makes it happen. It just unfolds.”



Now, through hard work and with specialist support, Robyn has 
progressed to achieve a degree in Digital Media from Newcastle 
College and she hopes her creativity and drawing skills could 
lead to a career in illustration and art.

Robyn mainly produces fantasy and ‘dungeons and dragons’ art 
and was given an unconditional offer to study at Newcastle 
College. With support from their Autism Academy, she studied 
animation and achieved a BA (Hons) in Digital Media.

To support her ambitions, technology and office management 
services company, SOS Group, has provided Robyn with a state-
of-the-art laser printer, which can print onto a variety of stocks 
and weights, so she can produce high resolution prints and 
accept more commissions for work.

The Team Valley-based firm recently celebrated donating an 
amazing £250,000 to charities, talented young individuals and 
community organisations since they launched in 2002.

Andrew Skelton, director at SOS Group, says: “What an amazing 
young lady Robyn is. We’re very proud to be able to support her 
as she develops her artwork into a career. We know how much it 
means to her personally and can see how talented she is.

“She’s come a long way already and we have no doubt she has 

a great future ahead of her. It’s a pleasure to be able to help in 
some small way.”

Throughout its history, SOS Group has always placed a 
strong emphasis on community involvement and has always 
encouraged and helped others to pursue their ambitions.

Over the last year, it has been actively involved in supporting 
over 30 community projects, charities and talented young 
individuals, like Robyn.

Robyn says: “Before I was given this, I used to just have a 
household printer. Now I can print higher quality pictures and 
get them out to people.

“When I was small, I learned to talk late and art was a way I 
could communicate. I could draw pictures that showed how I 
felt. It helps me focus and calms me when there’s a sensory 
overload. I can put my headphones on and always have my 
drawing pad.”

SOS Group supplies and maintains leading brand digital office 
equipment and offers a full range of office management 
services, including unified communications, IT support, 
document management, cost consultation and managed print 
services.

More of Robyn’s work can be viewed on her website: robinwing.artstation.com
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CHARITY GOLF DAY  
AT MACDONALD 

LINDEN HALL 
Charity Champion Stewart Bailey broke the 
£700k fundraising landmark recently at his 
11th annual charity golf day at Macdonald 

Linden Hall on Friday 21st August.

The event this year was in aid of the truly 
amazing Great North Air Ambulance Service.

It was another fantastic and well supported day 
with 80 golfers taking part and the event was 

topped off perfectly with Richard Walton having a 
“Hole in One” on the 15th, bagging himself a 25 

grand cash prize for his efforts.
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Two men in the North East are changing 
marketplace opinion regarding remote technology, 
by making their innovative solution the ‘must 
have’ tech for any company that needs to manage 
compliance data. 

Ian Murray and Steve Todd, directors of Plexus 
Innovation, are successfully rolling out their 
innovative GUARDIAN® technology across a range 
of sectors including care homes, social housing, 
education, healthcare and hotels. 

GUARDIAN® is a remote, automated measurement 

and alert system that focuses on environmental data 
including temperature. Designed and manufactured 
in the UK by Plexus Innovation, GUARDIAN® is 
already making a huge difference to those who have 
invested in the technology. 

Ideal in reducing the risk of Legionella and ensuring 
temperature in water or refrigeration units is at 
an optimum level to protect health, GUARDIAN® 
technology comprises of a combination of hardware, 
with remote monitoring software.

Ian and Steve both have a background in technology, 

innovation, and product development, with a 
passion for bringing exciting new solutions to the 
marketplace. 

This experience allowed them to understand how 
remote technology could overcome most of the 
challenges associated with human intervention 
within compliance management. 

Ian said: “We had the idea that use of remote 
technology should really be commonplace within 
compliance and facilities management but we 
also realised that the technology needs to be 
cost effective, easy to use and the data effectively 
managed, in order for this to become a reality. We 
worked hard at getting those aspects right and 
now have a solution that delivers all three. Our 
monitoring software is tailored to ensure that clients 
can configure parameters, so they only get alerts that 
they want to know about, whether that be examples 
such as outlet usage profile, water flushing events or 
medical fridge doors left open.

PLEXUS INNOVATION
Changing the Landscape of Compliance Management with  

Remote Technology…Plexus Innovation.
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The Big Interview...



“The remote measurement and alert system, which 
provides a digital alternative to manual checks, 
is now proven to be cost effective and reliable at 
providing accurate measurement. It provides real-
time data with a full audit trail, issues alerts, reduces 
risk and detects a range of key issues not possible via 
manual measurement.” 

“One organisation already benefitting is Careline 
Lifestyles, where GUARDIAN® is taking pressure off 
the nursing team. Going forward, all care homes will 
be extra vigilant when it comes to compliance and 
risk to the health of their residents. GUARDIAN® 
remotely identifies risk from medical fridge and 
water services issues, enabling early intervention 
by compliance staff and provision of enhanced 
duty of care to residents. Especially at a time when 
nurses and care providers need to focus on their 

residents even more than usual, GUARDIAN® frees 
up the staff to concentrate on care provision as it 
automatically detects operational issues which, for 
example, could result in dispensed medication waste 
and undiagnosed water system problems.”

Believe Housing, one of the largest housing 
associations in the North of England, has also 
successfully implemented GUARDIAN® technology 
to reduce the risk to residents of 136 apartments 
across the region from the water born disease, 
Legionella. Throughout Covid 19 lockdown 
GUARDIAN® ensured that Believe Housing had 
uninterrupted compliance management.

Ian continued: “It is rewarding to see Believe Housing 
leading the way by introducing our technology to 
their industry. Social Housing providers are now 
seeing the benefits of using GUARDIAN® to better 

manage Legionella compliance, provide enhanced 
duty of care to tenants and reduce operational costs 
as it tracks and defines water usage and temperature 
profile of each outlet.”

Ian, Steve and the Plexus Innovation team are now 
on a mission to make remote technology across the 
services industry the norm, rather than niche. Steve 
said: “As technology specialists, we can focus on 
what we are good at and the science that we excel 
in. This then allows others, such as compliance and 
facilities managers; operational and maintenance 
teams, and nursing and care professionals to do their 
job better! It’s a win, win situation.”

GUARDIAN® is cost effective, reliable, gives accurate 
measurements and real-time data as well as being 
easy to install. 

For more information please contact Plexus Innovation on 0191 922 3969 or visit www.plexus-innovation.com
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Staff at the firm were thrilled to receive huge 
interest in the scheme, which is not surprising 
given that the successful graduates will receive 
one-to-one mentoring and guidance from some 
of the North East’s top lawyers. 

The training programme will see two graduates 
each year join the firm and form part of its 
strategic plan for long-term growth. The graduates 
will rotate between different legal teams, giving 
them valuable experience and knowledge of a wide 
range of legal areas. Upon successful completion 
of the scheme, each graduate will join one of the 
departments on a permanent basis.

Mark Roche, Practice Manager said, “We are 
extremely pleased to be able to offer more new 
opportunities at St James’ Square. The Graduate 
Scheme is a win-win for everyone involved. Not 
only does it give graduates a fantastic opportunity 
to continue their legal training, but it also allows 
us to attract new talent into the business which 
in turn helps us grow and meet the demands of 
our clients.”

The firm has a history of investing heavily in its 
staff and The Graduate Recruitment Scheme 
is welcome news amidst such tough times for 
graduates and businesses in general. St James’ 
Square was established three years ago and, 

given its significant investment in technology and 
forward thinking working practices, it has been able 
to respond to the demands and challenges of this 
year. 

During the lockdown period two of its departments, 
Corporate and Commercial Services, and Debt 
Recovery, experienced significant and unexpected 
demand from clients and had to recruit new 
staff to meet the needs of those growing areas. 
Another department, Sports Services, was also 
kept extremely busy with the completion of 
a major contract. The team, which deals with 
the legal aspects of football transfers, recently 
assisted its sister company, St James’ Square Sports 
Management in the transfer of the Greek National 
goalkeeper, Vasilis Barkas. The deal saw Barkas 
move from AEK Athens to Celtic Football Club for a 
transfer fee of £4.5 million. The transfer is a serious 
win for St James’ Square and highlights the level at 
which the firm is operating.

Charity is very important to the whole team at St 
James’ Square and this year has made it impossible 
to provide the usual level of support to their 
chosen charity of the year. The Chronicle Sunshine 
Fund will therefore be the firm’s Charity of the year 
for 2020 and 2021. Partner Andrew Carser, explains, 
“We organise several large scale events each year 

that help us raise a signnificant sum for charity. In 
2019 we were able to raise over £40,000 for Heel 
and Toe, a North East based charity which helps 
disabled children and their families. However due 
to COVID-19 we have been unable to undertake 
many of our planned fundraising events and as a 
result we have taken the decision to extend our 
partnership with The Chronicle Sunshine Fund until 
the end of 2021. The work they do with children in 
our region is outstanding and we are delighted to 
continue supporting them.”

Formed in 2017 and initially operating out of 
one room at Hoults Yard, St James’ Square has 
expanded rapidly. The firm now employs over 30 
staff, occupies 7,000 sq ft of Grade A premises at 
Esh Plaza and has a turnover exceeding £2.1 million. 
It has expanded its commercial departments to 
include services in HR & Employment, Corporate 
& Commercial Services, Dispute Resolution, 
Real Estate – Commercial Property, Real Estate 
– Residential Property, Corporate Recovery & 
Insolvency, Debt Recovery and Sports Services. 

St James’ Square Law Firm is open and visitors are 
welcome by appointment only. 

Please call 0191 466 1000 for any query and we 
will be happy to assist.

HR & Employment | Corporate & Commercial Services | Dispute Resolution | Real Estate – Commercial Property | Real Estate – Residential Property | Corporate Recovery & 

Insolvency | Debt Recovery | Sports Services.

sjs-law.co.uk
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INVESTING IN THE NEXT GENERATION OF  
LEGAL TALENT

Commercial Law Firm, St James’ Square are delighted to announce the launch of its first ever Graduate 
Recruitment Scheme. Scheduled to begin in October 2020, the two-year training programme offers 

talented graduates the opportunity to obtain necessary work experience, which is vital to continue their 
journey in becoming fully qualified solicitors. 
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St James’ Square Sports Management managed 
the transfer of the player, for a sum of £4.5 
million, which was finalised at the end of July by 
agents Paul Monaghan and Mark Lynn.

Paul said, “Vasilis is an exceptional player with a 
bright future ahead of him. He will do a fantastic 
job at Celtic and I have no doubt he will be playing 
in top sides for many years to come. We wish him 
all the best during his time at Celtic FC.”

The company operates on an intermediary basis for 
professional football players and clubs from around 
the world and whilst it offers many services to their 
clients, it is carving out a reputation for assisting 
players from abroad entering the Premier League.

With its head office in Newcastle the company 
has an international reach and its agents, who 
are fluent in several languages, regularly travel 
the world to build relationships with many of the 
top clubs. Recent trips to Madrid, Paris, Barcelona, 
Athens, Rome, New York and Ecuador have helped 
cement those relationships and take the business 
to a new level. 

As a result, St James’ Square Sports Management 
has seen demand for its services increase 
considerably and have recently completed several 
lucrative deals in the current transfer window. 
Since it launched in 2018, the company has been 
involved with many players and clubs, including 
Panathinaikos and Olympiacos in the Greek Super 
League, Wolverhampton Wanderers, Leeds United 
and Crystal Palace in the Premier League. 

“Mark Lynn said “We are thrilled at the way the 
business has grown in such a short amount of 
time and we were delighted to have completed 
our most recent deal with Celtic FC. Our sister 
company St James’ Square Law Firm provided all 
our legal needs and assisted us throughout the 
deal. Their commercial advice and knowledge has 
been invaluable and helped to provide a speedy and 
fully rounded service.”

The company has also attracted several 
Ambassadors to the business. Footballing legends 
Nikos Dabizas & Colin Todd joined St James’ Square 
Sports Management as brand ambassadors earlier 
this year.

Nikos, a former Greek international, Leicester 

City and Newcastle United player, has most 

recently held the position of Sporting Director 

at Panathinaikos FC. Nikos said, “The team at St 

James’ Square Sports Management have a passion 

for the game and the drive to succeed, I’m delighted 

to be working with them.”

Player turned manager, Colin Todd, has over 600 

appearances for club and country winning the PFA 

Players’ Player of the Year in 1975. His managerial 

career took him to Middlesbrough, Bolton Wanders 

& Derby County. Colin said, “I’ve worked with many 

agents over the years and the team at St James’ 

Square Sports Management are a cut above. I 

am looking forward to many years of partnership 

ahead.”

St James’ Square Sports Management has now 

partnered with several leading brands including car 

manufacturers Lamborghini and McLaren, luxury 

holiday providers Soneva and Sani and private jet 

companies Air Charter Service and Gulfstream.

sjs-sport.com
Career Management | Commercial Partnerships | Media and Branding | Legal
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NORTH EAST FOOTBALL AGENTS SCORE BIG  
WITH CELTIC F.C. 

A North East based sports management company was left celebrating after completing the transfer  
of Greek International goalkeeper, Vasilis Barkas, from AEK Athens to Celtic F.C. 
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NORTH EAST DEAL 
MARKET SHOWING 

SIGNS OF RECOVERY
The market for corporate finance deals in 
the North East is showing signs of recovery, 
according to a leading local Corporate Finance 
expert who has just completed two transactions 
for North East businesses.

Graham Cornforth, Corporate Finance Partner with 
Baldwins in the North East, said: “An active deal 
making market is important to a strong economy 
and there are signs of an increase in the number 
of enquiries and activity, all of which points to a 
recovery in deal making.

“We have just completed two transactions in the 
last month, one the sale of a leading construction 
logistics services business and the other a deal in 
the engineering sector. These show that with the 
correct diligence and deal structure, buyers and 
sellers can still successfully secure a deal.

“Despite the lockdown, finance is readily available 
and there are always sellers looking to exit and 
buyers looking to expand their business.”

SINTONS APPOINTS 
NEW MANAGING 

PARTNER
Law firm Sintons has appointed Christopher 
Welch as a new managing partner.

Christopher takes up the position after 17 years 
with the firm, during which time he has become 
one of the most highly esteemed corporate lawyers 
in the North of England, acting for an array of 
leading businesses both locally and nationally.

Christopher is part of the firm’s senior management 
team and has played a central role in major 
projects, including the firm’s recent rebrand. He will 
combine his role as managing partner with client 
work ensuring that he is able to meet the needs of 
his loyal and longstanding client base.

Christopher said: “I am very pleased to be appointed 
to the role of managing partner and look forward 
to meeting the challenges ahead. We have a hugely 
capable team at Sintons with many talented, 
committed people I know I can put my trust in.”

HAY & KILNER ADDS 
ERICA TO CLINICAL 
NEGLIGENCE TEAM

North East law firm Hay & Kilner has added 
experienced practitioner Erica Hardy to its 
expert clinical negligence team.

Erica is joining the Newcastle-headquartered firm 
as a solicitor and is now working on a range of 
clinical, medical and dental cases with clients from 
around the region.

After completing her legal qualifications, Erica 
worked as a solicitor in private practice on behalf 
a number of North East NHS trusts, carrying out 
defence work in clinical negligence cases.

Erica said: “Hay & Kilner has always had an excellent 
reputation for their clinical negligence work and 
when the opportunity came along to join, I was 
extremely keen to take it up. It’s a very professional 
practice with a friendly and approachable team and 
also fits the profile of the sort of firm for which I 
was looking to work.”

NEW IFA REFERRAL BUSINESS LAUNCHED 
BY NORTH EAST FINANCIAL SPECIALIST

A business to help Independent Financial Advisors (IFA) build new long-term 
relationships with clients has been launched by a North East finance specialist.

Newcastle-based Wealth Provision has been established by stockbroker Nick Williams, 
who has more than 14 years expertise in the financial sector working for respected 
companies such as Brewin Dolphin and St. James’s Place, alongside North East 
entrepreneur Richard Fowler.

The business provides referral generation services to help IFAs secure new work, whilst 
also helping consumers to understand the benefits of receiving independent financial 
advice.

Richard, who also owns North East maintenance services company Total Facilities 
Management, joined the enterprise after accessing IFA services from Nick. 

Operating nationally, the start-up business is aiming to achieve significant growth in 
the coming years and is being advised by partner and head of corporate finance at RG 
Corporate Finance, Carl Swansbury.
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RISING STAR
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What were your career ambitions growing up?

Growing up I wanted to study law. I completed my work 
experience at a local firm of solicitors in Gateshead and worked 
there on weekends and during school holidays. When I was 16 
my parents moved away from Gateshead, so I left home at 
a young age to stay in Gateshead. Then a career in financial 
services presented itself and I loved it, so I stayed. 

Tell us about your current role?

I am a Wealth Manager with Rutherford Hughes Ltd. I offer 
holistic financial planning advice. We are completely whole 
of market so I am not restricted in any way which means I 
can offer the best possible advice to my clients. We review 
market offerings from discretionary fund managers, multi 
asset managers, together with specialist products that may 
be appropriate for our clients’ needs. We also offer our own 
in-house portfolio management service and together we can 
structure solutions to meet our clients’ needs from individuals, 
companies, Trusts, Court of Protection, and pension schemes.

How has your industry changed over the past decade?

Our industry has changed a lot over the last decade. The 
Financial Conduct Authority introduced the Retail Distribution 
Review in 2012 and the number of qualified financial advisers 
in the UK dramatically reduced because of the review. 
Commission was removed and clients must agree fees with 
the adviser. Regulation was tightened for advisers, but it was 
a positive exercise.

What has been your proudest achievement so far?

My proudest achievements are definitely my two daughters, 
Charlotte and Harriet. Someone once told me that it was not 
possible to be a good mother and have a career. I have to say I 
completely disagreed. My friends call me Mary Poppins as I am 
always super organised and prepared for every occasion. All the 
working parents out there will confirm that you must always 
be prepared. I am proud that I have a great career, am a loving 
mum and have a social life too so you could say I am proud 
that I have managed to achieve a work life balance.

In business, it is looking after a growing group of clients who 
value the care and attention, I give them.

What are you currently working on?

If you follow Rutherford Hughes on Facebook or LinkedIn, you 
will see that I have been quite busy doing marketing and creating 
promotional/educational videos.  We are trying to create 
awareness of ESG Investing. ESG stands for Environmental, 
Social & Governance. People who are not familiar with this 
type of investment believe that it is an ethical investment and 
you are sacrificing growth potential in favour of being ethical, 
however that it is not correct. ESG is a risk rating applied to a 
fund to indicate the potential for damaging the environment, 
how well employees and supply chains are looked after and 
how robustly the control mechanisms operate. The one thing 
we are sure of is that the sustainability of the businesses we 

invest in will be the security of our future and that is why we 
think the ESG rating is so fundamental. Clients no-longer need 
to compromise you can invest with a social conscience and 
achieve long term growth.

How has the coronavirus pandemic affected  
your way of working?

When we first went into lockdown it was a challenge. I was 
attempting to work from home and home schooling my seven 
and five year olds, something that sounds easy in theory but 
very different in practice. I think most parents will relate to this.  
I created a working pattern around the girls and things became 
easier. Rutherford Hughes have always understood the needs 
and demands of busy clients and had an excellent business 
process which allows us to advise our clients without the need 
for face to face meetings and reviews that can interrupt their 
busy schedules. Our system does not require printing reams 
and reams of paper, so it was very easy for us to adapt our 
business process as we starting to use Microsoft Teams more. 
Before the pandemic I was in the office pretty much every 
day, now I work from home a lot more. I feel that both clients 
and other professionals that I work with have accepted the 
challenges that the pandemic has thrown at us all and it’s now 
acceptable for one of my children or even our cat to briefly join 
in on my online meetings from time to time.

What is the best piece of business advice you  
have been given?

Surround yourself with a good network of people. This is so 
true. You need to have good people around you to talk through 
challenges, to learn from them, for them to offer you help and 
support. If they are unable to help personally it is great for 
them to be able to say “I know someone who can help you 
with that” and of course to be advocates of your business and 
refer clients to you.    

What has been your biggest challenge?

Getting the work life balance, being a single mum of two young 
children and working full time in a heavily regulated industry 
certainly does have its challenges. However, I also believe that 
if you want something badly enough you will find a way to 
achieve it.

How do you like to unwind?

I love spending time with my daughters. We are very lucky in 
the North East to never really be more than a 30-minute drive 
to either the coast or the countryside. I live a stone’s throw 
away from the beautiful Derwent Walk so we love to escape 
and get out in the fresh air.

What book are you currently reading?

I am currently reading two books, “12 Rules for Life” by Jordan 
Peterson and “What they don’t teach you at Harvard Business 
School” by Mark McCormack. I enjoy reading but you will 
rarely see me reading a story other than to my children. I prefer 
reading to learn new skills.

www.rutherfordhughes.com 

Northern Insight meets 

DENISE GRAHAM
Wealth Manager at Rutherford Hughes
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An individual’s UK tax residence status affects 
whether they need to pay tax in the UK on their 
foreign income, or their UK sourced income only. 
Residence status can change from one tax year 
to the next, therefore it is imperative that any 
individual that spends periods of time outside of 
the UK reviews their residence status each tax 
year to avoid being caught out and reporting their 
status incorrectly.

The SRT considers the amount of time an individual 
spends in the UK, the connections they have to the 
UK and where relevant, the amount of days worked 
in the UK. The SRT is split into the following parts:

 Automatic overseas test

 Automatic UK test

 Sufficient ties test

 Split years

Each of the tests above have their own qualifying 
rules and must considered in the above order. 
Application of the SRT and considering the parts of 
each test can be very complex, and we would advise 
speaking with a tax professional if you are unsure of 
how the rules apply to your own circumstances.

The UK is currently dealing with an unprecedented 
health crisis which has affected millions of 
individuals, including those who may usually work 
or live abroad for some or part of the UK tax year. 
Temporary changes to the SRT guidance have been 
introduced by HMRC to provide a more sympathetic 
approach from a tax perspective to those individuals 
who are forced to return to the UK or are stuck in the 
UK for issues relating to Covid-19, such as country 
border closures or having to self-isolate in the UK.

Generally, an individual’s UK tax residence status will 
be determined by the amount of days spent in the 
UK in a tax year. Since the introduction of the SRT, 

HMRC have allowed for an additional 60 days on top 
of your relevant day count if they can be attributed 
to “exceptional circumstances”. This allows you to 
ignore up to an additional 60 days when calculating 
your UK day count, if the discounted days qualify as 
exceptional under HMRC’s criteria.

Previously, HMRC guidance classed exceptional 
circumstances as a situation which is out of the 
individuals control and is preventing them from 
leaving the UK. This included situations such as civil 
unrest, natural disasters and sudden illness or injury. 
Situations such as planned surgery and marriages or 
births within the family do not count as exceptional, 
as HMRC would expect the individual to know in 
advance the days they would be spending in the UK 
and take them into account in their calculation of 
days.

The HMRC guidance on exceptional circumstances 
was updated in March 2020, shortly after the 
UK “lockdown” was announced. The exceptional 
circumstances rule has been broadened to allow an 
individual to discount up to an additional 60 days if 
the days are attributable to:

Time spent quarantined or advised by a health 
professional to self-isolate in the UK.

Told by official Government advice not to travel 
from the UK.

If you are unable to leave the UK due to international 
border closures.

If your overseas employer asks you to return to the 
UK temporarily.

Although the rules have been broadened to include 
the above circumstances, there are still various 
clauses and parts of the residence test which can and 
cannot be considered when determining the number 
of days spent in the UK. For example, if you usually 
qualify as a non-UK tax resident by qualifying for the 
third automatic overseas test, you can claim up to 
an extra 60 UK days on top of the usual permitted 
90 days as exceptional circumstances. You cannot, 
however, apply the exceptional circumstances rule if 
you have a significant break from overseas working 
of 31 days or more.

HMRC guidance must therefore be read in detail and 
applied to each individual’s circumstances as there is 
no blanket approach.

Please note on 9 April 2020 in a letter to the Chair of 
the Treasury Committee, the Chancellor Rishi Sunak 
confirmed that time spent in the UK in the period 1 
March 2020 to 1 June 2020 by individuals working on 
COVID-19 related activities will not count towards 
the residence tests and can be discounted. This 
includes doctors, nurses, anaesthetists and engineers 
working on ventilator design and production.

HMRC 
STATUTORY 

RESIDENCE TEST 
AND COVID-19: 

IMPORTANT 
CHANGES

By Jenna Ideson (Personal Tax Senior) 
at RMT Accountants & Business 

Advisors Ltd 

For further information or assistance with anything highlighted in this article please contact: Jenna Ideson (Personal Tax Senior) 
e: jenna.ideson@r-m-t.co.uk   t: 0191 256 9500
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The Statutory Residence Test 
(SRT) was introduced by HMRC 
and brought into effect in the 
Finance Act 2013 on 6 April 

2013. The purpose of the test 
is to help determine the tax 

residence status of an individual 
within the UK tax year. 

Jenna Ideson



ReadMilburn 
& COMPANY

“The Coastal Accountants”
71 Howard Street, North Shields, NE30 1AF

0191 257 0355   info@readmilburn.co.uk

The one stop shop for  
all your Accountancy needs!



The office, which boasts stunning parquet floor 
and space for four or five people, has been a 
lucky charm for the last tenants, who have 
expanded into larger office space. 

With great views of the city, the office space 
is part of one the most luxurious business 
communities in the North East, based in the 
heart of Middlesbrough. The building also boasts 
a superior business lounge, boardroom, luxury 
kitchen and toilet facilities, hotdesking and virtual 
tenancy. 

The office comes complete with furniture, full 
facilities management across the building and a 
manned reception. Christine Huntington, facilities 
manager for Commerce Chambers (owners of 
Commerce House) said: “This office really is 
the lucky charm in the building. It has had two 
previous tenants, both of who have boomed to 
their next level of success and moved to larger 
space in Commerce House. 

“With its original flooring and city views, its a 
really special space. With prices starting from just 
£200 a desk, it’s not going to be available for long, 
so if you are interested please do get in touch as 
soon as possible!”

Commerce House has all the safety precautions 
in place to ensure that tenants and visitors to the 
building are safe. 

From Perspex in reception to hand santiser 
and directive signs around the building, with 
guidelines on distance and numbers allowed, the 
team have really gone the extra mile to ensure 
the building can function safely. 

The meeting areas and boardroom are also 
available to rent, up to a maximum of eight 
people. 

Christine concluded: “It’s business as usual at 
Commerce House with everything in place to 
allow you and your business to flourish. To view 
the space please get in touch and we can arrange 
a socially distanced tour.”

LUCKY OFFICE AVAILABLE AT COMMERCE HOUSE
An unusual opportunity to snap up a sixth floor office in Commerce House has arisen which  

has proven to be supremely lucky for previous tenants. 

More information is available at www.commerce-house.co.uk
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Commerce Chambers Ltd  

Commerce House, 

1 Exchange Square, 

Middlesbrough TS1 1DE 

t: 01642 917 116

commerce-house.co.uk

 READY 
 FOR 
 BUSINESS
And with offices 
filling fast!

n  IMPRESSIVE 
OFFICE SPACE

n	 BOARDROOM

n HOT DESKS

n BUSINESS LOUNGE

n MEETING ROOMS

n VIRTUAL OFFICE

n  CUTTING EDGE 
TECHNOLOGY

Commerce House, the outstanding, iconic, grade II listed 
building in the heart of Middlesbrough is now fully 
refurbished and has released the last of its stunning office 
space. With rooms available for two to fourteen people.
With enviable facilities, Commerce House is the perfect opportunity for a head 
office, satellite office or to expand operations within the prestigious TS1 area of 
Middlesbrough in the heart of the newest regenerated location in the region. 
And now we have some great deals available for a limited time only!

To find out more and to take advantage of this offer, you’d better get moving! 
Contact Christine Huntington on 01642 917 116 or Christine@commercechambers.co.uk

Your business can be part of the growing Commerce House community!

64168 KH CM Teesside Business Fully Open Ad 297x210 (4).indd   1 06/06/2018   9:19 am



“When we started Cascade in 2012, we recognised 
that the financial services market was not 
functioning well leading to poor outcomes for 
savers and borrowers. We listened to our clients 
and started our journey towards ensuring that 
no one is worse off financially because they don’t 
know about or can’t access the right product or 
service.

“Often, the problem is borne in a disconnect between 
customers goals and aims and the financial products 
available on the market. Financial products are built 
by banks, for banks and often the customers goals 
and aims are not easily matched. There are literally 
hundreds of providers offering thousands of ever-
changing products, each with its own onboarding 
process and risk management policy. Without 
transparent information that translates what should 
be considered in choosing between products, it’s no 
wonder many customers are missing out. 

“To articulate the disconnect between bank and 
customer, consider a young couple saving to buy 
their own home. From the couple’s perspective, 
they wish to save to buy their dream home and 
once they have enough of a deposit, they wish to 
use that to buy the best home they can, then they’d 
like to live there and build their family home. The 
couple would like to make sure that they get the 
highest rate and depositor protection they can for 
their savings, and then they’d like a fair interest 
rate that they can comfortably service to own their 
own home when obtaining their mortgage. From 
the banks perspective, the bank wishes to pay the 
lowest rate it reasonably can to build its deposits 
book and then would like to lend that out at the 
highest rate it reasonably can to maximise its profits. 
It’s this disconnect that causes a problem in financial 
services – banks seeking to maximise profits for 
shareholders and customers trying to access basic 
financial services at reasonable and fair levels. 

“The regulator is aware of this disconnect and a series 

of papers have been commissioned with regulatory 
guidance constantly being launched to try to ensure 
financial fairness for all. Cascade is aligned to the 
same goals. We are independent of any bank or 
building society and it’s this independence that gives 
us our competitive advantage. We are structurally 
unbiased and agnostic over where a customer’s 
money is placed. We are entirely aligned with our 
clients, seeking to get them the highest savings rate 
and depositor protection we can on their cash and 
we are now starting our journey to help our clients 
get the lowest borrowing rates and fairest terms 
available for their situation. We think this will help 
the regulator to improve competition in the market 
and lead to fairer outcomes for all. 

“We intend to deliver our plan in three distinct 
phases. In phase one, our objective is to expand our 
reach, increasing our market share by reducing our 
minimum deposit to £50,000 in the first instance. 
We’ll begin by building our mortgage and ISA datasets 
while continuing to develop our CascadePro (cash 
management for professionals) and CascadeData 
(savings analytics) services. In phase two, we will 
expand our offering by using our data and insight 
to design and launch bespoke savings and lending 
products while building our CascadeOpen digital 
banking platform. Finally, in phase three we are 
intent on transforming the market by offering a fully 
integrated savings, mortgages and loans platform 
with the option to expand our technology into new 
international markets too. 

“Our end outcome is effortless financial savvy for all. 
For savers, we will continue to build and launch a fully 
integrated savings offering whereby mass market 
savers in the UK can create a Cascade profile through 
our mobile app. Savers will be able to determine 
their personal savings requirements and will be led 
through the flow for choosing which accounts they 
should have and how much they need to hold in 
each. Their money will be automatically taken from 
where it is currently held and placed in the right 

amounts into their, also automatically opened and 
verified, new savings accounts. Within the Cascade 
app, savers will have access to a holistic view of all 
of their money. Their accounts will be constantly 
monitored against the market and adjusted to give 
them the best returns possible aligned to their 
bespoke situation. Cascade will fully digitise the 
administrative side of managing savings to reduce 
the hassle involved including bespoke requests for 
placing money on notice, enacting withdrawals, 
obtaining tax vouchers, notifying of audit requests 
and many other previously archaic processes. 
Cascade will help savers reach their savings goals. 

“For borrowers, we are building a full-service 
mortgage advisory platform whereby customers can 
log in to their mobile Cascade app and be guided 
through a seamless onboarding and mortgage 
requirements flow. Mortgage recommendations 
will be based on a combination of the user input 
requirements as well as Cascade’s own database of 
customer service levels, rates, onboarding processes 
and time to mortgage offers for each provider. From 
the Cascade app, borrowers will have their mortgage 
constantly monitored against the market with timely 
notifications for their bespoke situation including 
better rates and when initial fixed term periods end. 
Obtaining a mortgage through Cascade will be the 
smoothest experience possible owed to the fact that 
we will have fully digitised the administrative side 
of mortgages including pulling data from historical 
bank statements, credit reference agencies and the 
land registry. 

“We are raising £1m in our first phase on our journey 
to delivering our plan and are setting a maximum 
subscription per person of £50,000. Cascade is EIS 
eligible which means that there are attractive tax 
reliefs available to those that invest designed to 
encourage investment into new ventures which 
stand to create both growth and jobs to benefit the 
UK economy.”

CASCADE SHARES FIVE YEAR PLAN
Cascade Cash Management has revealed it’s next exciting five year plan, which highlights the company’s quest to 

ensure effortless financial savvy for all. Here, managing director Dr Emma Black, shares her sneak peek:

For anyone interested to learn more about becoming a Cascade shareholder, please do get in touch and we’ll be delighted to share more and 
welcome you into our investor community. More information is at www.cascade.co.uk
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Bespoke Financial Newcastle Limited, which is 

the brainchild of father-of-two Terry Blackburn, 

31 from Newcastle, is now on track to reach 

over £1.2m by the end of the year after a rise 

in people taking out life insurance and income 

protection.

The company has also undergone an aggressive 

recruitment drive to service demand, bringing its 

total head count to 28 and hopes to increase this 

to 100 by the end of 2021.

Bespoke Financial Newcastle has had support and 

financial coaching advice from Robson Laidler 

Accountants who have put systems in place 

to help the business grow sustainably giving 

real time information, a cashflow forecast and 

operational review to allow it to recruit and make 

key business decisions as well as invaluable tax 

advice. 

Terry Blackburn said: “Bespoke Financial was 
already on track to reach our targets but the 
beginning of the pandemic in March saw our 
enquiries escalate more than imaginable.

“I made the conscious decision to work harder 
than I’ve ever worked and saw it as an opportunity 
to really make the business flourish and with the 
power of marketing and social media our leads 
increased tenfold.

“The pandemic has made people aware of their 
own mortality and whilst people have been 
furloughed they have had more time to reflect 
and review their finances. People who have 
always been meaning to take out that policy but 
never got around to it, have done.

“Robson Laidler have been an invaluable source 
of guidance throughout the whole period, they 
gave me 24/7 support and financial insight into 

how to ramp up the business efficiently as well as 
ongoing business coaching and tax advice.

“I also could not have grown the business at such 
speed without my staff who have all adapted 
so well and who also embraced the challenge 
of working for home whilst dealing with an 
unprecedented number of enquiries. I am so 
proud of everyone’s achievements and have high 
aspirations for the next 12 months.”  

Nick Wilson head of Business Innovation at 
Robson Laidler said: “Bespoke Financial is an 
example of a business that has seized the 
opportunity that the pandemic has thrown at 
business owners and grasped it with both hands. 
With calculated measures in place to adapt and 
thrive at such speed including an operational 
review, Terry and his team have worked incredibly 
hard and deserve this success. I can’t wait to see 
what the future holds for the business.”

Bespoke Financial Newcastle, which offers life and home insurance as well mortgages and income protection, are still recruiting.  
Anyone interested in a role are asked to go to: bespokefinancialnewcastle.co.uk   For business acceleration go to: www.robson-laidler.co.uk

BOOM IN INSURANCE ENQUIRIES SEES NORTH EAST 
FIRM ON TARGET FOR £1M

A Newcastle-based insurance brokers has increased its turnover by 50% and doubled its workforce  
due to a boom in demand for its services since the coronavirus pandemic
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Bespoke Financial Director Terry Blackburn (front 
right) with Robson Laidler’s Nick Wilson (front left) 
with the growing Bespoke Financial team. 



Every other insurance is in theory optional, with 
many people choosing cover for pets, mobile 
phone and their household appliances either by 
their own choice, thinking it was compulsory or 
worse not even knowing what they are paying 
for each month!

However, very few people insure the very thing 
without which a pet, mobile phone or many 
household appliances would become a luxury, I am 
talking about protecting your income, salary, wage, 
whatever you want to call it, this is what pays the 
bills for most of us.

  What would happen if due to long term illness, 
injury or accident your income stopped? Take a 
look at your monthly net pay and then ask how 
long you might survive without it.

  If you are really lucky your employer will pay 
you for a period, maybe even full pay for the 
first six months of illness but what happens 
after that.

  Possibly you have savings, but how long 
would these last even in just maintaining your 
“essential” monthly outgoings.

  “My family would help” is another common 
response, maybe, but how long could this be 
sustained before tensions arise.

One of the main reasons for clients not taking 
cover is because there is a belief that the state 
would help them. But is this true? Not really, as 
Statutory Sick Pay is less than £100 per week for 
employees for a maximum period of 28 weeks and 
the self-employed receive absolutely nothing! After 
that, any future state benefits are means tested 
but are hardly generous, and if anything, likely to 
reduce over the longer term as the Government 
purse strings are stretched by other demands such 
as Coronavirus, the NHS, education etc.

Research by Legal & General in 2019 shows that 
employees on average have a 32 day deadline 
before money starts to run out and 46% of 
households have either no savings or savings of 
less than £1,500.

Income protection cover is an obvious solution, 
which can be tailored to your individual 
circumstances:

 To begin after any employer’s sick pay ceases.

  To end in line with a mortgage being fully 
repaid or children finishing education.

 To increase in line with inflation.

  To be underwritten by the insurer at the time 
of application so that you know exactly what is 
covered and any exclusions.

  Provide an income in line with current net 
salary for the lifetime of the policy.

A good way to determine how much cover is 
required is to divide a recent bank statement into 
three categories;

  Monthly payments which are absolutely 
necessary for survival, eg mortgage, food and 
bills.

  Those outgoings that you would like to keep, 
eg: gym membership, Sky etc.

 Those that you can do without.

This helps to determine how much cover you 
ought to have in place to maintain your home and 
lifestyle.

Finally there is a myth that “these policies don't 
pay out when you need them”. Recent statistics 
available from Legal & General for 2019 are as 
follows;

  93% of income protection claims were paid out 
with those which weren't successful usually due 
to existing illnesses not being declared when 
applying for the policy

So taking things back to reality, pet insurance may 
well prove to be essential when your beloved cat, 
dog etc. is ill, but who feeds him/her if you are too 
ill to afford to?

Speak to us today about how you can improve your 
financial security. What have you got to lose?

If you would like to see what our clients have to 
say about us we have in excess of one hundred and 
fifty Google 5* reviews on-line and on our website 
from satisfied clients (www.innovateml.co.uk)!
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Paul Hardingham and Tony Ibson are Mortgage and Protection Advisers at Innovate Mortgages and Loans. Both have over 20 years of experience 
advising individuals and businesses across the North East of England. They can be contacted for bespoke advice at paul@innovateml.co.uk or 

tony@innovateml.co.uk or call 0191 284 3723.
Your home is at risk if you do not keep up repayments on a mortgage or other loan secured on it.

Paul H
ardingham

, D
irector of Innovate M

ortgages and Loans

INCOME 
PROTECTION PAYS 
THE BILLS WHEN 
YOU CANNOT!

Ok, so we know why people insure 
their car - it’s the law, similarly 

if you have a mortgage it is 
compulsory to insure the property.
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While not everyone has fully embraced Tom and Barbara’s ‘Good Life’ 
philosophy, home baking, gardening and knitting have all enjoyed a notable 
renaissance.

Lockdown lessons

Back to basics has also become a key personal finance theme. The economic 
impact of the pandemic has clearly resulted in many people’s finances becoming 
severely stretched. As a result, a significant proportion of consumers have sought 
to change their financial habits by reducing expenses and becoming more mindful 
spenders.

Dealing with debt

While good budgeting skills have become a necessity, it’s also important not to 
ignore debt. Many have benefited from mortgage and other debt payment breaks, 
but these will not last forever. Going forward it’s vital to keep up with repayments 
or, if you are struggling, consult a debt adviser. When it comes to lingering debt, 
the worst thing anyone can do is nothing.

Financial fragility

Sadly, for some people, the pandemic has highlighted the fragile nature of their 
financial safety net. The last few decades have seen the burden of responsibility 
increasingly shift from state to individual, which has increased the importance 
of protection products in order to maintain both your and your family’s financial 
security in uncertain times.

Rainy day funds

The pandemic has also highlighted the need for emergency savings. If you don’t 
have any, regular savings schemes can be a particularly good way to accumulate 
rainy day funds. If you do have savings, make sure you shop around for the best 
available rates rather than leaving funds stagnating in poorly paying accounts.

Long-term goals

Although it’s extremely easy to focus solely on short-term financial needs, it’s 
also important not to lose sight of other financial goals. While finding money to 
fund longer-term plans such as retirement savings can be difficult, the cost of 
delay can ultimately prove even more expensive.

Help at hand

The last few months have shown we never really know what’s around the corner 
and also demonstrated the importance of being financially prepared for what may 
lie ahead. If you need assistance strengthening your financial resilience, please 
get in touch.

BUILDING FINANCIAL RESILIENCE
One notable theme evident throughout the coronavirus lockdown has been ‘back to basics’ with  

people displaying an increased appetite for the simpler things in life. 

www.prismaticwealth.co.uk

Providing private and corporate clients with
bespoke, tailored financial solutions.

PRISMATIC WEALTH

Retirement Planning:
 

Investment Services:
 

Life Planning:
 

Pension Planning
Defined Benefit Pensions
Pension Consolidation and Transfers
Pension Drawdown and Annuities
Self Invested Personal Pensions
(SIPP)

Estate Planning
Protection Planning
Reaching Retirement
Pensions and Divorce

Investment Planning Advice
Investment Review

 
Prismatic House,
26 Falcon Court,
Preston Farm Business Park,
Stockton-on-Tees, 
TS18 3TX

 
Tel: 01642 661600
Email: enquiries@prismaticwealth.co.uk

To speak to us contact:
 

With over 30 years experience as financial planning specialists, Prismatic
Wealth have the expertise to assist you with life planning, retirement planning

and investments. 
 

www.prismaticwealth.co.uk

Graham Laverick



However, its attractions are being compromised 
by several tax changes which have recently taken 
effect. This is in addition to its lack of liquidity 
and being a potential liability rather than an 
asset.

1. Mortgage interest relief 

Since 2017/18, higher rate tax relief on mortgage 
interest has gradually been phased out by 25% per 
tax year and has been replaced by a basic rate tax 
credit reduction from the taxpayer’s tax bill.

With effect from 6 April 2020, the transitional 
reduction is complete. This means that no interest 
is now deductible from rental income and so no 
higher rate tax relief is available. As well as denying 
tax relief at higher rates, the change may cause a 
person’s net income to exceed those critical points 
where tax allowances are lost or cut back causing 
them to suffer a higher tax liability. Such thresholds 
are:

 £100,000 (personal allowance),

 £50,000 (high income child benefit charge),

  £50,000 (higher rate tax – relevant for capital 
gains tax (CGT) and chargeable event gains on 
life policies), and

  £200,000 and £240,000 (pensions annual 
allowance taper reduction).

Taxpayers affected by these rules should consider 
maximising pension contributions to reduce net 
income.

How much a person may be able to pay in 
pension contributions will depend on that person’s 
circumstances.

It is important to note that there are specific rules 
around calculating the thresholds for the pensions 
annual allowance taper reduction. 

2. Date of payment of CGT on gains rising 
from residential property 

The disposal of most residential property will be 
exempt from CGT because of the principal private 
residence exemption. However, where the property 
is an investment property or has not been occupied 
solely as a principal private residence throughout 
the whole period of ownership, taxable capital 
gains can arise. 

Since 6 April 2020, a payment on account of any 
CGT due on the disposal of residential property 
situated in the UK, by a UK resident, must be made 
within 30 days of the completion date. HMRC have 
announced a relaxed and flexible approach on this 
new rule because of the problems that have arisen 
as a result of Covid-19. In particular, to let the new 
rules “bed in”, the payment of CGT on transactions 

completed after 5 April but before 30 June 2020, did 

not need to be made until 31 July 2020. Provided 

that the transaction was reported and the tax due 

was paid by this date, no late filing fees will apply 

but interest will accrue. For sales completed on or 

after 1 July, the 30-day rule applies with full force. 

The disposal will also need to be reported in the 

self-assessment return that must be submitted, at 

the latest, by 31 January in the year following the 

tax year in which the gain arose. The precise CGT 

position for the tax year can then be calculated. 

One way in which it has been possible to defer 

the date of payment of CGT has been to use CGT 

deferment relief by making an investment in an 

Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS). It should be 

noted that, as a result of the 30-day payment 

rule, in the cases of the payment of CGT arising 

on the disposal of residential property it may now 

be necessary to pay the CGT and then recover it if 

a later EIS investment is made and CGT deferment 

relief is claimed. 

Next month we will look at other aspects of 

property investment taxation.
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Tax advice is not regulated by the FCA and legislation is subject to change. Capital is at risk. Rutherford Hughes Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Rutherford Hughes Ltd company 
registration no: 10431722. Country of registration: England. Office & Registered Office address: Collingwood Buildings, 38 Collingwood Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 1JF.

If you would like more information, or would like to discuss your own position, then please do not hesitate to contact me or  
my colleagues, David Hughes and Denise Graham. Peter Rutherford is a director at Rutherford Hughes Ltd. He can be contacted on  

0191 229 9600 peter.rutherford@rutherfordhughes.com  

PROPERTY TAX CHANGES AS AT 6 APRIL 2020
Property is a very popular investment in the UK, much to the bemusement of other nations.



ROAR Digital Marketing   224 -228 Park View  Whitley Bay  NE26 3QR   info@roardigitalmarketing.co.uk   roardigitalmarketing.co.uk

DIGITAL CAMPAIGNS THAT BITE!
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www.csaccounting.co.uk     info@csaccounting.co.uk     0191 487 9870
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A TALE OF TWO 
PLUMBERS

It was 8:30 on a Tuesday 
morning and Bill’s breakfast was 
disturbed by his phone ringing. 
‘Morning’ said Ben, ‘Any work 
on today?’. ‘Aye, lad, we’ve a 

leak to fix’ replied Bill. ‘I’ll come 
over then’ said Ben ‘We can do it 
together. It’s grand to have some 

work to do after all this time’. 

Cyd Smith

Flowers Plumbing & Heating was an established 
business run by Bill and Ben but work had 
been slow since the impact of COVID-19 and 
was taking some time to pick up again. They 
were relying on their previous reputation and 
returning customers.

They set off in Bill’s van and soon found the cause 
of the leak but they needed the materials to fix it 
so they finished the cuppa they’d been given and 
headed off to their usual supplier. No luck there 
though so they drove across town to another 
supplier. ‘Sorry mate’ he said ‘I’ve just sold the last 
one I had but I have some on order, they’re down 
for delivery on Friday’. ‘We probably need it before 
then’ said Bill. ‘Well, I can order one with special 
delivery’ the supplier said ‘but there’s a £25 charge’. 
‘Hmm, OK’ said Bill ‘It’s going to cut down our 
profit but a job’s a job and needs must’. 

Order duly placed, they set off back to their 
customer to patch up what they could and put 
bowls and rags in place to catch any drips. The 
next day they withdrew some cash and headed 
back across town mid morning to pick up the parts. 
Throwing the receipt from their supplier into the 
back of the van they headed back to their customer 
arriving just as the kettle boiled. Half an hour and 
another cuppa later they finished the job. ‘How 
much do I owe you and do you take cards?’ the 
customer asked. ‘It’s £125 but we don’t take cards’ 
Bill said. ‘Oh dear, I don’t have that much cash here, 
but I can pop to the cash point’ she offered. ‘No, 
don’t worry’ said Ben ‘We’ll send you an invoice 
and you can send us a cheque’.

‘Another satisfied customer’ said Ben as they 
headed off. ‘Aye’ agreed Bill ‘And a good cuppa too. 
We’ve no more jobs today so we should really try 
to sort out some paperwork when we get back. 
The accountant’s been on the phone again’. They 
both thought of the invoices they had to raise to 
customers using their trusty ‘Word’ template and a 
tidy out of the back of the van would be needed to 
find all their receipts. ‘Just as well we’ve not been 
too busy’ joked Ben. A mood of gloom descended….

Tuesday 8:30am and across town, Andy from 
WWM Plumbing & Heating heard his phone ping 
and picked it up to find an urgent referral from the 
trade agency he had signed up to. There had been 
a bit of paperwork to sign up but it was all done 
online and while it was quiet due to COVID-19 
he had decided it would be a good investment to 
help pick up work when he could. And he’d been 
right, he’d had a steady stream of jobs. He’d set up 
a Facebook page too (with the help of the kids!) 
and had already had a few enquiries and positive 
reviews. So, a quick call and that job was booked in 
for later in the morning.

But first thing this morning he was heading off to 
a customer with a leak so he picked up his trusty 
sidekick Ted and off they went. The leak was simple 
enough to fix but he needed parts so he rang local 
suppliers and was lucky enough to find, on his 
second phone call, the last one in stock. A quick 

card payment and the parts were ready for him to 
collect. 40 minutes round trip later he was back 
at the customer fixing the leak. The receipt from 
his supplier had been scanned and uploaded to his 
cloud accounts. ‘How much do I owe you’ she asked. 
‘It’s £125’ said Andy, ‘I’ll email you an invoice’. 
’Excellent’ said the customer ‘Can I pay by card?’ 
‘Not a problem’ said Andy. In no time at all Ted had 
an invoice raised, card payment accepted and the 
accounting entries all done. The customer was over 
the moon and immediately put a recommendation 
on his trade site and on Facebook.

As he was about to head off his phone pinged 
again, another job and it wasn’t even lunch time. 
By the time he got home he’d had three jobs, all 
completed, all paid and all accounted for. He could 
look back at the invoices he had raised, check 
how much materials had cost and check whether 
he needed to order anything for the jobs he had 
booked in for the next couple of days. The kids were 
pestering him to go and play football. ‘Hang on a 
minute’ he said ‘I need to put the phone on charge’. 
As he plugged it in he said, to nobody in particular, 
that it hadn’t been such a bad day. His phone 
pinged in recognition. ‘And that’s another thing’ he 
thought ‘I wish the wife wouldn’t give everything a 
name. Ted’s a stupid name for a phone!’

Don’t work harder, work smarter. Get in touch to 
find out how.
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North East businesses are having to 
simultaneously plan for opportunities arising 
from a quick v-shaped bounce back from 
the Pandemic whilst at the same time being 
realistic and preparing for a bumpier recovery 
with further waves of Covid19 impacting the 
economy. As we progress through summer it 
appears more unlikely that Boris Johnson’s hopes 
of being through the Pandemic by Christmas will 
be realised.

Uncertainty presents both opportunities and risks 
for business and this can be seen currently in the 
recent upsurge in discussions around management 
buy outs (MBOs) in the North East. 

There are becoming more opportunities for 
management to buy their companies from the 
shareholders – they represent good value for 
money as there is not always a strategic trade 
buyer option available for every company. Also, 
for larger Groups wanting to offload some of their 
assets in order to realise money and focus on core 
activities, offering management to explore an MBO 
becomes a viable strategy.  

As the most active Corporate Finance adviser in the 

region and having advised on many more MBOs 
than other firms over the years, we recognise there 
are other favourable market conditions for retiring 
vendors to sell to their management teams. There 
are many funders who can support MBOs with 
sound business plans and there are potential tax 
benefits for the vendors too. If planned correctly, 
MBOs may offer greater net value to the older 
shareholders as the use of employee owned trusts 
result in reduced Capital Gains Tax savings - though 
the Chancellor Rishi Shunak’s ongoing review of 
Capital Gains Tax may mean that this will also 
change in the near future.

Some things however do not change - the 
fundamentals of structuring MBOs remain the 
same. The deal valuation must be set to keep 
management motivated and to make sure all 
parties – existing shareholders, the MBO team, the 
funders and the company - all can get what they 
want or something close to it. For the company it 
should not be overburdened by debt payments and 
it should have plenty of headroom in its funding 
facilities to allow for future bumps in the road – 
which are all too obvious whilst we remain in a 
global pandemic.

This is where Earn outs become more important.  
They are a method to find a valuation acceptable 
to all parties using the benefit of hindsight. In 
its simplest form the earn out allows for future 
payments to exiting shareholders based on future 
events, for example the price is increased dependent 
upon the level of turnover or profits earned in the 
first few years after the MBO. If trading suffers after 
the MBO then it is arguable for the goodwill at the 
time of the deal to be reduced. We have also seen 
deal structures where the goodwill or deal price 
is fixed but the payment terms are flexible, and 
the vendors may have to wait longer to receive 
payments if insufficient profits are available.

The level of earn outs may vary for each MBO – 
sometimes less than 10% of the deal price to over 
50% in others. Every deal will be different – but the 
principles of addressing the deal structure remain 
the same. Ensure that your business plan and 
financial forecasts are prepared for the company 
to be resilient to have plenty of headroom. This 
will give a solid start to the business under new 
ownership and with oversight from a capable 
management team will ensure that the business 
can cope with whatever the future brings.

Steve Plaskitt is the head of corporate finance 
at MHA Tait Walker which has advised on more 
MBOs than anyone other firms in the North East 
in his eighteen years at the firm. In 2019 MHA 
Tait Walker won an Insider Dealmakers award 
for the MBO of Fabricom Offshore and in 2020 
it has advised on the two largest deals in the 
North East in 2020 to date (including the sale 
of Orchard Information Systems Limited to MRI 
Software).  

Steve Plaskitt can be contacted on 0191 285 0321 or steve.plaskitt@taitwalker.co.uk.
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VALUING MANAGEMENT BUY 
OUTS IN UNCERTAIN TIMES

These are uncertain times. 

Steve Plaskitt



A recession seems inevitable and the relatively 
free flowing money at the turn of the year has 
very much dried up.

However, the opportunity for growth has never 
been greater and there is plenty of success stories 
out there. So how do you capitalise on these 
opportunities and become one of the ‘lucky’ 
businesses thriving through adversity?

Here are our five top tips:

1. Cost control

When every pound needs to stretch that little bit 
further, it’s time to keep your costs down. Reduce 
usage of any resource you can, re-purpose resources 
that you can’t get rid of, re-negotiate the prices on 
anything you still need and remove anything that is 
no longer making you money.

2. Adapt, don’t recover

When business gets disrupted, most businesses focus 
nearly all their attention on how to recover their 
old services. Look forwards and you will see that the 

business environment has moved.

It’s not about hoping that old services become 
popular again, it’s about adapting old services to 
make them better, more relevant, and more valuable 
to consumers today.

3. Stick to strategy

When the only constant is change itself, it can be 
easy to find your business further and further away 
from what you’re aiming for. Detailed plans and 
forecasts are near enough impossible at the moment 
so strip your strategy back. Focus on your vision of 
where you want to be and then build a one-page-
plan of how you are going to get there.

The plan should be a guide, not a rule book. Stick to 
what you are good at. Each adaptation should be to 
move you back in line with your vision, so it’s your 
services and operations that adapt, not your strategy.

4. External solutions for internal problems

Keep track of what’s going on around you, what looks 
like it works and what clearly doesn’t. Competitor 

analysis and product surround tools can be great for 

identifying opportunities to adapt, but in its simplest 

form just keep track of what your competitors are 

doing and don’t be left behind.

Also, keep an eye on what businesses in other 

industries are doing. Whilst they might not be 

directly comparable to you, they might give you 

ideas you can adapt and apply.

5. Utilise support

They say that there are only seven types of story and 

every book is just an adaptation of these. Much the 

same can be said for business. The solution to your 

biggest challenge has probably been done by another 

business somewhere at some point.

In the hardest business conditions, we’ve ever faced, 

it’s time to use the support that’s available. Build a 

network of colleagues, professional acquaintances 

and business advisers and use the advice and support 

they can provide.

FIVE TIPS TO GET YOUR BUSINESS BOOMING
As the reports surface of the UK economy shrinking by over 20%, with over 600,000 job  

losses already and the furlough scheme winding down, you’d be forgiven for having a  
conservative outlook on business right now.

Established in 1937, MHA Tait Walker is the largest independent accountancy and advisory practice in the North East of England. The firm offers large 
corporates, owner-managed businesses, and individuals a complete set of accountancy and advisory services from taxation to corporate finance. 

If you would like to discuss any of these points further, or see how our team might be able to support you, please contact us at advice@taitwalker.co.uk
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Abu Ali and Phil Williams
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For more information contact a.ali@wacf.co.uk, 0191 249 1728 or p.williams@wacf.co.uk, 0191 249 1727
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Founding partners Abu Ali and Phil Williams provide a 
unique brand of commercial, intelligent advice to business 
owners and entrepreneurs across the North East and 
further afield. Their tailored service helps businesses and 
shareholders take control of their key transformational 
moments, whether starting up, winding down, looking to 
grow and secure funding or creating an exit strategy.

Since successfully completing their own buyout earlier this 
year, transforming from Leathers Corporate Finance to the 
newly branded WilliamsAli Corporate Finance, the company 
has continued to thrive despite the challenging recent 
backdrop. The main focus has been on cementing long term 
relationships, so that when clients need support, they know 
immediately where to go.

Both Phil and Abu are award-winning professional advisers 
and accountants, with extensive combined experience of 
deal-making, M&A, private equity, debt funding and financial 
leadership. Their practical experience of leading deal processes 
from start to finish, both in practice and from within industry, 
ensures they are perfectly equipped to deliver successful 
transactions for their growing list of major clients. Phil said:

“WilliamsAli offers a trusted, professional service of the 
highest quality to ambitious businesses in the region who are 
ready for their next step. Our independent, specialist service 
is geared towards business sales, acquisitions, private equity, 
fund raising and MBO’s. Our unrelenting focus is on achieving 
our clients’ objectives and building long term, rewarding and 
successful relationships.”

The last twelve months have seen several excellent examples 
of this, with Abu and Phil acting as the lead advisers to deliver 
deal successes including Okkulo and Equiwatt.

Okkulo is an exciting and dynamic sports technology business. 
WilliamsAli has taken a close, day-to-day role in support of 
the management team and secured a complex and carefully 
planned initial funding round involving equity and debt 
finance from a number of angel investors. The business has 
thrived and Okkulo’s technology is attracting international 
interest. Discussions with several Premier League and 

European football teams are well underway as WilliamsAli 
continues to help to support and shape the strategy.

Equiwatt is a demand side response technology business, 
that has created a customer engagement platform designed 
to unlock the huge capacity potential of the domestic 
energy sector. WilliamsAli not only orchestrated a recently 
completed funding round worth a significant six figure sum, 
the firm has also been retained for ongoing support to help 
drive the project forward. Abu said:

“Okkulo and Equiwatt are perfect examples of our 
commitment to work intimately with businesses to ensure 
they are “deal ready”, bringing to the table our many years 
of experience. We like to get our hands dirty and we believe 
passionately in the importance of understanding our clients 
and their businesses. We care, we work hard, and we get 
involved on many levels. Our commitment to the end result 
is absolute.”

The pair of award-winning dealmakers have also been 
instrumental in other recent deal successes.

The private equity backed disposal of Smart Utility 
Management to Bionic was led from start to finish by the 
WilliamsAli team. The sale of the ambitious and high growth 
energy broker to the UK’s largest consolidator – alongside 
Phil’s extensive previous experience in the sector - have 
cemented WilliamsAli’s industry credentials and has led to 
the firm building a growing client list of brokers and private 
equity firms active in the sector.

North-East based Ocean Coatings, a pioneering marine and 
offshore coatings developer, is now pursuing an exciting 
international growth plan thanks to development capital 
secured at the turn of the year by WilliamsAli. Phil concluded:

“These transactions show that North East entrepreneurs, 
investors and advisors can work together to create excellent 
outcomes. We are proud of every deal we have helped to 
deliver and we continue to meet new businesses every day 
who can benefit from our extensive knowledge and contacts. 
There is nothing more satisfying than finding out a client’s 
plan and then helping them to shape, develop and deliver it.”

WHAT’S YOUR PLAN?
“What’s Your Plan?” - three simple words that can shape your company’s future... 
and the first question asked by WilliamsAli Corporate Finance when they sit down 
to talk with a business owner or management team looking to take the next step.
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With talk of returning to normal, there is an opportunity to move 
to a ‘new normal’, which is distinctly different but better than pre-
coronavirus. For instance, many businesses have rapidly accelerated 
their thinking and actions on topics such as home working and use of 
digital technology.

Whilst it is still difficult to predict what the post-coronavirus period will 
look like, we can be confident that two topics will be ever-present at 
boardroom tables across the country: Productivity and Resilience.

The importance of resilience has now shifted

Productivity improvement was a national priority before lock-down. 
Given what has happened in the first half of 2020, the need for increases 
in productivity at the national, business and individual level are now 
more vital than ever.  

Resilience, on the other hand, has not been the top priority for many 
businesses in recent decades. A focus on efficiency (reducing costs), 
quality (providing great service with minimal mistakes), and agility 
(ability to respond flexibly and rapidly) has previously relegated 
resilience (continued performance in the face of disruptions) down 
the pecking order of business performance priorities. Resilience will no 
longer be the poor cousin post-coronavirus.

Following the financial crisis in 2007, many of the businesses that 
recovered quickly and performed best took prompt and decisive action 
to improve operational effectiveness. In the short-term, they reduced 
costs, managed working capital and invested further in their key 
relationships (with customers, clients, employees and suppliers).  

Whilst these actions will still be important, this particular crisis 
comes at a unique time where there is a convergence of a number of 
macro trends; a global economic downturn, unprecedented societal 
disruption, rapidly changing service expectations and the availability 
and accessibility of powerful digital technology. Each of these has the 
potential to reshape businesses, but in aggregate their effects may call 
for transformational responses from businesses. 

Digital technologies are key for businesses to survive

For those businesses where staff can work from home, we’ve seen the 
immediate value of digital communication and collaboration tools.

In the more medium term, we are seeing significantly increased demand 
for automation solutions such as Robotic Process Automation (RPA).  

Businesses are using RPA and other forms of process automation to 
improve productivity (eg using RPA software bots to operate repetitive 
manual processes) and resilience (eg using attended automation bots 
to support staff in contact centres).  Having experienced the pain 
of interruptions to service delivery, some business leaders are also 
considering the additional resilience benefits of having software robots 
as a ‘backup digital workforce’ to support in other disruptive scenarios or 
to cover peaks in demand for specific services and processes. 

Regardless of the specific technology, we can be confident that 
businesses that utilise digital technologies as part of a well thought-out 
programme of improvement will be better placed to emerge successfully 
out of this crisis, potentially in a far more productive and resilient state 
than the previous ‘normal’.  

For more information about how our technology and management consulting team can help your organisation benefit from the 
utilisation of digital technologies, please contact Darren Mee at darren.mee@rsmuk.com

D
arren M

ee

REIMAGINING 
PRODUCTIVITY AND 
RESILIENCE FOR THE 
‘NEW NORMAL’
As we all continue to navigate our way through 
the coronavirus pandemic, attention will 
invariably move from short-term action to 
reimagining how our businesses can operate 
and thrive in the medium and longer term.



Entrepreneurs operating within the North East’s 
travel, hospitality, retail, and sport sectors 
agreed that creating a strong connection with 
customers and restoring confidence is key to 
achieving a quick recovery.

The panel comprised Simon Whitaker of 
menswear retailer Master Debonair, Paul Blake, 
managing director of the Newcastle Eagles 
basketball franchise, Dan Foskett, founder and 
CEO of flooring specialists Connection Retail, 
Sally Marshall, director of pub and restaurant 
group the Marshall Robertson Group and Anne 
Bromley, joint managing director at leisure and 
corporate travel specialists, Travel Bureau.

Simon, who launched his business online four 
years ago, before opening ‘destination’ stores 
in South Boldon, Chesterfield and London, 
successfully traded online throughout lockdown, 
growing sales by 10 per cent. However, he 
estimates he lost around £700,000 in business 
due to the cancellation of ‘peak’ events, including 
weddings, school proms and the horse racing 
calendar.

He has responded to changing customer demand 
by expanding his casual range and introducing a 
bespoke tailoring service - while ensuring costs 
are in line with revenue.

“I am also focused on improving our instore 
experiences as well as using technology to 
bring our shops into peoples’ homes. Demand is 
increasing and we are seeing appointments for 
wedding suits return to pre-virus levels, so things 
are looking up.”

Paul Blake, who owns the Newcastle Eagles and 
is chairman of the foundation that operates the 
Arena, said it was still unclear when, as an indoor 
sports spectacle, it can reopen.

It also acts as an events venue – although 
fortunately most of the events booked have been 
postponed rather than cancelled and Eagles are 
currently working towards a possible October 
reopening.

He said: “We are a business built upon events and 
atmosphere and to run an event with no-one in 
the building is not commercially or financially 
viable. Whatever happens, customer confidence 
must be quickly restored.”

Dan Foskett of Shildon-headquartered Connection 
Flooring said his business was fortunate to operate 
in the booming home improvement sector.

While its 19 stores around the UK were closed 
between March and June, sales shifted online. 
The company has now resumed its roll-out of 
stores but is investing in its online services after 
lockdown highlight the opportunities available.

“We are cautiously optimistic,” he said. “There 
is a great deal of activity in the housing market 
that should keep things going next year – but 
everything is focused on meeting customer 
needs.”

Sally Marshall, who runs The Ship in Redmarshall, 
near Stockton, said she had reduced the 
dining capacity by 12 to comply with social 
distancing measures. However, this created 
new opportunities by freeing up capacity in the 

kitchen, allowing it to offer a restaurant-quality 
takeaway food service. 

In addition, it has developed a booking app and 
invested in its outdoor areas in response to a shift 
in customer behaviour.

“Sales figures are better than pre-lockdown. Our 
customers have reacted well to the new normal 
to such an extent that reviews not only praise 
the quality of our food but our safety procedures. 
Regular communication with our customers, 
and achieving the right tone, has been hugely 
important. 

Anne Bromley of Travel Bureau on Gosforth 
High Street, which reopened in June, said: 
“There is progress within the industry in terms 
of holiday insurance to cover COVID-19 and 
clearer consumer understanding of the financial 
protection afforded with refund credit notes. We 
have bookings for next year but, with an aging 
customer demographic, we need to develop a 
new database, although there are opportunities, 
as more people are choosing to use the expertise 
of a travel agent during these ever changing 
current circumstances.

“I have concerns over a second wave and the 
development of a vaccine, all of which will impact 
on whether customers feel safe to travel in 
future.”

The panel event was chaired by Forum board 
member and former chief executive of Parkdean 
Resorts, John Waterworth. The next programme 
of events resumes in September. 
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CUSTOMER RESPONSIVENESS IS KEY TO POST-
LOCKDOWN ECONOMIC SUCCESS, SAYS 

ENTREPRENEURS’ FORUM PANEL
Business must respond to customers’ changing needs and expectations if the economy is to bounce  

back from the pandemic, an Entrepreneurs’ Forum panel event heard.



Tell me about your background in business?

I am a solicitor specialising in employment law, 
with more than 25 years’ experience in the legal 
profession. However, when I founded the firm a 
decade ago, I had limited knowledge of starting, 
running or scaling-up a business.

How was Collingwood Legal formed?

Having worked for a large law firm dealing in 
every aspect of commercial legal work, I wanted 
to create a firm specialising in employment law 
– allowing us to focus on our area of expertise. 
We offer a comprehensive range of services, from 
managing business reorganisations to drafting key 
employment contracts, creating policy documents 
to dealing with employment tribunals. The firm 
is a reasonable size, but it retains the capacity to 
achieve results while maintaining a high level of 
personal service.

What attracted you to the Scale-up Leader’s 
Academy and how did it help?

I fully believe in the benefits of ongoing learning. I 
recognised the merit in acquiring skills that would 
help me to grow the business, as well engaging 
with my peers who were facing similar challenges.

The academy has helped clarify my thinking and 
has provided me with useful tools to run and grow 
a business – techniques I still use today. It also 
allowed me to develop supportive friendships as 
well as forge long-term business relationships.

Above all it allowed me to build a solid platform 
from which to create sustained growth.

In your own words, what is it that 
Collingwood Legal does?

We are a specialist employment law firm that 
works with business clients and senior executives 
to resolve issues across sectors including 
education, SMEs, charities and social enterprise, 
manufacturing, health care and sport.

What is your proudest moment  
with the company?

I’m immensely proud that Collingwood Legal is 
recognised as “Top Tier” and the best at what we 
do in this region by independent industry bible, 
Legal 500. In addition, we were named Law firm 

of the Year (1 – 5 partners) in the 2019 Northern 
Law awards. From a personal point of view, I’m 
most proud of the talented team that represents 
the business.

What is the USP of Collingwood Legal?

Small enough to care and large enough to battle.

How has the firm grown and what do you 

attribute this to?

The firm began with just me, a desk and a laptop 
in a small serviced office and has since grown to a 
team of 12. This has been achieved by our team’s 
ability to forge strong client relationships and 
earning a reputation for excellence and delivering 
results.

Do you live by/do business by  
a certain motto?

We are a people business so developing client 
relationships and building trust is central to 
everything we do

What are the future plans  
of Collingwood Legal?

The COVID crisis has given me the necessary space 
to consider the long-term strategy of the firm. 
However, it is essentially about continuing to do 
the great things we do – focusing on clients and 
using our expertise to deliver the right results. 
This methodology allows the firm to continue to 
grow organically, reflected by the fact that much 
of our business are repeat clients or via personal 
recommendations.

I N T E R V I E W
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PAUL 
McGOWAN 

Founder of Collingwood Legal, 
Newcastle

Paul McGowan is a member of the Entrepreneurs’ Forum, a group of like-minded people who come together at inspirational events to share best 
practice, create valuable connections and help each other to grow their businesses. For more information, visit www.entrepreneursforum.net

An Entrepreneur Interview with...

Paul McGowan



“Excellent response times and 
business acumen alongside 
pragmatic and practical advice.”  
Legal 500 Guide to Law Firms 2019

Our lawyers are experts in employment  
law. We work with employers and senior 
executives and take a personal approach  
to achieve results for our clients.

T: 0191 282 2880    www.collingwoodlegal.com
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An Entrepreneur Interview with...

GILL BURGESS 
Managing director, r//evolution

Gill Burgess is a member of the Entrepreneurs’ Forum, a group of like-minded people who come together at inspirational events to share best 
practice, create valuable connections and help each other to grow their businesses. For more information, visit www.entrepreneursforum.net

Tell me about your background in business.

I originally worked for a major marketing agency 
in the North West, where I gained a great deal 
of experience and the necessary confidence and 
desire to consider setting up my own agency. 

How was r//evolution formed?

Having returned to the North East, I set up r//
evolution in 2003 – working from the family 
home in Corbridge before renting office space in 
Hexham, where I took on my first two members 
of staff. Having emerged from the recession of 
2008/09, I decided to relocate to Gateshead’s 
Northern Design Centre to both raise r//
evolution’s profile and recruit talent.

What attracted you to the Scale-up Leader’s 
Academy and how did it help?

I was looking to develop a blueprint to grow the 
business and the academy allowed me to do just 
this through a combination of delivered teaching, 
peer discussions and the sharing of business 
experience.

r//evolution achieved month on month growth 
due to the strategies and systems put in place as 
a direct result of the Scale-up Leader’s Academy. 

It helped me to embed these within the business 
to bring about long-term change.

One of the key things I learnt was the fundamental 
importance of attracting the right talent to the 
business. We have a stringent process for ensuring 
our staff possess the right attitude, in addition to 
the requisite technical skills.

A great example of this is director Adam 
Blenkinsop, who has been instrumental in helping 
achieve sustained growth and is always available 
to provide an invaluable second opinion.

In your own words, what is it that  
r//evolution does?

We’re revenue growth specialists, working with 
ambitious businesses throughout the UK to grow 
both faster and better.

What is your proudest moment  
with the company?

I’m proudest whenever I see a member of the 
team excel in their role. I’m a great believer in 
nurturing people and allowing them to flourish.

What is the USP of r//evolution?

We accelerate business growth by identifying 
both growth opportunities and growth barriers, 

or friction points. We then scope and implement 
solutions to maximise growth. That may 
be around digital transformation, customer 
acquisition or customer nurturing. 

How has the firm grown and what do you 
attribute this to?

We’ve grown the North East team and opened 
an additional office in Manchester in 2019. We 
have clients throughout the UK operating in every 
sector, but probably the strongest growth areas 
for us are tech and software.

The introduction of our ‘Lift Off’ Growth Sprint 
programme has contributed to our success. 
It focuses on revenue growth strategy, digital 
transformation, customer acquisition and 
customer nurturing to deliver accelerated 
performance in days instead of months.

Do you live by/do business by a  
certain motto? 

Honesty and transparency are non-negotiable.

What are the future plans of r//evolution?

In the current circumstances, businesses are 
having to look very carefully at their markets 
and at new revenue streams. We can help them 
to bounce back faster and stronger by identifying 
their best-fit opportunities and positioning 
themselves to penetrate new markets strongly, or 
to rebuild market share. So, certainly in the short 
term it’s all about focusing on what we do well 
- and helping our clients to recover quickly and, 
beyond that, to thrive.  

Gill Burgess



www.r-evolution.co.uk | 0191 499 8415

 

bounce back faster, 
bounce back stronger

r//evolution's bounce back 
packages are specially 
designed to help businesses 
impacted by Covid to recover 
faster and stronger.

Focusing on lead generation 
and customer acquisition to 
drive sales, our three month 
packages will accelerate your 
recovery and maximise 
your market opportunities.

Find out more: 
blog.r-evolution.co.uk OR 
call us on 0191 499 8415.



The NEAA is collaborating with Supply Chain 
North East and the Department for International 
Trade (DIT) to ensure the virtual event invites 
businesses at every stage of the process to 
explore key automotive markets, learn about 
all aspects of export, seek support from market 
specialists and trade champions, build contacts 
and meet potential customers.

There will be more than 40 events including 
country briefings, interactive panel discussions 
and workshops. In addition, the week will provide 
a platform for delegates to market their products 
and services to enable business matchmaking, 
collaboration and one-to-one networking.

Paul Butler, CEO, North East Automotive Alliance, 
said: “We are delighted to collaborate with 
Supply Chain North East and the Department for 
International Trade to demonstrate that the North 
East continues to be a key player in the global 
automotive sector.

“Over the past 30 years the region has established 
itself as a centre of excellence for automotive 
manufacturing. It is the second largest automotive 
region in the UK and accounts for 30% of UK 
passenger vehicles, 20% of Europe’s electric 
passenger vehicles, 10% of all UK non-highway 
vehicles and produces 350,000 engines per year. 
More recently, it has established itself as a leading 

location for electrification with strengths in battery 
manufacturing, power electronics, motors and 
drives.

“Automotive Export Week will feature country 
briefings from across the globe and creates the 
ideal opportunity for businesses to expand their 
sector knowledge and raise their company profile 
with a view to boosting sales overseas and speaking 
directly to specialist trade advisors.”

Lawrence Davies MBE, automotive sector team, 
Department for International Trade, said: “I am 
delighted to be supporting Automotive Export 
Week this September. This is another example 
of the NEAA's proactive support for its members 
and willingness to collaborate with the wider UK 
sector. This event will bring together automotive 
country specialists from within the Department 
for International Trade and other supporting 
organisations and companies from across the 
North East and the UK. Companies at all stages of 
export will benefit from this amazing opportunity. 
The automotive sector remains the UK’s largest 
exporter of industrial goods and I, for one, would 
like to see this continue.”

Ljupcso Mihailovski, deputy director, CEE regional 
automotive head at Department for International 
Trade (DIT) said of his involvement in the event: 
“Our cooperation with the North East Automotive 

Alliance for the past two years has been very 
intensive and productive. Together with my 
team from central Europe, a region including 
Poland, Hungary, Slovakia, Czech R., Romania, 
Bulgaria and Serbia, we have engaged regularly 
with opportunities for the NEAA members in the 
region, mostly about Poland, although there is big 
potential to expand this to the other countries.

“In our session at the Automotive Export Week, we 
would like to give UK companies an overview of 
the automotive sector in the region, the effect of 
COVID-19 and opportunities as well as relevant 
events in the region. We are, of course, here to 
support UK businesses export to Europe, as well 
as assisting them in potential expansion in the 
region.”

Paul Brooks, UK head of manufacturing & 
automotive at Santander UK, who will also join 
the event, said: “Our automotive sector is steeped 
in entrepreneurialism, with the UK continually 
ranking in the top ten for global car exports. The 
UK is integral to the international supply chain and 
this position has been bolstered by the innovation 
we see here in the North East.  As a bank that has 
a footprint in markets around the world, we are 
excited to share our passion for supporting UK 
businesses with international expansion as we take 
part in Automotive Export Week.” 
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VIRTUAL AUTOMOTIVE EXPORT WEEK IS LAUNCHED 
The North East Automotive Alliance (NEAA) has announced the launch of its first  

Automotive Export Week, to take place virtually between 14-18 September.

Paul Butler, CEO, North East Automotive Alliance

To sign up for the Virtual Automotive Week, please register here: automotive-export-week-2020.b2match.io
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ENERGY BILLS GOING 
OVER YOUR HEAD?

Send us your bills for  
forensic analysis and  

discover your utility savings!
Did you know we also do New Utilities 

Connections & Site Works?



With 80% of young people recently saying that 
their mental health has been made worse by the 
Covid-19 pandemic and accompanying lockdown 
measures, now is the time to take action and do 
everything that we can to prevent further tragedy 
through the loss of life. 

Taking a positive and proactive approach to these 
issues, Newcastle-based educational charity and 
national awarding organisation, NCFE, in partnership 
with mental health training social enterprise, Big 
Dog Little Dog (BDLD), online training content 
creator, LearnBox, and AELP, has launched a series 
of qualifications dedicated to suicide awareness and 
prevention.

While there has been a dramatic shift in attitudes 
towards mental health in recent years, many people 
still remain reluctant to discuss their feelings when 
they are struggling. 

Recognising a gap in the market for a set of 
qualifications which would help to destigmatise 
conversations around mental health, London-
based, BDLD training, approached NCFE about a 
collaborative project to develop the course content 
for a Level 2 and a Level 3 qualification.

Designed to provide learners with the skills to face 
conversations around mental health with confidence 
and positivity, the accredited qualifications are the 
first Ofqual-regulated Awards to be solely targeted 
at this sensitive and life-saving subject.

Built around BDLD’s unique ‘STEPS; Towards Suicide 
Reduction’ model and developed in partnership with 
suicide survivors, the new qualifications will help 
learners to consider suicide risk and level of intent, 
and educate them on how to support individuals at 
risk and signposting them to professional services 
where appropriate.

“Education is key to understanding, which is why 
we’re so passionate about our new project with 
NCFE. Raising awareness of suicide and focusing on 
its prevention is vital if we are to reduce the number 
of lives lost to mental ill health,” said Kevin Moore, 
Co-Founder at BDLD.

“It’s perfectly natural to feel uneasy about having a 
conversation with someone who is having suicidal 
thoughts, or is planning to take their own life, but 
by moving conversations around mental health 
into the mainstream and providing people with the 
tools they need to identify suicide risk, we hope 
that our qualifications will go a long way towards 
reducing the stigma around suicide and encourage 
more people to have open and honest conversations 
about their feelings and plans so they can access the 
support they need before it’s too late.”

To maximise the reach and impact of the 
qualifications, NCFE and BDLD have teamed up with, 
LearnBox, to develop a digitised version of the Level 
2 Award in Suicide Awareness.

“We are honoured and excited to be involved in this 
project and be working alongside NCFE and BDLD,” 
said Lucy Dunleavy, CEO and Founder at LearnBox.

“With society evolving rapidly, especially now with 
Covid-19 having devastating effects on long-term 
and contributing factors to poor mental health, such 
as unemployment rates, poverty, health issues and 
social isolation, it’s vital that we remove stigma and 
encourage conversations to help save lives.

“This qualification enables learners to gain in-depth 
understanding of the topic of Mental Health; ways 
to identify, ways to cope, and ways to overcome 
the multiple complex aspects involved. Delivering 
a digitised programme ensures that we can reach a 
wide audience to educate as many people as possible 
on the importance of this subject and achieve the 
largest impact.”

David Gallagher, Chief Executive at NCFE, added: 
“The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted the impact 

that being alone and isolated and experiencing a 
feeling of helplessness can have on a person’s mental 
health. By providing learners with the knowledge and 
skills to recognise the signs of suicidal depression 
and respond in a positive, solutions-focused manner, 
we hope to help reduce the number of lives lost to 
mental ill health.

“We are delighted to be working alongside the 
experts at BDLD and LearnBox to develop this 
crucially important new suite of suicide awareness 
and prevention qualifications. As an educational 
charity, we want to do everything we possibly can 
to make a positive difference in society. Once we 
understood the severity of the issue and that we 
could make a difference, we acted immediately. If we 
can be part of saving just one life, our investment will 
have been worthwhile. Hopefully, this programme 
will contribute to saving many more.”

In order to evaluate the success of the qualifications 
post-launch, NCFE, BDLD and LearnBox have 
partnered with Katrina Thomas, a business 
psychologist from AELP, who will be measuring the 
impact of the qualifications within key demographics. 
Katrina commented:

“At AELP, we are keen to reach out to our member 
providers to share best practice on suicide prevention, 
which they can then implement in respect of both 
their staff and learners. AELP feel honoured to be 
working with NCFE, BDLD and LearnBox to change 
the stigma around the subject of suicide and mental 
health. This initiative is absolutely vital to break 
down the barriers, such as the reservation to talk 
about mental health issues. I am confident that 
when measuring the impact of this new qualification, 
the results will be very encouraging.”

For more information, visit: www.ncfe.org.uk
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‘RAISING 
AWARENESS OF 

SUICIDE AND 
FOCUSING ON 

ITS PREVENTION 
IS VITAL’

In 2018, the Office for National 
Statistics registered 6,507 
suicides - a 10.9% increase 

against the previous year’s data. 
Devastatingly, in this same 
report period, the increase 
in deaths in the under 25s 

increased by 23.7%. 

David Gallagher, Chief Executive at NCFE.
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A North East tech firm is offering support to 
businesses across the region as they work to 
bounce back from the Covid-19 crisis.

Aspire Technology Solutions’ managing director 
Chris Fraser said the company has been “lucky” 
in terms of the impact it has experienced during 
the pandemic, but wants to help those across the 
region who have had a more difficult time.

The Gateshead-based IT company has recently 
developed its own full fibre network throughout 
the region with a multi-million-pound investment 
in infrastructure, and has launched a new initiative 
to help North East businesses benefit from its high 
speeds and reliability.

With the pandemic prompting businesses of 
all sizes and sectors to work from home where 
possible, recent months have highlighted just how 
vital the right internet connection can be to day to 
day operations.

How is Aspire helping businesses?

Until 30 September, North East businesses 
can take advantage of up to 12 months of free 
internet connectivity through Ultrafast Dedicated 
Connectivity (UDC). Aspire’s UDC leased lines 
provide connectivity of up to 100 gigabits per 

second (Gb/s), the fastest speeds and most reliable 
service available in the country. 

In Aspire’s bid to help local businesses increase 
efficiency and improve productivity during the 
current difficult climate, they can receive 12 
months free on a new five-year UDC leased line 
contract, or six months free on a new three-year 
UDC leased line contract.

During the free period of connectivity, which 
will see businesses make savings of more than 
16.5%, there will be no costs to pay for standard 
installation or rental.

Reliable connectivity is ‘crucial’ for 
businesses moving forward

Businesses who may not have had adequate 
connectivity quickly felt the impact of this once 
the UK was in lockdown, and many have since been 
taking steps to shift investment to digital solutions 
where possible.

“Being connected to a reliable network is crucial for 
businesses to remain productive during this time. 
We’ve seen a number of customers who didn’t 
have the right connectivity and in the first week 
of lockdown they struggled with core performance” 
said Chris.

Chris insists there’s still an opportunity for 
businesses to be “pro-active” as they adapt their 
businesses for the future, and explained: “The 
customers who have UDC have reaped the benefits 
of strong connectivity. We know how difficult the 
current climate is for businesses across the North 
East as they adapt to the new normal and we want 
to offer support where we can to help them to 
remain competitive”.

Can all businesses benefit from UDC 
solutions?

Aspire’s UDC offering can provide the right all-
important connectivity for small start-ups to large 
businesses, and the company has provided services 
to businesses across the spectrum.

Chris explained: “UDC contracts can start out as a 
small and more cost-effective solution and as your 
business scales it can scale with you.”

Aspire’s full fibre 100 gigabit-capable network 
will allow businesses to take a huge step forward 
in their communication and cloud capabilities, 
ensuring they are fully future-proofed. The reduced 
prices mean local businesses can take advantage of 
world-class connectivity, at a time when it is most 
needed.

For more information and to claim Aspire’s offer, visit their website: www.aspirets.com/udc-offer 

MEET THE TECH FIRM HELPING NORTH EAST 
BUSINESSES RECOVER FROM COVID-19 WITH THEIR 

OFFER OF FREE ULTRAFAST CONNECTIVITY

Chris Fraser



With constant access to news and social media, 
it would be easy to think that the future looks 
bleak for young people who are beginning to 
think about applying for jobs, apprenticeships or 
further education.

At the click of a button, we can see endless reports 
and conversation about the impact of COVID-19 
on the jobs market and the economy. 

We know that many students spend upwards of 
six hours a day on social media* and one danger 
of this constant news cycle is that it could have a 
negative impact on young people’s ambitions and 
mental health. 

While it’s true that we are facing huge challenges, 
and that many young people’s expectations have 
been turned on their heads, there is still good news 
out there and there are still opportunities for young 
people as they move on from school, college or 
university and look to the next stage of their lives. 

As part of our region-wide response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, we are beginning a new 
programme of work, looking at changing the 

narrative around the prospects for young people 
today.  

While we in no way want to ignore the challenges, 
we do want to make sure that no one’s aspirations 
are lowered and that no one is discouraged from 
pursuing their dream job, apprenticeship, or college 
or university place. We want to make sure that 
young people in the North East hear about the 
support available, and to make sure that their 
questions, worries and opinions are being heard. 

Over the next few weeks we’ll be finding out more 
about what young people are saying and working 
with employers to help young people understand 
the real picture around careers opportunities in our 
region.

What we already know is that there is optimism 
amongst young people. 

The recent Unifrog report investigating the effect 
of the pandemic on students’ wellbeing found that, 
while students reported that the situation has had 
a clear impact on their education (with one in two 
saying the pandemic has negatively affected their 

motivation to study and do well), 70% reported 
feeling positive or optimistic about the future. 

We also know that young people have skills and 
attributes that employers are looking for. Many 
are skilled in navigating digital tech and the online 
world, and many are flexible and can adapt quickly 
to new situations. This doesn’t just stand them in 
good stead when it comes to job interviews, but is 
also a valuable skillset for those who might choose 
the self-employment route. 

During the last recession we saw the emergence of 
a wave of new businesses, many started by young 
founders. Promoting entrepreneurialism and letting 
young people know that self-employment is a 
viable route open to them is at the forefront of our 
work with schools and colleges, as we aim to make 
sure that all pupils in our region have access to top 
quality careers guidance. Again, we know there are 
challenges – young business leaders often find it 
difficult to access finance, for example – but there 
are start-up loans and financial support out there, 
and we can help young people to access it.  

For those young people who are returning to 
school or college in September, we want to make 
sure that careers guidance is a priority and that 
it helps young people to explore the full range of 
pathways open to them including self-employment 
and non-traditional careers. 

Working together with schools, colleges and 
employers, we aim to help young people 
understand that their skills are valuable, help them 
to choose the pathway that’s right for them, and 
help all young people to achieve their ambitions. 

Find out more about the North East LEP’s works with schools, colleges and employers at www.northeastambition.co.uk
*Findings from the Unifrog COVID-19 impact report, investigating the effect of the pandemic on students’ wellbeing and next steps.
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Michelle Rainbow

CHANGING THE NARRATIVE AROUND 
PROSPECTS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 

With the economic impact of COVID-19 hitting the headlines, a new 
project is underway to mitigate the effect on young people’s career 

aspirations and mental health. Michelle Rainbow, Skills Director at the 
North East Local Enterprise Partnership, tells us more. 



Care visits  
at home
We care 
passionately

For many people  
the questions about 
care don’t arise  
until suddenly,  
there is a need.

Call and talk to one of our friendly professionals today:

Bluebird Care, supporting you to remain as independent  
as possible, living the lifestyle you choose.

Home care with 
Bluebird Care can  
be anything from  
a 30 minute care 
visit to 24 hours 
live in care. 



Many are ‘guilted’ by the can-do success stories 
of driven, early risers existing on a handful of 
hours sleep. The reality is whatever the hyperbole, 
research is fairly unequivocal: human beings 
evolved to need around eight hours sleep a day.

Modern life creates pressures that encourage neglect 
of the sleep cycle. Reclaiming our sleep, is a vital 
step towards our enjoyment of life, productivity and 
mental health. We neglect it at our peril. Here are a 
few thoughts on how to improve the situation.

 Prioritise sleep. Avoid fitting it in around other 
things in your day and neglecting it when needed. 
Sure, crying babies and similar have their implicit 
priorities but we often cut into sleep to ensure we 
have other experiences that are optional extras in 
life. Our ‘fear of missing out’ often costs sleep. 

 Avoid caffeine and alcohol. ‘Old chestnut” 
advice sure, but it’s importance cannot be overstated. 
We should approach sleep in terms of what takes us 
away from it and what takes us towards it. Caffeine 
definitely is in the wrong direction of travel! Alcohol 
messes with blood sugar levels and often makes 
people eat, messing with them again. Alcohol also 
suppresses dreams and REM sleep. It also dehydrates 
the body creating a wake-up call in the night to 
rehydrate.

 Habits and rituals. Just as children get off 
to bed more successfully with sleep rituals and 
processes, so do we. We are creatures of association 
and doing things that are associated with winding 
down is important.

 Diurnal rhythms. Like it or not, we self-
synchronise much more to sunrise and sunset than 
to a timepiece or diary. The brain chemistry that sets 
you off to sleep, peaks around about 9.30pm which 
means if you delay settling for too long, you miss 
the ‘sleep boat’. People in traditional societies appear 
to go to bed earlier and rise earlier than people in 
developed countries. This reflects a natural survival 
strategy. In our primitive past we could neither 
gather food in the dark nor avoid predators- sleeping 
through the hours of darkness and waking shortly 
after dawn makes sense. Ironically, those societies 
sleep better. Up to 30% of people in developed 
countries have difficulty with sleep whilst less than 
3% less developed parts of the world do.

 Temperature. Being too warm inhibits sleep. 
You are more likely to go to sleep in a cool room 
ideally, on or a little above 17°C is optimal. Keep 
hands and feet warm however as temperature drop 
at the extremities will encourage us to stay awake, 
it’s a survival mechanism to avoid frostbite!

 Light quality. Just as sunrise and sunset are 
important to us, sleeping in darkness matters. There 
is now so much light pollution, without the room 
being appropriately dark, we do not sleep. Light gives 
subtle signals to the brain as to the time of day. 
Consequently, if we expose ourselves to sources of 
artificial light, particularly the blue white lights that 
so many LED streetlights give off, we are giving the 
wrong signal to our brains as to what time it is. We 
can compound this, with the use of phones, tablets, 
televisions and other light sources. 

 Value sleep. Many mental health problems 
involve people being depressed, fragmented and in 
unproductive states. We all know the effect that just 
a single poor night’s sleep can have on our mood and 
abilities. 

 Address snoring. It is said that snoring is a 
listener’s problem, oh no it’s not, with so many 
people having serious health challenges as a result of 
sleep apnoea and similar.

 Intelligent exercise. It is usually hard to get to 
sleep having just been to the gym. Equally, if your 

blood sugar’s through the roof with lack of physical 
activity through your day, sleep will not come easily 
either. We all need at least a modest amount of 
exercise through our day to ensure we don’t retire 
‘pumped’ or with nowhere to expend energies other 
than thrashing about.

 Avoid problematising sleep. Too many nights 
are lost to people beating themselves up because 
they can’t sleep, do something else until you feel 
tired and don’t fret about it.

 Detach from outside stimuli. Resolve not to 
answer the phones, emails, texts, and social media 
from early/mid evening at the very latest. Anything 
unsaid can be said tomorrow, probably benefiting 
from both a cool off and the subconscious processing 
that happens in sleep anyway that often makes 
things look better in the morning.

Despite publications aplenty on sleep, it remains a 
problem for many. Yet a few simple adjustments can 
make a huge difference. Seriously consider the value 
of sleep in your life and do something to invest in it. 
Pleasant dreams! 

www.gedanken.co.uk
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Dr David Cliff

TO SLEEP, 
PERCHANCE TO 

DREAM...
Business and personal change 
expert Dr David Cliff explores 
the value of sleep and some 

things to improve it.



Beaming humour down our phones and 
showcasing hidden talents or simply outright 
fails for everyone to see.

This article isn’t about Tik Tok but more about 
ticking boxes. An exercise sadly adopted by lots 
of organisations when it comes to equality, 
inclusion and equal opportunity. Having raised the 
challenges experienced by lots of Black and Ethnic 
Minority Ethnic (BaME) individuals across the globe 
and more locally, including myself, there is sadly 
an even worse infliction, which involves simply 
ticking boxes. Tokenism!

Tokenism is an approach where communities 
or individuals are engaged with organisations 
simply to tick a box and not for any other reason.   
Whether that is gender, colour, less able or any 
other range of characteristics, individuals being 
asked to join boards, or representative bodies so 

that someone somewhere can say they engaged a 
particular community group.

I would argue that Tokenism is worse than racism.  
A hidden form of discrimination that prevents 
meaningful engagement. Not allowing for the 
value or merits of person being engaged to be truly 
realised. Encouraging organisations to simply say 
they are doing their bit as they have someone of 
colour or a disabled person on their board. Or that 
they have commissioned a survey or some level of 
promotion that simply translates existing materials 
to demonstrate they are committed to inclusion.

One of the challenges with Tokenism is that lots of 
organisations simply don’t realise this is what they 
are doing, and the vast majority are doing this for 
the right reasons, but using the wrong approach.  
That is why we must adopt a truly person-centred 
approach when designing and developing inclusion 

activities, with the ambition of ensuring long-term 
structural changes.

I don’t represent every person of colour nor would 
a person in a wheel chair represent every less-abled 
person. There are a whole host of additional socio 
and economic factors that must be taken into 
account. This said, we need to start somewhere 
and there is no doubt that some engagement is 
absolutely better than none. But adequate and 
appropriate representation alongside equal 
opportunity are key in developing a more 
inclusive community.

One of the most compelling books that was shared 
with me recently is entitled “White Fragility” 
written by a white woman, I would argue it is a 
must read. Although controversial and focused 
primarily on the USA, there are some amazing facts 
and insights that can help us all move the needle 
forward on creating a just and inclusive society.

I need to highlight I am not turning into a 
militant, nor am I about to start a mass protest, 
but all of the inequality that exists needs to be 
addressed. I would like to support individuals and 
organisations, to do so with patience, perseverance 
and positivity.  Whether that is race, gender or 
being less abled, everyone should have the same 
chances and opportunities as anybody else. Let’s 
all come together and do more Tik Tokking 
rather than Tick Boxing!

Ammar Mirza CBE is Chair & Founder of Asian Business Connexions, Chair of the NELEP Business Growth Board, Chair of the IoD North East 
(North) and holds various positions across the public and private sectors. 

BOX TIK TOK
The video sharing phenomena that is Tik Tok has certainly  
created a storm. One of the fastest growing companies –  

recently valued at $50 billion - that appears to have benefited  
from COVID 19 and the lockdown.  
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County Durham-based Great Annual Savings 
Group (GAS) has worked with ABC members 
for more than four years and, having supported 
the event for the last three years, has become 
headline sponsor again for 2020.

The sponsorship will allow ABC, a not for profit social 
enterprise to make the celebration of diversity and 
success the biggest yet by broadcasting the event 
live across the globe.

Understandably the event has had to be reduced 
in size and scope due to the pandemic, which was 
causing the organisation real challenges, as over 
350 guests where expected at the Gala dinner.  
However, with the use of technology and financial 
support from GAS, the event will now be delivered 
both virtually and physically allowing for even 
more people to share in the celebrations.

The event is currently planned to take place on 
Thursday 1 October 2020 at the Gainford Groups’ 
County Hotel, Newcastle, and will showcase the 
significant contribution of the Asian community 
across the public, private and third sectors, together 
with a number of guests attending, subject to 
government guidelines.

The number of submissions this year to the awards 

has been overwhelming, with a special “people’s 
award” organised through Spice FM which will see 
members of the public voting for their favourite 
nominee.

Ammar Mirza CBE, Chairman and Founder of Asian 
Business Connexions, said: “The ABC Awards are all 
about recognising and celebrating the significant 
and sustained contribution of the Asian community 
and I’d like to thank GAS for their support as a 
forward-thinking business in the North East that 
is demonstrating its commitment to inclusion and 
diversity”.

“I always say we don’t shout about how unique we 
are in our region enough, so I’d like to thank GAS’ 
CEO Brad Groves and Director Phil Andrew, with 
whom I’ve worked for a few years, for their help in 
ensuring this critical event takes place.

“Phil understands our network and is linking in with 
a lot of our members to add value and help them 
develop in a challenging economic climate.

“That’s why events like this are so important. We 
need to celebrate our successes and show the world 
what a vibrant, diverse and exciting community we 
have in the North East.  I’m also thrilled to announce 
that we are extending the Asian Women Enterprising 

#AWESome Campaign this year with a focus on 
championing #inclusionbydefault. The AWESome 
women have made a huge impact and I am very 
grateful to each of them. Our plans are to increase 
the number to 100 by year end.”

Phil Andrew, Associate Corporate Director at GAS, 
said: “2020 marks the fourth of Great Annual Savings 
(GAS) supporting the Asian Business Connexions 
(ABC) Awards, it’s an initiative we’re very proud to 
champion. 

The awards represent vibrant diversity and 
progression for the North East, which is mirrored 
in the trajectory of GAS, making the partnership 
a great fit. After celebrating the awards tenth 
anniversary last year, we’re excited to see what the 
future holds for Asian Business Connexions and how 
our partnership can evolve.”

The ABC Awards are now recognised as the 
foremost Asian celebration across the North East 
of England. The keynote speaker for the evening 
is the Right Honourable Secretary of State for 
International Development Ann-Marie Trevelyan 
MP and other supporters include Gainford Group, 
SME Centre of Excellence, North East LEP, Radical 
Panda and Newcastle College Group.

To find out more or to make a nomination please visit www.abconnexions.org

UNLOCKING ASIAN BUSINESS CONNEXIONS 
AWARDS DINNER 2020

The 11th anniversary Asian Business Connexions (ABC) Awards can now be beamed globally making the event 
bigger and better thanks to the support of Great Annual Savings Group who are now headline sponsor.
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Ammar Mirza CBE with Phil Andrew



ABC AWARDS DINNER  
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Let’s celebrate the significant contribution that  
the Asian community makes to the North East’s health, 

economic and social wellbeing. 

This year we have more of a reason to come together  
and demonstrate we are one community.

Nominate yourself or someone that you know who has made 
an impact by emailing awards@abconnexions.org or enter 

online at www.abconnexions.org

Confirmed speaker The Right Honourable Anne Marie 
Trevelyan Secretary of State for International Development 

Our Awards Dinner will be held at the County Hotel  
on the 1st October get your tickets early as  

spaces will now be limited.

Saveoursme.co.uk 



Pearson Engineering has received a prestigious 
Gold Award from the Ministry of Defence for its 
commitment to supporting reservists, veterans, 
cadet force adult volunteers and their family 
members.

As providers of life-saving equipment to armed 
forces around the world, Pearson Engineering 
has a long-established reputation for proactively 
championing those in active service and veterans.  
Several of the firm’s 76 employees based at 
the Armstrong Works on Scotswood Road are 
themselves veterans and Pearson Engineering 
actively promotes the value of hiring former armed 
forces personnel to other employers.

One of the ways in which Pearson Engineering 
supports the military is through the Armed Forces 
Covenant, which is a commitment to ensuring that 
those who serve or who have served in the armed 
forces, and their families, are treated fairly and with 
respect. Pearson Engineering is a signatory of the 
covenant and recently hosted an awareness raising 
event for other local employers which saw another 
seven firms make similar commitments.

The firm also supports its employee reservists to 
undertake military training with full pay, hosts 
study days for local army units, provides financial 

and in-kind support to British military charities and 
provides skills development activities for veterans 
and various recruitment initiatives.  

Craig Priday, managing director at Pearson 
Engineering said: “I’m extremely pleased and 
proud that Pearson Engineering has been chosen 
to receive this important award. The Armed 
Forces Covenant initiative has been a great way 
for the company to demonstrate our long-term 
commitment to the armed forces.”

David Eccles, assistant North East employer 
engagement director for the Ministry of Defence 
said:  “We are very pleased that Pearson Engineering 
has been recognised by being awarded the Ministry 
of Defence’s Employer Recognition Scheme (ERS) 
Gold Award – the scheme’s highest accolade.

“The Defence ERS encourages employers to support 
defence and inspire others to do the same and 
Pearson Engineering has certainly demonstrated 
that.

“For the two years I have been personally associated 
with the firm, it has shown a clear understanding 
of what there is to gain in employing military 
veterans and it has been exceptionally supportive 
to employees who are members of the Reserve 
Forces.

“The ERS encompasses Bronze, Silver and Gold 
awards for employer organisations that pledge, 
demonstrate or advocate support to support 
to Defence and the Armed Forces community, 
and align their values within the Armed Forces 
Covenant.

Pearson Engineering HR manager, Elizabeth 
Hubbuck, added: “We were excited to be told of 
our Gold Award in this scheme as it recognises the 
hard work of the company and our employees in 
actively promoting Pearson Engineering as a great 
place for defence people to work.

“We are committed to supporting the community 
that we serve and we are glad to be able to actively 
promote skills and opportunities for reservists, 
veterans, volunteers and their partners. They bring 
a rich and diverse experience to industry and it 
is important that we repay that. I know that this 
special accolade will further inspire us to advocate 
on behalf of the MoD’s Employer’s Recognition 
Scheme.”

Established in 1985, Pearson Engineering is part of 
The Reece Group. It is a world leader in the design 
and manufacture of equipment involved in vehicle 
protection, obstacle, mine and IED clearance and 
gap crossing.

PEARSON ENGINEERING SETS GOLD STANDARD FOR 
ARMED FORCES SUPPORT

A Newcastle-based engineering firm has been recognised by the government for the work it  
does to support the armed forces community.

Pictured at Pearson Engineering’s Scotswood Road works in Newcastle are (l-r) Craig Priday, managing director 
at Pearson Engineering; Elizabeth Hubbuck, the firm’s HR manager and David Eccles, assistant regional employer 

engagement director, North of England Reserve Forces’ and Cadets’ Association, Ministry of Defence.
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PEOPLE
POWER

A fully immersive virtual conference designed to help
organisations boost productivity, improve skills and
develop a thriving, engaged workforce.

20% off with
discount code:
NINSIGHT20

FULL ACCESS CONFERENCE TICKETS: £35+VAT
VIEW AGENDA AND BOOK NOW:
www.peoplepowerevents.co.uk

P E O P L E  

P R O D U C T I V I T Y

S K I L L S#PeoplePoweredBusiness

18 September 2020



Karen Goldfinch from Whitley Bay is a founder member and current Chair of the 
North Tyneside Business Forum which will soon celebrate its tenth anniversary. 
The forum offers business support and guidance to its members and represents 
more than 1200 businesses of all sizes.

Her expertise in retail spans 35 years and a previous position as Chair of the Whitley 
Bay Chamber of Trade has given Karen a wealth of experience that she has used to 
help others during the recent pandemic. 

Professionally, she has owned retail outlets in Whitley Bay and now runs two 
businesses, “Made to Treasure Events”, a bespoke wedding stationery and events 
management company based in North Shields which she started 18 years ago and 
her new business consultancy, “Your Business Pilot,” supporting SME’s and start-ups.

“Throughout my working life, I’ve always been seen as the reassuring voice, 
encouraging and supporting others, it seems my catchphrase is ‘we’ll get there’. 
When it came to choosing a business name the idea of ‘getting there’ had to be 
included. “said Karen.

Your Business Pilot offers a wide range of services and support for solo, micro and 
small businesses at the start of their journey or further on their route needing help 
to get on the right path. The business model is based on the theme of an airline.

For start up’s, Karen has her “Pilot Scheme” which helps prepare the groundwork for 
fledgling businesses about to take off and covers important aspects such as market 
research, finances, planning and networking. More established businesses can opt 
for Business Class, First Class or the Executive Lounge which all offer customised 
support depending on the client’s needs. including target setting, merchandising, 
accountability and marketing advice and support.
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Karen can be contacted at Karen@yourbusinesspilot.co.uk or by telephone 07870 228064
For PR information: Keith Newman keith@highlightspr.co.uk 07814 397951  www.highlightspr.co.uk

BUSINESS PILOT HELPS BUSINESSES TAKE OFF   
A leading figure in the region’s business world has launched her own consultancy to help  

others succeed in the shadow of COVID-19.

A highly qualified North East based engineer is 
commending the performance of his team this 
week after reaching the regional finals in two 
categories in the Great British Entrepreneurial 
Awards (GBEA). 

Peter Lyons is the founder of NECIT Services. He, his 
wife Cherelle and the 15 strong team have grown 
the company to be global leaders in the delivery 
of a comprehensive range of Quality Assurance 
and Quality Control services. The company works 
across 75 countries, utilising the skills of over 3000 
worldwide inspectors to ensure client’s projects 
are delivered on time, within budget and to global 
quality standards.

Peter is an experienced engineering and inspection 
professional that has himself trained over 1000 
inspectors worldwide. Prior to setting up NECIT 
Services in 2009, Peter delivered specialist quality 
expertise on highly respected projects and is 
qualified through CSWIP, BGAS and PCN. 

And now NECIT Services, which has recently opened 
a new office in Houston, Texas has been recognised 
by the judges at GBEA, being shortlisted for both the 
Family Business Entrepreneur of the year and the 
Scale up Entrepreneur of the year.

Peter, who has lectured extensively on engineering 
inspection for The Welding Institute (TWI) and 

continues to serve as a voting member on the CSWIP 
Welding, Specialist and Practitioner Management 
Committee, said: “Despite the pandemic, 2020 
has been an amazing year so far for our business. 
Our inspection, auditing and expediting services 
positioned us, our inspectors and many in our client’s 
companies as key workers. 

“We have worked hard as a team to overcome the 
current global challenges and are tracking at 13 
percent above our planned target of £2.7million 
turnover for this year. We are proud to have retained 
100 percent of our client base and are actively 
expanding the team across the UK, USA and Asia as 
well as investing in system solutions.

“To be in the regional finals in two such strong 
categories of GBEA is the icing on the cake and is 

testament to the hard work that every single member 
of our team puts in every day. It is an exciting time 
for NECIT Services.”

Founded in 2013, the Great British Entrepreneur 
Awards acknowledges the hard work and inspiring 
stories of entrepreneurs and businesses in the United 
Kingdom. This year there was a ‘phenomenal number 
of applications’ in both categories NECIT Services is 
shortlisted in. Anne Boden, CEO of Starling Bank who 
is sponsoring the awards, said: “These entrepreneurs 
have gone above and beyond in order to allow their 
business to flourish in these extremely difficult 
times, it is a true honour to congratulate each and 
every one of them.”

Started by Peter and Cherelle at their kitchen table, 
NECIT Services has grown massively over the last 
three years. Diversifying to support upstream, 
midstream and downstream inspection, NECIT 
Services is proud to deliver fully coordinated 
inspection services to many of the world’s leading 
engineering companies.  

The team are now on the Worley delivery platform 
and are viewed as a trusted reliable partner in the oil 
and gas, renewables, nuclear and power arenas. The 
company has achieved a record 70% YOY increase 
in revenue since 2018. That growth continues into 
2020 and beyond. 

MAJOR GROWTH AND EXPANSION RESULTS IN 
LEADING INSPECTION SERVICES TEAM REACHING 

REGIONAL FINALS OF NATIONAL AWARDS

More information is on www.necitservices.com
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An award winning business woman has released 
two books with the aim of supporting people in 
the community of all ages, that boost, support 
and allow people of the world to see their true 
potentials. 

‘Bola Oyelakin is the exceptional author of “You 
Need To Know” and “You Are Too Loaded to Fail”. 
Here, Anna Toms, reviews both books and their 
merits in today’s extraordinary challenges:

“Aimed at professionals and business people, “You 
Are Too Loaded To Fail” is  a handbook on finding 
your best self and overcoming mediocrity. It 
encourages people to remember that they are too 
loaded with good things to fail at life. 

“The pocket sized book is ideal for carrying, for 
dipping into at any time of need. The book is not 
only motivating, it encourages deep questioning 
of yourself in a positive light, helping see a clearer 
future. 

“Covering topics on beating low self esteem, 
inferiority and anxiety, the books theme is a simple 
truth that everyone has something to offer. Yes 
there are religious mentions, but this book goes 
further than preaching that God has a plan. It’s an 
encourager to find your own driver and belief, a 
motivator in understanding the only time you fail, is 
when you give up trying. 

“One of the most useful parts of the book which I 
personally kept returning to read was the success 
principles. Words such as discovery, diligence, 

positive, develop, persistence and giving illiterate 
the chapter and raise a true feeling of wellbeing and 
determination for the reader. I nodded in agreement 
throughout reading the pitfalls to avoid and looked 
deep inside myself for the excuses to failure, realising 
a lot about my own behaviour. 

“As a business person this book could change your 
philosophy. It could raise you up, refocus you and 
help you move past doubt. It will be an enjoyable 
read and I defy it not to resonate on some level with 

everyone. 

“‘Bola’s next book, “You Need to Know” is pegged as 
must-read for every young person. It claims to share 
Timeless Truths and support personal development. 
As a mother to someone in the audience for this 
book, I was keen to see how the motivation structure 
differed from ‘Bola’s more adult offering. 

“My favourite part of this book is the ‘stop-gap’ pages 
as I call them. The pages that ask just questions. ‘Bola 
has referred to them as Think About It pages. They 
are thought provoking without being unnecessarily 
deep, perfect for the teenage mind. 

““You Need To Know” moves between being a 
series of lessons in a handbook, to being a journal, 
encouraging the reader to apply their own life to 
what they have just learnt. 

“No stone is left unturned, from personal grooming, 
relationships, sex, self esteem, making things happen 
with good time planning and even goal setting. Even 
though ‘Bola is Nigerian and one of the chapters is 
aimed at the youth of her home country, the content 
of the rest of the book is, in my opinion, very apt to 
all young people across the UK. I believe it could help 
many who at the moment are struggling with the 
changes we have all had to adapt to in 2020. 

“Well written, with easy to read balanced content, 
I would recommend both of ‘Bola’s debut books. I 
also understand there is a new book in the offing, 
and I look forward to having the pleasure of reading 
that too.”

TIMELESS TRUTHS FOR YOUNG AND OLD AS PANDEMIC 
RECOVERY SEES MENTAL HEALTH INCREASES

‘Bola’s books are available on Amazon.

‘Bola Oyelakin
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For further information contact us at:

OFFERING 
TAILORMADE 

PROTECTION FOR 
TODAYS WORLD

KEEPING YOUR VENUE AND YOUR CLIENTS SAFE

6 Brenkley Way  Blezard Business Park  Seaton Burn  Newcastle upon Tyne  NE13 6DS
0191 2844730   info@t3security.co.uk   t3security.co.uk



In the midst of lockdown people were forced 
to shop locally and many vowed to continue to 
support businesses that provided a lifeline at the 
height of the crisis once things started to return 
to normal.

The Government’s Eat out to Help Out scheme 
has been seen by many as an embodiment of 
this movement encouraging the public to do their 
bit to boost the local economy and support the 
restaurant industry, which has been one of the 
hardest hit by the Coronavirus crisis.

Here in Newcastle, the scheme has been extremely 
well received and quickly gained momentum.  
Participating restaurants have been busy from 
Monday to Wednesday the moment the offer was 
available. On launch day on the 4th August, footfall 
in the city was up, making it the busiest Monday 
since lockdown in March.

People of the North East love dining out and who 
doesn’t love a bargain, so the Eat out to Help 
Out scheme has ticked all the boxes for hungry 
Geordies.

The scheme has helped kick start a return to a new 
normal – a safe and socially distanced one. We 
need people back in Newcastle enjoying meals at 
restaurants, taking longer, perhaps more generous 
lunch breaks and staying late after work to dine 
out in the evening.  Not only do restaurants need 
the custom, the city needs the added vibrancy 
and life that people bring. The city’s economy 
is interconnected across all sectors and, as a 
whole, depends on people playing their part and 
contributing.

Throughout lockdown we lobbied Government for 
extra support for the hospitality sector knowing 
that it would be slower to recover as social 
distancing limits operating capacity.

We were delighted when the Chancellor announced 

the VAT cut for the hospitality sector and the novel 
Eat Out to Help Out initiative. Having seen the 
early results we are now hopeful that incentivising 
people’s first meal out post-Covid will persuade 
them that it is safe to keep coming back once the 
scheme is over.

Many city centre restaurants were quick to sign 
up for the scheme and have been delighted by the 
response. Huge investments have made venues 
Covid-safe with new layouts, Perspex screens, 
reduced table numbers and new booking systems 
in place.  

Legislative changes to licensing laws have also 
allowed many to make more of their outdoor 
seating areas either extending existing spaces, or 
creating new ones to give them more space to 
accommodate customers. Some have gone to great 
lengths to create innovative and themed outdoor 
areas that are helping attract custom. 

We hope that all these measures will be the boost 
the city needs and will be enough to bring people 
back to support local businesses and the restaurant 
industry, which makes a huge and vital contribution 
to Newcastle’s economy.

Newcastle depends heavily on its  hospitality sector.  
It is a cornerstone of the city centre’s mixed and 
exciting offer, as well as being a huge city centre 
employer. Over 6,500 people work in hospitality in 
Newcastle alone.

Venues across the North East have invested heavily 
in making sure they are safe to reopen, people now 
need to come back to support the recovery.

At NE1, we have been doing all we can to support 
the industry and city centre businesses promoting 
the Eat out to Help Out campaign with our own 
marketing campaign and supporting participating 
restaurants. We have also been working closely 
with Newcastle city council and with businesses to 
support licensing applications to allow businesses 
to create new or bigger outdoor dining terraces.

And to offer the public greater reassurance that 
it is safe to return, we have been working with 
Newcastle University and the City Council to 
develop an  innovative, How Busy Is Toon website.   
Using real time data, the website shows how busy 
it is on Northumberland Street plus remaining 
capacity in city centre car parks. Using the website 
people can monitor footfall and make informed 
decisions, helping plan their trip into Newcastle 
and where to park. 

The site has been extremely popular, with over 
25,000 visits to the site since its launch. It has 
also received significant interest from other local 
authorities and organisations across the country 
and is going into the next phase of development 
having just received funding from the government’s 
Local Digital Fund. 

The website is a great example of how an innovative 
idea developed here in Newcastle is improving 
public confidence in using the city. This combined 
with the Eat out to Help Out scheme will, we hope, 
help people feel confident about visiting the city 
centre and will provide vital support to the city’s 
economy. 

YOUR CITY 
NEEDS YOU TO

EAT OUT TO 
HELP OUT

By Adrian Waddell,  
Chief Executive of NE1 Ltd 

If there has been one good thing 
to come from Covid it is the 

desire, almost a movement, to 
buy and support local enterprise 

and business.

B U S I N E S S  I N S I G H T
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Ronald James Group is a specialist IT, Digital 
and Tech recruitment agency based in Gosforth, 
Newcastle upon Tyne, with offices in Boston, 
USA. Its tailored digital recruitment-marketing 
plan is cutting-edge, serving top clients to find 
the finest professionals for their businesses.

In 2019, the company hit its 4th anniversary 
with a growing team of over 20 recruitment and 
marketing experts. Over the years, Ronald James 
has built a successful series of partnerships with 
leading tech companies across The North and 
beyond; each client successfully increasing their 
talent pool through bespoke marketing strategies 
that target and engage with top-of-the-line 
candidates.

Tesco Bank, the agency’s latest addition to its 
extensive client portfolio, has nominated Ronald 
James to lead their search for tech experts who 
will join their new tech hub at Quorum Business 
Park in 2020. It all starts with the correct inbound 
talent pool.

CEO, James Blackwell, explains: “From what I’ve 
seen (speaking to hundreds of business owners 
and heads of departments), companies with 
recruitment marketing strategies in place are 
over 30% more likely to hire greater quality 
employees”. The company found that 70% of 
job-seekers regard an employer’s brand as highly 
important in their decision to work for them. 
By correctly marketing clients to the top 15% 
of candidates, Ronald James brings businesses 
the best, most motivated talent, decreasing the 
chances of employee turnover greatly.

Digitech employers are finding it more and more 
difficult to attract and preserve high-quality 
talent in their field. After speaking with over 
100 business owners in the North East digital 
and tech sector, the company spotted five key 
problem areas they were all experiencing:

 1. Businesses lacks passionate coders.

 2.  Holding onto talented developers is 
becoming increasingly difficult.

 3.  Hiring costs are increasing.

 4.  Businesses are struggling to find and 
attract top developers.

 5.  Companies are falling behind on projects 
due to one or all of these issues above.

Ronald James tackles the root of the problem by 
tailoring clients’ candidate outreach to specific 
engagement points within the sector. With 
its dynamic, unrivalled approach, the agency 
forecasts its biggest and most successful year 
in 2020, continuing to attract tech giants and 
expanding into the North West with targets of 
over £2 million.

Want to make your next career move? Get 
in touch with your CV today: patricia@
ronaldjamesgroup.com

We have roles for developers, testers, analysts, 
project managers, digital marketers, web 
developers, designers and MORE!

RONALD JAMES STAYS ON TOP IN 2020
The North’s leading Digitech talent agency is changing the game for the sector, making 2020 their 
biggest year to date. With an upgraded strategy, Ronald James is helping businesses overcome the 

struggles of attracting highly-skilled tech professionals in the new year.

www.ronaldjamesgroup.com
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Empowering digital business.

0191 4770365
enquiries@teamsynergi.co.uk

www.teamsynergi.co.uk
@team_synergi
@team-synergi

NEW CHAPTER FOR 
NE YOUTH WITH 

RELOCATION TO BLAYDON
NE Youth have recently announced their 

relocation to Blaydon. Having spent 85 years in 

the West End of Newcastle they were presented 

with a perfect opportunity for a change.

NE Youth have been supporting young people 
across the region for over eight decades. Coming 
out of lockdown, they are very aware that young 
people will be in need of extra support. A new office 
heralds the start of a next chapter for the charity. 

Jon Niblo, CEO at NE Youth, said: “We are delighted 
to have moved to the Borough of Gateshead which 
will present many new opportunities. We urge local 
businesses to arrange a visit to our new offices, 
have a look round and learn about what we do.”

NE Youth are celebrating their 85th anniversary 
in 2020 and they aim to raise £85K which will go 
towards supporting more young people. 

DURHAM STUDENT NAMED 
INTERNATIONAL AAT 

STUDENT OF THE YEAR
Local student Devonne Burn has been named 
Student of the Year at the Association of 
Accounting Technicians (AAT) awards.

Devonne is currently studying the AAT professional 
diploma in accounting at New College Durham. 
She was shortlisted for the award following 
her achievement of a distinction on both the 
foundation certificate in accounting and the 
advanced diploma in accounting. Devonne scored 
exceptionally high marks in all units, whilst working 
full time as an Accounts Manager at CCL Office Ltd.

Devonne’s tutor, Carol Smith, commented: “We 
are delighted for Devonne. She was a real pleasure 
to teach and a truly dedicated student who was 
always polite and focussed.

“Over the last two years we have won student 
of the year, apprentice of the year and medium 
training provider of the year. This demonstrates 
the outstanding work of our students and the AAT 
team at New College Durham.”

A leading North East Planning and Design firm 
has pledged to continue its support for a local 
County Durham Cricket Club.

BH Planning and Design, sister company of leading 
North East property firm Bradley Hall, has extended 
its official sponsorship of Hunwick Cricket Club, 
which provides sporting opportunities for hundreds 
of local people.

The sponsorship will be used to provide equipment 
and towards the upkeep of the grounds, allowing a 

better-quality environment for its users.

Chris Pratt, Club Captain and Committee Member 
at Hunwick, said: “This sponsorship is incredibly 
important to the club and we are delighted to have 
started up again following a long layoff. 

“The support allows us to provide opportunities 

for the local community, especially its children 

and young adults with their physical and mental 

wellbeing. We are very grateful for the kind 

donation from BH Planning & Design.”

FISH AND CHIPS AT 
HARBOUR VIEW

The world may have changed because of 
COVID-19 but one thing that will never change 
is the quality of fish and chips at Harbour View 
in Seaton Sluice.

Rated as one of the UK’s top five fish and chip 
restaurants by Trip Advisor, the Harbour View in 
Seaton Sluice is the only place to go for Britain’s 
favourite meal.

Only the best quality Icelandic Atlantic fish is 
served and the size of it is legendary, proving that 
sometimes high standards and quantity do go hand 
in hand.

It’s also the place to be for celebrity spotting as in 
recent months Ant Mcpartlin, Si King, Ray Laidlaw, 
Sam Fender, Malcolm MacDonald and Kim Tserkezie 
have all visited.

For more information and booking, visit their 
website at www.the-harbour-view.com or call 
0191 237 2478.

LOCAL PLANNING FIRM 
CONTINUES SUPPORT  

FOR GRASS ROOTS SPORT



We could do a slick ad...
          Climb the ladder
          Massive success
          Exponential growth
          Solutions
Hyperbole to impress. Just not our style. 

Gedanken - the German word for “thoughts”.

E: actnow@gedanken.co.uk 
T: 0191 3051122

You have to ask the question – is it time?

Is it time, to give the same old, same old and 
look at developing yourself or your business? 
Developing new leadership skills of taking your 
business to the next level?

Is it time to reconsider your overall direction, 
your personal and business strategies and not 
only think out of the box, but re- explore the box 
completely? Did you ever really do that?

Is it time to get some help, advice and mentoring 
on your personal direction, your chosen career or 
dilemmas you face?

Is it time to review life, its direction and maybe 
find a new one? Is it time to consider something 
that troubles you deeply, perhaps a personal 
business challenge has been kicked down the road 
for far too long?

Is it time to just stop looking at an ad and pick 
the phone up and start working on these things?

Is it time to stop telling stories and start 
embracing realities?

And how would you know?

Is it time for a meaningful discussion with a third 
party who can walk the journey with you, both 
reducing the isolation of the challenge whilst 
providing savvy knowledge of life and business?

If it isn't, and everything is just peachy, turn over.

If there is a shred of doubt perhaps one of our 
exploratory sessions might help to see how you 
and/or your organisation can move forward. Let’s 
face it you are just too important not to.



Someone who definitely knows one is Nicola Jayne Little 
because she owns the MINT Business Club. 

A lot of you reading this will have been to numerous business 
club meetings. Some of you will have enjoyed them; some 
of you won’t. Nicola attended meetings but felt as though 
something was missing because they weren’t really geared 
to businesses like hers. 

What about the self-employed and small business owners?  

Nicola wanted to do something for them that focused on 
learning how to run a business. MINT Business Club was born. 

“MINT is the membership club for solo and micro business 
owners who want to keep learning, keep growing and be 
part of a community of people who just ‘get it”, said Nicola. 
“Whether you work on your own as a self-employed solo, or 
in a micro-business with fewer than 10 in your team, MINT 
Business Club offers you the training, support and advice you 
need to be MINT.”

As with a lot of businesses, MINT Business Club has changed 
in recent months courtesy of the Coronavirus pandemic. 
Nicola and her team used to stage regular face to face 
meetings where she’d lead training and give members the 
opportunity to get together, chat and do business. 

That’s all changed. MINT is now an online business 
community until we see Covid-19 ease dramatically, 
although she has started hosting small groups meeting in 
her garden in a safely controlled environment. 

“It’s up to our 180 members as to when we return to face 
to face meetings and training sessions,” adds Nicola. “They’ll 
tell us when they’re comfortable for things to return to as 
near normal as possible. Until then, we shall continue with 
our weekly Zoom training sessions.”

At the turn of the year, if you’d said to Nicola that her 
business club would be an online community within four 
months and would not be having any face to face meetings, 
she wouldn’t have believed you. That, of course, is something 
which applies to almost every business. Nobody could 
envisage what we’ve all been through. Put it this way, if you 
are still operating in precisely the same manner and without 
any aftereffects of the last few months, you are extremely 
fortunate. 

And the same applies to MINT Business Club. Nicola, like a 
lot of you who run a small business, is in exactly the same 
position. She has had to move with the times.

“Circumstances have forced us to change the way MINT 
operates, but we’ve adapted and it’s worked really well. Our 
members thoroughly enjoy it. I would anticipate that in the 
future we will have a mixture of what we used to do and 
what we are doing now. We’ll probably have social meetings 
in a face to face setting but do the vast majority of training 
online. For example, we’ve had up to 70 people attending 
online training at once, something that wouldn’t have been 
possible regularly in a physical training session.

It works, although I must admit that Zoom meetings will 
never totally replace our normal gatherings for the simple 
reason that you cannot replicate online the sort of buzz a 
room full of people creates. You don’t get the banter because 
when more than one person is speaking on Zoom or Skype, 
it can get a bit confusing. However, for the purposes of a 
training session where I or one of the team are speaking for 
the vast majority of the time, it works really well.”

Actually, the 180 members are getting more value for money 
for the simple reason that Nicola and her team are providing 
more online sessions than could ever be provided in a face 
to face setting. 

So, what does MINT Business Club give you? Weekly training 
sessions fall in six categories. Nicola calls them the ‘Pillars 
of running a MINT Business’. They’re MINT MINDSet, which 
helps you focus on what you’re doing; Business Foundations, 
Money, Marketing (including Digital Marketing and Social 
Media), Sales and Business Growth. 

All training is delivered online by MINT trainers, experts and 
members. Every session is recorded and made available to re-
watch within a couple of days of the session with a transcript 
of every session to ensure inclusivity.

There’s a real sense of ‘family’ about MINT Business Group. 
Everyone can keep in touch via a private Facebook group and 
of course via the video meetings. 

There are mentors who provide one-to-one support every 
Monday in “MINT MYTime” sessions. The mentors have 
various areas of expertise and are available to all members.

Specially focussed training sessions are provided by some 
of MINT’s sponsors. The North East Loan Fund and Valued 
Accountancy work with MINT to deliver an additional, 
funded training course entitled ‘Let’s Talk About Money.’

In other words, MINT Business Club is mint at what they 
do….they provide support, help and training…and a sense of 
community to solo and small business owners. 

“There are five million self-employed people out there, and 
they are largely overlooked. By a quirk of fate, the Covid-19 
pandemic has forced almost every business to change. More 
people are working from home which has required a greater 
level of trust from managers, customers and colleagues. 
The self-employed are innovative but they invariably have 
a core skill which generates most of their income. The actual 
running of their business can be where things go wrong. 
That’s where we aim to help….and all of our members want 
to help too. 

MINT Business Club is about the members…it’s for the 
members…the club IS the members. 

Yes, things have changed over the past few months, but we 
are MINT at what we do…our members are MINT at what 
they do….and together we can get through this and forge 
ahead to a future that’ll be totally MINT.”

For more details on the MINT Business Club, log onto www.mintbusinessclub.co.uk or follow their social channels @MINTBizClub.  
You’ll find a stack of MINT information and a MINT welcoming video from the very MINT Nicola. 
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THIS BUSINESS CLUB IS JUST MINT
It’s a phrase that started in the North East but is now used nationally… 

“This is really mint.”  “What a mint idea.”  You are totally mint.”   
You’ll know a few variations on the theme. 
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Last month I talked about the importance of having 
a clearly defined UDP – a Unique Differentiating 
Proposition and this month I want to draw your 
attention to the flip side of the same coin – your 
Customer Avatar. 

An Avatar is the word I use to describe your Business 
Customer. The companies who buy from you. Within those 
businesses lie your Customer Personas, the individual 
people who purchase and a term more commonly used by 
marketeers, especially if you sell B2C. 

Often, when I ask my clients to articulate their target 
customer, they’ll give me a run-down of their current 
client list. They may have gone as far as to break their 
clients into Gold, Silver or Bronze accounts, but very few 
have gone much further than that. 

In a growing business there’s lots to think about, starting 
with recognising that the customers that have got you 
from where you were to where you are now – may not be 
the same customers you need to attract to achieve your 
next tier of growth. 

Clearly defining your Avatar set allows you to develop your 
‘Content Marketing Strategy’ and the tactics to deploy 
it. It guides your internal Sales Governance, including 
defining your own ‘Barriers to Entry’ and clarity around the 
business you don’t accept, as well as allow you to decide 
on your most effective ‘Routes to Market’ and the most 
profitable ways to reach your target customer. So – lots 
of reasons to ensure you spend some time bottoming this 
out.

What is it about your current best customer that makes 
them the perfect fit for your business and if you could find 
more of them, how would you identify them, reach them 
and duplicate and scale up the effort to market and sell to 
them? If you don’t have a current ‘best’ customer, who is 
your ideal target avatar moving forward?

Avatars need to be grouped into categories where they 
share similar variables, and although there is a whole 
host of questions you can ask to tease out their reasons 
for buying from you and not your competitors and their 
triggers in the sale and so on, use the following three 
criteria to determine your hierarchy. 

 1. Business Characteristics

 2. Market Sector/Geography

 3. Pain Points

Business Characteristics

Are your target customers of a similar size, be that – 
turnover, profit, number of employees, locations or any 
other identifiable business characteristics. Perhaps you can 
group your potential prospects into two or three different 
Avatars based on these variables.

Market Sector/Geography

Is this the defining criteria that trumps the previous 
example? Choosing a sector can add real drive to your 
sales strategy and help develop a focused route to market 
but make your sector specialisms too narrow and you 
open yourself up to risk if one of those sectors fails. 
Likewise, attempting to be specialists in too many sectors 
will spread you too thin. My advice – pick three. 

Pain Points

Do your customers regardless of size or sector, share 
a clearly definable pain point? Something that you can 
market to? If so, then perhaps Pain Points could be the 
primary criteria through which you break down your 
Avatar set. 

Aim for a suite of between three and five clearly defined 
Avatars that everyone in your business understands, 
identifies and knows how you sell to them. Better yet, 
name your Avatars after real customers, so your people 
can easily relate to them. 

AND ensure these definitions, qualification criteria, 
and subsequent customer journeys and so forth, are 
documented in your own internal Sales Bible, so everyone 
in your business sings from the same song sheet.

Without this clarity, you run the risk of unfocused sales 
and marketing activity draining your resources and your 
people accepting leads and potential new business that 
hold your company back rather than springboard your 
growth. 

Nicola Cook is the CEO of Company Shortcuts. The UK’s leading Sales Acceleration agency helping scale-ups build a profitable  
Sales Engine for Growth. Her waitlist is open and is currently taking new applications for 2021. If you’re interested in finding  

out how she could help your business, for an application form contact helen@companyshortcuts.com

KNOW THY AVATAR
It’s a simple enough concept - know your customer, but in my experience 
most growing businesses give this concept lip service when bottoming out 

their Sales Strategy.



The professional collaboration brings together 
some of the region’s top property experts 
including Sadler Brown Architects, Creative 
Streak Design, Fusion PR Creative and Naylors 
Gavin Black, who all work on behalf of local, 
national and global clients in the construction, 
regeneration and commercial property sectors.  

The team will provide Tynexe Commercial Ltd, 
developers of AirView Park, with innovative 
planning, design and build, and architectural 
expertise, creative branding, design, digital, and 
strategic communications activities, as well as 
specialist commercial property intelligence to 
promote the 175,000 sq ft, out-of-town site. 

Activities will be delivered in line with and adapt 
to changing market conditions, while engaging 
key stakeholders to promote bespoke build 

opportunities for companies looking for flexible 
office accommodation or a new regional centre.

Mike Clark, Director of Tynexe Commercial Ltd 
and Dysart Developments Ltd, commented, “It 
is essential, especially in the current economic 
climate, that we place ourselves in the very best 
position we can and engage with stakeholders and 
potential new occupiers to put this development 
on the map. We are very much looking ahead with 
optimism, and whilst AirView Park may need to 
adapt to a changing marketplace in terms of what 
build opportunities it offers, it is essential that 
we work with our partners, including Newcastle 
International Airport and Newcastle City Council, 
to create the best possible prospects. 

“The appointed team have a proven track 
record in their individual fields and by having 

a collaborative and coordinated approach, we 

can deliver tactical and strategic activities to 

hopefully attract the next tenants.” 

National homebuilder, Bellway, has become the 

site’s first anchor tenant having chosen AirView 

Park for its new headquarters. The multi-million 

pound, 21,000 sq ft building will be home to 

approximately 80 employees once complete, and 

will connect 22 divisions across England, Scotland 

and Wales given its proximity to the airport, A1 

and Newcastle Central Station. 

The development has planning permission for 

up to four more bespoke office buildings or 

alternatively, 150,000 sq ft premises. It also offers 

Enterprise Zone status.

For more details, please contact Angus White at Naylors Gavin Black on t: 0191 211 1551, e: angus@naylorsgavinblack.co.uk or go  
to www.airviewpark.co.uk

EXPERT PLANNING, COMMUNICATIONS AND 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY TEAM ON BOARD TO 

MARKET AIRVIEW PARK

Developers behind AirView Park, a new business park development next to  
Newcastle International Airport, have appointed a highly experienced planning, 
communications and commercial property team to market the site and attract  

potential new occupiers to the North East.
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Throughout the last few months he has seen the 
ups and downs of many of the companies in the 
region and the changing face of business life. 

Here, he shares the importance of MD’s, Business 
Owners and CEO’s having peers, and how 
important it is to find a peer or peer group that has 
a positive impact. 

“The North East is a resilient business community, 
that faces a specific set of challenges across our 
extended geography. Our range of industries and 
skill sets are so wide spread, and we are often hit by 
slumps harder than elsewhere in the country. 

“But in recent years what has emerged is that we 
are strong folk and, most importantly, we want 
to help each other. The North East is no place for 
unhealthy wall building competition, it is a place 
where we support, and encourage, others to do 
well. 

“That is what at Vistage, in a nutshell, we exceed in. 

“Our talent for matching peers who can support, 
champion and embolden each other is time 
proven. Our peer advisory groups have a strength 
in numbers, which means not only do they pull 
together, but that no-one ever feels alone in a 
challenging time.”

Whilst help and support from Vistage and its peer 
groups can focus on a company or organisational 
challenge, many times Andrew and the peer groups 
help on a personal level too. He explains:

“For me it isn’t all about selling the membership. I 
don’t have to do that as the benefit speak loudly 
and those who do join, recommend it no end. For 
me, when I reach out personally, it’s about feeling 
good at the end of the day. I help many people 
who don’t at that time feel in a position to join 
Vistage, because I feel that what goes around, 
comes around.” 

A woman who is testament to that is Anika 
Ephraim. Anika was MD of a engineering company 

in the North East up until recently. When her 
personal circumstances changed she decided to 
move home, back to the North West and she is 
now looking for her next challenge. However, the 
change would have been a lot harder if she didn’t 
have people on her side. 

Andrew Marsh works with Anika, who joined his 
free peer group during lockdown, giving her advice 
and support, and mentoring her in her new choices. 
Anika said: “When I first met Andrew it was with 
a view to joining his Vistage group. And one day I 
will. But when my circumstances changed, Andrew 
offered to help me independently. He is helping 
make connections in my new area, as I have been 
away for 20 years, and he is sharing his network. 
He is extremely generous with his time, almost 
philanthropic with it. His support is building my 
confidence and giving a sense of normality to what 
are huge changes!”

Andrew is also leading the way with EB High 
Performing Boards, where he examines the 
effectiveness and performance of organizations’ 
boards. He donates part of his revenue to The 
Experience Bank, where startups and charities 
are supported. He said: “Change brings about 
opportunity, but if you are too close to a situation 
you sometimes can’t see that. That’s when a 
positive peer or peer group really comes into 
its own. They will keep your mindset right and 
knowing your have the right people in your corner 
gives you added heart.”

Andrew can be reached via his LinkedIn page, or at vistage.co.uk/chair/andrew-marsh
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THE IMPORTANCE OF HAVING POSITIVE PEERS
Andrew Marsh is a leading business mentor, company owner, Non Executive director and  

Vistage chair in the North East.

Andrew Marsh

A
nika Ephraim
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It is a challenging time for businesses as we enter the recovery phase 
of COVID-19. Here, in Business Durham our passionate team is 
working tirelessly with businesses to address the challenges arising 
from the pandemic while supporting them on the road back to 
recovery.

When we went into lockdown many businesses experienced an initial 
shock, so it was vital that we responded by helping them to adapt and 
thrive. We adapted our ways of working too and tailored our support to 
meet the needs of our county’s economy.

It can be very lonely running a business during a crisis, so we used 
our relationships and knowledge of the business community to help 
companies find the most relevant information and solutions to the 
challenges they faced.

Business Durham is built around our experienced team which has 
geographical and sector specific areas of expertise, and its depth of 
knowledge has been invaluable. 

I’m extremely proud of the team, as they quickly adapted to new 
working conditions during lockdown and rose to the challenge of helping 
businesses through this period of uncertainty. Their commitment and 
passion to help businesses has been fantastic, and they have all gone 
the extra mile to ensure we continue to deliver high quality services. 

As the economic development arm of Durham County Council, we aim 
to be the trusted point of contact for companies with advice on growth 
opportunities, funding sources, support and information, premises, 
innovation, new markets and networking. Our success is underpinned by 
a commitment to develop long-term relationships with our businesses 
and support them through both the good and bad times. 

We recognise that the months ahead are going to be very challenging, 
and as we move into the recovery phase it is vital that we continue to 
support businesses to grow, thrive and create jobs.

So far, we have been able to link up companies to help them find 
solutions for their business challenges, as well as seize new opportunities 
emerging from the pandemic. We offer a range of support programmes 
so there are a lot of different ways we can help.

Digital Drive was one programme that companies could immediately 
benefit from. Initially, a £4m initiative to help SMEs to maximise their 
growth potential and sustainability through digital technology, we have 
secured an additional £2.34m of funding to continue to June 2023. The 
programme offers free business support including digital health checks, 
masterclasses, workshops  and grant funding of up to 40% of the cost 
of a digital project. 

Digital Drive has played an important role in helping business to adapt 
to home working and providing the equipment and infrastructure for 
their employees. Since March we have seen a significant increase in 
applications and have made 104 grant offers to businesses across the 
county to help them use technology effectively.

We also have the Durham Business Opportunities Programme (DBOP), 
Since it was established in 2016 DBOP has run sector specific support 
programmes focusing on business areas identified as having high growth 
potential. The DBOP Construction - Routes to Success Programme was 
launched this summer supporting SMEs in the construction industry 
supply chain to access contracts in new markets.

While the County Durham Growth Fund offers capital grants to SMEs 
to help accelerate growth. Established in April 2019 as a £4.9m capital 
grant scheme, we have secured an additional £4m to continue until June 
2023 with companies already reaping the benefits of that fund.

Our team has been playing a key role in helping companies find premises 
within our extensive property portfolio. While there has been national 
uncertainty about commercial property and office space, we have seen 
an increase in enquiries about premises, particularly industrial units. 
With some tenants needing to continue working, especially at North 
East Technology Park, it’s fantastic to see some of them expanding into 
new spaces and our first tenant moving into Jade Business Park.

As we move towards recovery, our job is to build confidence that there’s 
a strong economic future. There will be challenges ahead but we need 
to stay positive. We have a strong, resilient business community and by 
supporting each other we can survive and thrive together.

Sarah Slaven was part of the team that established Business Durham 
in 2012. In her previous Operations Director role, she led business 
engagement, inward investment, and enterprise activities.

She implemented the £20m Finance Durham Fund with Maven Capital 
Partners, which has made 17 investments totaling £5.4 million into 11 
dynamic businesses; and secured £10 million ERDF funding for projects 
including the Durham Business Opportunities Programme, Digital Drive 
County Durham and the County Durham Growth Fund.

Sarah was instrumental in setting up the Durham City Incubator, a 
unique collaboration between Business Durham, Durham University and 
New College Durham to retain graduate talent and support enterprise.

Digital Drive, DBOP and Durham City Incubator receive funding from 
the European Regional Development Fund.

THE ROAD TO BUSINESS RECOVERY
Sarah Slaven, interim Managing Director at Business Durham, describes the  
help available to businesses to enable them to get back on track following  

the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

www.businessdurham.co.uk
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Jade Business Park
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Sarah SlavenPhotography: Lee Dobson
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It is obvious that the world of work is changing 
but, in truth, it has been changing for some time. 

Driven by continuous digital innovation, we have 
been witnessing a shift in workplace culture for many 
years. The speed and scale of this global pandemic 
has simply accelerated it beyond belief. 

The way we work, the places we work in, and the 
skills we are going to need to be successful in 
business must all be reconsidered.

Homeworking is the new norm, with many people’s 
uncertainty around this as a serious long-term 
strategy superseded after seeing the productivity 
gains that can be made when people are encouraged 
to fully integrate their work and personal life.

The trust required to do this has been forced in 
many cases, but it is something that will be in high 
demand long after this crisis, which means employee 
engagement must also become a priority.

Employee engagement and productivity have always 
gone hand in hand, no matter where people work, 
and, with flexibility in high-demand, organisations 
must do all they can to help managers develop the 
skills they need to lead a dispersed team.

Whether through training or regular communication, 

it is important to get everyone involved as much 
as possible. You will also need to find a way to 
routinely monitor your team’s motivation and level 
of commitment if you want to retain them in the 
long-term.  

Contrary to investing in people, the idea that 
machines are going to take all our jobs isn’t 
something new but does seem more prevalent than 
ever due to the complexity and constraints around 
people and space. 

Big data, artificial intelligence, robotics, automation 
and global connectivity are just some of the 
solutions being fast-tracked by businesses, with 
advances in these fields offering the opportunity 
to transform the way they operate and make cost-
effective productivity gains in the process. However, 
this does not have to have the knock-on effect of 
mass unemployment. 

If we focus not only on the application of new digital 
improvements but also on how these advancements 
will affect jobs and talent in the workplace, it is 
possible to adapt working practices so that they 
help people to develop the skills they need to thrive 
alongside machines, rather than be replaced by them.

Most jobs consist of around 20 to 30 different kinds 
of activity and, while some may be easily replaced by 
technology, it’s unlikely that every aspect will be, so 
rather than be made obsolete, it could be that most 
jobs will simply change.

This means if you’re a business leader or manager, 
you have a responsibility to begin redesigning the 
way your company not only works with technology 
but the environment in which people operate and 
the way you recruit and manage talent. 

How will your working models change when 
there is no longer a need for physical proximity to 
colleagues? Will you join the growing number of 
companies who are crowd-sourcing people with the 
skills they need for a particular contract? Perhaps 
you’ll utilise the more and more skilled people who 
are choosing to work as freelancers so they can pick 
and choose projects they are passionate about?

Whatever you do, it seems that, in the future, 
successful careers will most likely be built around 
learning and skills rather than specific jobs and, if that 
is the case, we will all need to be recruiting people 
who not only have the right attitude and outlook but 
who can also solve problems, lead well, communicate 
expertly and have excellent technological skills. 

Emotional intelligence, empathy, curiosity and the 
understanding and creative application of what we 
can do with the information that computers create 
will also be critical to the new way of working, which 
is also going to mean companies have to operate in a 
nimble and agile way – thinking big, but acting small.

B U S I N E S S  I N S I G H T
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Jobs. Advice. Expertise.

Bryony Gibson

THE NEW FUTURE OF WORK
Bryony Gibson, managing director of Bryony Gibson Consulting, considers 

the new ways we are working and the skills we will need to succeed.



BRYONY GIBSON CONSULTING
JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN PUBLIC PRACTICE...

To express an interest in any of the above vacancies, or for a confidential  
discussion about your career in professional practice, please contact Bryony Gibson,  

Bryony Gibson Consulting, on 0191 375 9983 or bryony@bryonygibson.com

QUALIFIED COMMERCIAL 
ACCOUNTANT
North Tyneside, circa £35,000

A leading accounting practice is looking to appoint a 
qualified accountant to join their growing team. 

With a business culture centred around people development, 
this is the perfect opportunity for someone who is ambitious, 
hard working, enjoys training and learning from others, and who 
is keen to advance their career. 

In your day-to-day role, you will manage a portfolio of clients 
with the support of a small team, ensuring timely delivery of 
both year end statutory and monthly management accounts for 
a diverse selection of SME businesses. 

With responsibility of your own clients, you will be given the 
automony and support you need to deliver at the highest 
level, which is why we are looking for an individual who has a 
minimum of four years practice experience.

As you will be working from home as well as the office, first-
class communication skills are essential, as is a mindset that 
welcomes change and embraces new technology.

TAX ACCOUNTANT
Newcastle, £40,000 - 47,000pa  
plus car allowance 

A rare opportunity has arisen for a tax and accounting 
professional to join an in-house tax team in Newcastle.

Offering a very attractive career path and comprehensive salary 
and benefits package, we are looking for a Qualified Accountant 
or Tax Advisor who has experience and an understanding of 
both specialist areas.

Working as part of a wider tax team, you will be responsible 
for all UK group corporate tax compliance, and will assist with 
adhoc tax planning projects such as capital allowances, R&D 
and M&A work.

Tasked with ensuring the company’s tax strategy is optimised 
in line with transfer pricing, you will also provide support and 
tax advice to the business on a wide variety of matters, and 
identify new opportunities.

As such, it is important that applicants are qualified (ACA/
ACCA) and, ideally, have gained corporate tax experience 
in either an accounting firm or industry, with a thorough 
knowledge of UK GAAP, IFRS and FRS101.

Awareness of international tax issues and a wider accounting 
appreciation will enable you to work closely with tax and 
finance both locally and nationally. 

ACCOUNTS SENIOR
Durham, £24 - 28,000pa 

With a positive outlook and an increase in work, this well 
established accountancy practice in County Durham - with 
a first class reputation - are looking to appoint an Accounts 
Senior.

Working with a predominantly local client base of SMEs across 
a wide range of sectors, you will play a supporting role with the 
completion of year end statutory accounts. 

Whilst you will undoubtedly develop in this role, we are seeking 
an accounting professional with previous or current experience 
who is, to a certain extent, able to hit the ground running with 
accounts preparation.

Working within their local office (at social distance), we 
are seeking someone who is able to work full-time and has 
experience with Sage and/or Xero, and welcome applications from 
those who are mid-AAT or recently qualified, with a minimum of 
three years experience in an accountancy practice environment.

Those working towards their ACCA or ACA will also be supported, 
but the practical experience is the most valuable.

PERSONAL TAX SENIOR 
Northumberland, £24 - 30,000pa,  
flexible hours

Due to an increase in tax consulting projects, we are 
searching for an experienced tax professional who can 
take ownership of this north-west Newcastle based 
accountancy practice’s tax compliance function.

We look to welcome a Tax Senior who is confident and 
knowledgeable in the completion of personal tax returns for 
Directors, Partnerships, HNWI’s and Trusts. 

Tax compliance extends to cover P11D’s, Trust Regulations, 
Capital Gains Tax returns and Corporation tax compliance, 
and you may even find yourself supporting the Partner with 
SDLT and group restructures at busy times. 

Whilst training is available (ATT / CTA supported for those 
studying), we are looking for an experienced personal tax 
professional who would revel in a small friendly and focused 
firm, and enjoy flexibility with hours in return for taking an 
element of responsibility for everyday office life. 

History in an accounting firm completing tax returns is a 
priority and, while we are open to all applicants with the 
relevant skills, this is likely to appeal most to those who enjoy 
compliance and are not seeking continued fast progression.
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Whether it be nurses, care assistants or support 
workers based in hospitals, care homes or out in 
the community, each and every one of them has 
in some shape or form, helped the country….and 
are still helping…as we all get to terms with the 
Coronavirus. 

However, there are bound to be times when extra 
staff are required. Perhaps there is a sudden rush 
of residents who need attention; perhaps several 
members of staff are either ill or due to take annual 
leave. Either way, it means that a vacancy needs 
filling.

Some of those vacancies may be just for a couple of 
days or possibly for a couple of months. Filling those 
vacancies is a time consuming job which a lot of 
organisations struggle with.

That’s where the team at Standby Healthcare come 
in. 

They are on hand 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week to solve your staffing problems. They have an 
enormous database of experienced healthcare and 
social care professionals who are ready to help out 
at short notice. 

“It’s all about trust,” said director Kieran Porter “We 
know all of our clients first hand and know what 
sort of people will suit their needs and fit in with 
the workplace surroundings. Most people who work 

within health and social care are part of a team so 
we ensure that all staff we recommend are capable 
of doing the job and able to fit in with the rest of 
the staff.”

At any one moment, Standby Healthcare has a pool 
of around 250 people who are ready at short notice 
to fill a vacancy. The office staff are available at any 
time of day to help you find someone who can assist 
and hopefully solve your staffing problem. 

“It’s often as short as just a couple of hours notice,” 
added Director, Alex Williams. “For example we can 
take a call in the middle of the night from a care 
home where a member of staff has possibly taken 
ill or been forced to attend to a family problem, 
and there is a desperate need for someone to go 
and help. We then contact one of the experienced 
care workers on our books who can basically drop 
everything and travel to the care home. They are 
used to hitting the ground running and, thanks to 
their experience, will fit in straight away.”

Standby Healthcare is part of a group. One of the 
other companies within the group is Watson Black 
Search and Selection. If you are looking to fill a 
permanent position within healthcare, Watson 
Black are experts in the field. They are a specialist 
recruitment agency who, as with Standby Healthcare, 
are experienced when it comes to finding the right 
people to fill health and social care roles. Whereas 

Standby Healthcare tends to largely deal with filling 
short to medium term healthcare positions….the clue 
is in the word ‘standby’…Watson Black are purely for 
companies who need full time staff members. 

“Watson Black is aimed at filling roles such as staff 
nurses, care home managers and CEOs,” said Director, 
Kieran Porter. “We offer a bespoke talent sourcing 
service which will ensure placing high-calibre 
professionals who will add value to any business. We 
are the partner of choice to many of the High Street 
social and healthcare names across the UK. We have 
a team of experienced recruitment professionals 
who know the sort of person they are looking for and 
ensure that we make an appointment with complete 
confidence in the quality of any candidate.”

Both Standby Healthcare and Watson Black are 
based in Newcastle. Whilst the majority of Standby 
Healthcare’s temporary support is focussed across 
the North, Watson Black is skilled at finding the right 
people on a national basis. 

The best idea is to check out their websites. You’ll 
find more details about each company plus a list 
of latest vacancies. They’re also keen to hear from 
anyone who would like to be included on their list 
of people who’d be willing to work part-time in 
health and social care or may be searching for a new 
permanent role.

STANDBY TO SOLVE HEALTH STAFFING NEEDS
The last few months has shown everyone just how important the people are who work in  

health and social care. 

Log onto www.standbyhealthcare.com and www.watsonblack.co.uk
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Why was the charity founded? 

1935 (Originally as the Northumberland 
Association of Boys Clubs).

Which area do you cover? 

Following our re-brand in 2016 the Charity now 
covers the whole of the North East.

Tell us about your team? 

Our staff team are amazing and I am so proud of 
them particularly how well they have responded to 
recent challenges in relation to Covid 19. We have 
some great leaders and characters in our team and 
everyone works incredibly hard to ensure better 
outcomes for young people. As the organisation 
has grown and adapted, the Board have shown 
real courage to make key and timely appointments 
to ensure that the structure is fit for purpose and 
our strategy can be achieved. The organisation 
has a genuine commitment to the professional 
development and well-being of staff.

What type of fundraising events do  
you have? 

Our events are a mix of long standing traditional 
ones that have served us incredibly well such as 
our Annual Clay Pigeon Shoot, Burns Night Ball 
and Charity Golf Day. In addition we have started 
to introduce other key events in to the calendar 
including our International Women’s Day annual 
event held in March, Great North Run entries, 
challenge events and a river cruise networking 
event.

What have been your proudest  
moments so far? 

Having come through the system and attended 
and volunteered at local boys clubs/youth clubs my 
proudest moment was to be appointed to the post 

of CEO. I feel incredibly privileged to be the CEO 
of this amazing charity with such a rich history of 
supporting youth organisations and young people 
for over 85 years. I will not pretend that it’s all 
been plain sailing and in the early years there were 
some huge cultural problem to tackle however I 
am incredibly proud of what we have all achieved 
together.

Who are your main trustees and patrons? 

Our Board of Trustees/Directors (led by our 
Chair) Fiona Lees-Millais are a group of incredibly 
experienced and well-connected individuals. Our 
President His Grace the Duke of Northumberland 

still also plays a key role particularly during our 
key anniversary years. We have two ambassadors 
who have done a great job and they are Police and 
Crime Commissioner Kim McGuinness and Show 
Racism the Red Card Gary Bennett.

What are you currently working on? 

One of our current key priorities is the establishment 
of the North East Youth Alliance (NEYA) in 
collaboration with Youth Focus North East. The 
primary aim of this initiative is to strengthen the 
Youth Sector in the North East by encouraging 
youth organisations to work more collaboratively. 
The NEYA has received nearly £1M over five years 
from the National lottery. Early work will focus on 
developing two place based hubs in Birtley and East 
Cleveland.

What does the future hold? 

An incredibly difficult question to answer as the 
Charitable Sector is always under extreme pressure 
and competition for funding is a huge concern. 
That said I believe that NE Youth are a well-led 
and governed Charity with a huge amount of 
experience at both Board level and within the staff 
team. Our vision is clear and we have continued 
to grow and improve during an extended period of 
austerity and cuts.

How do you get involved? 

There are many ways to get involved either as a 
volunteer working on the front line with young 
people or using skills and experience to work 
behind the scenes with our member youth and 
community projects. We are also always looking 
for new local businesses to support our fundraising 
activities. 

C H A R I T Y  O F  T H E  M O N T H
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Further information can be found on our website www.neyouth.org.uk

Jon N
iblo

For 85 years NE Youth have been 
quietly supporting young people 

across the North East. With 
over 1 million young people 

helped they’ve decided to turn 
the volume up for their 85th 
anniversary and let the world 

know what they do.

SHOUT  
ABOUT IT



INSPIRING CONVERSATION & CONNECTIONS OVER A FINE LUNCH WITH EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS & NORTHERN INSIGHT 

www.exclusivebusiness.net www.northern-insight.co.uk

EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS & 
NORTHERN INSIGHT LUNCH CLUB

Have you joined the Exclusive Members Club?    
An influential group of individuals who understand the importance of relationship building and collaboration.

Contact Linda@exclusivebusiness.net  visit www.exclusivebusiness.net

B U S I N E S S

Exclusive Business and Northern Insight 
have an inspiring programme of speakers 

to address our networking events from 
the autumn onwards. 

We very much hope to be able to deliver 
events in person again soon albeit with a 

few format amends, fingers crossed! 

Linda Hitman and  
Michael Grahamslaw

VIRTUALLY EXCLUSIVE 
In the absence of our in person networking events we have continued to meet via Zoom. Our Exclusive 
network is an incredible talent pool and we have drawn on this to deliver valuable advice, perspective, 

conversation and support. Non-members can book to join the events via our website

Visit www.Exclusivebusiness.net for full details 

During September we will have two further events:

September 3rd - Jason Knights MD,  
Blue Kangaroo Design, Building a brand overseas

September 17th - Ian Kinnery CEO,  
Kinnery, “What got you here won’t get you there”

NEWCASTLE EVENTS 

OCTOBER 19th - Pouya Bostani - Entrepreneur,  
Managing Director, Founder,  

Goldman Sachs 10KSB Alumni

NOVEMBER 23rd - John Thompson MBE-Chairman, 
Thompsons of Prudhoe 

WYNYARD HALL 

OCTOBER 12th - Keith Miller - Managing Director,  
Ecco Finishings Ltd 

NOVEMBER 9th - Karl Pemberton - Managing Director, 
Active Chartered Financial Planners,  

Chair, Institute of Directors (NE South)

DECEMBER 7th - Mark Easby - Founder & Managing Director, 
Better Brand Agency



It’s not simply a case of feeding data into a computer and 
matching job requirements to a CV. The applicant needs to 
be the best version of themselves to do any role the justice 
it deserves, and to match the ethos of a company and thrive 
within the workplace atmosphere. Square pegs in square holes. 

BMC are simply excellent at what they do, and their client list 
reads like a who’s who of business...names like Taylor Wimpey, 
Deloitte, Procter & Gamble, Arriva, PWC, Kier, the NHS etc. 

But what about the person who is actually sorting out the 
recruitment in the first place? 

Working for a recruitment agency is infamously stressful. You’re 
trying to enhance an individual’s career as well as improve a 
client’s business with the best employee they could possibly find.  

Someone who knows all about stress and mental wellbeing is 
BMC Recruitment’s Operations Director, Andrew Gibbison. 

Andrew openly admits that he has had mental health issues in 
the past, but he’s also taken the huge step of being very public 
about it. He now devotes his spare time to doing his utmost to 
help other people who might be struggling in private. 

“It’s so important that we break down the stigma around mental 
health,” said Andrew. “Let’s face it, suicide is still high up on the 
‘stigma’ list. I wanted to kill myself and tried twice. However, I 
soon realised through taking therapy, support at home and other 
regular things I could look forward to such as time with loved 
ones and playing basketball, that life is worth living and the black 
clouds hovering over you do clear, making way for brighter days.”

Andrew is now a champion for the Mental Health in Recruitment 
organisation. Their aim is to ‘remove discrimination and normalise 
conversations and action around mental health in the industry.’ 
The hope is that recruitment firms incorporate mental wellness 
into their strategy.

“If you’re an employer, it’s important to invest in training 
around those issues. Let’s encourage conversation and proactive 
behaviour so we can improve the lives of those suffering 
inwardly,” adds Andrew.

BMC are practicing what they preach, too. In ensuring they 
provide a safe and valid space for conversations about the mental 
health of their consultants, they’re also passionate about raising 
these topics and advising their clients the same. Slowly but 
surely, they’re advocating a clear message that stress manifests 
itself in ways as individual as each employee. They as a company 
recognise that 2020 has been a pivotal time to take care of those 
looking for a new job. A lot of applicants have simply found 
themselves in need of work, and the repercussions of being made 
redundant are financial difficulties.

RECRUITING THE 
RIGHT WAY

BMC Recruitment Group in Newcastle is a 
firm with a strong set of beliefs. They find 

the right person for the right role, and pride 
themselves on doing all they can personally 
and professionally to ensure they’re doing 

recruitment the right way. 

continued...
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In his Operational Director role with the recruitment agency, Andrew 
was quick to recognise that stress and anxiety could be quick to build 
up throughout the interview process. “We knew that could seriously 
affect how an applicant might perform. BMC’s hope is that our approach 
to business will encourage employers to be aware of this climate, and 
continue to take it into consideration.”

Andrew is also heavily involved in podcasts and writing articles. He has 
a firm belief that any platform he or BMC’s consultants build should 
be used not only for the benefit of the business, but for the benefit of 
anyone looking to invest in their services. “We’re lucky enough to be an 
agency who always want to go the extra mile – we don’t feel pressured 
to, it’s just something we all inherently want to offer. The recruitment 
process for us starts with what is best for the candidate to ensure they 
aren’t exposed to professional burn out, and they aren’t taking a role for 
the wrong reasons.”

Andrew and BMC believe that the more you have both your client’s and 
candidate’s best interests at heart, the more everyone can start trusting 
the recruitment process again. 

He adds “We’ve seen recruitment in our sectors: Construction, Finance, 
Executive and Tech were too focussed on hitting numbers and not on 
the livelihoods of the people we spoke to. All businesses need to make 

money, but the retention of staff who feel able to integrate their mental 
and physical health with their career is priceless. Once we took the time 
to understand pain points of clients who didn’t understand why staff 
were leaving, and job seekers who were too scared to speak up about 
their issues, we found the perfect balance that made our team as strong 
as it is now. We’re really proud of what we do.”

Andrew is currently promoting mental health website Qwel (quel.co) – 
“Netflix content meets Peloton’s fitness for your mind.”

He adds “At Qwel we don’t consider ourselves a solution to your 
problems – we want to help you find the right advice for you, which 
mirrors what we do at BMC. There are too many businesses claiming 
to have all solutions for all issues, and the same can be said for mental 
health outlets. It simply isn’t one size fits all. We feel this is irresponsible 
since there isn’t one way to work through your issues. If you wanted to 
change our physical health you address factors affecting it. Mental health 
is the same.”

BMC have taken the past few months to, literally, get their head in the 
game. Once Andrew addressed and ensured each consultant understood 
the trials, tribulations and celebrations of their industries, they could 
continue to move forward in the best way. The best jobs for the best 
people at the best time – for job seekers and employers alike. 

For further information about BMC Recruitment Group, go onto their website www.bmcrecruitmentgroup.com  
email enquiries@bmcrecruitmentgroup.com or get in touch with Andrew directly at andrew.gibbison@bmcrecruitmentgroup.com
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Adapting quickly to the situation, Northern Gas 
and Power invested substantially in essential 
equipment and technology, enabling over 90% of 
its global workforce to work from home.

The business is now in a position to focus on exciting 
future growth plans with a significant recruitment 
drive in place for Energy Consultants for its offices 
in Gateshead, Newcastle and Leeds, as well as home-
working roles nationally. With its global HQ based on 
Gateshead Quays, its newly-launched Careers site 
features a range of new positions across its global 
operations in the UK, Malta, Paris, India and Texas.

The new Careers site provides a snapshot of life 
at Northern Gas and Power; its unique culture, 
commitment to work-life balance and what it’s like 
to become part of the NGP Family. At Northern Gas 
and Power, colleagues have access to an unlimited 
earning potential, fantastic incentives, wide-ranging 
benefits packages and industry-leading training 
schemes.

Northern Gas and Power’s, Global People Director, 
Scott High explained “We know some people have 
unfortunately suffered job losses during this tough 
time. We do not take for granted our fortunate 
position, to be able to offer a range of exciting 
opportunities giving people the chance to build their 
career again – all of which are featured on our new 
Careers site.

“We have extremely ambitious growth plans 
with numerous home-working Energy Consultant 
positions across the UK. We want to speak to 
experienced professionals today!

“We offer unrivalled salaries, uncapped commissions, 
excellent work-life balance, and the best incentives in 
the industry which include illustrious events, amazing 
trips abroad and the month of December off paid. 
Not to mention exciting opportunities for people to 
progress within an award-winning company ranked 
in the top five in UK for fastest-growing international 
sales (2020 Sunday Times HSBC International Track 
200) as well as awards for best place to work.”

To find out more about all of the exciting global 
opportunities available, visit www.ngpcareers.com or 
email an up-to-date CV to changeyourlife@ngpltd.
co.uk

A key factor in Northern Gas and Power’s success, 
and one which sets it apart from others, is the 
development of new in-house technologies, ranging 
from online pricing engines to cloud-based energy 
monitoring and targeting systems and the company’s 
internal CRM systems.

Northern Gas and Power launched brand-new, 
smart-grid connected online comparison site 
BusinessEnergyQuotes.com to focus on the SME 
sector in the UK. Its smart-grid technology means 
it takes just seconds to bring customers the most 
competitive energy tariffs from over 21 business 
energy suppliers, giving small businesses access to 
fairer and better energy pricing.

BusinessEnergyQuotes.com -  
Not Just A Pretty Interface!

New, exciting BusinessEnergyQuotes.com is not a 
typical business energy comparison website. Using 
smart-grid connectivity, it provides the fastest and 
most accurate quotes that could save hundreds of 
pounds for businesses. Business Energy Quotes is 
the only dedicated business energy price comparison 
website in the industry. Quotes can be secured 
completely online, with no call-backs and no waiting.

BusinessEnergyQuotes.com is not just a pretty 
interface; it does all of the hard work for you. With 
smart-grid connectivity, it provides unique access 
to your business’ consumption data from the UK 
electricity market. Business Energy Quotes will 
quickly trawl through the energy market to arrive at 
the most competitive, accurate and suitable tariff for 
your business.

Just enter a postcode and current contract end date 
and within ten seconds, you’re presented with the 
best offers available on the market, from over twenty 
suppliers. You can even search for “Green Only” offers 
to help reduce your carbon footprint. On average, 
Business Energy Quotes can provide around 30% 
more quotes with savings than its competitors, 
giving far greater choice to businesses.

BusinessEnergyQuotes.com is a powerful 
comparison engine which caters for all types of 
business electricity, including Half-Hourly business 
energy meters – a UK first. Renewing business energy 
contracts is typically a lengthy process, often taking 
weeks to conclude. But now, with Business Energy 
Quotes, a quick ten-second search will find your best 
tariff. Then you can secure it all 100% online – the 
whole contract can be secured with an e-signature 
in under three minutes – allowing you to get back 
on with your day job! There’s no need to negotiate 
with brokers, no phone calls to make and no need to 
wait around. Business Energy Quotes’ goal is to make 
your switching experience seamless and frustration-
free!

Business Energy Quotes delivers the fastest results in 
the entire energy industry. The quotes offered are the 
most accurate in the business making them the most  
competitive. What does that mean for you? Well, 
you can rest assured that it will be quick, provide you 
with a great range of choice, help save you money 
and, be accurate! All qualities your business deserves!

Start saving TODAY. View your options NOW. NO 
call-backs, NO waiting. SEARCH in ten seconds. 
SECURE and SIGN in three minutes.

See how much you can SAVE, today.
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NORTHERN GAS AND POWER LAUNCHES BRAND-
NEW GLOBAL CAREERS SITE

Award-winning Northern Gas and Power has launched a brand-new Careers site and is recruiting more than 150 Energy Consultants 
nationally, including options to work from home – testament to the success of its remote-working strategy during Covid-19.

Visit: businessenergyquotes.com
Northern Gas and Power continues to implement the most rigorous Covid-19 safety measures during its new recruitment drive and growth plans.



0191 3857761 email: nevil@newresults.co.uk
@NewResultsHQ

www.linkedin.com/company/new-results Nevil Tynemouth

HELPING PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 
ORGANISATIONS IMPROVE THEIR 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT...

      STRATEGY – who are your potential clients  
and why would they work with you?

      PLANNING AND COACHING – creating a  
focused operational plan and coaching to  
bring your business development plan to life.

      TRAINING – giving you new skills and tools  
for your own business development.

Do you want to have a conversation to review your 
strategy, plans and skills? Book a 30 minute online 
meeting now! 

A Benchmark of Excellence

We are the one stop shop for all your 
office supplies, furniture, workwear, 

janitorial supplies, catering supplies, 
corporate and promotional gifts and 

print requirements.

Why not give us a try?
We’re available from 9am to 5pm, 

Monday to Friday

Unit 21, North East BIC
Wearfield Enterprise Park East

Tyne and Wear
Call us: 0845 22 22 456

Email us: sales@brackoffice.com
www.brackoffice.com



While growing to be strong they’re also at their 
most fragile and vulnerable. Culture, productivity 
and alignment can be in a state of flux. At worse 
this volatile mix can prove lethal for a young 
tech company.

In the world of financial tech companies, or 
fintech, there’s the added matter of complexity. 
These companies and their products can be very 
complicated; and with complexity it’s easy to add 
confusion into the mix. 

All too often they start with a great idea only to 
then lose focus.  As soon as their well-prepared 
plans first encounter a real customer there can 
be a tendency for the leadership team to change 
direction and deviate from the original strategic 
vision.

Fintech companies can also have a diverse group of 
investors backing the project and it’s important to 
maintain clear communications to maintain their 
trust and support.

While there is no magic formula for managing the 
pains of growth there are goal-setting processes 
that the most successful companies often turn to.

At AuxinOKR we work with those companies that 
have turned to an increasingly well-known tool – 

OKRs. This management framework, built around 
objectives and key results, is as easy for a start-up 
to adopt as a large corporate. In truth, it’s probably 
easier for a high-growth start-up because they’re 
not yet weighed down by cultural behaviours and 
inflexible organisational structures.

OKRs are flexible enough to work for fintech start-
ups and powerful enough to scale as the company 
grows. There is no one-size fits all. You have to work 
out how to make OKRs work best for you. That’s 
where our coaching can help. Common to all high 
growth companies is the need to maintain agility 
as they expand their numbers of staff.

Our fintech clients are finding OKRs highly 
valuable as they pursue the goals identified within 
their scale-up strategies. From Curve who are going 
through C series funding to Nivaura who are at the 
beginning of their growth journey, having secured 
the backing of the London Stock Exchange and 
three of the Magic Circle law firms in the City. 

The fact tech companies are usually founded 
by those used to using agile methods in tech 
development is a real advantage especially if 
they can maintain their agility as they implement 
strategy as they rapidly expand.

One of the big powers of OKRs is their ability to 
help drive communication from internal teams to 
external stakeholders. They can be the perfect way 
of explaining to employees what you want to get 
done and a way to keep everyone moving ahead 
as a team.

For those companies with investors on board, OKRs 
have the advantage of creating transparency across 
a business and accountability for decision-making. 
They bring clarity. They allow the owner or senior 
management team to articulate to all employees a 
company’s strategy and mission but in a way that’s 
relevant to them at a personal level.

OKRs are a tool to motivate people. It’s very easy 
for those working in fintech companies creating 
products and digital platforms to operate in silos; 
and then for one silo not to communicate with 
another. OKRs, when executed properly, introduce 
transparency and prevent silo working.

Such open working methods also ensure that 
everyone is clear about priorities and who is 
doing what; it ensures that the CEO can quickly 
see everything that’s going on in a complex 
organisation at any one time.

All high-performance OKR systems have some 
similar features:

  Key results always have measurable outcomes  
that can be tracked.

  Goal setting becomes a habit and changes  
how people think about their work.

  Objectives are ambitious and stretch  
everyone beyond their limits.

Sometimes, although perhaps not often, increasing 
revenue might not be the most important 
objective within a fintech company. If, for example, 
it’s about increasing user retention on a platform, 
you need to be able to communicate this message 
to everyone in an organisation from teams to your 
board and to investors. OKRs give you that power.

EMBRACING THE POWER OF OKRS 
TO DRIVE FINTECH GROWTH

By Peter Kerr, MD of AuxinOKR, a leading UK OKR coaching consultancy 

Ambitious tech start-ups share many common character traits and 
challenges in their drive for growth.

www.auxinokr.com
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You are

Yes you! Savvy solo or micro business 
owner. You are MINT and so are we!

That’s why you should join our amazing online community 
of like-minded small business professionals who help, 

support one another every single day.

Join MINT Business Club and you’ll get: 

Access to members-only Facebook group
Weekly online training and advice + video playbacks

Weekly 1-1 mentoring and co-working sessions
Discounted 1-1s with founder Nicola Jayne Little
Access to further funded & discounted training

You’ll also become part of one of the most supportive
business networks in the North East.

MINT

Join now at mintbusinessclub.co.uk
#WeAreMINT   @mintbizclub

HalfPageAd.indd   1HalfPageAd.indd   1 17/08/2020   17:07:0617/08/2020   17:07:06 89
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The real living wage is set by an independent 
organisation which bases its hourly rate on the actual 
cost of living – in the North East this is currently 
£9.30 per hour.

As a registered charity, committing to the real living 
wage was a significant business decision but one we 
were keen to make so we could invest in our staff and 
give them the financial reward they deserve.

Care workers are often portrayed as low skilled, which 
determines the pay across the sector. We can’t change 
this as it is set by the government. But we can ensure 
we show how much we value our staff’s skills and 
commitment by paying them this real living wage.

Due to an ageing population, residents come to us later 
in life or stay with us for longer, and their health often 
deteriorates physically and mentally. This means our 
staff have to be fully trained and competent to deal 
with individual needs right through to end of life, and 
this brings with it a series of physical and emotional 
challenges.

Our amazing staff tackle these challenges head-on, and 
show an incredible amount of passion for their job. They 
care for our residents like they were their own family. 
Their work deserves to be rewarded with a decent rate 
of pay.

Being a real living wage employer has given us a platform 
to stand out in the health & social care sector, and has 
helped us to attract and retain a wonderful workforce, 
making Eothen Homes an employer of choice.

Tel: 0191 281 9100      Email: recruitment@eothenhomes.org.uk

THE REAL LIVING WAGE AND EOTHEN HOMES
Why do we pay the living wage?



Based in Newcastle upon Tyne since 
1860, marine mutual liability insurer 
North P&I Club is celebrating a 
milestone achievement this year - 
its 160th anniversary. Set against a 
backdrop of the global pandemic, 
2020 has certainly been a challenging 
year for many, and the maritime 
industry is certainly not immune to 
the effects of COVID-19. 

However, the importance the 
organisation places on resilience and their inherently northern 
culture have enabled North to carry on with their purpose: to 
enable those we insure – shipowners, our Members – to trade with 
confidence.

The North East of England has a rich maritime history, and we 
have been a part of that history, right from the creation of the first 
indemnity association.  North is one of the world’s first marine 
mutual insurance companies, set up to provide personal injury and 
collision liability cover for steamships. Today, North is one of the 
world’s leading maritime insurers, with more than 12% in global 
market share. Put simply, that means that one in every 8 merchant 
ships that trade around the world are insured by North. 

Shipping insurance is vitally important to our everyday lives. From 
the food imported and sold in our supermarkets to the clothes 
we buy on the high street, over 90% of global trade is by sea, and 
marine insurance is a crucial part of that supply chain. Without the 
financial support and documentation we provide, ships just couldn’t 
move around the world. 

Throughout the last 160 years, we’ve seen our region change 
beyond recognition. From a shipping and coal powerhouse, to a 
vibrant hub of digital and service industry activity that defines the 
North East today. 

In the 160 years of our business, we’ve 
seen the true heart of the North East 
evolve. Our regional economy may have 
changed dramatically over the centuries, 
but the devotion of our communities to 
supporting those in need and recognising 
the importance and value of hard work 
has never wavered.

No-one could have foreseen how 
dramatically COVID-19 has changed our 
economy and society over the last few 

months. However, what has become clear is how quickly businesses, 
organisations and individuals in the North East have come together 
to support those in need. We’re proud to be part of a regional 
business community that has pulled together to support families, 
SMEs, key workers and individuals since the outbreak began.

As a business, we choose to stay here in Newcastle upon Tyne due 
to the resilience of the business community and the strength of our 
regional culture, a strength that emanates across the globe in the 
markets we operate. We see these traits as a competitive advantage; 
what is often referred to as the ‘North Way’ by the shipowners we 
insure has been a key factor in our 160-year success. 

I am really proud of our teams in the UK and overseas as they have 
demonstrated what it means to come together as one, focusing 
on wellbeing and collaboration during these unprecedented times. 
From motivational blogs to tips on working from home, and even 
remote virtual exercise classes, we’re working hard to help the 
North team stay positive and motivated. 

Despite the fact that 2020 will go down in history as a year of 
uncertainly in which we had to put our lives ‘on hold’, we can take 
pride in the fact that there are so many attributes that make both 
North and the business community in our region unique - our 
heritage, our sense of community, and our resilience.
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PAUL JENNINGS
Chief Executive, North P&I Club 

160 years and counting: marine insurance provider North P&I Club’s Paul Jennings talks 
about the Club’s history and why resilience is at the heart of success
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For more information on North P&I Club, please visit www.nepia.com
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Here, Shared Interest Managing Director, Patricia 
Alexander explains why their charity, Shared 
Interest Foundation, relaunched a special fund to 
help producers during and beyond the pandemic.

“As Covid-19 continues to affect countries across 
the globe, it remains unclear how developing world 
communities will cope with the health, economic, 
and social hardship caused.  What we do know, is 
that, in addition to restrictions on movement and 
trade, people are dealing with floods, droughts and 
delayed harvests, which are threatening livelihoods 
and increasing household food insecurity.

The Shared Interest Livelihood Security Fund was 
launched a decade ago by our charity, Shared Interest 
Foundation.  It was initially set up to help producers 
in the developing world recover from shocks that 
may affect the smooth running of their businesses, 
and subsequently impact their livelihoods. A shock 
being defined, in this instance, as a natural disaster, 
economic downturn, and political, social or health 
related crises. These events all undermine producer 
groups’ sustainability and eliminate any progress 
they have made towards lifting themselves out of 
poverty.

During an era when the United Nations has tripled 
the sum needed to avert a Covid-19 catastrophe in 
the world's poorest nations, the Livelihood Security 
Fund will now enable us to support producers during 
and beyond the pandemic, while remaining true to 
our mission.

Shared Interest Society and Foundation have 
decades of experience in supporting producers in 
Africa and Latin America, and our in-country teams 
and partners in these regions mean that we can gain 
insight of the challenges faced.

We hope that, through the Fund, we can help farmers 
and workers survive the additional economic and 
social hardship caused by Covid-19. 

We have identified several types of support, which 
could be provided.  These range from the provision 
of hand sanitiser and other protective items, to the 
supply of seeds, farming tools, and equipment.

Many producers are not only facing risks to their 
health and livelihood because of the virus, but are 
also dealing with the effects of travel restrictions on 
their supply of food and other essential items.

We need to help producers to find ways to increase 
the resilience of their businesses, but first we must 
support them in overcoming the hardship they face.

We heard from our first beneficiary, Bukonzo Organic 
Farmers Co-operative Union (BOCU), in March 
as news arrived that they were helping their local 
community, in the Kasese region of Uganda, to cope 
with the impact of coronavirus. 

As a large coffee co-operative, Bukonzo supports the 
livelihoods of over 3,000 farmers, and they decided 
to distribute food supplies to supplement those 
delivered by the Ugandan government. Not long 

after we received this news, Bukonzo contacted us 

once again but this time, they needed urgent aid after 

severe flooding hit their village and the surrounding 

area. Heavy rainfall caused five rivers to burst their 

banks. Over 35,000 people were displaced, including 

Bukonzo members and their families.

“The Fund is in place to help sustain businesses and 

support income levels, but in the first instance we 

must respond to basic needs. In the case of Bukonzo, 

this meant providing food and shelter for farmers 

and additional support for pregnant women and 

children. Some have lost everything in the floods and 

are sleeping in schools and churches.

Before Bukonzo members can begin to rebuild their 

farms, general wellbeing is of upmost importance as 

they not only fight the current threat of Covid-19, 

but also the water-related diseases that follow this 

type of flooding.

 We are pleased to have received news of Bukonzo 

successfully distributing the food supplies and shelter 

materials provided by the Fund. We will remain in 

close contact with them over coming weeks.

Once Bukonzo overcomes the immediate difficulties 

faced, they will need to deal with ongoing issues 

caused by the pandemic. We know from our work 

with farmers and artisans that many are continuing 

to feel the effects of disrupted services due to 

lockdown restrictions. 

The co-operative provides income for thousands of 

farmers, and its survival is vital to the future of the 

community. Thank you to everyone who has donated 

to the Livelihood Security Fund so far, and helped 

Bukonzo on their journey to recovery. We know from 

speaking to the co-operative that they will want to 

return to its role of improving the lives of farmers.

As General Manager, Josinta Kabugho says: ‘We want 

to be part of the people supporting those in need.”

If you would like to read more about the Livelihood Security Fund, and find out how you can help, please visit  
shared-interest.com/livelihood-security-fund 
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WE WANT TO BE PART OF THE 
PEOPLE HELPING THOSE IN NEED

Like many other international development organisations, 
Newcastle-based social lender, Shared Interest has faced challenges 

over recent months due to the impact of coronavirus. 

Patricia Alexander
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This has been helped by two Northumberland-based business support 
programmes - Business Northumberland and Northumberland Covid 
Business Response Programme (NCBRP) both delivered by Advance 
Northumberland. 

With over 30 years of experience in the retail industry Debbie Waddle, 
managing director of DW Styling, established her business at the 
beginning of March 2020 and boasts a host of services including; style 
consultancy, personal styling, wardrobe decluttering and outfit sourcing 
for special occasions. 

Covid-19 hit and Debbie knew she needed to alter the way her new 
business would run, but she was still determined to follow her dream.  

She heard about Business Northumberland through a friend and after 
registering to the programme in June has since attended six fully funded 
virtual digital workshops including in Microsoft Excel, Search Engine 
Optimisation, Social Media and Pinterest. 

Debbie said: “Business Northumberland has given me the confidence to 
do things I wouldn’t have done previously, like setting up paid ads which 
has helped my reach of customers. I have worked really hard on getting 
more followers on Instagram and expanding my online presences since 
attending the workshops.” 

Business Northumberland provides support to small and medium 
enterprises across the North East who are looking to sustain and grow 
their business online. The fully funded support programme is funded by 
the European Regional Development Fund and Advance Northumberland, 
so there is no cost to eligible businesses when accessing the support.

After working with Business Northumberland Debbie was then 
introduced to NCBRP.

NCBRP is a new service for businesses that have been adversely affected 
by COVID-19. The Project is funded by the North of Tyne Combined 
Authority and delivered by Advance Northumberland on behalf of 
Northumberland County Council and the Northumberland Business Hub.  
It has two elements - Business Advantage and Digital Advantage.

Debbie signed up to the Business Advantage element of the new 
programme and gained 12 hours of one to one support with a dedicated 
coach. This focused on business planning and helping her to understand 
which direction DW Styling should take to ensure maximum coverage 
and engagement with potential customers, while adhering to social 
distancing rules. 

Debbie continues: “Creating a business plan has supported the growth of 
my business. I didn’t have one in place prior to the support from NCBRP 
and now I have something to look, follow and look back on to help 
continue to grow my business, connections and online presence. 

“The support has been really valuable, without it I wouldn’t be as far 
as I am now. I would recommend any business to apply to these Covid 
response programmes, even if you think you know everything about a 
subject, there will be something you don’t and it can set you on the right 
path. Register for as many courses as you can!” 

Emerging out of lockdown with a successful business plan, full 
ecommerce website and a new found confidence with social media, 
Debbie can look forward to the continued growth of her business and 
attending more digitally focused workshops.

Cllr Richard Wearmouth, Chair of Advance Northumberland and Cabinet 
Member for Economic Development at Northumberland County Council 
said: “It is great news that Debbie has not only benefited from existing 
Business Northumberland support but has very quickly become one of 
the first enterprises in the county to benefit from new support through 
the Northumberland Covid Business Response Programme.  

“We are doing everything that we can to support businesses across 
Northumberland to cope with and recover from the impacts of Covid-19. 
I encourage business owners to take a look at these programmes, or to 
get in touch with us to discuss their needs.”

For more information about Business Northumberland and/or the  
NCBRP fund, please email business@advancenorthumberland.co.uk or visit  
www.businessnorthumberland.co.uk or  www.northumberlandbusinessresponse.co.uk

STYLE AND GROWTH 
AS COVID START-UP 
BUSINESS FLOURISHES
Blyth-based start-up business, DW Styling, 
has flourished despite being established at the 
beginning of a global pandemic.

Debbie Waddle



Sweetdreams, is a leading UK confectionery 
manufacturer and panning and coatings specialist, 
that makes the popular retail brand, Choc Nibbles, 
as well as supplying high quality confectionery to 
leading retailers throughout the UK.

Managing director, Matthew Stephenson, said: “We 
had to adjust and adapt to the lockdown, without 
knowing how long it would last or what affect it 
would have on Sweetdreams. Knowing The HR 
Dept Newcastle would manage key people issues, 
including the furloughing of all staff, meant I could 
focus on the commercial aspects of the business.

“Since 2017, we had seen significant growth across 
the business and in March of this year we were 20% 
up in turnover from the previous year, with that set 
to continue.

“Then came the pandemic. As an essential service we 
could not shut down but I immediately furloughed all 
16 staff, except myself. Like many other businesses, 
we did not know what to expect next. 

“Our customers are traditional sweet shops, 
independent retailers and leading UK high street 
stores and this market disappeared with the closure 
of the shops.

“During the first week of the lockdown I didn’t sleep, 
my only focus being to save the business and that 
meant pivoting our offering almost overnight.

“Being a smaller, more agile business, meant we 
could look to new opportunities and markets, whilst 

also working closely with our customer base on what 
they needed, whether that meant smaller production 
runs, product innovation or just someone to talk to.

“It was this entrepreneurial, flexible approach, that 
allowed us to get back on track very quickly and by 
the end of April we secured a large, one-off contract 
to a major UK food brand, as well as creating a new 
online sales channel via Amazon and our own website 
www.sweetdreamsconfectionery.com. Dovetail this 
with a strong customer base which was also reacting 
positively to the challenges they were facing, 
enabled us to come out of this period profitably and 
allowed us the time to bring furloughed members of 
the team back to work.

“April, saw our production turnover drop by 60% 
but by the end of May we were close to last year’s 
numbers and, thankfully, June started to show 
growth again. During this time, we worked very 
closely with The HR Dept Newcastle, whose hands-
on advice and expertise was critical when it came to 
planning. We covered everything from a doomsday 
scenario to growth. 

“At a time when it was heads down, the constantly 
evolving government advice could have been 
overwhelming, so it was crucial we had clear and 
consistent HR advice. Our team at The HR Dept 
Newcastle provided us with precise and very timely 
information, which meant the implementation 
process was superfast. 

“Without this essential external support, I fear we 

may have been distracted from our key strategic goal 
of restructuring our business delivery model. This was 
an excellent partnership that was tested to the full 
during what was a time of unparalleled pressure 
and has assisted us to save the business and move 
forward with even greater confidence.”

The HR Dept Newcastle was established in 2014 
by director, Jayne Hart and is part of a national 
franchise of HR Depts across the UK, Ireland and 
Australia. Jayne and her team of HR advisors provide 
outsourced HR and employment law advice and 
support to small and medium sized businesses in the 
North East. 

Jayne Hart, said: “Matt’s story is one of resilience. 
Like all businesses, large or small, we have all had to 
adapt rapidly to a new business climate and a level 
of uncertainty which none of us have been through 
before.

“The team have worked closely with Sweetdreams 
and all our clients by keeping on top of government 
guidance and translating it in a way which was easy 
to digest.

“I have also tried to be there for clients by simply 
listening to them and understanding their needs. I 
am a small business owner going through exactly the 
same thing, so I can relate. 

“It is of huge satisfaction to see how we have 
supported and added value to Sweetdreams and we 
will continue to do so in the months ahead.”

HR ADVICE PROVES CRITICAL AS CHOCOLATE 
MANUFACTURER PIVOTS TO AN ONLINE SERVICE 

DURING THE PANDEMIC

Following a dramatic fall in sales of 60% at the start of the pandemic, Cramlington-based  
chocolate manufacturer, Sweetdreams, turned to The HR Dept Newcastle for guidance on  
constantly evolving government advice, whilst also pivoting its business model to adapt  

to differing customers needs and new routes to market an online operation.

www.hrdept.co.uk
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L-R: Jayne Hart, director, The HR Dept Newcastle with Cathy Stephenson, 
director, Sweetdreams and managing director Matthew Stephenson.



This is following reports that one in three Britons have been the target of 
a scam during lockdown, with the coronavirus pandemic multiplying the 
risk of fraud. 

But, how can we make sure we’re not one of those victims?

Here’s our top four scam fraudster tactics to be wary of:

 1.  Before 55 – it’s not possible to get access to your pension funds before 
the age of 55, so if they’re claiming this it’s likely a scam and you 
should be wary.

 2.  Overseas investments – equally you should be cautious of anyone 
claiming to be able to give you fantastic overseas returns. You should 
only invest in things you understand. All legitimate pension retirement 
and investment companies will only invest in regulated UK investments 
in-line with your expectations. 

 3.  Cold calling – did you know that cold calling about your pensions is 
illegal in the UK? But, this won’t stop scammers trying it, so if you get 
a call out the blue and you’ve not filled in information online, they’re 
probably a scammer trying their luck.

 4.  Guaranteed returns – anyone who claims guaranteed returns of any 
kind are scammers. There’s no such thing as a guarantee in investing, so 
be cautious of any claims that are too good to be true.

Ultimately, these scammers are very sophisticated and will try every tactic 
they can to get you to part with your money. If you’re unsure always check the 
Financial Conduct Authority Register. All regulated financial services in the UK 
are registered as it’s a legal requirement and the FCA are the regulators and 
moderators of the industry. 

FOUR PENSION SCAM TACTICS TO WATCH OUT FOR
It was reported recently that MPs are being urged to begin an enquiry into pension scams.

Visit JoslinRhodes.co.uk if you’d like more information on this or anything else regarding your pensions and retirement planning.

Luke W
atkinson, Joslin R

hodes Financial A
dviser
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Investments can go down as well as up, you may not get back what you put in.

Therefore, we’ve set out some immediate 
considerations for employers to reflect on.

1. Return to work?

The first and most important step is to carry out 
risk assessments to determine if it is safe for your 
team to return. Once this has been done, then 
communicate the practical measures you are taking 
on a regular basis to help reassure staff that their 
health, well-being and safety is your top priority. 
Equally, make sure employees are clear about what 
rules and procedures they should follow both in the 
workplace and at home, especially if they begin to 
feel unwell.

On the other hand, if your team have been 
productive and successful whilst homeworking, 
consider if this should simply continue until you 
know if there will be a second wave or perhaps until 
the end of the year when social distancing may be 
relaxed.  

2. Consider re-orientation or  
re-induction processes

It will be vital to have some form of re-induction 
for returning staff. Encourage and support 
managers to have a one to one return meetings, 
where a key focus is on health, safety and well-

being to facilitate an effective return to the 
workplace. This is especially important for those 
who have been furloughed, and should cover topics 
such as changes in company services or procedures, 
how specific customer queries or issues are being 
addressed, or changes in supply arrangements, as 
well as any changes to their work duties or tasks. 

3. Culture check

Finally, it will be important for you to ensure that 
the organisation culture is inclusive. There is a 
chance the pandemic has had an unequal impact 

across the workforce in many ways. The uneven 
nature of people’s work, personal experiences, 
perhaps pay has been affected and the challenging 
nature of the lockdown and ongoing uncertainty, 
means there could be potential for some negative 
feelings creeping into the employment relations 
climate. 

Finally, whether employees return to work or 
continue to work from home, don’t forget to keep 
the team connection and fun element you worked 
so hard to achieve during lockdown going.   

If you have any HR related questions we would be delighted to help so get in touch on 0191 236 1459 or info@holgatehr.co.uk

RETURNING TO WORK AFTER LOCKDOWN
Employers have recently been given discretion to decide if all staff in office-based businesses who can  

work from home should carry on doing so or whether they will return to the workplace.
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A philanthropic organisation, The Experience Bank, 
has expanded in a bid to raise further funds, which 
in turn can help more start-up companies, growing 
SME’s and charities with senior recruitment, board 
positioning and board effectiveness. 

Originally set up by Peter Neal as The Experience 
Bank, the newly named and expanded Experience Bank 
Group now incorporates The Experience Bank social 
enterprise company (Philanthropic support), along 
with a commercial venture providing two, symbiotic 
services - EB Board Level Recruitment and EB High 
Performing Boards. With this combination of specialist 
expertise, the Experience Bank Group is uniquely 
positioned to help organisations ensure they have not 
only the right skills in the boardroom but also optimum 
board performance with higher value creation.

Peter has joined forces with Andrew Marsh and between 
the pair they have committed to gifting a percentage 
from the commercial ventures to boost helping even 
more organisations through the philanthropic social 
enterprise. 

Peter, who has over 25 years experience in the SME 
and charity sector, said: “There is a recognition by SMEs 
and charities, brought into sharp focus by the current 
difficulties and the challenge of planning a return to 

sustainable growth, that they should regularly review 
the skillsets of their senior team and the value being 
added by the board. 

“With our experience we are well aligned and 
empathetic to those needs. We find the right executives 
and non-executives for organisations, using well-honed 
intuition, insight and imaginative candidate sourcing - 
we believe that brilliant boards build brilliant businesses 
and getting this right is key to success.”

For founding entrepreneurs and small charities, the 
social enterprise company, The Experience Bank, has 
a carefully curated network of inspiring, experienced 
people who can add value to many start-up businesses 
and small charities, and can match entrepreneurs 
to non-execs who support businesses to become 
investment-ready or to successfully achieve the next 
phase of commercialisation. 

Andrew Marsh, who is focusing on EB High Performing 
Boards has over 25 years in board level positions and 
is an active non-exec himself. More recently, Andrew 
has undertaken several board effectiveness reviews for 
SMEs, scale-ups, charities and NfPs. As chair of Vistage 
and a number of boards, Andrew’s experience places 
him in an ideal position to shape effective boards. 
He said: “We refocus organisations to improve their 

performance by evaluating their board practices. We 
use independent, objective, board evaluation audits and 
practical, pragmatic development and improvement 
programmes that are both unique and dynamic.

“A recent Harvard Business Review article, which 
quotes a study by Lodestone (2020 private company 
board compensation survey) states that 91% of those 
surveyed identified an increase in EBITDA (profits) 
and revenues after they introduced their new board 
structures.

“Both Peter and I work under the same ethics and 
our mission is to help people. Therefore, our values 
and mission align to enable North East businesses 
and charities to thrive and perform through not only 
the placement of talented individuals but through an 
independent, objective evaluation. The process also 
offers sensitive support, structures, processes and 
assistance in getting the dynamics right to achieve 
optimum results. 

“Our promise to gift 5% of all revenue to The Experience 
Bank social enterprise will enable more start-ups, early 
stage businesses, charities and social enterprises access 
to top notch, non-executive talent too.”

If you are keen to know more, then visit www.theexperiencebank.co.uk.

To gain access to The Experience Bank or for recruitment of a senior management or board position,  
email peter@theexperiencebank.co.uk or call Peter on 07843 329393.

For more information on board effectiveness and optimisation, email andrew@theexperiencebank.co.uk or call Andrew on 07557 976410.

PHILANTHROPIC ORGANISATION EXPANDED  
TO BE BEACON OF LIGHT

Helping Founding Entrepreneurs, SME’s and Charities
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23-25 Clayton Road  Jesmond  Newcastle upon Tyne  0191 212 1123

“To eat well in England, 
you should have breakfast 

three times a day.” 
Somerset Maughan

Breakfast served all day,  
every day!

Ian Arkle - 0771 069 3861   Stuart Arkle - 0771 069 3860   
Home - 01665 574 604

Email - arkleandsons@gmail.com      
www.arkleandsons.co.uk
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Which area of the law do you work in? 

I am a Patent Attorney working in the area of 
intellectual property law, principally: patents, trade 
marks, designs and technology licensing.

Did you always envisage a career in  
the industry?  

No, the profession of a patent attorney is quite 
obscure. I think only a child of a patent attorney 
could envisage this career. I read an article in a 
newspaper about someone who was a patent 
attorney when I was in my second year at 
university. It sounded interesting and my career 
went from there. 

What has been your career path so far?  

You need a first degree in engineering or science 
to do this job. I read agricultural engineering at 
the University of Newcastle. My first job after 
graduating in 1990 was as a Patent Examiner 
at the European Patent Office in the Hague 
(Netherlands). Whilst at the European Patent 
Office I completed a Masters degree at the 
University of London in intellectual property law. 
I worked in private practice for a few years where 
I qualified as a patent attorney in 1997. In 1998 
I went to work for AGCO Corp a large US public 
company manufacturing agricultural equipment, 
including the global brand Massey Ferguson. The 
experience I gained working as part of an in-house 
legal team has been invaluable ever since.

In 2001 I got married, moved from the Midlands 
to the North East and set up Hargreaves Elsworth. 
In the following 19 years we have built up a solid 
practice serving mainly North East businesses and 
clients from the USA. 

What have been the biggest challenges you  
have faced so far? 

We weathered the 2008 crash and are weathering 
the COVID 19 pandemic. We have been very lucky 
with our members of staff, the right people have 
come along at the right moments.

Who do you most respect in your industry? 

One of my inventor clients, the late David 
MacDonald. He is the only person I have met 
who had a fundamental grasp of maths, physics, 
chemistry and biology. A meeting with him 
exercised the brain like nothing else and his way of 
conducting business was old school.

Which fictional lawyer would you most  
like to meet?  

Atticus Finch, who shares his Christian name 
with one of my sons. I studied, "To Kill a Mocking 
Bird" for O-level English Literature. It was the one 
interesting book of the four we studied.

What is your greatest strength? 

Willingness to give a straight answer to a question.   

What is your biggest weakness?  

Too much coffee.

What are your remaining career aspirations?  

I would like to take a case to the Enlarged Board 
of Appeal at the European Patent Office (and 
win). There are only a handful of cases each year, 
so the chance of any individual patent attorney 
representing on one is slim. 

How do you see your industry evolving in  
the next ten years?

I think we will see the demise of the office to 
a large extent. The office will become a place 
to meet people with a handful of support staff. 
Everyone else will work from home or be out 
visiting clients.

B U S I N E S S  I N S I G H T
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Many large employers, such as British Airways, 
Hays Travel and WH Smith have already 
announced job cuts. Citizens Advice has said it 
has seen an increase in demand for redundancy 
advice, and ACAS reported that calls to its 
redundancy advice line nearly tripled in June 
and July. Unfortunately, with Government 
support to businesses diminishing and with 
the continuing effect that the coronavirus 
pandemic is having on business, the next few 
months are unlikely to be much different. A 
recent research study has even suggested that 
as many as one in three UK employers expect 
to make staff redundant between July and 
September.

We at Collingwood Legal have a wealth of 
experience in managing redundancy situations 
and are here to tell you that it may not be all 
“doom and gloom” for employers. There are lots 
of options which employers could, and should, 
have in mind before taking the decision to make 
compulsory redundancies. We have set out some 
examples below:

  Agreeing flexible working with employees 
such as working reduced hours or job shares;

  If contracts of employment permit it, asking 
employees for a short period to stop working 
(temporary lay-off) or work reduced hours 
(short time working);

 Reducing overtime, or stopping it altogether;

  Providing retraining for employees to do other 
jobs within the organisation; 

  Offering voluntary redundancy or early 
retirement to all employees; and

 Putting a freeze on recruitment. 

As well as these options potentially having 
the positive effect of avoiding compulsory 
redundancies, from an employer’s perspective, it 
is important that the above options, as well as 
any other alternatives to redundancy, are seen to 
considered when conducting a fair redundancy 
process. This is because should an employee bring 
a claim to an employment tribunal, a tribunal 
would look at what efforts the employer made to 
pursue alternatives to redundancy.

Should after exploring ways to avoid compulsory 
redundancies, they cannot unfortunately be 
avoided, then an employer must ensure that 
it carries out a legally compliant redundancy 
process notifying employees that they are 
redundant. Broadly this includes:-

  Identifying the business case for why 
redundancies are necessary;

  Warning and consulting with the affected 
employees;

  Fairly identifying and selecting employees 
from an appropriate selection pool; and

  Searching for and, if available, offering 
alternative employment.

If an employer proposes to dismiss twenty or more 
employees as redundant within a period of 90 
days, then there are additional strict requirements 
to carry out a collective consultation.

Making redundancies is often a challenging time 
for all concerned, and with employees potentially 
struggling to find new employment in a difficult 
job market, loss of earnings’ awards for successful 
unfair dismissal claims are likely to be more 
significant, and employees may be more likely 
to challenge the dismissal. Careful planning 
and management, particularly exploring ways 
to avoid or reduce redundancies, is therefore 
recommended before embarking on a redundancy 
exercise. 

If you need any advice or assistance on putting in place alternatives to avoid redundancies or making compulsory redundancies, or any  
other employment law or HR advice, contact me at helen.scott@collingwoodlegal.com or on 0191 282 2880. 
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AVOIDING 
REDUNDANCIES. 

WHAT CAN 
EMPLOYERS DO?

With the Coronavirus Job 
Retention Scheme due to close 

at the end of October, employers 
may already be considering if job 

losses could be on the horizon, 
and if steps can be taken to 

avoid job losses. 

Helen Scott
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Do you ever have to work weekends?

Relationships are key to our business and that 
world doesn’t stop because it’s the weekend. 
There are times that I have to work at weekends, 
but it doesn’t bother me, I see it as part of the 
service we provide. I am also the Vice Chair 
of The Tiny Lives Trust and I sometimes need 
weekends to catch up on emails and the goings 
on of the charity, if I haven’t been able to during 
the week.

Do you find it hard to switch off  
at weekends? 

I live in Sunderland and have a lot of clients 
from the area, so it can be hard to switch off 
on a Friday. But then family life takes over and, 
having five year old twins, suddenly it’s easy not 
to think about work!

What do you do at a weekend which you 
can’t fit in through the week? 

Spending time with my wife and the twins. 
The legal profession is not 9-5. Add the daily 
commute to that and I don’t normally spend 
many waking hours at home during the week. I 
also like to cook, it helps me switch off. I make a 
mean lasagne from scratch! 

Of a weekend, you’ll usually find me…

It depends on what the kids schedule allows, but 
during the football season I can often be found 
at the Stadium of Light. I also like to catch up 
with friends and family. A lot of my friends have 
kids of a similar age, so it’s a lot easier to fit 
socialising in.

Morning exercise or a recovery lie in? 

I like to do a spin class first thing, if I can make 
the 6:30am class. I also help organise the 
running club at work - the Muckle Runners - so I 
try to squeeze in a run, but it’s always a battle to 
get up! The kids aren’t up too early at weekends, 
usually around 8-8:30am which I suppose is a 
lie in.  

Big night out or a night in the house? 

I like both! I am pretty easy going and don’t 
really plan my social diary too far ahead. My 
house tends to be the social hub for my family 
so there is always someone calling in. I do like a 
night out, but I can no longer do the hangovers, 
which I cannot remember getting when I was 
in my 20’s!

Do you watch or play sport at a weekend?

Football and motor racing are top of my list, but 
I also like rugby. I played when I was younger 
and have recently played in a couple of charity 
touch rugby tournaments (my brain moves at 
the same pace as it did, but my legs don’t). I 
play golf, if you can call it that. I am not a serious 
golfer, it’s more a social thing for me. I really 
enjoy the chance to catch up with people.

Where do you like to eat out at  
a weekend? 

I like all kinds of food and love to try new 
cuisines. I am quite adventurous, especially 
anything oriental or far eastern. I am a big fan 
of The Rib Room or Fusion at Ramside Hall and 
the Flying Pizza in Leeds (I have family in Leeds). 
But there are some great Italian restaurants in 
Sunderland where I live and there is nothing 
better than a good old authentic pasta dish.

What’s the best thing about weekends? 

Breakfast with my wife and the twins. I always 
make breakfast at weekends, which is usually 
pancakes. It may only be half an hour or so, but 
it’s one of the few chances we get to sit down 
as a family to eat and it’s as if the frenzy of the 
working week didn’t happen. 

GILES McCOURT
The commercial property lawyer 
at Newcastle based Muckle LLP 

talks Sunderland AFC,  
Tiny Lives and why pancakes 

with the family is the breakfast 
of champions. 
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As a Divorce Solicitor I see this as being the 
magical document. It is the end of a negotiated 
process and the document that protects you from 
further claims being made against you by your 
spouse. It is in many ways more important than a 
Decree Absolute. 

What is a Consent Order? 

Well the clue is in the name. It is an order of the 
court which sets out an agreement reached between 
you and your spouse in relation to your finances. 
The court expect the agreement to be fair taking 
into account your current assets, including housing, 
business assets, pensions, savings & investments, 
current income and any debts that you may have. 

My simple aim is to swap financial information 
with my clients’ spouses solicitors. I say simple but 
there is often a lot of work involved to compile this 
information. I will ask my client to provide written 
evidence in support of all those items that we 
are expected to disclose by way of full and frank 
disclosure. There is a list on the last page of what is 
known as Form E. Take a look and if you are about 
to begin divorce proceedings then compiling this 
information for your solicitor will save you a lot in 
legal fees.  This form is used as a bench mark for the 
collection of information. 

In particular I would expect to see all bank statements 
going back a year. That way I can look for unusual 
payments. One of my clients, “Christine” was sure 
that her husband was filtering money away. When 
I looked at his bank statements I could see money 
going out to another previously unknown account. 
I queried this and after following quite an audit trail 
it transpired that Christine’s husband owned another 
house, in which he frequently stayed with another 
woman and their secret child. 

I might commonly spot sudden frequent amounts of 
cash being removed from an account in the  months 
before one party says that they want the marriage to 
end. Or people frequently “forget” to mention their 
terminal grant received when leaving the armed 
forces. Or the life policy that has an encashment 
value. 

Regarding pensions, it is not good enough to just 
accept that the parties will split their pensions on 

a fifty fifty basis in the case of longer marriages. 
Let’s say two pensions are valued at 100,000 each. 
But if one of them is a civil service pension then the 
payment received for life may be far higher than a 
private pension. The correct way to address the issue 
of valuable pensions is to have them valued by an 
actuary who can advise as to the % of pension which 
should be transferred to one party from the other. 

The name Consent Order implies that everything 
runs smoothly and that there is no ongoing angst 
in the background. Sometimes this is not the case. 
The couple may not get along at all. There is often 
a huge disparity at the start of a case in relation to 
financial expectations. I may have a client who has 
been married for forty years and who decides that 
they are not going to give their spouse any of their 
pension. If that spouse has a low pension and very 
little by way of savings and income then I’m afraid 
that any court would see things differently. My job 
is to manage your expectations and those of your 
spouse and their solicitor. I have been a divorce 
lawyer for 30 years and I have a very good idea as 
to what a judge will and will not order by way of a 
Financial Settlement. 

There are parameters within which judges will 
operate. There is no set formula for any of this. 
I have to advance the arguments that suit your 
circumstances and needs or those of your children. 
I always have in mind what a judge must consider 
if this matter were being heard at court. These are 
some of the criteria;

  Income, earning capacity, property and other 
resources which each spouse has or is likely to 

have in the foreseeable future, including in the 
case of earning capacity any increase in that 
capacity it would be reasonable to expect the 
spouse to take steps to acquire.

  The financial needs, obligations and 
responsibilities which each spouse has or is 
likely to have in the foreseeable future.

  The standard of living enjoyed during the 
marriage.

  The ages of each of the spouses and the length 
of the marriage.

  Any physical or mental disability of either 
spouse.

  The contributions which each spouse has made 
or is likely to make in the foreseeable future 
towards the welfare of the family, including any 
contribution by looking after the home or caring 
for the family.

 The financial needs of any child.

 Any physical or mental disability of any child.

  The manner in which any child was being 
educated and in which the couple expected the 
child to be educated or trained.

If I can reach a settlement  on your behalf, without 
the need to attend court then I would say that is the 
best option. You have just avoided the cost of court, 
the length of time it takes to finalise a matter and 
you will both probably feel a lot better as you will 
have been instrumental in negotiating a settlement 
rather than having one imposed upon you by the 
court. 

If you require any help or advice relating to a financial settlement upon divorce then please don’t hesitate to contact me on 0191 2846989 
Newcastle or 0191 5676667 Sunderland or je@emmersons-solicitors.co.uk
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Most people who are going 
through a Divorce right now, or 

who have been divorced and 
have used a solicitor will have 

heard of a Consent Order. 

Jacqueline Emmerson

THE MAGICAL 
CONSENT 

ORDER



One law firm,
a whole bunch of services.

Private individuals, small to medium-sized businesses, large companies, and public sector clients. That’s a wide range of 
clients who require a diverse range of services. Whether North East based or National, we pride ourselves in meeting and 
communicating with clients on a regular basis to ensure strong personal relationships can be built. Each individual client needs 
to feel completely confident in the service we deliver and their ability to contact us at any time to talk things through.

Commercial  • Corporate  • Dispute Resolution  • Employment Law  • Family  • Notarial  • Private Client  • Real Estate

Venture House, Aykley Heads Business Centre, Durham DH1 5TS
Tel: 0191 384 2441   swinburnemaddison.co.uk



The power of collaboration is not something that I 
ever thought as an employment lawyer I would be 
writing about at my desk (ahem…kitchen table) on 
a sunny Friday - but the last few months have told 
me to never rule anything out! 

This article is inspired by the resourcefulness, 
practicality and resilience that the North East and 
Cumbria community of HR professionals has shown 
throughout lockdown, which in turn gives me real 
hope for the future. 

Weathering the storm

At the beginning of 2020 no employer could have 
envisaged the issues thrown up by the responses 
needed to COVID-19. 

When the pandemic arrived we saw a surge in 
demand for employment law advice; the need 
to understand and practically apply Government 
guidance as it frequently changed, often from hour 
to hour; and managing the uncertainty of what the 
near, medium and long term future looked like for us 
and our clients.  

What became apparent early on during the response 
to COVID-19 was the sheer volume of information 
that employers were grappling with. Many HR 
leaders had to make decisions in isolation, based 
on an overload of information, and rely on their 
intuition as to what the right thing was to do. 

The situation we all faced was the same, but with 
very different implications for each of us. One client 
aptly likened it to “us all being in the same storm, but 
in boats of different shapes and sizes”.

Very rapidly we adapted to daily team knowledge 
sharing meetings, pulling together the information 
we needed from multiple news, political and legal 

channels. The 10am daily CBI webinar became a 
team “must do” given the accuracy of its predictions, 
with the notes that we compiled on the latest 
position quickly being circulated to work colleagues, 
business partners and clients. 

This helped with taking the daily decisions needed to 
weather the storm, but it did not equip HR leaders 
with the support that they needed for themselves. 
Nor did it provide a forum to plan for the future.

Help for HR leaders

This idea was shared by others and early during 
lockdown Maureen Brown of Sullivan Brown 
Resourcing Partners asked me, together with Jules 
Smith of People Science Consulting, to take part in 
an online networking session to help support local 
HR leaders for as long as needed. 

The first meetings took place with no agenda – 
other than to talk openly and to all commit to help 
each other as best we could. Little did we think that 
when we started the first session on 23 April, that 
by August we would have 24 sessions and over 31 
hours of content under our belts, with more to come 
in September! 

The sessions have morphed over time as the needs 
for HR leaders have changed – from initial furlough 
considerations and pooling of responses to common 
practical issues, to managing communication and 
remote working, to organisational planning, to 
managing physical and mental health and diversity 
and inclusion considerations. 

All of the topics we have covered have been identified 
by those attending and the goodwill of over 20 
external contributors from a range of organisations 
across the country has also shown what can be 
achieved from collective effort. 

The sessions have provided a huge amount of 
discussion and learning, with many contributors 
sharing their personal stories, ideas and approaches. 

Want to take part? 

There’s still the opportunity for HR managers to get 
involved in the discussions and shape what we cover 
into the Autumn. Topics already requested include 
helping managers to coach employees remotely and 
helping employers to understand the Government’s 
new Kickstart Scheme. 

The sessions start again from 8 September and Mo, 
Jules and I will keep to our promise and continue to 
provide the sessions for as long as is needed. Who 
knows how long that will be, but it’s never too late 
to join the conversation.

If you are a HR leader interested in taking part in future sessions, please contact melanie.irving@sullivanbrown.co.uk. Or for any employment 
legal advice and support, contact chris.maddock@muckle-llp.com
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HR TO HEART – WE’RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER
Chris Maddock, partner Head of the Employment Team at commercial law firm Muckle LLP,  

discusses the value of a HR problem shared during COVID-19. 

Chris Maddock



employment advice for free?
Wondering what the future holds for HR and the world of work? Join our employment 
lawyers live for the latest insight into COVID-19, Brexit and everything in between at our 
virtual employment roadshows.  

When:    5 topical sessions on Wednesdays, starting 23 September 

Time:     9.30 a.m. – 11.00 a.m.

Where:  Online, from the comfort of your own personal space

Cost:    Free 

book your place  
 
Visit www.muckle-llp.com/events to learn more and register, contact Anisha on 
0191 211 7865 or email events@muckle-llp.com 

23/09/2020
Responses to the COVID-19 pandemic and where  

is employment law and practice now?

07/10/2020
What’s new in employment law?

The key legislation and case developments  
and what to look for in the future.

14/10/2020
Employing migrant workers: what employers  

need to know about the changing  
landscape of immigration law.

04/11/2020
Build Back Better: An opportunity  

to rethink how we approach diversity  
and inclusion in the region?

11/11/2020
The future of work and employment law  

post the pandemic.

Virtual employment law updates
Wondering what the future holds for HR and the world of work? Join our employment 
lawyers live for the latest insight into COVID-19, Brexit and everything in-between at our 
virtual employment roadshows.

When: 5 topical sessions on Wenesdays, starting 23rd September

Time: 9.30am - 11.00am

Where: Online, from the comfort of your own personal space

Cost: Free

book your place
Visit www.muckle-llp.com/events to learn more and register, contact Anisha on
0191 211 7865 or email events@muckle-llp.com



Why not abolish leaseholds and simplify land purchase with just 
freehold ownership. Unfortunately, it is not that simple. Under 
English Law, if there is an obligation to pay towards repair and 
maintenance of common items such as common grounds, lifts, 
main structure etc. then the system of leaseholds makes it easier 
for the landlord to collect such payments from successive owners 
of the properties. Therefore, there is still a place for leaseholds, 
particularly in the case of apartment blocks with communal areas.

What are the issues?

Essentially, leasehold means that you do not own the ground on 
which your property is situated. You have permission from the 
landowner (freeholder) to stay in the property for a certain number 
of years (called the ‘term’) as long as you comply with the terms and 
conditions set out by the freeholder in a document called the ‘lease’. 
There are certain statutory measures that assist leaseholders but other 
than that, the protection offered to leaseholders is largely what is 
provided for in the lease. Let’s have a look at some of the recent issues 
that have caused a stir in the Conveyancing market that you should be 
aware of when buying leasehold properties.

The Ground Rent Scandal

A relatively recent development with leasehold properties is that the 
vast majority of lenders now refuse to lend against leases that contain 
‘escalating ground rent provisions’. This is where the ground rent 
multiplies at certain intervals. This is for two reasons. Firstly, because 
the value of the freehold is increased as a result of such clauses and 
makes the cost of extending a lease much higher. Secondly, where the 
ground rent has a potential to go beyond £250 (or £1,000 in London), 
then, under the current law, the lease can be classed as what is known 
as an ‘AST’ which makes it easier for the Landlord to gain possession 
of the property. Whilst this what not what the law-makers intended, 
this is the position in law at the moment and, until it is changed, 

leasehold properties with escalating ground rents are likely to be un-
mortgageable.

Lease extensions

Leases are often granted for an initial term of 99 years (although there 
is no reason why they can’t be granted for a different term) and they 
need to be extended well before the term is up as most lenders require 
a certain minimum term when they agree to a mortgage. Leaseholders 
have a legal right to extend their lease upon paying a premium. One 
of the factors used in calculating the premium is something called 
‘marriage value’ which comes into play when there are less than 
80 years remaining on the lease term. This marriage value greatly 
increases the premium payable to extend the lease. Therefore, leases 
that have a short remaining term are often un-mortgageable until the 
term is extended, often at a great cost. 

Cladding

Since Grenfell, most lenders now insist that any cladding on apartment 
buildings must be form EWS 1 (or equivalent) compliant. This has 
caused a great deal of anguish to those flat-tenants who now find 
that they are unable to sell or mortgage any leasehold apartments in 
buildings that do not meet these requirements.

Every situation requires careful thought and professional advice to 
ensure that you and your assets are fully protected.
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BUYING A LEASEHOLD PROPERTY –  
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 
With all the bad press that residential leasehold properties have received lately,  
one might wonder if there is any point in buying a leasehold property at all! 

For a no obligation chat, contact our Leasehold Experts on 0345 900 5401 or  
email enquiries@sweeneymiller.co.uk and talk to our conveyancing team.
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- Commercial Rent Reviews and Lease Renewals - 
- Schedules of Dilapidation and Condition -
- Rating Challenges -
- Tax Valuations - 

Ellison House, 2 Osborne Road, Jesmond,  
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 2AA. 

www.bivbowes.com
Tel: 0191 462 6 264  

BIV BOWES
INDEPENDENT SURVEYORS PROPERTY CONSULTANTS

BUSINESSES PACK  
INTO STACK

Sunderland’s hotly anticipated leisure venue 
STACK Seaburn has revealed that its commercial 
units are almost full, after an influx of tenants 
signed on the dotted line to take space.

Just three of the 22 units at the seaside venue 
remain vacant, after a large number of businesses, 
many of them Sunderland based, committed to 
take space.

Units have been snapped up by many food and 
drink operators including local favourites Downey’s 
Fish & Chips and Healthy Thaim, as well as various 
gin and wine bars. A range of lifestyle businesses 
are also taking space, including Woofs n Scruffs, a 
dog grooming and supplies business, and Haiir & 
Skiin, who will be offering laser therapies, hair and 
beauty services.

STACK’s units are built from shipping containers 
that are assembled to make an enclosed village 
that can operate in all weather conditions, offering 
an exciting new destination for socialising and 
events. 

BELLWAY BEGINS WORK 
ON FINAL HOMES AT 

DURHAM GOLF COURSE 
SITE

Bellway Durham has begun work on the last nine 
plots at The Green, a new housing development 
being built on a former golf course in Durham.

The Green forms part of the wider redevelopment 
of the former Mount Oswald Golf Course. Almost 
300 homes, new student accommodation for 
Durham University, a GP surgery and a convenience 
store will be delivered, alongside 25 acres of public 
open space.

Plans have also been submitted to restore the 
Grade II listed Oswald Manor House on the site 
into a new history centre which would house the 
local archives.

Bellway started construction work on The Green, a 
development of 54 four and five-bedroom houses, 
just over two years ago. The final homes are due 
to be completed by the end of the year and all 
properties on the site have now been sold.

INTEREST IN UNIQUE 
HOUSING DEVELOPING 
CONTINUES TO GROW

A desire to live in the heart of a community has 
led to a surge of interest in a unique Newcastle 
housing development.

Steenberg’s Yard at the Lower Ouseburn Valley is 
on course to be completed in summer 2021, as 
building work has continued despite the problems 
caused by COVID-19.

Those involved with the scheme have seen a 
huge amount of interest from people wanting the 
convenience of living close to the city centre, in a 
place which has the benefits of urban greenery and 
waterside living.

The new development is creating contemporary 
living spaces which also give a nod to the local 
historic warehouses in the conservation area. When 
completed, Steenberg’s Yard will offer 28 duplex 
two and three bedroomed homes, all with outdoor 
terraces.

People who have registered their interest in 
the properties are now being offered a socially 
distanced meeting to secure their home.

PREMIUM OFFICE DEVELOPMENT 
LAUNCHES IN GATESHEAD

Interest from office-hunters is predicted to be high for a new £2m 
Gateshead office development that boasts Grade A space adjacent 
to the iconic Tyne Bridge.

Adderstone Group have appointed Knight Frank to market its 5,259 
sq. ft Tyne Bridge House office space, situated on Bottle Bank, which 
could accommodate up to around 50 staff.

With over 20 million cars passing it every year, Tyne Bridge House 
will be Newcastle and Gateshead’s most prominent office location, 
delivering a significant benefit for the occupier’s brand.

Tyne Bridge House will have a spectacular full height curved glazed 
façade and a double-height reception with a feature spiral staircase 
leading to a roof terrace with panoramic views, as well as parking, 
cycle storage and shower facilities. The site is just a three-minute 
walk from Gateshead Metro Station, providing connections across the 
North East.

The property is under construction and due to be completed Q4 2020.



Pegasus’ Jesmond Assembly is Lifestory’s latest development 
in the heart of Jesmond, one of Newcastle’s most vibrant 
neighbourhoods. Designed by award-winning Newcastle 
architect FaulknerBrown, the exclusive collection of one and 
two-bedroom homes epitomise an innovative and stylish 
approach to later living: your own apartment in a place you 
can truly call home thanks to an ethos driven by community, 
exceptional service and wellbeing. Pegasus quite simply creates 
high-end homes ideal for a new generation of later living home 
buyers who want to remain independent.

Part of Pegasus’ ethos has also been rethinking and reinventing 
the communities and ways in which we live as we get older and 
Jesmond Assembly takes this to a whole new level with interiors 
that convey contemporary chic, elegance, and an understated wow 
factor. We are not getting old in the way that we used to, which is the 
appeal of Pegasus Jesmond Assembly. It is about moving or perhaps 
relocating to start the next chapter of your life and providing the 
opportunity to downsize to move up the luxury property ladder, the 
opposite of how many of us have come to view the concept. 

Living at Pegasus Jesmond Assembly is a lifestyle choice and can 
be whatever owners want it to be. A secure “lock up a leave” while 
you travel on your next adventure or an enviable location from 
which to make the most of Newcastle’s incredible culture, cuisine 
and entertainment. Whatever your reason for moving home, this 
beautiful neighbourhood in the heart of Jesmond has everything 
discerning and independent over sixties might look for in their next 
move. 

The development enjoys a prime position on one of Jesmond’s 
elegant, leafy avenues. As anyone in Newcastle knows, the 
neighbourhood has become one of the city’s finest districts with 
boutique shops, cafes, restaurants and many attractions. Jesmond 
Metro is a two-minute walk from the development making it easy 
to get wherever the fancy takes you. 

The new building is designed to enhance the character of Eskdale 
Terrace and the wider Conservation Area, using modern forms 
influenced by traditional architecture. The site on which Jesmond 
Assembly has been created is of historic interest having once 
been home to Central Newcastle High School for Girls. The name 
Jesmond Assembly celebrates the trailblazing heritage of the school 
perfectly evoking the area’s history while the architecture reflects 
its future.

Stepping through the impressive entrance, owners will be greeted 
by a series of elegant and welcoming shared areas which offer a 
high-end experience. Here, owners will be able to make the most of 
socialising or entertaining guests in the inviting communal lounge 
or the beautiful landscaped terrace to the rear of the building. 
Owners of one of the contemporary and spacious homes will also 
enjoy a 24-hour concierge style service, where the on-site team of 
‘Lifehosts’ make all the difference to living at Jesmond Assembly. 

The development provides a guest suite for visiting family and 
friends offering a place to retreat after enjoying a delicious bite to 
eat in the on-site social kitchen or the delights of Newcastle.  

The stunning show home due to launch this September, will give 
potential purchasers the opportunity to see first-hand the light, 
contemporary and spacious homes available. The selection of one 
and two bedroom homes, some with Juliet balconies or terraces, 
offer open plan living areas, beautiful contemporary kitchens, 
well-appointed bedrooms with fitted wardrobes and bright, 
modern bathrooms. To view the development is to discover the 
exceptionally high specification and high standard of service which 
owners at Pegasus Jesmond Assembly can expect from taking care 
of building maintenance inside and out to ensuring the support 
provided is always tailored to owners needs.  

Pegasus Jesmond Assembly is later living, but not as we know it and beyond the comfort and elegance, the overriding sense is one  
of community. To explore your options at Pegasus Jesmond Assembly call 0191 247 4463 or visit Lifestory.group/Pegasus.  

Prices at Jesmond Assembly start from £300,000 for a one-bedroom home.
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IN LATER LIFE CHOICE REALLY DOES MATTER
At every stage of life, there are many questions that homeowners must answer. With more than one 
in five of us now aged 60 or over, one such question is where to live later in life. Specialist property 

developer, Pegasus may well have the answer, especially for Newcastle’s later living market. 
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The Covid-19 pandemic has shone a huge spotlight 
on offices. 

On their relevance – do we even need them? On their 
functions – what do we need them for? Exactly? 

On their attractiveness. How do we make them 
places people want to return to?

So, I’ll tell you what we’re seeing. The trends. And, 
some solutions. 

There are many physical changes – large and small 
- you can make to help achieve an office that works 
for you. 

Achieving agile

We are seeing the trend for enabling an ‘agile 
workforce’ rocket.  This has been on the rise for some 
time, influenced by technology and staff demands, 
but the pandemic has accelerated the need for it. 

Being ‘agile’ basically means, offices need to support 
employees to work how, where and when they 
choose – by giving them all the technology and tools 
they need to do this.  

We have recently been working for a professional 
services firm on a refurbishment and the client has 
changed their requirement due to Covid-19. They 
are taking less space than originally planned because 
their team is enjoying working from home. Their 
goal now, is to make their office higher quality and a 
better, more enjoyable, inspiring experience for their 
people.

There is an ever-hastening trend of replacing ‘owned 
desks’ with different types of space depending on the 
task. 

Landlords are likely to see an increased demand for 
space that has already been, or will be, fitted-out. 
This could be a consequence of financial pressures 

on a business, or because moving into a quality space 
that is already complete and Covid-safe - is easier.  

We are actively working on creating some of these 
‘enhanced rentals’ for clients and predicting more of 
this to come. Whether that be marketed in a finished 
form. Or fitted-out as part of a transaction deal.  

Technology

Tech has a huge role to play in supporting safer, 
user-friendly office spaces in security, health and 
managing the environment we work in.

Simple changes are possible. Such as the use of 
available apps to enable work-station bookings. Apps 
that show you when your office is busy, and which 
parts of it are less populated etc. All very clever. 

There are simple sensors that automate taps, doors 
and flushes for hygiene. 

There is a new focus on expanding integration of 
these things and to make more use of intelligence, 
including sensors that monitor users’ temperatures, 
for example. 

There is a need to significantly reduce touch points in 
an office. Businesses are installing temporary devices 
to enable opening doors with your feet. Superloos 
are on the rise because they help us socially distance 
by including a sink and toilet in one space. The list 
goes on…

There is a new emphasis on increasing ventilation 
rates, air filtration and air monitoring. 

Microbe resistant surfaces are growing in demand. 
Paperless and clutter-free offices that are easily 
cleaned, are being enabled.

Re-inventing redundant space

And finally, the spaces within offices are being 

reinvented and repurposed to make them more 
suited to a socially-distanced world. This doesn’t 
have to be limiting and, with well-considered-design, 
can add attractive features to offices, including in 
space that was previously deemed redundant.

For example, roof spaces and outside land is being 
turned into alfresco or partially covered areas for 
employees to meet and work. Basements and 
stairwells are being looked at in a different light – 
can these be used in a more useful way, too?  Cycle 
storage, possibly?

Interior walls are coming down and being re-
configured to minimise bustle. 

Make your office about people

More than ever before, your office space needs to be 
attractive. If you want your employees back in the 
office, we are advising that you find out what they 
miss about it. Respond and adapt.

Is it the collaboration? The social interaction? If so, 
how can you physically change your spaces to enable 
this, in a safer way? 

Do they appreciate a change of scenery? Could your 
office be more inspiring?

We’re noticing a trend for office interiors that 
enliven and improve user wellbeing. For instance, by 
introducing nature, like plant walls. By embracing the 
bold and ditching the boring. 

There’s growing evidence that quality and well-
thought-out workplaces which incorporate natural 
elements like plants, light, colours and shapes, have 
noticeable — and measurable — benefits. 

There’s generally room for improvement in every 
office.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR OFFICE FIT FOR THE NEW NORMAL 
Ian Tew, Partner at Knight Frank Newcastle, shares his expertise on improving offices.

Ian Tew works in the Building Consultancy and Project Management team at Knight Frank in Newcastle.  
He can be contacted at ian.tew@knightfrank.com 0191 594 5012.   
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 ur June figures throughout the  
 company are 125% of target and  
 were a good reaction to the early 
return of sales from the lockdown measures.
On a brighter note, our July figures are 205% 
of our performance last year, and 235% of 
our target this year. July has certainly been an 
extremely busy time for all the offices, who are 
collectively experiencing excessive demand for 
properties throughout the region.
The demand is uniform throughout all of the 
business divisions. Our lettings operation has 
been extremely busy with people looking for 
high quality homes and looking to move very 
quickly. The demand from excellent tenants is 
superb and we are extremely pleased with the 
response to recent instructions.
The residential sales market cannot cope with 
some of the excessive demand and, due to the 
high levels, we have seen exceptional best and 
final offer situations. It is not unusual now for 
us to see 10% to 20% more than the original 
asking price being offered simply because of 
the demand, where perhaps 40 or 50 people 
are looking at the same property and are very 
much wanting to purchase it as quickly as  
possible. This is a true “free” market which  
dictates the value and it always happens in a 
time when excess demand meets low supply.
We are doing our very best to market our 
houses comprehensively and achieve the best 
price for our clients, and certainly do this in 
a fair and equitable way, and ‘best and final 
offers’ is the fairest way of transacting such 
excessive demand. It finds out the real value 
of property compared to what we may have 
originally experienced 6 or 12 months ago.

The new homes market continues to build 
large numbers of buyers and we are very ex-
cited about the imminent launch of our superb 
scheme, Jesmond Assembly on Eskdale Terrace, 
in the heart of Jesmond, for those young of age 
at 60 years and more. The  
apartments provide a stunning state of the art 
pied-a-terre and a fabulous base for those that 
wish to spend more time travelling and  
locking up their home in Newcastle.
The former Sanderson Hospital site, set back 
from Salters Road, Sycamore Square, is now 
also beginning to take shape. The  
foundations are being prepared and the site  
is currently underway for its exciting  
construction. We expect to reveal some  
opening prices and sales on this site in the 
early Autumn of this year. 
Both sites can be closely followed, and  
enquiries given, by contacting Ashleigh  
Sundin on 0191 2233500.
Throughout the region we are seeing some 
fabulous properties coming on to our books 
for sale and many of these are being snapped 
up. One of the prime examples in Gosforth 
is a state-of-the-art loft apartment at the 
very trendy and sought after Lanesborough 
Court. The conversion of this beautiful period 
building created one or two very ‘one-off’ loft 
apartments, one of which has come on to the 
market at a guide price of £375,000. It is a truly 
exceptional and beautiful apartment, with 
open plan living, galleried bedrooms  
and state-of-the-art bathroom and kitchen  
fittings, as well as outstanding lighting, chrome 
balustrades and beautiful tiling. The property is 
available immediately and should be viewed as 

IN THE HOUSING MARKET

O

COACH HOUSE

LANESBOROUGH COURT

SYCAMORE SQUARE

quickly as possible to appreciate its outstand-
ing presentation.
In Hexham, the development of the Coach 
House on the Corbridge road, leading out to 
the east of Hexham, is also creating a large 
amount of interest and activity. The clients 
have now completed this scheme and it is 
being offered at outstanding value for money, 
with four and five bedroom detached houses 
available from £429,000, with the larger style 
properties being offered at £525,000, which  
is great value. This price level also hits the  
current stamp duty incentive, which is  
available until March 2021, giving people 
£15,000 saving on their purchase at around 
£500,000. The remaining houses are available 
through Julie Douglas at our Ponteland  
Office on 01661 823951 and viewings are 
quickly taking place, so buyers should act  
with good haste.
Wherever we focus our property interests 
throughout the region at the moment the 
activity levels are strong and homeowners 
should take comfort that property values are 
rising. I wish all of our readers a safe and secure 
summer, in the knowledge that good practices 
are being supported by all of our offices and 
our team of colleagues, who very happily carry 
out distanced viewings and full PPE viewings 
for all of our clients.
If I can be of any assistance, please do not 
hesitate to contact me personally.

Duncan Young
Chairman

duncan.young@sandersonyoung.co.uk

Bright & Good News

IN A TIME WHEN WE RECEIVE A ROLLERCOASTER OF GOOD AND BAD NEWS ON A NEAR DAILY BASIS IN RESPECT TO THE VIRUS AND THE 
PANDEMIC, ALONG WITH HOLIDAY COMPANIES AND TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS, IT IS NICE TO KNOW THAT ONE PART OF THE ECONOMY IS 

STARTING TO HAVE A BRIGHT FUTURE. THE HOUSING MARKET TOOK ITS HIT DURING THE PANDEMIC AND THE LOCKDOWN, 

AND I AM NOW DELIGHTED TO REPORT THAT AS OF JUNE 1ST THE HOUSING MARKET 
HAS VERY MUCH “BOUNCED BACK”.



Seaton Burn House represents an exceptional and rare opportunity to purchase a superb Grade II listed 
Georgian mansion in 30 acres of private, beautifully maintained grounds. This substantial country retreat, 
formerly Bellway plc’s Head Office, is surrounded by farmland, has many period features, an impressive 
south facing aspect and numerous outbuildings which include additional accommodation.

Seaton Burn House Seaton Burn, Newcastle

Price Guide: Price on Application

Ashleigh Sundin

ashleigh.sundin@sandersonyoung.co.uk

rare! Office: 0191 223 3500

www.sandersonyoung.co.ukFrom Sanderson Young



THE RED HOUSE, APPERLEY ROAD, STOCKSFIELD

PRICE ON APPLICATION
The Red House is a magnificent stone built period property of impressive proportions. Originally built in 1897, fine details of the Victorian era are evident including 
ornately carved wooden barge boards to the roof line and mullioned windows. The current owners have carried out extensive work to bring back the grace and style 
associated with the period, blending stylish contemporary design and traditional features. High quality fixtures and fittings combine with beautiful décor to create 
a stunning five bedroom mansion with wonderfully appointed principal reception rooms, a stunning open plan kitchen, dining and family room and a luxurious 
leisure complex with swimming pool. Externally, the grounds of circa 1.85 acres include rolling lawns, a sun terrace the full width of the property, mature trees and 

shrubs, a formal fish pond, a sunken kitchen garden, and a detached garage and double car port with games room.

Contact rare! From Sanderson Young on 0191 2233500   ashleigh.sundin@sandersonyoung.co.uk  www.sandersonyoung.co.uk
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SHOW HOME 
NOW OPEN

62 – 70 THE DRIVE

GOSFORTH

NEWCASTLE

NE3 4AR

T / 0191 01234 567

E / info@coachhousegosforth.com

www.coachhousegosforth.com



BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

EXCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT 
OF LUXURY HOMES IN THE 
HEART OF GOSFORTH. 
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HOW THE NEW HOMES AT LAMBTON 
PARK ARE CREATING A LASTING LEGACY
Miller Homes at Lambton Park is a brand new and exclusive community unlike  

any other development of new build homes. 

For more details visit www.millerhomes.co.uk/new-homes/north-east/lambton-park-lambton-park.aspx

Located within Lambton Estate in Chester-le-Street, 
once complete the development will comprise 106 
high-quality homes. A collection of three, four and five-
bedroom homes are available to buyers now as well as 
two-bedroom apartments. 

The homes are completely bespoke and were designed to 
be in keeping with the heritage and landscape of the iconic 
Estate, by renowned architect and interior designer, Ben 
Pentreath.

Developers Miller Homes worked with North East architect 
Pod to create these special homes and ensure they will 
have a lasting legacy. One of Pod’s directors, Adam Lee, 
talks about the architectural decisions behind the homes 
to bring this unique community to life. 

“Developing in the grounds of a country estate with an 
architectural history dating back to King Stephen of 
England (1096-1154) adds such a rich and unique heritage, 
making it a truly unparalleled development. It is not about 
recreating historical buildings, it is about learning from and 
honouring the knowledge and examples of tradition and 
attempting to follow those patterns, creating wonderful 
public spaces, beautiful streets and a vibrant community. 

“It was really interesting to work together with Ben 
Pentreath on his vision for the homes. Ben, through his 
classical training and extensive work with H.R.H The Prince 
of Wales’s urban extension to Dorchester has provided 

invaluable guidance and knowledge throughout each stage 
of the development. The relationship has flourished into a 
dynamic team working partnership with constant contact, 
analysis and feedback, all working together to deliver this 
bespoke development for Miller Homes.

“Each area of the development is defined by an architectural 
period. The local area has provided wonderful examples; 
St. Barnabas Lodge on the estate in particular, showcases 
beautiful red brick detailing, decorative ridge tiles, and 
many other elaborate details, that have given inspiration 
for the homes’ design.”

Some of the first buyers to start a new life at Lambton Park 
were Anne and Ed Parrott. They had spent more than a year 
searching for a new home, when they finally spotted the 
home that they knew immediately was for them.  

Anne said: “We wanted a change and to move to a new 
area that was a little more connected and closer to more 
amenities but still had the same quiet country feel to 
where we were living before. 

“We’d been searching for a new house for months, visiting 
developments all across County Durham and North 
Yorkshire. We originally wanted to move to Richmond but 
then we spotted the new Miller Homes development at 
Lambton Park. I mentioned to Ed that they looked like a 
house we used to live in, somewhere we were really fond 
of, and right away we knew we had to go visit.”

The Pod Architects team



Anne and Ed fell in love with The Aspen five-
bedroom home. “We knew it was the right fit for 
us after looking round for the first time. It has such 
a large spacious living room, large bedrooms and a 
lovely big kitchen and dining area. Not to mention 
the double garage - we could live in that alone! 
There’s a study too which I’ve actually turned into 
a nice quiet sitting room where I like to read. We 
love living here.”

The couple moved into their new home in June and 
took advantage of Miller Homes’ Part Exchange 
scheme* to sell their former property. 

Andrew Somerville, sales director at Miller Homes 
North East, said: “The Lambton Estate is a beautiful 
area, full of large open spaces, woodland, wildlife 
and nature. To live on its doorstep would be a dream 
for any homeowner who loves the countryside. I 
can see why Anne and Ed were so quick to fall for 
the area. 

“When we create our developments, we ensure 
they reflect and encompass the local area, while 
offering homeowners access to the amenities and 
services they need. Although they are new build 
properties, we worked with Ben Pentreath and 
the Pod team to make sure each of our homes at 
Lambton Park are designed to keep that historical 
feel of the iconic Lambton Estate area, while 
providing modern living on the inside. They are new 
homes that offer a historical charm. I’m really glad 
Anne and Ed have settled in well and are so happy 
in their new surroundings.”
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Anne ParrottThe show home at Miller Homes at Lambton Park







Following Boris’ call to ‘build, build, build ‘, the 
government announced a shake-up of the planning 
system at the beginning of August. This was 
followed by the housing minister, Robert Jenrick, 
outlining proposals for a new zonal planning 
system which would see hospitals, offices and 
schools granted automatic permission across 
areas of the country, with the promise of new jobs 
in construction and design cited by the minister.

Under the proposed changes, councils would be able 
to designate three zones, - ‘growth’, ‘renewal’ and 
‘protection’. The plans are due out for consultation 
this summer and include ideas such as new 
development corporations taking over planning from 
local authorities. I think we have seen this before 
but nonetheless the new corporations can buy land, 
grant permissions, and sell it on, all for the benefit of 
the public purse. 

What is of real interest is the proposed simplification 
of the current planning system. Since 1945, the 
planning system has grown ever more complex with 
even the simplest scheme now requiring multiple 
reports to satisfy the local authority.

Under the proposed system, a council would check 
applications were in line with local development 
plans. All designs would be checked against design 
codes which would be incorporated into the local 
plans.

Therefore, faster permissions are promised, especially 
in designated ‘growth’ zones once a design is in line 
with a local development plan. Other zones include 
‘renewal’ (brown field sites in urban areas) and 
‘protection’ (green belt land and areas of outstanding 
beauty). 

I am interested to see how this is to be defined. Over 
the years a number of design codes have come and 
gone because they can never be more than a guide. 
Who is going to police this standard? 

It’s my long-held view that good design is specific 
to a place, a view, and a skill to interpret this 
information into a specific building design. Producing 
design guides may assist the public on illustrations of 
quality but I remain suspicious that they can become 
a lazy way of defining design quality.

The government wants to speed up development 
control to aid the economy and I agree, the system 

has morphed out of control. An industry of planning 
consultants has grown and are now required to talk 
the language to planners for applications. 

Recently I have submitted applications for medical 
centres, town houses, an individual house, and a 
Church and the one thing they had in common was 
a ridiculous amount of reports, irrespective of the 
size or complexity of the applications. These reports 
cost money, time and effort from both the client 
and architect. On one application I had a report for 
virtually every letter in the alphabet!  

So, I applaud the minister for saying we should 
simplify the system, but I have heard it before. 

Dividing a map into areas to create three types of 
zones is not going to be done overnight. Councils 
have been working on local plans, in some cases, for 
many years.  

Development corporations can work well with the 
right energetic and knowledgeable leaders and I 
would encourage this approach in the North East.

My simple approach is cut the red tape, reduce the 
madness for reports on everything into a simplified 
planning assessment based on quality. Once 
approved, let a scheme come forward with detail 
conditions on the land and its surroundings. Why do 
we expect all developers to spend up front, only to 
be rejected? The conditions or confirmations can be 
laid out like a menu for approval. This will incentivise 
the developers -large and small - to complete their 
approvals prior to start on site. We can then free 
up our planning system to create planning zones 
that will allow economic recovery and the right 
development.
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Neil Turner, director, Howarth Litchfield can be contacted on 0191 3849470 or email neil.turner@hlpuk.com. www.howarthlitchfield.com

Neil Turner

REVISING THE PLANNING SYSTEM – A FALSE DAWN 
OR A TRUE CHANGE?

Architect, Neil Turner, looks at proposed changes to the planning system.





Teams and Bensham Community Care has 
received £6000 from the Foundation’s Inclusion 
Grant to support its activities that bring together 
people aged 65 or over. 

The organisation, which is celebrating its 30th 
year, hosted around 90 people each week pre-
lockdown and is aiming to resume its clubs again 
in September. Those attending enjoy home-cooked 
meals and entertainment such as quizzes and 
games, while also chatting with friends old and 
new.  

Additionally, a twice-weekly lunch club for men, 
many of whom are widowers, encouraged them to 
get out and about and share their feelings of loss 
with other males going through the same thing. 

Michelle Scott, a Trustee at Teams and Bensham, 
said: “Our lunch clubs are really popular and the 
Day Centre makes a huge difference to the lives 
of people who come here – many who would 
otherwise go days without seeing or speaking to 
anyone. They’re a social lifeline for people who 
simply don’t have the friendship and support we all 
need to live happy and fulfilling lives. 

“We’re delighted to have a successful application 
for the Inclusion Grant and thank the Bernicia 
Foundation for their generosity. The money will go 
towards the running of the lunch clubs once again 
and activities such as arts and crafts, providing 

the meals and maintaining the minibus service for 
those who otherwise wouldn’t be able to attend 
the club.”

Chrissie Bate (92) first came to the Teams & 
Bensham Community Care charity over 25 years 
ago, starting with weekly aquafit sessions at a local 
swimming pool and a weekly exercise class, and 
attends the Tuesday lunch club for crafts. 

She said: “I really enjoy my craft group.  We have 
learnt so much about card making, we’ve even 
done wedding invitations for one of the charity’s 
volunteers - if I say so myself, they were beautiful.  
We have also made stained glass windows, one 
of which is in the local doctor’s surgery and three 
others are in our day centre windows where the 
lunch clubs are held, showing what our club is 
about.  

“I have made so many friends and it’s great that 
the project minibus picks us up at our door and 
then brings us home again. During the Covid-19 
crisis, it has been difficult not being able to go out 
or have any visitors, just seeing my family through 
the window. More recently they come and sit in 
the back garden.   

“I have missed going to the Tuesday lunch club and 
chatting and laughing with the group. Hopefully it 
won’t be long before we are all back enjoying each 
other’s company again and having a good catch 
up.”

Andrea Malcolm, executive director of people, 
homes and communities, added: “Teams and 
Bensham Community Care is a really great 
organisation and we’re pleased to support such a 
vital service that is clearly well-loved and valued 
by its members.

“Loneliness and isolation are very real problems 
that affect both peoples’ mental and physical 
health and so it’s hugely important that places 
like the Day Centre have the financial support to 
continue to be there for their local community.”

The Bernicia Foundation encourages applications 
from organisations committed to delivering real 
community benefits, such as tackling loneliness 
and accessing employment opportunities, as well 
as providing support for young talent to flourish. 
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For more information visit www.berniciafoundation.com

BERNICIA FOUNDATION CASH BOOST HELPS TACKLE 
LONELINESS IN GATESHEAD 

A charity that provides lonely and isolated older people with a place to come together and socialise 
is one of the first organisations to be awarded a grant from The Bernicia Foundation, a £1m funding 

programme that supports people and communities in the North East. 

Chrissie Bate (Left) taking part 
in activities at the club

Over 65s group enjoying the lunch club.



Optimum Flooring Solutions Ltd    Unit 1, Collingwood Centre, Preston North Road, NE29 9QR    Tel : 0191 2508480

FLOOR COVERINGS FOR THE DOMESTIC & COMMERCIAL INDUSTRY

• STAIRCASE PARTS

• INTERNAL DOORS

• DESIGNER HANDLES

• LAMINATE FLOORING

• ENGINEERED WOOD FLOORING

• DRYBACK VINYL

• CLICK VINYL

• INSTALL SERVICE

• FREE SITE VISITS

• 12 MONTH FITTING WARRANTY

• DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE

• OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

www.optimumflooringsolutions.co.uk



Norham Road, North Shields, NE29 7TN • Tel : 0191 257 6511

Portrack Lane, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 2HG • Tel: 01642 670 100

Tecaz Echo House, Pennywell Ind Est, SR4 9EN • Tel : 0191 534 7733

Opening hours:

• Monday - Friday : 9am - 6pm •

• Saturday : 9am - 5pm •

•Sunday 10am - 4pm •

BIG BRAND SALE
At Tecaz we love to give the opportunity for you to see and
touch a range of bathrooms or kitchens before you decide
to purchase. Our showrooms feature over 200 bathrooms,
100 showers and 50 kitchen displays, you're sure to find

what you are looking for.

With our Biggest Sale of the year now on save up to 50%
off RRP on Arcade, Burlington, Britton & Clearwater.

FREE computer planning and design are available, for
larger projects, we offer installation support. We are

confident you'll achieve your dream space.
FREE granite or Silestone worktops available on selected

kitchen ranges.



PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE NORTH EAST

We make property management simple! We take care of everything  
so you can relax and make money from your property. From check ins and check outs,  

key exchanges, to marketing your property and account management – we do it all.
We are your bespoke property management company in the North East of England.

WHAT WE OFFER

Our range of services that help you maximise your return.

PROPERTY MARKETING
Property listings that are optimised to 

increase bookings.

GUEST COMMUNICATIONS
We are available around the clock to 

provide high-level customer support and 
deal with urgent matters.

BOOKINGS & ENQUIRIES
We manage all of your bookings and 

deal with customer enquiries in a 
professional manner.

ACCOUNTING AND 
REPORTING

We provide monthly reports to help you 
improve your letting business.

KEY MANAGEMENT
Our friendly team securely manage 

keys and greet your guests and 
introduce them to your let.

CLEANING & LINEN
Linen, laundy, cleaning and full property 
inventories are done for effecient guest 

turn-around.

Ouseburn Gateway, 163 City Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 2BE
info@week2week.co.uk

Please call us to find out more about our properties...0191 281 3129
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Laura Ruxton



That is the case with Newcastle-based Dunwoodie 
Architects. 

Okay, they are skilled in designing offices, retail, commercial 
& residential; they design new hotels and produce plans for 
hotel developments. In the retail sector they have worked 
with Marks and Spencer, Asda, Safeway & Sainsbury’s. 
They have worked on the Stack leisure development & 
the Newgate Centre in the centre of Newcastle and are 
currently completing Stack Seaburn which is soon to open.  

But the heart of their expertise can historically be found 
in the public sector and in particular the healthcare sector. 

“Since Dunwoodie Architects was founded in 1990, we 
have always been heavily involved in architectural work 
for the NHS and private healthcare,” said joint director 
& owner, Laura Ruxton. “Our founder, Mike Dunwoodie, 
had previously been working closely with the Northern 
Regional Health Authority but when the organisation was 
dissolved he saw an opportunity to work with some of 
the new authorities around the UK. He brought together 
a team of individuals with a wealth of experience in the 
healthcare sector so that we have now, 30 years later, 
become recognised as one of the leading specialist 
architects in the country for working with health 
authorities, although the company has also now expanded 
into the commercial, retail and residential sectors.”

Laura, who came to Newcastle in 2006 via her home 
country of Colombia, and Switzerland where she concluded 
her architecture and business qualifications, has been with 
Dunwoodie Architects for her entire career. She was also 
instrumental in merging Dunwoodie with Swift Architects, 
owned by Peter Swift, in 2017. 

A quick scan of their website…www.dunwoodiearchitects.
co.uk…will show the level of importance the company 
places on its work for the public health sector. Their 
portfolio of projects with the NHS, hospitals, care homes, 
health centres, GP surgeries and other healthcare providers 
is extensive. 

In our region they provided architectural services for 
North Tyneside General and South Tyneside hospitals, 

University Hospital Durham, North Tees and Hartlepool 
hospitals, Sunderland Royal Infirmary and Queen Elizabeth 
in Gateshead. They are currently working with the RVI in 
Newcastle on their new multi-storey car park. 

Elsewhere around the country you will find Dunwoodie 
Architects’ work at hospitals in Hull, Scarborough and 
Sheffield. 

Good news obviously spreads far and wide because the 
business has also worked for hospitals in Canada and has 
recently completed work for the planning and design of 
a new €100m Outpatient Department at the Mater Dei 
Hospital in Malta.  

It has now got to the stage that Dunwoodie Architects 
is seen as an industry leader when it comes to working 
within the health sector. 

“We believe in creating architecture that makes a 
significant contribution to the quality of the built 
environment, our surroundings and places in which we live 
and work,” added Laura. “Through our architecture we aim 
to create spaces and environments that have a positive 
impact on people’s lives, be it living, working, socialising 
or healing. This is especially important with hospitals, 
surgeries and healthcare centres. These buildings need to 
serve a variety of purposes but principally they are a place 
of work for the staff and a place where the general public 
go for treatment and care. We need to make sure that the 
building ‘works’ for both parties. The staff need to have the 
space and facilities while the general public need to feel 
comfortable in the environment. 

Working for the NHS and other healthcare providers can 
be complicated because there are invariably a whole host 
of specifications, constraints & criteria which have to 
be met. Thankfully, 30 years of experience in this sector 
allows us to anticipate a lot of the potential pitfalls and 
move the project on quickly.”

In other words, Dunwoodie Architects are the classic 
example of…’been there - done it.’

Dunwoodie Architects. They had designs on the past; now 
they’re building for the future. 

Do you have a project that you’d like to discuss?   
You can contact Laura, Peter and their team at Dunwoodie Architects by calling 0191 3758838 or emailing info@dunwoodiearchitects.co.uk  

DUNWOODIE ARCHITECTS -  
BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE

Most architectural practices tend to operate in a broad range of construction 
sectors. However, some become recognised for one particular field. 
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Interesting times too in the property sector. On 
the commercial side, some tough rent negotiations 
are ongoing and there is an anticipation of voids in 
the leisure, entertainment and hospitality sectors 
as small businesses are forced to close their 
doors. Office accommodation is one to watch as 
businesses discover some workers are happier and 
more productive working from home. 

Empty offices can now be converted to residential 
premises without the need for planning permission 
by applying for Permitted Development Rights (PDR). 
This is a great idea on paper, providing an easy route 
to convert empty offices into much needed inner-
city accommodation. Unfortunately, unscrupulous 
landlords have used PDR to create tiny living spaces, 
often with no windows or natural ventilation. These 
properties have been referred to as ‘the slums of the 
future’ and it remains to be seen if there is will on the 
part of Government to regulate PDRs.

Our block management division has had an 
interesting time of it with a flood of instructions 
from owners of blocks of flats. There seem to be 
two factors in play here. First, a number of large 
block management companies have simply run 
up the shutters since the beginning of lockdown. 
Phones and emails go unanswered, maintenance is 
neglected yet leaseholders are still expected to pay 
a management fee.  

Second, people with time on their hands can 
research precisely what it is they are getting for 
that fee, then how easy it is to take back control 
of their block management. This latter is relatively 
easy by enacting Right to Manage legislation. But for 
leaseholders, it can be a bit like a dog chasing a car. 
When he caches it, what is he going to do with it?

Block management is a complicated business for 
leaseholders. Each leaseholder needs to have a share 

in the limited company setup to manage the block. 
The lease is governed by Landlord and Tenant law, 
the limited company by Company Law. While these 
two systems run roughly in parallel, there are grey 
areas and here be dragons.

In a recent example, a leaseholder demanded from 
us personal details on all other leaseholders in the 
block. We thought this an unreasonable request so 
the matter ended up in the High Court. We won. 
The same leaseholder brought the same action in 
another block in Greater Manchester. He won. 

In both cases barristers put the case for either side 
and the learned judges reached a decision. Or rather, 
they reached two different decisions on the same 
set of facts. If the legal experts cannot agree on an 
interpretation, what chance has the layman? Hence 
our rush of instructions and a halt to banana bread 
production.

D
am

iano Rea, D
irector, H

eaton Property
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BANANA BREAD AND DOGS CHASING CARS
The law of unforeseen consequences has been hard at work during the Covid-19 crisis with locked-down 
people discovering talents they never imagined they possessed. Plaster and some building materials are 
in short supply due to a rush of DIY activity, some unlikely social media stars have emerged and enough 

banana bread has been made to feed a sizeable army.

Heaton Property was setup in 2005 and specialises in providing rental property for professionals in Newcastle upon Tyne and the surrounding areas.  
In June 2014 the company won gold in the Times/Sunday Times Letting Agency of the Year Awards.

Heaton Property website: www.heatonproperty.com   Tel: 0191 240 0665   Email: office@heatonproperty.com



4-bed house for sale on Bridget Gardens,  
Newcastle Great Park 

£339,995
Originally built in 2016 The Haddenham by Taylor Wimpey consists 
of hallway, lounge, kitchen diner and utility room. On the first floor 
are 4 double bedrooms, master and bedroom two both with en-
suite plus the family bathroom. The property is fully UPVC glazed 
throughout, heated by gas, radiators and light fittings in all rooms. 

4-bed terraced house for sale on  
Wolsingham Road, Gosforth 

£389,950 
Ground floor comprising of hallway, sitting room, dining room and 

kitchen/family room to the rear. The first floor has bedrooms two, 
three and four plus the family bathroom and the laundry room. 

The second floor has bedroom one and the en-suite.The property 
is heated by gas and has Hive heating control. There are radiators 

and light fittings in all rooms. The property benefits from having 
CCTV front and back for additional security.

3-bed mid-terrace house for sale on  
Elemore Close, Newcastle Great Park 

£199,950
This property, built in 2012, is a Taylor Wimpey design. The house 
style is split over 3 floors, fully UPVC double glazed with gas 
combination boiler central heating. All rooms equipped with 
radiators and light fittings. This property is beautifully presented 
throughout. Television and telephone points installed.

3-bed detached house for sale on  
Esperley Avenue, Newcastle Great Park

£235,000 
This property is a Taylor Wimpey design with spacious hallway, 

lounge, kitchen/diner, WC and utility room. On the first floor there is 
a spacious master bedroom with dressing area, en-suite, bedrooms 
two and three and the family bathroom. The property is heated by 
gas, has upvc throughout, radiators and light fittings in all rooms.

Bowden House, 42 Bowden Close, Great Park, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE13 9GB.

info@birdhouseproperties.co.uk     0191 660 1568
www. birdhouseproperties.co.uk

FIND YOUR NEW NEST WITH BIRD HOUSE PROPERTIES



Fresh out of university four years ago, I knew I 
wanted to get into marketing, but I didn’t know 
how. Like many I’d chosen to do a degree in a 
subject that I loved (English Literature) and, at 19 
didn’t think too much about the career prospects 
that would be available to me afterwards. I spent 
a long time evading the ‘so you’re going to be a 
teacher question’ and instead put all my energy 
into researching professional development 
courses that would help me enter a career path 
I loved.

I spent hours seeking out learning opportunities 
hoping they would make me more desirable to 
employers and gained a lot of knowledge of the 
industry. But what I never got, was real exposure 
into what the jobs I wanted entailed beyond the job 
description. When I eventually got into marketing, 
I didn’t have a practical understanding of what I 
needed to do to stand out. 

Looking back, it’s clear that the learning experiences 
that were available to me were all focused around 
academic learning. This wasn’t something I thought 
to challenge as it was what was so familiar after 
all my years in education. And still now, the idea 
of professional development for many can catapult 
us back to our school days – it’s often perceived as 
something we have to do rather than an amazing 

opportunity to upskill and transform the way we 
work. But if we seize these opportunities and look 
for courses that offer practical skills, tools and 
methods that we can apply to our every day, we 
can breathe new life into our careers. It just takes 
some digging.

Rather than looking for big industry names for 
the sake of a certificate, look at the level of 
practicality you can get out of a course. Speak to 
your management team and relay the benefits of 
how continued development can make a difference 
within your organisation. A valuable course should 
enable you to apply new learnings directly in your 
role. You should therefore be able to make your 
case for investing in external training by explaining 
the impact it can have on your organisation. Of 
course, theory is important but there’s a fine line 
between what’s necessary to know and what’s 
academic fluff. 

This is why we set out to develop Fabric – an 
organisation that empowers the most ambitious 
marketers to thrive in their career. Having secured 
my first agency role in 2017, I was mentored by 
Lisa Eaton, founder of Unwritten and was taught 
an approach to marketing that has enabled me 
to deliver winning strategies for organisations 
throughout the North East. We soon thought that 

this was something that could help many people in 

the industry gain the practical knowledge and skills 

to accelerate their career. 

Over the last decade, the role of the marketer 

has changed significantly. It’s no longer enough 

to focus on traditional advertising methods, there 

has to be a direct correlation between marketing 

spend and business impact. That’s why we built 

a programme that supports marketers to build 

a measurable integrated marketing strategy for 

their own organisation, centred around business 

objectives. After our combined 20 years in industry, 

it’s the course Lisa and I wish had been made 

available to us right at the start of our career. 

No matter which stage you’re at in your career, it’s 

always important to keep learning and embrace 

the ongoing need to replenish your skills. But it’s 

also important to do so in a way that is beneficial 

beyond academia. By undertaking courses focused 

around building experience as well as knowledge, 

you can gain insights into different aspects of 

your role and spark interests that could take your 

career in a new direction. You can also learn new 

skills to make a bigger impact within your current 

organisation to move your career forward. 

LIFELONG LEARNING IS THE KEY TO  
UNLOCKING A CAREER YOU LOVE

Discussing the importance of continued professional development, Maddy Houghton, Head of Delivery at Fabric, 
shares her experience of driving her marketing career progression, and her advice for those looking to do the same.
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Maddy Houghton

fabric-academy.com
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DURHAM MARKETING 
CAMPAIGN AIMS TO 

GET TOURISM BACK ON 
TRACK

Destination management organisation Visit 
County Durham has launched a marketing 
campaign that promotes Durham as being 
‘Worth the Wait’, inspiring visitors from within 
the region to choose the county for a day visit 
or staycation. 

As consumer confidence starts to slowly return, the 
campaign showcases the range of experiences to 
be found in the county, from family fun and the 
great outdoors, to coast and countryside getaways 
and unique shopping experiences.

The campaign also provides a free promotional 
platform for Visit County Durham Partners and 
visitor economy businesses, with hundreds featured 
on the dedicated ‘Worth the Wait’ website.

Michelle Gorman, Managing Director of Visit 
County Durham, said: “As people enjoy spending 
more time with loved ones, we want to encourage 
them to choose Durham. The ‘Worth the Wait’ 
campaign will showcase the county and inspire 
residents of the North East to choose Durham.”

NORTH EAST DESIGN 
AGENCY DOCVINCI 

TARGETS PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICE FIRMS 

A brand-new design agency co-founded during 
lockdown by Newcastle local Dan Graham has 
set an ambitious mission of livening-up tired, old 
documents and videos from professional service 
firms around the UK.

Specifically targeted at accountants, financial 
advisers and solicitors in the UK, the founders of 
docVinci (Dan Graham and Rohan Sivajoti) have 
vowed to revolutionise the documents and videos 
of professional service firms into an art form to 
help them with their branding.

Both directors of North East based financial 
planning firm Postcard Planning, the docVinci 
founders understand the challenges met by 
professional services when it comes to design.

In an attempt to keep things simple, docVinci have 
decided to use a blanket pricing structure. Graham 
commented: “It’s £47 an hour, no more, no less. 
Fixed pricing is the simplest way to do business and 
we wanted to keep it simple, too.”

HORIZON WORKS ANNOUNCES NEW PARTNERSHIP 
B2B marketing agency Horizon Works has underlined its support for innovative North East businesses, 
by joining Innovation SuperNetwork as a partner.

Innovation SuperNetwork is a ‘network of networks’ which brings together more than 50 partners and 
5000+ businesses to generate fresh ideas, new market opportunities, knowledge and money to support 
SMEs in the North East.

Horizon Works, which is headquartered at Northumberland Business Park near Cramlington, offers 
marketing, strategy, PR, digital and creative services. The firm works across sectors including manufacturing, 
technology and the public sector.

Through the partnership, Horizon Works will be supporting Innovation SuperNetwork by offering marketing 
expertise to the SMEs it works with and delivering webinars and workshops as part of the network’s 
activities.

The Innovation SuperNetwork’s current projects include the Climate Change Innovation Accelerator, the 
Rural Innovation Programme, Innovation Challenge 8 and an Access to Finance Programme. The network is 
also hosting VentureFest North East in March 2021. 

O APPOINTS NEW 
DIGITAL LEAD AS IT 

CONTINUES GROWTH 
PLANS

Creative communications agency O has grown 
its senior team with the appointment of a digital 
account director, as the agency celebrates 15 
years in business.

Digital specialist Steve Maybury joins O’s team to 
expand its digital services, including SEO, paid and 
organic social media management and creative 
content marketing.

Steve brings 18 years’ experience working 
in communications, with a focus on content 
marketing, digital PR and SEO, lead generation and 
impact measurement. 

Steve said: “This is a challenging time for businesses 
but an exciting phase for digital communications 
and marketing which is coming to the fore as a way 
to help businesses differentiate and recover post-
lockdown.

“I’m looking forward to working with such a great 
portfolio of national and international brands and 
local businesses, as well as working with the team 
to help get our clients in the best position possible 
to face the future head on.”



It is, however, a subject that PR and Marketing 
professionals will endlessly argue over with 
their views inevitably influenced by their own 
political opinions. There is, however, a larger 
question behind the tragedy of immigrants 
making the dangerous Channel crossing and the 
Government’s spat with the ice cream makers of 
how should brands react to political controversy 
and current affairs – should they stay clear, 
should they broadcast their own views or should 
they exploit them as marketing opportunities?

First, some background. On August 11th, in 
response to the Home Secretary’s tough approach 
to immigrants crossing the Channel, Ben and 
Jerry’s UK, used its Twitter account to broadcast 
to 58,000 followers that she should ‘show more 
humanity’ to the unfortunate individuals and that 
‘people wouldn’t make the dangerous journeys 
if they had any choice.” Various Government 
figures then responded in turn by branding Ben & 
Jerry’s as ‘over-priced junk food’ whilst Tory Party 
Chairman, James Cleverly, accused the company of 
‘statistically inaccurate virtue signalling.’

Although B&J’s was established in 1978 by 
Californian friends Ben Cohen and Jerry Greenfield, 
its success meant it had long ceased to be the 
hippie cottage industry it had originated as and 
had been bought out by the multinational Unilever 

in 2000. Interestingly, however, the brand kept 
to the founders’ philosophy of ‘trying to make a 
difference’, famously campaigning for gay marriage 
rights in Australia in 2017, against President Trump’s 
wall on the Mexican border, boycotting Facebook in 
the US in June because of racism and hate speech 
and being a vocal supporter of the Black Lives 
Matter movement. Unilever itself had also sided 
with the UK Government just in February when it 
agreed to stop marketing ice cream to children in 
the light of the obesity crisis.

Now whether this tweet was a marketing ploy, 
honest feelings of humanity or what is now known 
as ‘virtue signalling’ or publicly sharing a view on 
a social or political issue to gain approval and 
acknowledgement of their own humanity, thereby 
passively rebuking those who don’t share this view, 
is a matter of debate.

There’s little doubt that the spat enormously raised 
the brand’s profile and most probably caused a 
spike in sales (although, in truth, the heat wave 
of that week was probably more responsible…) 
whilst for the Government, who were looking to 
change the immigration and asylum laws to deter 
the crossings in line with their Brexit promises, 
the additional publicity was probably also quite 
welcome. Stuck in the middle, however, were the 
unfortunate and desperate individuals who were 

being trafficked by ruthless gangs and risking their 
lives to attempt the crossing in small boats.

A survey carried out by the PR industry trade 
revealed PR professionals were evenly divided on 
their views as to whether the brand was right to 
criticise the Government but it was later revealed 
that the online survey had been overwhelmingly 
in support of the brand’s action until Conservative 
activists had hijacked it by forwarding to non-
industry party supporters!

I personally believe that brands do have social 
responsibilities and should be robust enough to 
address social justice issues and stand up for what 
they believe. By doing so they are putting purpose 
at the heart of what they do, but, as politicians 
know to their cost, they have to be consistent in 
this and be absolutely sure there’s no skeletons 
in their own closet which could attract claims of 
hypocrisy. 

The chink in Unilever’s armour of its contribution 
to deforestation for soy cultivation, was largely 
missed by the furious Conservative media whilst 
the complexities of international law and asylum, 
coupled with a Government intent on scoring 
points in the run-up to Brexit, made this whole 
issue a potential minefield, which I may well have 
advised clients to avoid…

As Francis Urquhart, played by Ian Richardson, said in the BBC’s adaption of Michael Dobbs’  
‘House of Cards’ in 1990, “You might think that. I couldn’t possible comment.” 

Do you need some assistance with your marketing, PR or design? Do you need to review your strategy or do you want to know how we can help your 
business? Talk to us. Email your questions anonymously to us today hello@silverbulletmarketing.co.uk or Tweet us (not so anonymously) @SilverBulletPR.

“ ”
WAS BEN & JERRY’S CRITICISM OF  

PRITI PATEL JUST CYNICAL MARKETING?
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At Blue Streak Content, we’ve been helping many of our clients to 
drive sales and enhance exposure levels throughout the COVID-19 
pandemic. Although many business owners are hesitant to invest in 
content marketing during these testing times, companies can experience 
substantial benefits. 

BOOSTING BRAND EXPOSURE

People still need to buy products and services during pandemics. With 
consumers spending more time at home searching for things to purchase, 
there’s no better time to invest in content marketing. Regular blogs and 
articles can help companies maintain and boost their visibility so they can 
be found when customers search for relevant terms. With so many people 
preferring to make purchases from the safety of their homes, now is the 
perfect time to reach out to these consumers. 

SETTING REALISTIC MARKETING GOALS

 When we start working with a client, we’ll encourage them to think about 
what they want to accomplish over a short period of time. Working together, 

we help them to establish a short-term plan with measurable goals and 
set achievable yet challenging targets to hit. With the UK now officially 
in recession, businesses may need to be prepared to revaluate and adapt 
their strategy if the right results aren’t being seen. At Blue Streak Content, 
we’re always honest and upfront with our clients, and we’ll let them know if 
elements of their content marketing campaign need to be tweaked.

We also recognise that firms may need to adapt their content marketing 
solutions in response to changing financial situations. We can sit down with 
you and develop a customised marketing solution that meets your business’s 
needs and budget during these tough times.

SERVING A RANGE OF INDUSTRIES

The team at Blue Streak have helped several companies to climb the search 
engine rankings in recent months. Clients include online retailers, home 
improvement firms, caterers, and video production companies, amongst 
many others. Blue Streak Content has been providing copywriting services to 
UK companies all of sizes for more than a decade. Why not get in touch to 
find out how we can help your business reach its full potential?

Catherine Challen, Blue Streak Content, www.bluestreakcontent.com, 07771802870

M E D I A  I N S I G H T
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COMPANIES URGED TO INVEST IN  
CORONA-PROOF CONTENT MARKETING  

Teesside copywriting firm Blue Streak Content is helping local firms through uncertain times.

Catherine Challen





Did you always envisage a career in the media industry?

Absolutely. While I hedged my bets by reading a joint honours 
degree in French and Media at the University of Leeds, the 
decision was made when I completed two public relations 
internships during the four year course. I loved the work and 
knew I’d found my chosen career.

What has been your career path so far?

My second work placement was at Tyne Tees Television and I 
was fortunate to be offered a role there in the Regional Affairs 
team once I graduated. I then moved to a PR consultancy before 
taking up increasingly senior roles at a variety of full-service 
marketing agencies. 

The best bit has been setting up my own business 12 years ago 
and developing the offer every year. 

Today Astute.Work specialises in helping management teams 
rationalise their offer, simplify positioning, manage change, 
build capacity and demonstrate accountable leadership to build 
reputation and trust. It’s very fulfilling and the Coronavirus 
pandemic has only increased demand for our services. 

What have been the biggest challenges you  
have faced so far?

Probably not the biggest but the most regularly trying are poor 
briefs, lousy budgets, overblown expectations and a lack of 
understanding of public relations generally. If an organisation 
wants to build reputation and social capital alongside its 
bottom line, it’s not an overnight affair. It takes a leadership 
mindset adjustment, investment and time. 

Who do you most respect in your industry?

Anyone who creates content and builds communities. Right 
now, I’m in awe of Elizabeth Bananuka who launched BME 
PR Pros, a community for black, Asian, mixed race and ethnic 
minority PR practitioners. She’s since launched The Blueprint, 
a diversity mark that helps organisations attract, retain and 
nurture diverse talent, while helping talented BAME comms pros 
to find employers committed to supporting them to achieve 
their career dreams. 

Amazing, right?

Which fictional media character can you most relate to?

I love Bradley Jackson in The Morning Show, played by Reese 
Witherspoon. She can’t bear inequality and is passionate about 
fighting for social justice. I totally relate. 

How have you adapted your business during the 
coronavirus crisis and supported clients?

Astute.Work was unique when it launched over a decade ago 
as it is based on a virtual business model. This may be more 
common now, but it meant it was business as usual for us when 
COVID-19 hit. We were able to advise clients on the transition 

to homeworking, communication models and tools and 
maintaining organisational culture, among other things. 

Outside of that, Astute.Work has its own podcast, My Friends In 
The North, and we quickly used this as a basis for sharing public 
information at the start of the crisis, interviewing many of the 
region’s leaders who shared what interventions were taking 
place and where people could go for help.

What is your greatest strength?

Fortitude. My background and family have helped me develop 
an ability to get up and go again, even when it’s tough. 
Sometimes you’ve just got to put one foot in front of the other 
until the situation changes, which it always does.

What is your biggest weakness?

I’ve three. Number one is impatience, number two is expecting 
too much of myself and number three is an apparent inability 
to build in enough downtime! 

What has been your proudest achievement?

Outside of my two boys, it’s creating a series of books and 
community called #FuturePRoof. This is aimed at reasserting 
public relations as a strategic management function and it 
reaches PR and business people alike. The content is all available 
free of charge via www.futureproofingcomms.co.uk, something 
that matters to me as I’m all for social mobility. 

What are your remaining career aspirations?

On the subject of social mobility, I am keen to launch a 
Community Interest Company called Socially Mobile that helps 
public relations practitioners from disadvantaged backgrounds 
secure the skills they need to become strategic professionals 
and improve their employment opportunities. It’s been in the 
works sometime now but I’m hoping to make it a reality this 
year so watch this space.

How do you see your industry evolving in the  
next 10 years?

I believe that the COVID-19 pandemic and exit from the 
European Union is a great opportunity for management and 
PR practitioners to demonstrate their value to business. We can 
help with horizon scanning, data gathering, risk management 
and strategic planning, as well as with the decision-making 
that helps organisations manage turbulence and prepare for 
sustainability and growth. I really hope businesses recognise 
what strategic practitioners can bring to the role and procure 
accordingly. 

Media Matters 
In a new series of features Northern Insight talks to leading  
figures in the region’s media industry. 

This month we meet Sarah Waddington, Managing Director of 
management,  PR and marketing agency Astute.Work

M E D I A  I N S I G H T
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07702 162704     @Mrs_Wadds     sarah@astute.work     www.astute.work
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Sarah Waddington



Sara Young is an Integrative Psychotherapist, EMDR 
therapist, and Neurotherapist and she has formed the 
CIC, Changing Minds with Pick Up a Penny to offer a 

multidisciplinary range of mental health interventions 
for children, young people and their families. 

“The positive experience we’ve had is that we were able 
to secure Covid-19 funding through the lottery fund. 

This allowed us to work with children, young people and 
adults throughout lockdown and to carry out crucial 

trauma work related to the pandemic.”

www.changingmindswithpickupapenny.co.uk

RADAR CLIENT’S POSITIVE 
WAVELENGTH 

Members of Highlights PR’s RADAR programme have seen some positive outcomes from the COVID-19 pandemic.  
Here we see how their businesses have changed and how they are helping others.

Andrew Bartlett, founder of the Roam Local Campaign is revolutionising the way 
we look and interact with local destinations. His Roam App has been providing 
huge support to independent businesses by providing local destinations with the 
latest in App technology. 

“The Roam App is a destination guide on mobile devices phone and allows our 
users access to local information no matter where they are. When a business 
claims their listing on Roam it effectively acts as their own app, but with a 
much larger ecosystem that has algorithms to drive customer engagement 
and additional footfall. The campaign has a huge focus on providing 
local businesses with a free to use tool to retain customers.”  roam-local.co.uk

Neil Fraser from Northumberland  
Wills and Probate now has a  
toolkit that includes a protective visor, 
surgical gloves and a facemask!

“Lockdown forced us to get into the 
21st century when unheard of video 
conferencing became the norm. We had to 
change our ways but it certainly saved us 
travel costs and we passed that on to our 
customers. I was loving three weeks to the 
gallon for sure! Now lockdown has eased, 
we are again able to visit customers face-
to-face in their homes but as many are in 
their older years, we are taking additional 
precautions such as PPE and sending 
everything out in advance to reduce the 
time we need to be physically present. 
Going forward, we’re equally happy to do 
video meetings and pass on the savings. 
And another advantage of that - It means 
you don’t need to tidy up!” 

www.northumberlandwills.co.uk

Ross Parker from Seven Keys Estate Agents said:

“Throughout the pandemic, we’ve worked harder than 
ever and emerged better off amidst worries at the 
beginning of March. Across the Estate Agency and Seven 
Bridges Investment Management, we’ve taken on an 
extra 100 managed properties and secured a substantial 
takeover to acquire an extra 600 clients, dealing with 
individual’s private pensions within the IFA business.”

www.sevenkeys.co.uk

 Daniel Wilkinson’s Blyth based business DW 
Media has literally found new marketplaces  
during the pandemic.

“We’ve been busy helping a market in Arbroath, 
Scotland get online by providing wi-fi 

connections for traders so that they could take 
card payments as the mobile data signal in that 

area wasn’t strong enough. It’s great to be able to 
help small businesses with technology.” 

www.thedwmedia.co.uk



Become a member of Highlights PR's RADAR programme.

Benefit from more than 15 years in the PR industry.

Get your name out to local and national press, TV, radio, magazines and more.

Special bonus for RADAR clients: 

• Interview on Radio Northumberland

• Crisis PR management advice

• Feature in Highlights PR's newsletter

• Exclusive offers on PR, media training and more

• LED advert beamed from the floating office

Contact Keith Newman for more details.

Visit him on his floating office

keith@highlightspr.co.uk

07814 397951

www.highlightspr.co.uk

Are you on the media's RADAR?

You can be... for less than the price of a couple of coffees a week!

Jackie Wilson from  Brickhouse Media Services helps SMEs 
tell their stories by writing, re-evaluating, refreshing and 
revising content for websites, marketing texts, e-books or 
specialist articles.

“My business has been around for just over six years - and 
there’ve been a lot of ups and downs, as with most small 
independent companies. Strangely (because it was not 
at all expected), in the months since Covid-19 turned our 
working days upside down, Brickhouse Media Services has 
done well. And I suspect that this may have something 
to do with (panic-driven) focus - on maintaining client 
relationships despite lockdown and on making sure I’m still 
‘findable’ for those that are looking. I’m in some degree 
a virus survivor - and look forward to applying what I’ve 
learned to help others.”

To become part of the Highlights PR RADAR programme contact Keith@highlightspr.co.uk 07814 397951

Eleanor Baggaley from The Snowdrop Story says that Covid-19 has 
given her a positive push in the right direction to get things done. 

“I’d like to say I’ve had the time to do it all but caring for three children 
whilst running my businesses has meant time has been tight and I’ve 

had to be creative. The last few months have made me look closely at 
what I offer and how to improve. I have taken my baby/toddler signing 
and sensory classes online, creating a parents’ e-learning platform full 
of activities for parents to do with their children in their own time. I am 

seriously considering keeping it this way to support families beyond the 
North East and reach those parents who work full time and/ or cannot 

make classes in person. 

“For my children’s books, I’m taking on-board their messages to believe 
in my own dreams, being grateful for this time and the opportunities 

it’s provided, I’m looking at ways to expand their reach and help more 
young children to build their confidence, explore their emotions and 

understand how to include others who might be a little bit different.”

Classes information at www.TheSnowdropStory.co.uk, book information 
at www.EleanorBaggaley.com
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Did you always envisage a career in the industry?

I always fancied becoming a war correspondent. It wasn’t to 
be. After study and uni, I managed to become a journalist – but 
only got as far as Wrexham, Chester, Newcastle and Darlington. 
After around seven years I left the business desk and newsroom 
to move into PR.

What is your favourite aspect of the job? 

Juggling lots of balls. Like a newsroom, few days are ever the 
same in PR and communications. Best made plans can be blown 
apart; it’s how you respond. I love working with businesses who 
want to be better. I enjoy listening to their growing pains, while 
getting to understand their complex issues and helping them 
reach their goals. It’s still good to be tested. And it’s better still 
to see a plan come together.

What has been your career defining moment? 

There have been many small moments. Leaving newspapers 
and changing career was one. Years later, in 2000, came the big 
step of setting up MHW PR with two pals (Alasdair Mitchell 
and Ian Watson). And then building and developing a strong 
B2B consultancy over 20 years. Lots of highs and, of course, 
some lows. I’ve been fortunate to work with some outstanding 
clients – in property, healthcare, manufacturing, education and 
business services. Many of these have been with me on the 
journey for a significant part of the last 20 years. 

How do you measure success? 

Retaining long-lasting client relationships and winning work 
through referrals. Paying the bills. Managing a decent work-life-
balance. The latter has fluctuated over the years but is much 
better today.

What have been the biggest changes in the  
industry since you started?

So much has changed and yet the fundamentals haven’t. 
Technology has been the biggest disruptor. My career has 
moved from working on typewriters with ink ribbons to using 
PCs and iPads. The internet has opened many new channels 
to market for clients. These changes have thrown up exciting 
opportunities along with some challenges. For too many these 
days there is a tendency to jump into tactics and the latest 
shiny new thing. I like to believe a fundamental that hasn’t 
altered is the need to assess a client’s situation and come up 
with a strategy to reach the audiences they need to influence.

How has your skillset developed accordingly? 

As I’ve been acquiring new knowledge and skills, I’ve been 
unlearning some. For instance, I barely use the 100-word 
a minute short-hand skill I once had. You need to stay 
relevant in a changing landscape. There’s a bigger toolkit of 
communications tricks these days; and there’s a plethora of 
tactics. The real challenge is understanding which tactics, when 
combined in a cohesive strategy, do the best job for the client. 
Specialist, trade and technical media continues to have a role 
for many of our clients. The tools may alter but good thinking 
is always needed. As long as businesses have problems with 
their profile and reputation there will always be a need for 
experienced, strategic thinking.

Are you a risk taker by nature or more conservative? 

Conservative, no. But I’m no gambler. I work the averages.

To what would you attribute your success? 

Setting a low bar! And surrounding myself with good people.

What’s your biggest weakness and how have  
you managed this? 

Intolerance. It remains a work in progress. I can also be a little 
too blunt for my own good. 

How do you remain motivated? 

I remain curious, reading and listening a lot. Liaising with clients 
always throws up new, interesting scenarios and problems 
to resolve. I also try to mix with interesting, quirky people. 
These include some young guns in the creative digital sector 
(Steven Symonds at NE6 Studio), old guns in graphic design 
(Craig Hutton, Room8Design) and others who have a leftfield 
perspective. If you surround yourself with smart, enthusiastic 
people then life can be fun and rewarding.

Would you prefer to be liked or respected? 

I suppose I like to be respected. In truth, I don’t lose sleep over 
it. I refer to something Dr David Cliff of Gedanken wrote in 
the last issue of Northern Insight: ‘Worrying about what others 
think shackles thinking and dampens the imagination.’

I’ll retire when… 

I lose my mojo; and then I’ll finally devote time to beekeeping.
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STAYING POWER...

Longevity in business is something to be admired. In this series of features, we are celebrating some of  
the most accomplished professionals from across the North East business community. Aimed at major  

players with 20+ years’ experience in their respective sectors, we provide a fascinating insight into  
what makes them tick and what we can learn from them.

This month we chat to…

WAYNE HALTON
Director and owner of MHW PR, a leading business-to-business communications consultancy  

which recently celebrated its 20th anniversary during lockdown.

More details www.mhwpr.co.uk
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Why do people do Chartered Institute of 
Marketing (CIM) qualifications?

The main reason is to gain skills and knowledge. 
They might want to get a job in marketing or 
communications or to develop their career.

People find the fact that you can gain a CIM Award 
(one module in about three months) or a whole 
qualification (three modules in about nine months) 
attractive. Studying also links you to a group of 
people doing similar work which helps you build your 
network of the future. Both these reasons help you 
to develop your marketing career. It’s a competitive 
marketplace where CIM qualifications are still asked 
for and recognised as a key asset by employers.

When is the best time to start studying for 
CIM qualifications?

Genuinely you can start at school! The CIM 
Foundation Certificate in Professional Marketing/
Digital Marketing sits well, for example, with A-Level 
Business Studies. Or you can do it between your 
exams finishing in June and the beginning of the 
autumn term. It can be a great way to add another 
‘A’ level qualification to your CV and enhance your 
‘personal statement’ for university.

If working rather than studying at university, is your 

preference. the CIM suite of qualifications provides 
the ideal way to secure affordable professional skills 
and allow you to earn as you learn. Some candidates 
continue their studies to the higher levels and can 
complete the equivalent to a BA Hons qualification 
in marketing before their school friends have left 
university to join the job market.

If you are already at university, irrespective of which 
degree you are studying, you might find it useful 
to consider some or all of the CIM Certificate in 
Professional Marketing/Digital Marketing. There 
aren’t many disciplines that don’t have marketing at 
their core, and it is an asset to be able to look at 
things from a customer or service user perspective 
(which is what marketers have to do).

If you have a degree in marketing or management 
already, then the logical step is to study for the CIM 
Diploma in Professional Marketing/Digital Marketing. 
All of the assessments for this qualification and 
above are company-based assignments which 
usually relate to very relevant aspects of the day job.

Employers notice a difference in the thought 
processes and behaviours of their employees doing 
these qualifications, and of course, the new strategic 
thinking they are bringing to the workplace has an 
economic impact on the business too. Your CV will 

have a BA Hons equivalent qualification also. If you 
studied at a Graduate Gateway University in the past 
five years, you might gain exemptions from the first 
module of study.

If you are lucky to enough to have any of the above 
already and/or five to ten years hands-on marketing 
management experience, then the next challenge 
for you could be the CIM Marketing Leadership 
Programme. A Masters level programme which 
encourages delegates to use the right analytical 
tools and thought processes to identify the strategic 
options open to the business and develop suitable 
plans for identifying and managing business growth. 
One of the elective modules, which can be studied 
on its own, is Consultancy. To have a recognised 
qualification in Consultancy as a practising Chartered 
Marketer is certainly a great differentiator. Delegates 
on all these programmes genuinely make a difference 
to the strategic direction of the companies in which 
they work. And, all these modules are assignment-
based so thankfully no exams!

The icing on the cake is that people love the 
graduation ceremony each year for all Diploma and 
Marketing Leadership graduates and putting DipM 
after their name.

When can I sign up?

Because we run a quarterly rolling programme so it’s 
possible to enrol any time of year. We have pivoted 
our delivery to virtual teaching and interactive 
webinars and all modules start September, January, 
April and June.

If you have time on your hands right now, it could 
be an ideal motivator to get your course underway 
for your first module. One step at a time, you will be 
amazed how quickly the time flies, and how soon you 
are receiving your final certificates of completion!

nesma is an accredited study centre for both the 
Chartered Institute of Marketing and The Chartered 
Institute of Public Relations.

WAYS TO ADVANCE YOUR CAREER 
WITH CIM QUALIFICATIONS

For this edition, we decided to turn the spotlight back on to  
our MD, Veronica Swindale, who is leading her team in  

preparation for the new September term.



Marketing and communications training
and qualifications for everyone.
nesma provides professional qualifications and training in marketing, 
digital marketing and communications for individuals and organisations.
All delivered flexibly via interactive group webinars.

NEW TERM STARTS SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2020

Talk to us about what you want to achieve.
T: 07734 222 254   E: hello@nesma.co.uk

WWW.NESMA.CO.UK

Want to move your career to the next level?
Please get in touch about starting a CIPR or CIM qualification with us.

8 qualifications designed to give you the knowledge,  
confidence and resilience to thrive in public relations  
including the  Specialist Diplomas in Digital Communications, 
Crisis Communications or Internal Communications.

Araminta Hartley 
PR and Media Officer 
Great North Air Ambulance Service 
CIPR Professional PR Diploma (L7)

“Completing this qualification has increased my 
knowledge and understanding of PR theories and 
concepts, I now feel more confident in creating and 
managing effective PR campaigns which strategically 
support my organisation’s goals and objectives.”

We are proud of our study centre pass rate of 98%

7 professional marketing/digital marketing qualifications  
to help you stand out from the crowd including the Masters  
Degree Level 7 Marketing Leadership Programme.

Lauren Watson 
Marketing Manager  
Crystallised 
CIM Certificate in Professional Marketing (L4)

“Studying this qualification has helped me to 
achieve a solid understanding of the theories behind 
marketing. Boosting my confidence to support the 
arts and culture organisations I work with and in 
turn, contributing to a promotion at work!”



While nearly everything came to a halt in early 2020, social media never 
slowed down. In fact, roughly half of consumers report using social more 
since the coronavirus pandemic began.

Within the space of months our world has dramatically shifted in what has 
been a defining moment in our lives. Everything has been affected, from how 
we work and shop to how we socialise and do business.

We don’t know what the future holds and accept that nobody else does either. 
We do know there isn’t one covid-19 story, there are 7.8 billion, and as others 
have said, this is a good time to ask questions and adapt the way we all work. 

Discover how social media has helped our clients; 

1. Social is an essential tool for businesses.

Social media has been an essential tool for many of our clients during covid-19 
from communicating key business updates, new initiatives and reassurance 
messages as business begin to reopen. We are seeing our clients connecting 
with the audiences better than ever before and on a more emotional level. 

2. Stay connected despite the (social) distance 

When the world feels unstable, people search for answers and a port in the 
storm, throughout the pandemic one of our top priorities was ensuring that our 
clients stayed connected with their customers and communities on social. No 
matter what industry you’re in, you need to keep in touch and be transparent 
with your customers. Consider how you can use your social network to help 
your business and others. 

3. Build personal connections

Many industries have faced major disruption during 2020 from retail to 
hospitality, while we may not be communicating as often face to face 
social media offers a cost effective and impactful platform to build personal 
connections with your customers. Focus on one-on-one interactions with 
people and businesses to build long term relationship people will remember 
long after covid-19.

4. Give your audience what they want and need

Social media is now more important than ever. It enables your brand to stay 
connected despite our current environment. The key is finding what your 
audience needs during this time both emotionally and physically. Do they want 
to be sold to right now? Would your product or service be valuable to them 
right now? Maybe your ideal customer just needs some feel good stories or 
wants to know how your brand is supporting its community.

5. Customers turn to social with Covid-19 queries

We have seen a significant increase in the number of inbound customer 
enquiries over recent months as customers turn to social in search of answers 
and support. We have shown our clients how powerful social media can be for 
providing customer support and helping to ease tensions and concerns. 

Whether your business is well established on social media or looking for a new 
channel to communicate with your customers, consider how you can adapt to 
business as unusual. 

For more information visit www.curtisgabriel.com
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DISCOVER HOW SOCIAL MEDIA CAN HELP  
YOU STAY CONNECTED

North East social, digital and design agency, Curtis Gabriel explain how social media can help  
you and your business stay connected during these tumultuous times.



Are you ready for 
Business as unusual?

‘You can guide your business out of COVID19 with the support of quality social media 
and digital marketing, ensuring you are prepared to fight for your previous customers, 

maximise new opportunities and pivoting where necessary.’

• Life is going to be different for a while, those business who adapt and enhance their product, service 
and marketing will enjoy the most success.

• It needs to be accepted that business will not go back to ‘normal’, there will be a New Normal -
Business as unusual.

• Traditional revenue streams will potentially be hard fought for. Customers will expect new and 
adjusted services and standards. This will create opportunity for new revenue streams and markets.

• Social media and digital marketing will be the most cost-effective way of targeting new audiences and 
achieving success for new and existing business development opportunities.

• The COVID19 lockdown has presented this opportunity with a shift in consumer paradigm. Increased 
value has been placed on local community and acts of generosity and charity, along with services to 
support this or living in the new normal.

• Those sitting within the heart of their community and audience, providing essential products/services 
and operationally accommodating a desire for increased standards of sanitization and social 
distancing will prevail. A trusted brand well established in the market and community at the forefront 
of customers minds will only maximise this success.

• Curtis Gabriel can help steer this success through:
• Creative thinking and application
• Brand amplification
• Community engagement
• Robust Strategy
• Targeted ads

• Measured social and commercial ROI

Find out more at www.curtisgabriel.com
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SUPERFAST BROADBAND FOR RURAL AREAS
Alnwick-based rural broadband and IT solutions specialist Alncom is urging those living in rural areas 
of Northumberland and the Scottish Borders with poor internet connections to apply for the gigabit 
voucher scheme.

The scheme is part of the government's election pledge to bring broadband speeds of up to 1,000Mbps to 
the whole country by 2025. 

Homes and businesses in rural areas of the UK may be eligible for funding towards the cost of installing 
gigabit-capable broadband when part of a group scheme.

Rural premises with broadband speeds of less than 100Mbps can use vouchers worth £1,500 per home and 
up to £3,500 for each SME to support the cost of installing new fast and reliable connections.

Alncom Managing Director, Stephen Pinchen, said: “The COVID-19 pandemic has shown how important it 
is to have access to superfast broadband. Being connected is key to communicating with family, working 
from home and allowing our rural economy to grow.

“As world leading internet specialists, we understand the demand for this therefore, we must stress that if 
anyone is interested to contact us soon as time is running out to take part.”

SALESFORCE 
PARTNERSHIP SPARKS 
RECRUITMENT DRIVE 
FOR UK TECH FIRM

Saggezza, a global technology solutions provider 
and consulting firm, has underlined its UK 
expansion plans after signing a new partnership 
with software giant Salesforce.

The company, which provides software solutions 
and systems integrations for clients, has launched 
a new, dedicated Salesforce Practice as it continues 
to improve its service offering to clients.

The Practice will be headed up by tech veteran 
Jeff Pigatto, based at the company’s global HQ 
in Chicago. However, much of the work will be 
serviced by Saggezza’s Global Delivery Centre, 
based in Sunderland, with a range of Salesforce-
specific roles to be created thereafter.

Saggezza, which employs more than 60 talented 
tech employees at its Sunderland Software Centre 
base, announced plans earlier this year to double 
its headcount in the North East over the next 24 
months. The partnership with Salesforce will act 
as a catalyst in helping the company realise its 
ambitions.

Martin Williams, Saggezza’s UK Managing Director, 
said: “Saggezza prides itself on helping its clients 
create innovative software solutions that enable 
them to achieve their goals. The addition of a 
dedicated Salesforce Practice will allow us to 
continue doing just that, integrating a trusted 
solution that will offer a world-class customer 
journey.”

VISUALSOFT KICKS 
OFF FIRST FOOTBALL 
CLUB WEBSITE FOR 
MIDDLESBROUGH

North East based eCommerce agency Visualsoft 
has scored its first-ever ecommerce website for 
a sports club, with the launch of an all-new site 
for Middlesbrough FC.

Visualsoft drew on its substantial experience 
across retail and fashion websites to develop the 
site. Shoppers can purchase the club’s official 
merchandise including a range of kit, sporting 
equipment, fashion garments, homeware, souvenirs 
and gifts.

Middlesbrough FC chose Visualsoft’s Enterprise+ 
Shared Success service, which incorporates 
ongoing marketing services across search engine 
optimisation, conversion rate optimisation and 
social media, as well as the website build, hosting 
and maintenance. The new website will receive four 
comprehensive health checks every year.

Supporters will also be delighted with the addition 
of the shirt personalisation feature later this year, 
which allows fans to customise their kits with 
sleeve patches, names and numbers so they can 
proudly display their club support, tailored to their 
exact requirements.

Jo-Ann Swinnerton, Head of Retail at Middlesbrough 
FC, said: “Visualsoft really understood what we 
were trying to achieve in terms of reaching out to 
our fans, making the most of the great relationship 
we already have and generating new lines of 
revenue through online sales.”



Life after Lockdown - 
Are you technology ready?
There is a new normal to our working lives and smart 
organisations are making sure their IT is lean, secure and  
able to offer employees all the tools they need.

0191 442 8300
contact@itps.co.uk

www.itps.co.uk

Don’t be left behind. Smart organisations are already gearing 
up in the race to take advantage of new opportunities. Talk to our 
experts about surviving and thriving with a free security review.

As the business world starts to focus on the future, we take a look at three 
key trends to emerge during the last few months, and their effect on ICT 
Infrastructures and their management.

• Security has finally become a board level responsibility. 
• Demand for managed services model rises.
• Increased appetite for cloud.



In a single day that same month more than 200 
million people took part in Teams meetings, and 
the product now has over 75 million daily users.  

Numbers such as these mark the most unusual 
economic circumstances in living memory, as 
organisations use all the tech tools at their disposal 
to adapt and remain open for business. 

As the business world starts to focus on the future, 
we take a look at three key trends to emerge 
during the last few months, and their effect on ICT 
infrastructures and their management.  

Demand for managed services models rises 

The business environment during the first half of 
2020 has brought home the complexities involved 
in managing a multi-faceted IT infrastructure, and 
forced business owners managing their IT in-house 
to question their approach.  

The crisis has highlighted the value of managed 
services partners (MSPs), who quickly transformed 
into essential service partners, stepping up to support 
clients throughout the immediate crisis and beyond.  

The priority was getting users securely up and 
running from home locations, and maintaining a 
secure, highly available IT infrastructure.  Having 
an MSP taking the strain and delivering IT as a 
flexible service proved invaluable to organisations 
struggling to deliver products and services to their 
own customers. 

In our own business we have seen a combination of 
organisations extending the scope of their managed 
services contract, and in some cases accelerating 
support and development plans so they emerge 
stronger and leaner.  

While we are all still feeling our way through the new 
normal, it is more vital than ever that organisations 
seek out smarter ways to ensure the IT supports 
the business goals, particularly for those that have 
been forced to pivot into a new model targeting new 
markets.  

The MSP market thrived during the last recession, 
thanks to organisations looking for ways to cut 
operational and infrastructure costs, and economic 
experts are predicting a similar upturn in quarters 
three and four of 2020, despite a global economic 
downturn.    

Increased appetite for cloud

The last few months have shown the key role 
that cloud services can play in enabling day to 
day operations, supporting innovation, improving 
efficiency and driving growth.  

Market experts say that global spending on cloud 
infrastructure in quarter two of 2020 rose by 31% 
to £27billion, as businesses looked to cloud based 
services to support them through lockdown. In 2019 
a Google survey revealed that more than half of the 
C-suite respondents said cloud would meet three 
quarters of their IT needs by 2029 and it will be 
interesting to see how lockdown affects the results 
of the next survey in the series.  

As cloud experts with two decades of experience, 
we are very open about the fact it may not be the 
right solution for every business. Yes, it can have 
a significant effect, but it needs to be carefully 
thought through and implemented with help from 
experts in on and off-premise, public and private 
cloud solutions, if you are to see maximum return 
on investment.   

Security has finally become a  
board level responsibility 

The rapid shift to remote working for a huge 
proportion of the UK workforce has seen cyber 
security switch from being seen as an IT issue to 
being regarded as a strategic risk management issue.  

Pre-pandemic, cyber security may not have been 
given the emphasis it warrants, but we have 
seen a dramatic increase in the number of boards 
suddenly becoming focussed on security, and the 
potential damage a cyber attack could have on the 
organisation, its customers and partners.  

It is now very common for topics such as 
ransomware, phishing and denial-of-service attacks, 
which were once the sole province of the IT steering 
group, to be on board level agendas. Directors and 
senior managers have become very aware that it is 
a case of when, not if, their business is attacked, and 
the measures they should be taking to mitigate risk. 

IT managers are reporting that proactive management 
of cyber risk now tops of everyone’s concerns, as we 
work together to protect key information assets and 
balance accessibility with security.  

What does the future hold  
for your business?  

As the dust begins to settle and we move forward, 
there are some big decisions to be made, including the 
chance to do things differently. Smart organisations 
are already gearing up in the race to take advantage 
of new opportunities. Don’t be left behind, talk to our 
experts about a technology roadmap to help your 
organisation survive and thrive.   

LIFE AFTER LOCKDOWN – ARE YOU TECHNOLOGY READY?   
Back in April Microsoft’s Chief Executive Satya Nadella was reported as saying the effect of the 

Coronavirus crisis was ‘two years worth of digital transformation in two months.’
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North of England Children’s Cancer Research (NECCR) was forced 
to postpone its annual Children’s Cancer Run, due to Covid-19. The 
run is a staple in the North East events calendar and usually takes 
place at Newcastle Racecourse in May. Through the run, around 
£300,000 is raised annually by individuals and families. In the past 
four decades, over £30 million has been raised by the public which 
has helped to establish the North East as world-leaders in childhood 
cancer research, helping to reverse children’s survival rates from 
20% then to over 80% today.

The event forms the NECCR’s main fundraising activity of the year and 
has left a significant gap in its 2020 calendar. 

Teaming up with innovation specialists Qrious, based at Hoults Yard in 
Newcastle, NECCR decided to look towards better technology instead 
to organise a virtual climbing event to help the charity continue to raise 
much-needed funds. 

Employees at Qrious volunteered their time and spent two weeks 
completing an innovation sprint to help NECCR develop the fundraising 
idea. During the fortnight they created an innovative and unique new 
App to help participants track their climbing elevation as they raise 
money. 

‘The Climb’ will take place in October 2020. Through the App, 
participants will be able to measure their climbing progress in real-time, 
tracking their ascent as they reach elevations equivalent to The Angel of 
the North, Ben Nevis or even the world’s highest peak, Mount Everest. 
Features within the App will allow fundraisers to see the panoramic 
view from the top of each climb as well as set goals and track progress. 

James Brown is Innovation and Strategy Director at Qrious and was 
instrumental in delivering the project. He said; “I am immensely proud 
of how the Qrious team collaborated – despite having to work remotely 
– volunteering their time to create this powerful new tool that will help 
NECCR continue to fundraise remotely. 

“Many charities have been hit hard by Covid-19. Their usual mass-
participation fundraising events have been cancelled or postponed and 
that has huge implications for their ability to raise money and in this 
case advance research into children’s cancer. 

“We wanted to help find a way around this major problem and joined 

forces with NECCR to find a solution. It was a really enjoyable and 
inspiring project – we were able to put our creative thinking and 
technical expertise to the test. 

“Over an intense two-week period, through close collaboration, we ran 
the innovation sprint, creating the concept, developing and testing a 
prototype App with users. When the App goes live in October, it will 
deliver a fun solution that The Climb fundraising will centre around. 
Not only will individuals be able to set personal goals and track their 
progress in real-time, but NECCR will also be able to see a cumulative 
‘world view’ of how participation in the virtual event is going. 

“Covid-19 has forced us all to think laterally, and out of necessity many 
charities and businesses are finding new solutions that allow them 
to bring communities together for the greater good, without being 
physically close. We’re proud of the results and hope the money raised 
will support NECCR to continue their vital work.”

Heather Peacock from the charity commented “Covid-19 has meant 
we’ve seen a 70% drop in annual income for the charity and it’s forced 
us to look at fundraising in new ways. Early in July, the team came up 
with the concept of The Climb and we then approached Qrious for help 
to make the event more engaging and interesting for participants. 

We wanted to do something that would enhance the experience of the 
virtual challenge and were absolutely delighted when Qrious said that 
they would be willing to help. 

It’s not a small undertaking and we’ve had to be very mindful that 
the team have volunteered their time, and that we’ve been working 
to tight timescales, but the speedy and collaborative effort has been 
very rewarding and we can’t wait to see it get used when the challenge 
starts in October!”

NORTH EAST CHARITY CLIMBING  
NEW HEIGHTS WITH HELP FROM QRIOUS
Staff at business transformation and customer experience company Qrious  
have volunteered their time to help a leading North East based charity hit  
by Covid-19 create a virtual fundraising event using new technology. 

Registration for The Climb for opens in September via the NECCR website  
www.neccr.org.uk/events. For further information email contactus@neccr.org.uk

If your charity could benefit from technology that enables virtual events and  
fundraising, contact Qrious on hello@qrious.co.uk or call 0191 338 8090.
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Many of you reading this are probably still working from home. 
Some of you will have decided to do it permanently. One thing’s 
for certain, the way you operate on a daily basis, even if you are 
back into the work place, is almost guaranteed to be different. 

One thing hasn’t changed. We all still need to have contact with the 
rest of the world.

Hands-up how many, over the last few months, have had their 
first ever Zoom or Skype meeting? Despite being very sceptical, 
how many actually thought it went quite well and might avoid 
unnecessary business trips in the future. 

For some of you, the way you do business will probably have changed 
immeasurably….for ever. 

And in amongst all of that, did you take your IT for granted? Yep….
thought so. 

Without a fully functioning IT set-up, most of us would have been 
stranded. We are also probably sending more information online via 
file sharing software. Video calls have become the norm. 

But is your IT up to the job? Is it secure? Have you had the dreaded 
blue screen or spent hours staring at ‘the little wheel of insanity’? 

And if you had to get something sorted by an outside company, did 
they do the right job, did they do it properly and you were fairly 
charged?

This is where Lucid Technology Solutions come in. They’re based 
at Norton on Teesside and with offices in Newton Aycliffe and 
Gateshead’s Team Valley. They are a full service IT solutions company 
and offer the whole raft of services that you would expect such 
as software development, CCTV, internet support, data recovery, 
telecoms, security solutions, door access, computer repairs and 
computer backup. They can even provide thermal body cameras. 

However, they also offer something else which is probably the most 
important detail of all. 

Peace of mind.

“It sounds harsh, but IT and computer ignorance is the biggest 
problem that most people face,” said Lucid Sales Director, Cheryl 
Spears. “It’s only when something goes wrong that we tend to get 
involved. It doesn’t matter whether you are a multi-national firm, 

small local business or someone working alone at home, you need to 
have IT back-up and you need to stay ahead of the game.”

She’s right. It’s a bit like when your home or property is burgled. 
The general reaction is for people to then get a burglar alarm or 
CCTV installed. Wouldn’t it have been a better idea to have those 
things installed in the first place and therefore prevent the burglary 
happening at all? 

Wise after the event

Staying with the ignorance theme, the biggest problem is that most 
of us don’t really know what sort of problems we can face until it’s 
too late, and most of us don’t really know what can be done to 
prevent those problems. Trying to do some research generally leaves 
you totally baffled by ‘technology-speak’. We know we need IT 
support and antivirus software but what do we really need to suit 
and how much should we pay.

Lucid Technology Group can sort everything. You can be confident 
too. They were originally called Yarm Computers and have been 
around for over 30 years. You don’t survive in the IT world for that 
length of time without being good at what you do and reputable. 
In fact, they’re one of the longest established IT companies in the 
North East. 

You’ll get some good old fashioned clear talking and proper advice. 

“Cyber security is critical,” added Cheryl. “We’d always recommend 
the very best antivirus software like ESET and Malwarebytes. After 
set-up you’re paying around £10 per month. We’d also recommend 
using a VPN line which is a secure line between your computer and 
the cloud. This is especially important for people who’re working 
from home or out on the road and are involved in legal or financial 
businesses.”

Lucid is also launching Worktraq. This will allow clients and business 
owners to track vehicles and workers. The data will allow all parties 
to keep a track of the work being done and monitor progress and 
receive an alert once finished. Clever huh?

The best idea is to speak to Cheryl and her team to discuss what you 
need and, more importantly, what they can do for you. Go onto their 
website for all contact details and discover how Lucid Technology 
Group can help you steer clear of any nasty clouds. 

www.lucidgrp.co.uk

LUCID OFFERING IT PEACE OF MIND FOR  
YOUR BUSINESS

The Covid-19 pandemic has been a nightmare for most firms, but if it has taught us one 
thing (amongst many) it is just how much we rely on computers and the internet.
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What were your career ambitions  
growing up?

I suppose when I realised I couldn’t be an astronaut 
I plumped for going into Graphic Design after 
doing a degree at Newport University. I enjoyed 
various roles at two different printers as a Mac 
Operator, Studio Manager and Account Manager 
which I particularly loved as I enjoyed attaining 
new business.

Tell us about your current role?

I met Aero MD, Paul Curry, in 2009 when he 
installed an FTP server at the firm I was with. We 
hit it off and he asked me if I fancied a change and 
I suppose the rest, as they say, is history. I joined 
the company as an Account Manager and am now 
the Operations Manager with a remit to make 
sure clients are happy, that things are done in a 
timely fashion and the business runs smoothly.

How has the industry evolved?

Everything can now be stored in a cloud 
environment which helps clients to have greater 
flexibility and the ability to work from home 
which has obviously been crucial during the 
pandemic.

What has been your proudest business 
achievement?

Helping a local charity break away from the 
Council to form their own independent entity. 
This was a great learning curve to see how the 
Council worked. We were able to give the charity 
cost effective solutions and brought an ease to 
their IT which was very important. 

What is the best advice you have  
been given?

In the world of IT make sure the best way forward 
is the simplest route.

What are you currently working on?

Moving a customer away from the Council 
and rehousing within the City Library. Lots 
of challenges to overcome but making good 
progress.

Who are your Heroes and Mentors?

My father who was a very wise man and good 

friend. In the world of Art it would be Picasso who 

constantly sought change and through cubism 

brought a new way of thinking.

How do you like to unwind?

Time with the family, a glass of beer, walking the 

dogs and camping outdoors.

Favourite Book/CD/DVD?

Book: The Shining by Stephen King. 

CD: Master of Puppets by Metallica.

DVD: Star Wars. 

www.aeroit.cloud

MARK 
ROBERTSON

Operations Manager,  

Aero Networks
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Why is Security so Important Right Now? 

Businesses are currently experiencing a new digital 
era of working – an era that's presence has arguably 
been foregrounded by the coronavirus pandemic 
and the consequent rise in remote working. With 
this modern iteration of digital business comes 
a number of concerns: how to improve agility, 
automation, collaboration, data access and more. 
But whether you’re embracing a cloud or hybrid 
solution there is one factor that’s value cannot 
be overstated. Security. With organisations seeing 
a sudden move to remote working followed by 
partial return to office, IT managers are left trying 
to support a variety of working cases and ensure 
security whilst potentially working remotely 
themselves. On top of this, alongside the rise of 
Covid we have seen a rise in cybercrime, adding yet 
another weight to the shoulders of those managers. 
The peace of mind a reliable security solution can 
provide is truly invaluable.

A Wolf in Sheep’s clothing?  
Security attacks and Internal leaks

You could argue that security has always been 
invaluable to a business and this is absolutely 
true, so why stress the need for digital security 
now? Alongside the notable rise in cybercrime, it is 
important to also acknowledge the sophistication 
of cybercrime currently. If organisations like Twitter, 
Garmin and Teesside Council can get caught out, 
there’s nothing to say that this couldn’t happen to 
an organisation of any shape or size. The biggest 
increase in cyber-attacks during lockdown has 
been in spear phishing attacks. Spear phishing is 
the malicious sending of emails seemingly from a 
trusted sender in order to convince employees to 

provide access and reveal confidential information. 
Whilst many users are now clued in enough to 
know not to open an email with a strange subject 
from an unknown sender, they are still likely to 
open an email that appears to be from Tim in 
accounting – Why wouldn’t they? So preventing 
these attacks is vital. 

Yet another stressor? 

When it comes to security, Synergi’s mission 
statement is simple: prevention over cure. By 
investing in appropriate security tools not only 
do you majorly reduce the risk of a successful 
cyber-attack, you also offer peace of mind to both 
users and managers. Ultimately implementing a 
digital security solution is a lot less stressful and 
a lot more affordable than having to deal with 
the aftermath of a data leak. So how do you 
implement a successful security solution? Each 
organisation will have its own idiosyncrasies so be 
sure to conduct a thorough cybersecurity audit of 

your business and use your findings to inform not 
only your preventative solution choices but your 
education and training of users. It’s imperative that 
all users are educated on how to work securely and 
that this training builds from the basics up. A useful 
exercise to implement is a security drill in which 
you periodically run a spoof phishing campaign, 
simulating a potential threat to security. This 
exercise will highlight which employees are still in 
need of training and guidance, ensuring that your 
organisation is always maintaining an informed 
and secure position.

What if the worst does happen?

It's vital to be able to rely on a readily available and 
fully tested backup and disaster recovery strategy 
aligned to your business recovery point and time 
objectives (RPO and RTO). These should be defined 
per service or application that you need to recover. 
Not sure where to start? That’s where a managed 
service provider comes in.

To find out more about potential security risks and how you can protect yourself and your data, get in touch today by emailing  
enquiries@teamsynergi.co.uk or calling 0191 4770365.
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And just as importantly, Microsoft is constantly 
innovating and responding to market conditions – 
such as addressing the threats and opportunities 
that have arisen with the change in office working 
to home working during the pandemic.

As a Microsoft 365 specialist consultancy we know 
its power and the huge potential it offers businesses 
– from start-ups to corporates.

Microsoft 365 is an extensive, ever-evolving suite of 
tools designed to help any company or organisation 
adopt more productive and collaborative ways of 
working. Microsoft 365 brings together best-in-class 
Office apps with powerful cloud services, device 
management, advanced security and much more.

During the pandemic and lockdown many business 
people have turned to video conferencing tools to 
keep in touch with employees and customers. For 
many, that meant jumping on Microsoft Teams. 

And because the browser version of Teams is free, 
your interviewees don’t have to download any extra 
apps or create accounts to join the call. Teams has 
allowed businesses to talk to anyone, anywhere and 
anytime.

Both Microsoft 365 and Microsoft Teams recently 
celebrated their third anniversaries and to mark 
the occasion there have been a series of feature 
enhancements. 

Enhancements to the Power Platform experience in 
Teams make it easier to create, deploy, and manage 
apps, as well as visualize data, without ever leaving 
Teams.

The new Power BI app for Teams will provide a 
more streamlined experience for accessing Power BI 
reports in Teams, making it easier to collaborate with 
data. The app also provides new ways to connect 
insight into action with sample reports, automation, 
and easy sharing experiences.

Developers and independent software vendors will 
now be able to integrate their apps and services with 
Teams meetings, giving users more options to host 
collaborative and interactive meetings. Partners will 
be able to bring their apps directly within the Teams 
meeting experience.

In July, Microsoft announced new device 
management and monitoring options for Microsoft 
Teams Rooms Standard and Premium to deliver 
high-quality calling and meeting experiences. As a 
part of Microsoft Teams Rooms Standard, there are 
now enhanced management capabilities for Teams 
meeting devices to make it easier for partners and 
IT admins to deploy and manage a fleet of devices, 
including improvements across device set-up and 
bulk management tasks.

A few months ago, the tech giant announced 

Microsoft Lists, a Microsoft 365 app that helps you 
track issues, assets, routines, contacts, inventory, and 
more using customizable views, rules, and comments 
to keep everyone in sync. Microsoft Lists Home 
(web app) is being rolled out with eight ready-made 
templates. It will also be available in Microsoft Teams 
this month along with three additional industry 
templates. A Lists mobile app for iOS is expected 
later this year.

Elsewhere, Microsoft has looked at enhancements 
to protecting data and mitigating threats. The shift 
to hybrid work models has increased the need for 
organisations to re-evaluate their security and risk 
management practices. 

With more employees accessing corporate data on 
home computers or sharing and collaborating in 
new ways, organisations could be at greater risk for 
data leaks or other risks. Microsoft has responded by 
releasing new solutions and features to better protect 
your devices and users, mitigate insider threats, and 
help ensure seamless and secure deployments.

Building on Microsoft Information Protection, 
Endpoint DLP extends the existing DLP capabilities 
in Microsoft 365 to your devices, helping you to 
meet compliance requirements and protect sensitive 
information.

THE GROWING POWER OF MICROSOFT 365
By Daniel Wilson, Director at Wilson-Etheridge 

There’s a good reason that Microsoft has become one of the biggest tech companies in the world. 
They’re good at what they do and create products that work for business.

More details at www.wilson-etheridge.com
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What were your career ambitions  
growing up?

I suppose it would have been nice to be a pilot 
but I'm no good at flying! I had few ambitions 
growing up but computers were always a passion 
and a hobby, so I decided to make a career out of 
it. I was a fairly late developer not knowing really 
what I wanted to do with my life and I was about 
23 before I really decided a career in IT was for 
me.

Tell us about your career path and  
current role?

My career started working as an IT technician 
in Benfield school while studying for my MCSA 
certification. Following that I went to work for a 
small Newcastle based IT company as a systems 
engineer. 

That was really my first exposure to SME IT 
systems. It was very different from working in a 
school – lots of different technology solutions, 
lots of different personalities. No two days were 
the same and I loved it – I met lots of fantastic 
people in my time there and forged professional 
and personal relationships that I still have today.  
As we were a small company I ended up wearing 
a few hats, alongside the technical work so I used 
to get involved in sales and project management 
too, which gave me well rounded knowledge of 
how most of the business worked. 

A few years ago, Mike and I were approached 
about the possibility of starting up a new firm and 
we jumped at the chance to venture out on our 
own.  Things went from strength to strength and 
after a couple of years of growing the business, we 
ended up merging with Unite Communications 
to form The Unite Group so that we could offer 
connectivity and telecommunications as well as 
our existing IT services. 

We’d known the guys at Unite Communications 
for years and we all got on really well, so it 
was a bit of a no-brainer really. My role now at 
board level is to work on ideas and strategies 
to take us to the next level, but my day to day 
role is meeting with prospective new clients and 
account management for our existing clients.  I 
do still get involved in technical projects though, 
as that is a light that still burns bright with me!

How has your industry changed?

Technology is evolving virtually on a daily basis 
and the Covid 19 crisis has shown the need for 
further tech support and confirmed the value 
of what we bring. It’s difficult to know what the 
post-covid world looks like, but it will almost 
certainly mean more online collaboration, video 
conferencing and calls and cloud technologies – 
It’s something that has been growing for a number 
of years, but has now accelerated wildly in the 
current climate.  Fortunately we’re ideally placed 
to be able to assist people in that transition.

What has been your proudest business 
achievement?

Undoubtedly starting my own business. I am 
cautious by nature so to leave a stable job was 
terrifying and something I didn’t take lightly.

What are you currently working on?

Two exciting new projects including recruiting for 
and opening a new London office.

Tell us about your team?

My main working colleagues are the "lead 

machine" Paul Sykes; we work together closely to 

improve our brand and bring in new clients and 

partners. Mike Tennant, our Technical Director 

who is probably the most intelligent person 

I’ve ever met and technically superb – we work 

together on the more complex projects for new 

and existing clients. And Callum who is a fellow 

director and takes charge of overseeing the 

telephony side of the business.

What is the best business advice  

you have received?

Be the best, not the cheapest. Customer service 

is everything.

What is the biggest challenge  

you have faced?

Starting a business from scratch with no clients.

How do you like to unwind?

Three kids keep me busy and before lockdown I 

was a very keen snooker and squash player.

Favourite Book/CD/DVD

Book:  Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy  

by Douglas Adams.

CD: Not a big music fan!

DVD: Breaking Bad. 

For further information visit the website www.theunitegroup.co.uk
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Businesses across the world are adapting to 
the Coronavirus pandemic, with the majority 
either implementing remote working or putting 
measures in place for reduced workforces to carry 
on in their place of work. However, with such a big 
change, comes an even bigger risk from hackers 
and cybercriminals alike, but does it also hit the 
reset button for cybersecurity and give it the 
much-needed attention it needs?

It tops the list for the most talked about topic in 
2020 and it’s been on the front of every newspaper, 
news channel, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn feed - 
we simply can’t escape it, but the main thing to point 
out here is that it’s not going anywhere fast. Yup, I’m 
talking about COVID-19, and yes, you read that right, 
it’s here to stay.

COVID-19 is now a part of our everyday lives, it’s 
become the ‘new normal’, whatever that is, but with 
or without a vaccination, we already have and will 
continue to adapt to the new way of living, but more 
so, adapt to the new way of working.

In a recent survey from the folk at (ISC)², they 
revealed that 96% of respondents’ organisations had 
closed their physical work environments and moved 
to remote work-from-home policies, highlighting 
how many businesses across the globe are adapting 
in these unprecedented times.

Having the ability to introduce work-from-home 
policies and enable remote working for staff isn’t 
anything new, but for many who’ll say they’ve done 
it for years with the simple idea of taking your 
laptop, monitors and phone home being suffice, are 
wrong, in fact, you’re the most vulnerable and are at 
serious risk from being attacked.

Risk, What Risk?

Picture this, you’re rushing about trying to juggle 
the kids’ breakfast and getting dressed when you 
realise you have minutes to spare before your weekly 
meeting with the boss. Frantically rushing about, you 
click on any link that gets you onto that meeting on 
time, however, that link you just clicked installed a 
piece of malware onto your machine without you 
even knowing – scary, right?

In the same survey, the (ISC)² also reported that 
23% of respondents said cybersecurity incidents 
experienced by their organisation have increased 
since transitioning to remote work, with some 
tracking as many as double the number of incidents 
- not even worth thinking about the damage caused.

It’s no wonder we’re seeing malware and phishing 
attacks increase tenfold since the start of the 
pandemic, in fact, the NCSC (National Cyber Security 
Centre) has removed thousands upon thousands of 
scam sites since the beginning of the outbreak, all 
with the hope of deceiving the public out of their 
hard-earned cash.

But here’s the confusing bit, over 81% of respondents 
also said that security was an essential function at 
this time, yet we’re still seeing businesses fall to their 
knees because they’ve only talked about it and not 
acted on the matter, begging the question, can you 
afford to take the risk?

Whose Responsibility Is It Anyway?

Whether you’re reading this an employer or an 
employee, equally, the answer is the same, it’s YOUR 
responsibility. 

Your home devices are again, your responsibility, 
but when it comes to work computers, laptops and 
mobile devices, it’s the responsibility of the employer.

If you’re an employee with a work machine 
connected at home with no form of cybersecurity 
solution in place, stop what you’re doing and let your 
employer know the risks, even share this article, but if 
you’re the employer, listen up.

Think about the fundamentals of your business, what 
it is you do, what service you provide, and to who, 
think of all your assets, whether it be technology or 
data, think about what you’ve got to lose? As that’s 
exactly what you will, lose.

They’re all valuable and essential to the running 
of your business, and without them, what do you 
have? I’m not just talking about the financial loss 
from your GDPR-related fine or from a piece of 
technology becoming redundant, I’m talking about 

the reputational damage, ask yourself, would you 
survive? 

Now you should be asking yourself, is that worth the 
risk?

The answer is NO. Absolutely NO. One hundred, 
million percent NO. So why are so many still choosing 
to ignore the responsibility? Is it a case of, “it’ll never 
happen to us”, “they’ll not target a little company 
in the North East like us”, well that’s where you’re 
wrong, you’re a hackers dream, the low hanging fruit, 
an “absolute belter” as they’d say on the streets of 
the region, but it is now your responsibility to change 
that and protect your business once and for all.

Clouds and Umbrellas. What?

I’m not talking about rainclouds nor the things to 
stop you getting wet, I’m talking about a cloud-
based security solution called Umbrella from the 
clever folk at Cisco.

Cloud-delivered, Cisco Umbrella offers flexible 
security when and how you need it. It combines 
multiple security functions into one solution, so 
you can extend protection to devices, remote users, 
and distributed locations anywhere. Umbrella is 
the easiest way to effectively protect your users 
everywhere in minutes.

In a nutshell, Cisco Umbrella protects your business 
and users from malware and phishing, a cloud-based 
firewall to stop threats as they happen – giving 
you ultimate peace of mind for when you do get 
attacked, as it’s a matter of when not if.

As a Cisco Premier Partner, we can exclusively offer 
you a FREE no-obligation 14-day trial of Umbrella. 
No payment details needed, or strings attached, we 
simply want you to see how effective it is in the fight 
against cybercrime.

Get your FREE 14-day trial at: www.advantex.uk.com/northern-insight-umbrella/
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This certainly appears true of national 
recruitment group Pin Point, which has its UK 
head office located in Gateshead.

During the last six months the company has 
relocated its HQ, appointed a new MD, restructured 
its sales team, taken the full impact of Covid-19 on 
the chin and accelerated its investment in digitising 
many of its processes and systems.

“During times of crisis companies bend or reshape 
and diversify. In the last financial recession, we set 
up a healthcare division which has become a major 
driver in the growth of the business,” said Stephen 
Hall, who recently returned to Pin Point as MD 
after leaving several years ago.

“We are weathering the current storm well. Like 
all business we have taken some financial strain 
through lockdown as our recruitment clients 
made changes to working practices and numbers.  
Like most UK businesses we utilised the furlough 
scheme for a small number of staff, and made 
redundancies in certain areas, mainly in back office 
functions.  

“The cuts have been made in areas which will 
not affect our front-line service or customer 
experience. We have definitely weathered the eye 
of the storm and are driving through this crisis 
by winning new business and growing existing 
relationships, ensuring we come back stronger and 
more effective” he said.

Pin Point offers a range of recruitment services to 
a broad spread of industry sectors from industrial 

and commercial to technical and healthcare. The 
company provides a national service from six 
regional operations including offices in Birmingham, 
Bristol, Middlesbrough Stoke and Aberdeen.

A key part of the drive to return the business back 
to growth and help deliver a new strategic vision is 
a digital transformation programme. In the last 12 
months, the company realised it needed to make 
better use of technology to provide added value 
to clients while better supporting an expanding 
business network.  

Pin Point’s director of IT Terry Carney originally 
thought an off-the-shelf software solution for 
several processes that included HR, wages and 
client engagement would be ideal. He was unable 
to find anything suitable and took on the challenge 
of leading the development of their own solution.

Newcastle-based digital products studio NE6 was 
appointed months before the coronavirus outbreak 
to create a bespoke solution and one that could 
scale and develop with Pin Point. 

Steven Gibbons, director at NE6, said: “We got to 
work and after a few months developed Pin Point’s 
own pay slip portal, built in React JS. The client 
quickly saw some immediate business benefits, 
including time and money savings. A typical data 
input process that originally took around 8 minutes 
can now be done within a minute.” 

NE6 started the process of automating the 
onboarding of candidates for employment. 
Registration forms – some of which could be 40 

pages long - were moved online and streamlined.

MD Stephen Hall explained: “We were already 
impressed by NE6 and their investment in the task. 
When the coronavirus outbreak hit, we needed 
to accelerate things. The relationship between 
Pin Point and NE6 really took off. They were both 
responsive and proactive. They rose to a challenge 
and took time and trouble to understand our needs 
in a difficult period. They have been outstanding, 
and we look forward to developing our plans with 
them.

“The new levels of automation have made the 
process of remote working more effective and 
streamlined our processes for the future.“

Steven Gibbons, of NE6, added: “Ultimately, we’re 
providing Pin Point with a highly bespoke digital 
solution that wraps around the needs of the 
business. We’re releasing time for consultants to 
develop more time for customer relationships and 
business development while making it easier for 
candidates to engage and onboard with Pin Point.”

In the coming year Pin Point aims to develop and 
expand the number of consultants in its national 
offices, expanding its offer into new sectors such as 
IT and tech while establishing a national business 
development team, to further develop national 
accounts.

Digital transformation – designed and driven by 
NE6 – is behind the strategic vision for growth for 
Pin Point.

DIGITAL INVESTMENT DRIVES GROWTH  
AT PIN POINT RECRUITMENT

Economic adversity can bring out the best in a company, with its leadership team rising to the challenge.

For more details about digital transformation, visit www.ne6.studio
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These grades are unique in the history of school 
qualifications in that they were not awarded 
through examinations, but through a mix of 
teacher predictions (“centre assessed grades”) 
and statistical moderation carried out by exam 
boards. 

As I write, I am keenly anticipating the outcome of 
both sets of results this year. Media interest is high, 
not least because Scottish Highers were awarded 
on the same basis earlier in the summer and 
caused huge controversy when almost one quarter 
of the CAGs were revised downwards. This was felt 
particularly keenly by schools with a significant 
number of disadvantaged pupils, whose grades 
were altered most frequently. There have been 
protests by pupils and widespread condemnation.  
Will the same have been repeated in England by 
the time you read this?  

In evaluating the fairness of the process, we need 
to go back to the beginning when the decision to 
scrap the exams was made. The die was cast when 
Ofqual, the body that regulates exam boards, stated 
that grades awarded this year had to be of equal 
value to those awarded in normal circumstances; if 
the grades awarded this year, they argued, were to 
have any credibility they needed to be awarded in 
roughly the same proportions as normal to avoid 
the dreaded grade inflation. A reasonable view, but 
one which immediately sets up a problem.

Teachers are only human; we want the best for our 
pupils and tend to overpredict the results for our 
pupils. This means some moderation of the grades 
is needed to avoid soaring numbers of top grades 
and pass rates. In many ways this is understandable 
and indeed fair; every year there are youngsters 
who underperform for a variety of reasons – exam 
nerves, lack of preparation, misreading questions 
and so on. They are often hard to identify in 
advance and no teacher will roll the dice to decide 
which of their pupils this year would have fallen 

into that category. The problem comes with the 
method used to adjust which is based on each 
school’s results in each subject over the past 
three years. So, in a very real sense, the grades are 
awarded to this year’s candidates are framed by the 
results gained by previous pupils at that school in 
the past three years. How can this be fair? 

Well, in many ways it can be. For large schools with 
similar intakes year-on-year, then broadly speaking 
the pupils will generally get what they would have 
got and the impact should be fairly minimal. The 
problem will be for the outliers; exceptional pupils 
or an exceptionally gifted group of pupils will be 
moderated down because of less successful cohorts 
in previous years. Schools that have worked hard 
to improve exam results will be less likely to see 

the fruits of those labours but will be moderated 
so they are in line with previous performances. On 
an individual basis, hardworking pupils who tend 
o go to pieces in exams will benefit; last-minute 
crammers who have exemplified indolence over 
most of the last two years will not. 

So, not so controversial after all? Maybe, maybe 
not. The system works well across the board and 
will lead to results patterns that are in line with 
previous years. However, this year’s candidates will 
not be too interested in year on year patterns and 
statistical consistency; they will be interested in 
their grades and what they mean for their futures. 
Many will feel cheated by the system and suitably 
outraged. Yet more casualties of this horrible 
pandemic. 

For further information about Durham School, or to arrange a visit, call 0191 731 9270, email admissions@durhamschool.co.uk  
or visit www.durhamschool.co.uk

Kieran McLaughlin
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MIXED GRADES
By the time you read this, 

thousands of 16 and 18-year-
olds will have received their 
GCSE and A-level results for  

this year. 
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By the time you read this, the new school year will have started. 
Unfortunately, not being clairvoyant, I am unable to predict what 
the R rate will be by then, or if areas of the country will be under 
partial lockdowns. However, in the words of my favourite 80s 
ballad, I know this much is true:

When they return, all girls at my school will welcomed back with 
open arms, albeit with those arms at a safe distance. Via Teams 
meetings last term, I vowed to some KS3 girls that I had missed 
their chatter so much that I would never again tell them off for 
talking in assembly. They knew I didn’t mean it, of course, but they 
did understand that, without their lively presence and joie de vivre, 
their school was a ghost of its former self during the Summer Term. 

This new academic year will be disrupted, but I know that our school 
community will maintain our sense of togetherness that is integral to 
our school ethos. Our recent Facebook campaign noted that: “When 
the world stopped, we kept going”; this sentiment will continue, 
despite ‘the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune’ that might be 
unceremoniously chucked at all of us if a second wave strikes. We 
may not be able to host certain events in our usual manner, but we 
will find a way of doing a virtual replacement. Last term, all of us who 
would have previously shuddered at the sheer thought of talking on 
camera in the past grappled with bad lighting, wobbly chins (that 
might have just been me, to be fair) and sheer stage fright to produce 
online videos, open days, award ceremonies and presentations.

Finally, it is a truth universally acknowledged that teachers will have 
been using a great deal of the summer holidays to plan and prepare 
for the learning they will be delivering in the year ahead. Therefore, 
I hope the beginning of term went well and that you are able to 
embrace any challenges that this brave new world of ours presents. 
Bonne chance!

Every day is an Open Day at Durham High School. Call 0191 384 3226 or email enquiries@dhsfg.org.uk to find out more or arrange a visit.

Simone Niblock

SEPTEMBER SONG
By Simone Niblock, Headteacher, Durham High School for Girls
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Sex is hard work. Not, I hasten to add, an 
embittered personal reflection, but the title 
of an eye-opening memoir, currently being 
adapted for the stage by Alison Stanley. Written 
by a former Newcastle sex worker, the book is 
a frank account of her journey from chat line 
girl to disgraced brothel madam. Controversial 
territory, but Alison has built her reputation on 
challenging drama, so readily accepted when 
she was approached to develop it into a play:

What really interested me was how she viewed 
her career. Stereotypically, people think of sex 
workers as having been forced into it via drug 
or alcohol problems, but she simply saw it as an 
alternative to the nine to five. 

As in many of Stanley’s works, the character 
will be anchored in domesticity, challenging the 
notion of sex workers as immoral outsiders, by 
depicting an ordinary woman struggling with the 
humdrum of life. There’s also comic exploration 
of the juxtaposition between fantasy and reality. 
Alison elaborates:

There’s a scene where she is on the phone to a 
gentleman, pretending to be sexy while doing the 
ironing, with a bowl of water and some bananas 
nearby for realistic sound effects!

The nature of those sound effects shall remain 
unsaid, but the play will certainly shine a light 
on some peculiar proclivities! Socially conscious 
drama has become Alison’s forte, and she’s hoping 
to emulate the success of past works, Bedsocks 
and Secrets and The Life of Reilly. As a mother to 
an autistic son, the latter was deeply personal, 
exploring autism as lived by an average North 
East family. The ground-breaking play - in which 
she also starred - received rave reviews upon its 
debut at Northern Stage, and a packed-out 2019 
tour would follow, including a run at Edinburgh 

Fringe. Building on this success, she’s developing 
a series of children’s books featuring the Reilly 
character, and a big-screen version of the play is 
currently in pre-production, with filming set to 
begin in 2021:

The screenplay is ready, and we’ve got a great 

team at Try Hard Films working on it, with Daymon 

Britton lined up to direct. Existing investment will 

be supplemented by another fundraising ball 

early next year. It’ll be set in Newcastle, with 

some of the shoots potentially in Teesside.

Everything under the Reilly banner forms part of 
Life of Reilly CIC, a social project established to 
raise awareness of autism, and provide support 
and resources to those whose lives are touched 
by the condition. Alison founded CIC alongside 
close friends, Christine Stephenson and Kelly 
Best, who also have autistic children. Driven by 
personal experience, they operate programmes 
designed to increase awareness and tolerance. 
Really Reilly is a theatrical production which 
visits schools, teaching children about autistic 
behaviours, with post-performance workshops 
reinforcing its message.  There are also workshops 
designed for parents, grandparents, and others 
in the support network of a child with autism. 
Naturally, COVID-19 has disrupted their schedule, 
but Alison immediately began innovating: 

To keep a strong online presence, we had the 
actors from the stage version of The Life of Reilly 
read monologues from the original script, then 
I developed that by writing lockdown specific 
monologues to show the challenges and coping 
strategies of families living with autism. 

Featured on their Facebook page (The Life of 
Reilly NE CIC), the darkly comic monologues 
document the additional pressures arising from 
a condition to which routine and familiarity are 
so crucial. One features the bully character from 
the play, delving into her background and why she 
displays bullying behaviour. It’s a theme Alison 
has decided to expand upon:

I’m in discussions with some domestic abuse 
charities about a theatre in education project 
around bullying, and I’m writing a play on the 
same theme, which will hopefully be brought to 
the stage next year.

She’s also working on a pantomime, featuring an 
autistic Goldilocks, and a series of children’s books 
based on an autistic female character, something 
she feels is under-represented in the media.

A self-confessed diva since childhood, Alison 
Stanley was born to entertain, but it’s her passion 
to inspire social change which really seems 
to drive her prodigious output. As one of her 
characters might say, ‘keep gannin lass’!
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PLAY IT AGAIN 
STAN

Actress, playwright and autism 
activist, Alison Stanley, talks to 
Steve Russell about her passion 

for theatre in education,  
and why she’s collaborating  
with one of Tyneside’s most 

infamous figures.

Alison Stanley





In an unassuming warehouse somewhere in 
Sunderland lies an Aladdin’s cave of costumes.

Row upon row of bejewelled stagewear – around 
3000 in all – are neatly stacked, available at a 
moment’s notice to bring to life more than 50 years 
of music through every conceivable genre.

This is the world of Timeless Theatre Productions, set 
up by Sunderland-born Marie Adele Summers and 
who runs the business with partner, Colin Francis.

The current situation with Covid-19 has been 
particularly hard on the live entertainment industry, 
and particularly for companies like Timeless which 
relies on touring the UK’s theatres and providing 
entertainers for some of the world’s top cruise ships.

But as theatrical stalwarts and with “the show must 
go on” mentality, the couple are set to diversify and 
simply look for new outlets for their considerable 
talents until some kind of normality has been 
resumed.

“It has been a very tough time for anyone working in 
this industry,” said Marie.

“With theatres closed and no cruises taking place, 
then that’s a huge source of our business gone, at 
least temporarily.”

That’s not to say the pair have stopped working for 
one minute however. In the words of a famous song, 

they’ve “picked themselves up, dusted themselves 
off and started all over again.”

The pair are now diversifying into socially distanced 
events, offering a range of professional entertainment 
and speciality acts for charity fund raisers, outdoor 
shows – in fact everywhere and anywhere people are 
in need of an occasion which needs an added wow 
factor.

Their credentials are impeccable, with Marie taking 
her first dance steps at the age of four.

“I used to go along with my sister Anne (who is also a 
professional singer) was in her dance class and I used 
to stand at the back of the class and copy so they 
eventually let me join,” she revealed.

It was singing that was Marie’s first love however and 
it was following an appearance on the tv talent show, 
Opportunity Knocks, with Bob Monkhouse that the 
offers started to flood in.

These were the days when cabaret was king and she 
was invited to become a regular at the then-famous 
Caesar’s Palace just outside of London, performing 
alongside such names as Shirley Bassey, Cliff Richard 
and Bobby Davro. 

It was after one of the performances that Marie was 
approached by a man called Sol Kerzner who told her 
he owned a resort in South Africa and thought she 
should come and perform there.

Little did she know at the time that this was the 
entrepreneur behind the famous Sun City, where 
musical legends such as Frank Sinatra and Liza 
Minelli were regular performers.

“I told him that I was very happy where I was,” 
recalled Marie.

“It was only afterwards that I fully realised who I 
could have been performing alongside!”

After her stint in London the cruise ships beckoned, 
with Marie and her partner Colin being regulars for 
more than 12 years. 

She’s lost count of how many countries and how 
many world cruises she’s done, although she 
laughingly recounts that “I’ve been through the 
Panama Canal 52 times!”

The pair decided eventually to head back to the 
North East and set up Timeless, becoming a huge hit 
on the regional theatre circuit and also sending their 
own shows to countries as far away as India.

While the entertainment industry may take some 
time to get back on its feet, Marie and Colin are 
ready to take any opportunities that come their way.

“We have so many talented people working with 
us and we have so much we can offer that we’re 
hopeful that it won’t be too long until everything 
starts to get moving again,” she said.

For further information visit www.timelesstheatre.co.uk
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LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU
The head of a North East entertainment company talks about sharing a stage with  

Shirley Bassey and Cliff Richard – and how she missed out on appearing with Frank Sinatra.



rennisonraephotography.com

For more information contact our wedding team on 0344 879 9084  
or email specialevents.linden@macdonald-hotels.co.uk 
macdonaldhotels.co.uk/lindenhall 

NOW, IT’S 
YOUR TURN! 

From the big to the small 
From your first visit to your first dance 

Macdonald Linden Hall makes every moment magical

For decades Macdonald Linden Hall has played host 
to the most elegant parties and wedding celebrations 

in the heart of Northumberland.

LOVE LINDEN
WEDDINGS  AT MACDONALD L INDEN HALL

Spain may have been off the cards for most of 
us this summer, but you don’t have to travel 
far to get a real taste of the Med. 

La Vina, located in Cleadon, is by day a quaint 
café, serving all of your favourite cakes, bakes 
and homecooked meals, perfect for a lunch 
date or a quiet cuppa. But by night, La Vina 
transforms in to a Spanish-style bistro, with 
a delicious tapas menu and wine selection on 
offer. 

Whether your preference is authentic Patatas 
Bravas, delicious Gambas or Spanish Frittata, 
you can enjoy it all and more with La Vina’s 
special offer – Any five tapas for £30 – plus, 
you can even add a bottle of house wine or two 
beers for just £5. 

And if you’re not quite ready to dine out yet, 
you can have it delivered straight to your door.

At La Vina, they believe that sharing is caring, 
so why not try out the Paella for two? With 
choices including chicken and chorizo, king 
prawn and calamari or vegetarian, you can 
enjoy a romantic, Spanish date night, right here 
in the North East.

So if you’re craving that European get-away, you 
don’t need to, take a visit to La Vina for a little 
Spanish break that’s sure to satisfy the crave. 

THE BISTRO BRINGING A TASTE OF  
SPAIN TO THE NORTH EAST

*La Vina take COVID-19 safety precautions very seriously. All Government guidelines are being adhered to and a rigorous hygiene policy is in place. 

www.lavinacafe.co.uk
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Something for Everyone!
Contact General Manager, Peter Smith 
For more information 0191 4132742
Email: peter.smith@tynesidegolfclub.co.uk

NEW CHILDREN’S TV 
SERIES PLANNED FOR 

THE NORTH EAST
Ella and Sir Whoopsalot is a new project from 
Tyneside-based actress, presenter, writer and 
producer Kim Tserkezie, whose media production 
company Scattered Pictures promotes inclusion 
and showcases emerging and diverse talent from 
the region. 

IMG’s production arm has signed on to co-
produce the show, which has also been awarded 
development funding from the Young Audiences 
Content Fund at the BFI. 

Ella and Sir Whoopsalot tells the story of an eight-
year-old disabled girl who lives in a historic castle 
and befriends a 1,000-year-old knight, who she 
shares many fun adventures with. The series is 
aimed at an audience aged seven and under and it 
is hoped that production could start early in 2021.

A SUNDAY NIGHT IN WITH SAMMY
Following the astonishing success of the 2020 sell-out 20th Anniversary shows at the Newcastle 
Utilita Arena in February, the Sunday for Sammy team have released the long-awaited DVD of the 
shows.

More than 12,000 fans flocked to the Arena for the shows which saw the return of Jimmy Nail, as well as 
appearances from cast members including Johnny Vegas, Joe McElderry and Tim Healy. 

In addition to the full performance, the DVD also features a 30-minute documentary, ‘The Making of 
Sunday for Sammy’. This was produced by final year students from the University of Sunderland who were 
given behind the scenes access of the show.

The DVD is available from JG Windows Newcastle and Metrocentre and online.

NORTH EAST ENTREPRENEURS CAPITALISE 
ON AT-HOME EATING AND DRINKING

North East entrepreneurs, who launched a new start up selling gin, 
rum and vodka boxes during Covid-19, have had sales from across the 
UK, as the nation’s habits become more home-based.

Valda and Paul Goodfellow invested a six-figure sum into setting up 
Taste Club Limited in April, with business partners Liam Goodfellow and 
Georga Spottiswood.

Valda said: “A Taste Club box contains all of the elements to create happy 
memories, from great nights in to family celebrations. We are insanely 
passionate about food and drink and working with quality brands. Having 
lived and worked in the North East our whole life, Paul and I felt it was 
hugely important that we invested in our local economy.”

A boyband supergroup will be entertaining 
al fresco diners this month when a popular 
County Durham fundraiser returns.

As part of its Outdoor Summer Sessions 
programme, Hardwick Hall Hotel, at Sedgefield, 
is hosting its 17th annual Oyster Festival on 
11 September, with a new format to maintain 
social distancing.

And those heading to the outdoor charity event 
will be treated to a performance from headliner 
Boyzlife, made up of hugely successful former 
boyband members Keith Duffy of Boyzone and 
Brian McFadden of Westlife.

Tickets cost £120pp plus VAT, with private booth 
seating for parties of six, and includes a three-
course Fruits de Mer menu, with a reception 
drink and free flowing Guinness, lagers and wine.

STREET FOOD BUSINESS 
EXPANDS INTO SECOND SITE
A fast-growing street food business has established 
its second North East site as it continues to expand 
across the region.

Acropolis has built a huge following for its range of 
Greek street food, including gyros, souvlaki and mezze, 
through its base in Newcastle’s Grainger Market, in 
addition to its regular pop-ups at the likes of Quayside 
Market and Tynemouth Market.

Now, Acropolis has added a second permanent site 
to its portfolio by opening in the Stack shipping 
container development in Newcastle, joining the array 
of independent traders at the venue.

Acropolis turned to the specialist real estate team at 
Sintons for support in acquiring their unit within Stack. 

THE BOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN



Escape the lockdown blues and come and visit our wonderful venue with rooms 
available for Bed and Breakfast for as little as £99. (subject to availability)

Contact us also for details of our Bubble with Bubbles and Key to the Castle 
weddings packages,allowing your dream day with your favourite people whilst 

social distancing at the same time.



One such venue is Okana, a plush new bar and 
dining rooms which occupies the iconic former 
Union Rooms site on Westgate Road. 

Striking navy blue canopies now adorn the building’s 
impressive façade, hinting at the luxury which lies 
within, whilst the interior has had a trendy facelift 
whilst still retaining many of its original features. 

For those familiar with the old Union Rooms, the 
old divided floor plan remains in place and now 
comprises a cocktail lounge, snug restaurant, sizeable 
smoking terrace and of course, the capacious, 
marbled bar area for which the venue was so 
renowned. All in all, Okana oozes style and possesses 
the feel of a chic city centre hangout where one can 
unwind with friends, sip cocktails, enjoy food and get 
full of tanked beer in front of the live sport. 

Uniquely, the bar is also blazing a trail in the city with 
its optional offering of CBD oil infused dishes and 
cocktails inspired by similar, runaway success venues 
in London and Amsterdam. 

The oil, which is a £2.50 supplement, is derived 
from the cannabis plant and is lauded for its healthy 
benefits like reduced joint pain and easing anxiety, 
without any of the psychoactive effects associated 
with a marijuana high. 

This had certainly piqued my interest so I pitched up 
one Tuesday afternoon with my son Jack and found 
the venue in full “eat out to help out” swing. 

Following a warm welcome, we settled down in the 
cocktail lounge in the centre of the building and 
observed a menu brimming with choice. In addition 
to a backbone of British dishes (often featuring 
many quirky inflections), there’s a parade of different 
flavours on offer including tapas, sandwiches, burgers, 
pizzas and chargrilled rotisserie dishes. 

Whilst amongst the CBD-friendly dishes, diners can 

enjoy smoked paprika chicken popcorn, crispy hens 
egg with spinach and blue cheese rarebit, the luxury 
gourmet burger with melting beef and cheese and 
even the traditional beer battered cod and chips. 
Now never was there a greater symbol of modern 
Britain than that. 

Kicking off, Jack chose the slow-cooked belly pork 
goujons with a dunk-friendly pot of spiced gravy. 
Stacked up in a Jenga-like structure with a tangle 
of side salad and a smear of beetroot puree, these 
looked great and tasted even better packed with that 
rich, gamey satisfaction. 

I chose the maple glazed chicken wings, delicately 
spiced for extra oomph and served with a board of 
additional dipping sauces including smoky barbecue 
and a thousand island dressing. 

With so much on offer for main course, the seafood 
linguine was a gamble but one which paid off 
emphatically. Plump king prawns met chunks of fresh 
crab in a white wine garlic sauce showered with extra 
chilli and bursting with flavour. 

Jack was also seemingly at a loss at what to order 
so went ahead and ordered everything. A “pimp my 
board” tapas selection arrived four dishes strong, 
comprising garlic butter chorizo prawns, spiced lamb 
and apricot koftas, porcini and ricotta wellington 
parcels and a selection of Chef’s Italian cured meats 
so good it would make Tony Soprano blush. 

The CBD theme also extends to the dessert menu 
where one can enjoy tiramisu, Eton mess and 
chocolate fondant all with a few droplets of the good 
stuff should they so wish. A bracing espresso and an 
Old Fashioned cocktail would suffice for Jack and I 
though as we soaked up the atmosphere in the glass-
ceilinged cocktail area. 

On first visit then, this would appear to be a venue 
with a lot going for it. Coupled with a stellar food 

& drink offering, is an enthusiastic approach to trial 
new events and promotions – we visited a few days 
prior to a bank holiday hip hop brunch. In fact the 
various rooms make for a versatile space which lends 
itself to a number of occasions, be it morning coffee, 
a pit stop after work or party evening. 

Whilst all dishes may comply with the maximum 
0.2% legal THC limit, this exciting new venue has 
begun life on a high. 
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For more information, visit www.okananewcastle.co.uk

OH OKANA!
By Michael Grahamslaw 

As Newcastle begins to wake up following lockdown restrictions, a 
steady stream of new venues are popping up around the city. 



Great food in good company.

N OW  O P E N

J O I N  U S  F O R  L U N C H  or  D I N N E R

mpwrestaurants.com

N O W  TA K I N G  B O O K I N G S



The trendy new space, developed by Danieli 
Holdings, is built from shipping containers that are 
assembled to make an enclosed open-air village, 
with stretched tents providing protection from 
the elements and a central plaza area for drinking, 
eating and entertainment.

Suitable for all of the family, including the dog, it’s a 
place to come together and socialise...safely!

The food and drink providers include:

  Downey’s Fish & Chips - serving the best locally 
produced fish & chips in the area.

  Acropolis - multi award winning Greek street 
food.

  Chapos Tacos - traditional Mexican street food 
made from family recipes passed down through 
generations.

  Boojie Burger - classic American burgers, 
smashed and stacked full of flavour.

  Yolo Coffee & Kitchen - serving breakfast, 
brunch, lunch and great tasting coffee.

  Healthy Thaim - Healthy food with a Thai twist.

  Farah’s Italiano - Italian street food serving 
fresh homemade pasta and Piadina’s.

  Holy Duck - Loaded duck fries and wraps galore.

  Longhorns Smokehouse - all about the meat - 
rubbed, pulled, BBQ’d and more.

  ZZA Pizzeria - classic Italian thin and crispy 
pizzas.

  The Little Cakery - providing delicious treats 
ranging from homemade cakes and traybakes to 
fresh scones and gourmet brownies.

Bars

 Barley & Me

 Heineken

 Yolo (Wine & Cocktail Bar)

 Hop House 13

 The Gin Cabinet (Gin Bar)

And they are joined by a host of lifestyle businesses 
including:

  Woofs n Scruffs - dog grooming, self-serve 
baths and dog supplies.

 Games Cabin - computer gaming.

Neill Winch, CEO at Danieli Holdings, said he was 
proud to bring the STACK concept to his hometown 
of Sunderland following the scheme’s success in 
Newcastle.

He said: “I’m delighted with the line-up of businesses 
we have been able to bring to STACK Seaburn. It 
really is testament to the confidence people have in 
the STACK concept that so many street food traders 

and lifestyle companies have signed up to take a unit 
during what has been the most challenging period 
imaginable for the sector.

“STACK offers a unique experience to customers, 
which ensures they keep coming back time and 
time again. The variety of food, drink and services 
on offer makes the place vibrant and welcoming all 
year round. And with a full line up of entertainment 
planned to include; live music, quizzes, dog days and 
wellness events, there is something for everyone.”

The container scheme is also well suited to operating 
under the current circumstances with social 
distancing measures in place. Neill added: “The fact 
we are essentially an outdoor venue and we can 
space the tables out to ensure social distancing gives 
people the confidence they can come out to socialise 
and feel safe at the same time.”

“Pre-bookings, table service and COVID marshals 
have all worked well to keep customers safe at our 
Newcastle scheme, and we will be introducing the 
same operating procedures at STACK Seaburn.”

Many of the businesses that have signed up to take 
space in STACK are Sunderland traders, keen to take 
advantage of the stunning seaside location which 
attracts excellent footfall throughout the year. 

Councillor Graeme Miller, leader of Sunderland City 
Council, said: “We have a stunning seaside that will 
be greatly enhanced by the arrival of this exciting 
line-up of traders, who will bring something new and 
different to the area. 

“STACK’s success demonstrates the growing 
confidence that businesses have in this city. Residents 
are fiercely proud of our seaside and they support it, 
and visitors are increasingly attracted to the area - 
and we’ll continue to see that appeal grow, as we 
create a better offer for families and friends to enjoy.

STACK is one of a number of positive seaside 
developments set to move forward, transforming the 
area into a vibrant place to live and play.  

IT’S ALL STACKING UP ON  
SUNDERLAND’S SEAFRONT

Located on the magnificent Seaburn coastline in Sunderland, STACK Seaburn opens to the  
public on Friday 4th September. The new social hub features a vibrant line up of bars,  

street food and lifestyle businesses right on the seafront.
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www.stackseaburn.com            @stackseaburn             @stackseaburn             @stackseaburn          Email- Info@stackseaburn.com



Simply Because We Caree

www.sorepawsveterinaryclinic.co.uk

Sore Paws Vets, Commercial Street, Winlaton, NE21 5QX

0191 414 4233

10% off for the 
pets of Senior 

Citizens

A family-run clinic, only 15 minutes 
outside Newcastle City Centre. 
Read what our clients have to say: 

Treatment Price

Consultation

|

£30

Annual Vaccinations

Cat Castration

Cat Spay

Dog Castration
(<10kg - >40kg)

Dog Spay
(<10kg - >40kg)

Dental (including x-rays
and minor extractions)

Caesarean Section

£30

£40

£62

£107 - £138

£128 - £228

£308

£750

“Emma Parsons: Can’t thank the staff 
at Sore Paws enough for looking after 

my cat Dobby after he had a run in with 
a car last week. Even though we weren’t 

registered with them and they were about 
to close for the evening, they saw him and 

gave him a thorough examination with 
a follow up appointment the next day. 

Fortunately, his injuries weren’t as 
bad as we thought, and he is now 
doing okay (although he has used 

up one of his 9 lives). I would 
100% recommend 

Sore Paws”  

“Louise Heslop: Sarah was 
lovely with Charlie, he can be 

a grumpy growly terrier, but he 
approved and even gave Sarah 
kisses. He accepted treats from 
Sarah, which is unusual, so he 

must have really liked her. I 
would definitely 

recommend”



I took a visit there when the station was only three weeks old with the 
intention of walking the coastal path north to Seaham along the cliff tops and 
alongside the railway. It is a walk that takes over three hours to do, whereas 
the train only takes eight minutes. There are not many options at Horden, 
but further north there is much choice of footpaths – generally alongside the 
railway is the most direct and along the wiggly route of the coastline is longer, 
but more scenic.  

Since it is not yet marked on any maps, I was unsure where the new station 
actually was, but it’s at grid reference NZ 447 412, somewhat south of where 
I expected, but the 1140 train from Newcastle arrived punctually at 1217. 
Passengers from the south, e.g. Darlington and Yarm, can change at Thornaby 
to access the Durham Coast Line. Before it opened, it was known as Horden 
Peterlee, but was opened as just Horden which has caused some confusion. My 
phone’s text messaging translated the three letter code for Horden, HRE, as RYE 
in East Sussex. And asking for Horden gave a message that info on the London 
Underground station at Morden could not be given. It will no doubt get sorted 
soon!  

The new station had only four cars in a substantial car park, but on the same day 
the Prime Minister announced that railways were not just for essential journeys. 
I headed north along a wide paved track north to join the coastal path through 
the fragrant wooded glade named Warren House Gill, accessed via the County 
council tip and the sewage works. After the Gill there’s a sharp left up steep steps 
to the cliff top and an exhilarating walk along the towards Fox Holes Dene. You 
go inland here to cross the dene and can either use the coastal path or go direct 
alongside the railway.

When Tom Wright became Bishop of Durham in 2003 I was asked to plan a walk 
and bus/rail ride round the diocese over six days which included part of this walk, 
in that case southbound from Seaham to Easington Colliery. It was decided that 
the senior staff (archdeacons, Bishop’s council members etc.) would all do this 
walk together and in the area of Hawthorn Dene we got temporarily lost. At the 
time it was case of too many Chiefs and not enough Indians. Is that phrase even 
acceptable these days?

Luckily the signposting has been improved since those days and it was no problem 
to walk down below the railway bridge and over the little bridge in the Dene and 
along the fields until the large industrial estate at Seaham eventually came into 
view. I chose the coast route here to round off the day.

I began walking at 1230 and arrived at Seaham Harbour at 1615 at the office of 
my accountant where I was able to drop off some papers. It was then a further 
ten minutes up the old track to Seaham station for the train back to Newcastle 

at 1720. There were some young people (all wearing masks) going for a night out 
in Newcastle, which previously would have been prohibited. When you have the 
opportunity to have a day out by train, take it with both hands. You never know if 
there is to be another lockdown.
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OUT & ABOUT - HORDEN, DURHAM HERITAGE COAST

Email: alexnelson@dunelm.org.uk   www.nationalrail.com    
www.durhamheritagecoast.org

Britain’s newest railway station opened in the North East on Monday 29th June.  
It’s at Horden on the Durham Coast line between Middlesbrough and Newcastle, situated  

between Seaham and Hartlepool stations. 
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Pont-y-Pant x PYP 

Dolwyddelan x DWD

Roman Bridge x RMB 

Blaenau Ffestiniog BFF

CWB
Colwyn Bay

Wrexham
Central WXC

YRT x Yorton 

WEM Wem 

PRS x Prees 

WTC Whitchurch 
(Shropshire) 

WRE x Wrenbury 

NAN Nantwich 

ALB
Albrighton 

BBK
Bilbrook

Crosskeys 
CKY

Newbridge
   NBE

Llanhilleth
    LTH

Ebbw Vale Parkway EBV

Ebbw Vale Town EBB

Risca & 
Pontymistr 

RCA
Rogerstone 

ROR

Pye
Corner 

PYE

Abergavenny
AGV

Heath
High Level 
HHLLlandaf

        LLN

DCT Danescourt 

RDR Radyr 

NNP
Ninian
Park 

BGN
Bridgend 

LLR
Llanharan 

PCD
Pencoed 

Barry
Docks
BYD

CAD
Cadoxton 

Eastbrook 
EBK

CGN Cogan Dingle Road
   DGL

Penarth 
PEN

GTN Grangetown
(Cardiff) 

Dinas
Powys
DNS

Llantwit Major LWM

Barry Island 
BYI

Rhoose Cardiff
International Airport

RIA

Pyle PYL

Port Talbot
Parkway

PTA

Neath NTH
Briton Ferry BNF

Baglan BAJ

Skewen SKE
Llansamlet LAS

Gowerton x GWN
LLE Llanelli 

PBY Pembrey & Burry Port 
KWL x Kidwelly 

FYS x Ferryside 

Carmarthen CMN
Whitland WTL

NAR x
Narberth 

SDF x
Saundersfoot 

Haverfordwest 
HVF

Johnston
(Pembs) x JOH

Milford Haven 
MFH

PNA x
Penally 

LAM x
Lamphey 

PMD 
Pembroke

Dock 

Kilgetty 
x KGT 

Tenby 
TEN

Manorbier 
MRB

Pembroke
PMB

Clunderwen x CUW 

Clarbeston Road x CLR 

Fishguard
Harbour FGH

Fishguard & Goodwick FGW

Swansea SWA

PYC
Pontyclun 

TAF Taffs Well 
TRE Trefforest Estate 

Maesteg MST

Maesteg (Ewenny Road) MEW

Tondu TDU

Garth (Mid Glamorgan) GMG

Sarn SRR

Wildmill WMI

TRF Trefforest 

Treherbert 
TRB

Treorchy 
TRY

BYE x Bynea 

LLH x Llangennech 

PTD x Pontarddulais 

PTF Pantyffynnon 

AMF x Ammanford 

LLI x Llandybie 

FFA x Ffairfach 

LLL Llandeilo 

LNR x Llanwrda 

LLG x Llangadog 

LLV Llandovery 

CYN x Cynghordy 

SUG x Sugar Loaf 

LNW Llanwrtyd 

LLM x Llangammarch 

GTH x Garth (Powys) 

CIM x Cilmeri 

BHR x Builth Road 

LLO Llandrindod 

PNY x Pen-y-Bont 

DOL x Dolau 

LLT x Llanbister Road 

LGO x Llangynllo 

KNU x Knucklas 

KNI Knighton 

BUK x Bucknell 

HPT x Hopton Heath 

BME x Broome 

TPN
Ton Pentre 

LLY
Llwynypia 

DMG
Dinas

(Rhondda) 
TRH

Trehafod 
YNW

Ynyswen 

Ystrad
Rhonnda 

YSR

Tonypandy 
TNP

Porth
POR

PER Penrhiwceiber 
MTA Mountain Ash 

FER Fernhill 
CMH Cwmbach 

ABA Aberdare 

Merthyr Tydfil MER
Pentre-Bach PTB

Abercynon ACY

Quakers Yard QYD
Merthyr Vale MEV

Troed-y-rhiw TRD

Pontypridd
             PPD

FRW Fairwater 
WNG Waun-Gron Park Cathays  

        CYS

Coryton COY
Whitchurch (Cardiff) WHT

Rhiwbina RHI

Birchgrove BCG
Ty Glas TGS

Heath Low           
    Level
        HLL

Lisvane & 
Thornhill
LVT

Caerphilly CPH

Aber ABE

Llanbradach LNB
Ystrad Mynach YSM

Hengoed HNG

Pengam PGM
Gilfach Fargoed GFF

Bargoed BGD
Brithdir BHD

Tir-Phil TIR
Pontlottyn PLT

Rhymney RHY

Energlyn &
Churchill Park
                 ECP

Llanishen 
LLS

Cardiff Bay
CDB

Cwmbran 
CWM

LED
Ledbury

GMV
Great

Malvern

Bicester
Village 

BIT

OXP
Oxford

Parkway 

Bicester
North BCS

Haddenham &
Thame Parkway
HDM
MRS Monks
Risborough Little

Kimble
LTK

Islip 
ISP

HYD Heyford 

TAC Tackley 

KGS Kings Sutton 

HWY High Wycombe 

OXF Oxford 

Cheltenham Spa CNM

Hereford HFD

WOF
Worcester
Foregate

Street

Cardiff
Queen
Street CDQ

CDF
Cardiff
Central 

Newport
(South Wales) 
NWP

BRY
Barry

Didcot Parkway 
DID

SDR Saunderton 

PRR Princes Risborough 

RIC Rickmansworth 

CLW Chorleywood 

AMR Amersham 

GMN Great Missenden 

Wendover WND

Stoke
   Mandeville
      SKM

Aylesbury
            AYS

Aylesbury Vale 
Parkway AVP

Chalfont & Latimer 
CFO

HDN Harlesden 

Willesden 
Junction 
WIJ

SBP Stonebridge Park 
WMB Wembley Central 

NWB Wembley 
SOK South Kenton 

KNT Kenton 
HRW Harrow & Wealdstone 

HDL Headstone Lane 
HTE Hatch End 

CPK Carpenders Park 
BSH Bushey 

WFH Watford High Street 

South
Hampstead 

SOH
Farringdon 

ZFD

Bond Street 

Tottenham Court Road 

KNL Kensal
Green 

Kensal
Rise
KNR

Brondesbury Park BSP

Brondesbury 
BSY

Kentish
Town KTN

Caledonian 
Road & 

Barnsbury
CIR

KBN Kilburn
High Road 

Old Street OLD

Essex Road EXR

Finsbury Park FPK

Harringay Green Lanes 
HRY

South
Tottenham 

STO

Drayton Park DYP
Canonbury 

CNN

Highbury &
Islington HHY

Camden
Road 
CMD

Kentish
   Town West
       KTW

Hendon
HEN FNY

Finchley
Road & 
Frognal

Hampstead
Heath
HDHWest Hampstead 

WHD

GPO
Gospel

Oak 

UHL
Upper

Holloway 

CRH
Crouch

Hill Harringay HGY
Hornsey HRN
Alexandra Palace AAP

Bowes Park
BOPNSG New Southgate 

OKL Oakleigh Park 
NBA New Barnet 

HDW Hadley Wood 
PBR Potters Bar 

BPK Brookmans Park 
WMG Welham Green 
HAT Hatfield (Herts) 

WGC Welwyn Garden City 
WLW Welwyn North 

KBW Knebworth 

Palmers Green 
PAL

Winchmore Hill 
WIH

Grange Park GPK
Edmonton Green

EDR

Bush Hill Park 
BHK

Southbury 
SBU

Theobalds
Grove
TEO

TUR
Turkey
Street 

Cheshunt CHN

Broxbourne BXB

Roydon RYN

Harlow Town HWM

Harlow Mill HWM

Sawbridgeworth SAW

Bishops Stortford BIS

Stansted Mountfitchet SST

Shelford (Cambs) SED

ELY Ely 

WLE
Whittlesea 

MCH
March

MNE
Manea 

WBC Waterbeach 
CMB Cambridge North 

Dullingham 
DUL

Newmarket 
NMK    

Kennett KNE

Bury St Edmunds BSE

Thurston TRS

SPP x R  
Shippea Hill 

BND
Brandon

HRD
Harling Road 

ATL
Attleborough 

WMD
Wymondham 

Lakenheath      
        LAK x

Littleport LTP

Spalding SPA

Netherfield 
NET

MMO
Melton Mowbray 

OKM
Oakham

SMD
Stamford (Lincs)

RDF
Radcliffe-
on-Trent 

CTO Carlton 

BUJ Burton Joyce 

LOW Lowdham 

THU Thurgarton 

BSB Bleasby 

FSK Fiskerton 

ROL x Rolleston 

NCT Newark Castle 

Collingham CLM

Swinderby SWD

Hykeham HKM

Gainsborough
Lea Road

GBL

SXY
Saxilby 

Retford RET

Gainsborough
     Central

         GNB

KTL      Kirton Lindsey 

Kirk Sandall KKS
Hatfield & Stainforth HFS

Thorne South 
TNS

CWE
Crowle 

SNI
Snaith 

Rawcliffe 
RWC

Goole GOO

WRS
Wressle 

EGN
Eastrington 

BMF
Broomfleet 

Ferriby
FRY

Cottingham CGM

Beverley BEV

Arram ARR

Hutton Cranswick HUT

Driffield DRF

Nafferton NFN

Bridlington BDT

Bempton BEM

Hunmanby HUB

Filey FIL

Seamer SEMMalton MLT

ThirskTHI

Northallerton NTR  

Saltmarshe SAM

Thorne North
         TNN

Althorpe 
ALP

BGG      Brigg 

Barnetby 
BTB

Barton-on-Humber BAU
Barrow Haven BAV

New Holland NHL
Goxhill GOX

Thornton Abbey TNA

Habrough HAB

Ulceby ULC

Stallingborough SLL
Healing HLI

Great Coates GCT

Grimsby Docks GMD
New Clee x NCE

ALK
Aslockton 

BTF
Bottesford 

Bingham
BIN

Elton &
Orston
R ELO 

Heckington HEC

Rauceby
RAU

Ancaster
ANC

SLR Sleaford 

Swineshead SWE

Ruskington RKT

Metheringham MGM

Market Rasen MKR

Hubberts Bridge HBB

Boston BSN

Thorpe Culvert TPC

Wainfleet WFL

Havenhouse HVN

Skegness SKG

Downham Market DOW

Watlington WTG

Thetford
TTF

Eccles Road 
ECS

Spooner Row 
x SPN

Elmswell ESW

Whittlesford Parkway WLF

Great Chesterford GRC

Audley End AUD
Newport (Essex) NWE
Elsenham (Essex) ESM

ENF
Enfield Town

WAR
Ware 

(Herts) 

SMT
St Margarets

(Herts)
RYH

Rye House 
HFE

Hertford East 

SLV Silver Street 

WHL White Hart Lane 

BCV Bruce Grove 

SVS Seven Sisters 

Stamford Hill 
SMH

Stoke Newington SKW

Rectory Road REC

             LOF
London Fields

Haggerston 
HGG

Hoxton
HOX

Shoreditch
High Street 

SDC

CBH Cambridge 
Heath 

BET Bethnal
Green

ZLW Whitechapel

Hackney Downs HAC

Clapton CPT

Maryland 
MYL

Stratford International 
SFA

Barking BKG

FOG
Forest
Gate 

Manor
Park 
MNP

Seven
Kings 
SVK

Chadwell
Heath 
CTH

IFD
Ilford 

GMY
Goodmayes 

RMF
Romford 

GDP
Gidea
Park 

HRO
Harold
Wood 

Brentwood 
BRE

Billericay 
BIC

WIC
Wickford 

Ingatestone INT

HAP Hatfield Peverel 

WTM Witham 

Marks
Tey 
MKT

Kelvedon 
KEL

Colchester
Town CET

Great
Bentley 

GRB

Thorpe-
le-Soken 

TLS

HYH
Hythe 

(Essex) 

Mistley 
MIS

Harwich
International 

HPQ

Harwich
Town HWC

WRB
Wrabness 

Felixstowe 
FLX

Derby Road 
(Ipswich) DBR

TRM
Trimley 

WDB Woodbridge 

MES Melton (Suffolk) 

WCM Wickham Market 

NMT Needham Market 

DIS Diss 
OUN Oulton Broad North 

SYT Somerleyton 

HAD x Haddiscoe 

Reedham
(Norfolk) REE

Berney Arms x BYA Cantley CNY
Buckenham
      (Norfolk)
        x BUC 

ACL
Acle

LGD
Lingwood 

BDA
Brundall 

Salhouse SAH

Hoveton & Wroxham HXM

Worstead WRT

North Walsham NWA

Gunton GNT

Cromer 
CMR

West 
Runton 
WRN

Sheringham 
SHM

Roughton Road CMR

Brundall 
Gardens 

BGA

SMK Stowmarket 

MNG Manningtree 

SAX Saxmundham 

DSM Darsham 

HAS Halesworth 

BRP x Brampton (Suffolk) 

BCC Beccles 

OUS Oulton Broad South 

LWT
Lowestoft

 

WFI
Westerfield 

IPS Ipswich 

NRW
Norwich 

GYM
Great

Yarmouth 

DVC
Dovercourt 

ALR
Alresford (Essex) 

WEE
Weeley 

Kirby Cross KBX

Frinton-on-Sea FRI

Walton-on-the-Naze
WON

Clacton-on-Sea 
CLT

Wivenhoe 
WIV

COL Colchester

WNY White Notley 

CES Cressing (Essex) 

BTP Braintree Freeport 

BTR Braintree 

Sudbury (Suffolk) SUY

Bures x BUE

Chappel &
   Wakes Colne
       CWC

CHM Chelmsford 

Rayleigh 
RLG

HOC
Hockley 

BLB
Battlesbridge 

NFA
North

Fambridge 

South Woodham 
Ferrers

SOF

Althorne 
(Essex)

ALN

Southminster 
SMN

BUU
Burnham-
on-Crouch 

Prittlewell PRL
Southend 
Victoria SOVRochford RFD

SIA
Southend Airport 

SNF
Shenfield 

Emerson Park
EMP

Dagenham Dock DDK
RNM

Rainham (Essex) 

OCK Ockendon 
Chafford Hundred

Lakeside CFH

Purfleet PFL

GRY
Grays 

Tilbury Town TIL
East Tilbury ETL

Stanford-le-Hope SFO

Upminster 
    UPM

WHR
West

Horndon 

Laindon
LAI

BSO
Basildon 

PSE
Pitsea

Benfleet BEF Chalkwell 
CHW

Thorpe Bay
TPB

Southend
Central 

SOC

LES
Leigh-on- Sea 

SOE
Southend East 

WCF
Westcliff 

SRY
Shoeburyness 

St James
Street

(Walthamstow)
SJS

Blackhorse
   Road BHO

Walthamstow
Queen’s Road WMW

Chingford CHI

Waltham Cross WLC

Enfield Lock ENL

Brimsdown BMD

Ponders End PON

Meridian Water MRW

Tottenham
Hale TOM

Lea
Bridge 
LEB

Northumberland 
Park NUM

Highams Park HIP

Wood Street WST

Walthamstow
Central WHC

Leyton Midland 
Road LEM

Leytonstone
High Road LER

Wanstead Park WNP

Woodgrange Park WGR
Limehouse LHS

Canary 
Wharf 

SQE
Surrey Quays 

Canada Water ZCW
Rotherhithe 

ROE

Wapping 
WPE

Shadwell 
SDE

Custom House 

West Ham 
WEH

Hackney Central HKC
Homerton HMN

Hackney Wick
    HKW

Dalston
   Kingsland
      DLK

Dalston
Junction 

DLJ

Enfield Chase
ENC

Gordon Hill GDH
Crews Hill CWH

Cuffley CUF
Bayford BAY

Watton-at-Stone WAS

Hitchin HIT

Arlesey ARL

Biggleswade BIW

Sandy SDY

St Neots SNO

Huntingdon HUN

LET
Letchworth
Garden City 

BDK
Baldock

RYS Royston 

MEL Meldreth 

STH Shepreth 

FXN Foxton 

AWM
Ashwell

& Morden 

Stevenage SVG

CBG Cambridge 

Peterborough 
PBO

Grantham GRA

Newark
North Gate 
NNG

Mansfield MFT

Sheffield 
SHF

Worksop
WRK

LCN
Lincoln 

Doncaster DON

SCU
Scunthorpe 

Grimsby Town GMB

Cleethorpes CLE

Selby
SBY

York YRK

Scarborough
SCA

Hull HUL

Howden 
HOW

Gilberdyke 
GBD

Brough
BUH

Hessle 
HES

NOT
Nottingham 

Barnsley
BNY

Huddersfield HUD

RCD Rochdale 

Halifax 
HFX

Bradford
Interchange 

BDI

BDQ Bradford Forster Square LDS
Leeds

Wakefield
Westgate WKF

Derby DBY

Kings Lynn KLN

Stansted Airport SSD

Hertford North HFN

Cricklewood 
CRI

Watford North WFN

KGL Kings Langley 
APS Apsley 

HML Hemel Hempstead 
BKM Berkhamsted 

TRI Tring 

Cheddington CEDLBZ Leighton Buzzard 

Bletchley BLY MKC Milton Keynes Central 

BAN Banbury 

LMS Leamington Spa 
Northampton
   NMP

BDM Bedford 

Leicester LEI

Coventry COV
SOL Solihull 

Stratford-
upon-Avon 

SAV

Birmingham
    International BHI

Birmingham
New Street BHM

BMO Birmingham 
Moor Street 

Birmingham 
Snow Hill
BSW

LIC Lichfield City 

STA Stafford 

Stoke-on-Trent SOT

Macclesfield MAC

Stockport SPT

Manchester
Oxford Road

MCO

MAN
Manchester
Piccadilly

MCV
Manchester

Victoria 

Wilmslow WML

Crewe CRE

Manchester
Airport

MIA

WAC
Warrington 

Central

WGN Wigan 
North Western 

PRE Preston 
(Lancs) 

Lancaster LAN

Barrow-in-
Furness

BIF

Isle of Man

Blackpool 
North BPN

Wigan 
Wallgate
WGW Bolton BON

Blackburn BBN

Runcorn    
RUN

LPY
Liverpool South 

Parkway

St Helens Central SNH

Liverpool
Lime Street

LIV
  Liverpool
Central LVC

Warrington
Bank Quay 
WBQ

BWD
Birchwood

SNK
Sankey for 
Penketh 

Warrington
West

HGN
Hough 
Green 

HNX
Hunts
Cross 

                    WAV    
        Wavertree
  Technology
       Park 

Broad Green BGE

ROB Roby 

Kirkdale
 KKD

   Fazakerley
FAZ

Rainford RNF
Upholland UPL

Orrell ORR
Pemberton PEM   

     Kirkby
(Merseyside) KIR

Rice Lane RIL

Walton
(Mersyside) 

WAO

Orrell Park
     OPK

AIN Aintree 
ORN Old Roan 

MAG Maghull 
MNS Maghull North 

TWN Town Green 
AUG Aughton Park 

OMS Ormskirk 
BCJ Burscough Junction 

Rufford 
RUF

Croston CSO

HUY Huyton 
Whiston 

WHN
Rainhill 

RNH

PSC Prescot 
Eccleston Park ECL

Thatto Heath THH

St Helens Junction SHJ

Garswood 
GSW Bryn BYN Ince INC

Lostock LOT
Horwich Parkway HWI

Blackrod BLK
Adlington (Lancs) ADL

Buckshaw Parkway BSV
Chorley CRL

SLW Salwick 
Layton LAY

Moss Side MOS

Lytham LTMSQU Squires Gate 

BPB Blackpool 
Pleasure Beach 

BPS Blackpool South 

Ansdell &
Fairhaven AFV

Kirkham &
Wesham KKM

Poulton-
le-Fylde PFY

Heysham Port
R HHP 

Bare
Lane 
BAR

MCM
Morecambe 

CNF Carnforth

Wennington 
WNN

Bentham 
BEN

Clapham
(North Yorkshire) 

CPY

Giggleswick 
GIG

Oxenholme
Lake District 
OXN

Penrith
(North Lakes) 
PNR         

SVR Silverdale 

ARN Arnside 

ROO
RooseASK Askam 

FOX x Foxfield 
GNR x Green Road 

MLM Millom 

Silecroft x SIC 

Bootle (Cumbria) x BOC 

Ravenglass for Eskdale RAV

Drigg x DRI 

Seascale SSC

Sellafield SEL

Braystones (Cumbria) x BYS 

Nethertown x NRT 

St Bees SBS

Corkickle x CKL 

Whitehaven WTH

Parton x PRN 

Harrington x HRR 

Workington WKG

Flimby x FLM 

Maryport 
MRY

Aspatria x ASP 

Wigton
WGT

DLS x 
Dalston

(Cumbria)

KBF x Kirkby-in-Furness ULV
Ulverston

Dalton 
(Cumbria)

DLT

Cark &
Cartmel 

CAK

KBK
Kents Bank

KEN Kendal 

BUD Burneside (Cumbria) 

SVL Staveley (Cumbria) 

WDM Windermere 

Grange-over-
Sands GOS

St Annes-
on-Sea SAS

Lostock
Hall LOH

BMB
Bamber
Bridge 

Pleasington 
x PLS

CYT
Cherry Tree

Mill Hill
(Lancs) 

MLH

Hindley 
HIN

Daisy Hill DSY

HGF Hag Fold 

ATN Atherton 

WKD
Walkden 

Westhoughton WHG

MSD
Moorside 

SNN
Swinton

(Manchester) 

Salford Crescent SLD
Salford Central SFD

Clifton (Manchester) R CLI 

Kearsley (Manchester) KSL
Farnworth FNW

Moses Gate MSS

Hall-i-th-Wood HID

Bromley Cross 
(Lancs) BMC

Entwistle x ENT 

Darwen DWN

Ramsgreave
& Wilpshire RGW  

Langho LHO

Whalley (Lancs)
              WHE

Clitheroe CLH

Patricroft 
PAT

Eccles
(Manchester)

ECC

NLW
Newton

-le-
Willows 

Lea Green 
LEG

ERL Earlestown 

Widnes 
WID

Halewood 
HED

West
Allerton 

WSA

Mossley
Hill

MSH

Edge
Hill
EDG

Brunswick 
BRW

Aigburth 
AIG

Cressington 
CSGSt. Michaels 

STM

IRL
Irlam 

Chassen
Road 
CSR

Humphrey
Park
HUP

Manchester
United

Football 
Ground

        MUF

DGT
Deansgate 

Walsall WSL

WVH Wolverhampton 

SHR
Shrewsbury 

WRX Wrexham General 

Chester 
CTR

LLD Llandudno 

Bangor (Gwynedd) BNG

Holyhead HHD

Garston 
(Hertfordshire) GSN

BWO Bricket Wood 

Fenny Stratford FEN
WOL Wolverton 

Long Buckby LBK

Rugby RUG 

WRW Warwick 

Warwick
Parkway WRP

Hatton 
HTN

LPW Lapworth 

SRI Spring Road 

FWY Five Ways 

BBS      Bordesley 

UNI University (Birmingham) 
SLY Selly Oak 

BRV Bournville 
KNN Kings Norton 

LOB Longbridge 
NFD Northfield 

Alvechurch ALV

Redditch RDC

BTG Barnt Green 
BMV Bromsgrove HBY Hartlebury 

HLG Hall Green 
YRD Yardley Wood 

SRL Shirley 
WTE Whitlocks End 

WYT Wythall 
EWD Earlswood (West Midlands) 

TLK x The Lakes (Warks) 

Bearley
x BER

Claverdon 
x CLV

WDE x Wood End 
DZY x Danzey 

HNL Henley-in-Arden 
Wootton Wawen x WWW 

WMC Wilmcote 

Stratford upon 
Avon Parkway 

STY

DDG Dorridge 

OLT Olton 

Acocks
    Green   
         ACG

TYS Tyseley 

SMA Small Heath 

WMR Widney Manor 

Bow Brickhill BWB

Woburn Sands WOB

Aspley Guise APG

RID Ridgmont 

LID Lidlington 

MLB Millbrook (Bedfordshire) 

SWR Stewartby 

KMH Kempston Hardwick 

BSJ Bedford St Johns 

WEL Wellingborough 

KET Kettering 

Bedworth BEH

Coventry Arena CAA

Kenilworth 
KNW

Bermuda 
Park BEP

Hampton-in-Arden
    HIA

Adderley Park ADD

Duddeston DUD

Water Orton WTO Hinckley
(Leics)
HNK

Narborough 
NBR

Coleshill
Parkway 

CEH

South
Wigston 

SWS

Aston AST

Gravelly Hill 
GVH

Erdington 
ERD

Nuneaton 
NUN

Atherstone ATHWilnecote
(Staffs)
WNE

Polesworth R PSW 

Tamworth TAM

Burton-on-Trent BUT

Willington WIL

Chester Road 
CRD

Bescot Stadium BSC

Perry Barr PRY
Witton
   (Birmingham)
      WTT

Hamstead
    (Birmingham) HSD

Tame Bridge Parkway
   TAB

Wylde Green 
WYL

Sutton
Coldfield 

SUT

FOK Four Oaks 

BUL Butlers Lane 

Bloxwich BLX

Bloxwich North   
            BWN

LAW Landywood 

CAO Cannock 

HNF Hednesford 

RGT Rugeley Town

SNE
Stone

(Staffs)

Longport LPT

Kidsgrove KDG

Congleton CNGAlsager 
ASG

Sandbach SDB

Mouldsworth 
MLD

DLM 
Delamere 

FRD Frodsham 

Runcorn
East
RUE

    Helsby 
HSB

INE
Ince & Elton
(Cheshire)

ELP
Ellesmere

Port 
LTT

Little Sutton 

Overpool OVE

Eastham Rake ERA
Hooton HOO

Bromborough Rake BMR
Bromborough BOM

Spital SPI
Port Sunlight PSLBEB Bebington 

RFY Rock Ferry 

   Green Lane
GNL

CNP Conway Park 

BKQ Birkenhead Hamilton Square 

LVJ
James Street

Liverpool 

MRF Moorfields 

SDL Sandhills 

BDL Birkdale Meols Cop 
MEC

New Lane NLN

BES
Bescar Lane 

BCB
Burscough

Bridge 
HSC

Hoscar 

PBL Parbold 

Euxton
Balshaw 

Lane 
EBA

LEY Leyland 

APB Appley Bridge 
GST Gathurst 

HIL Hillside 
ANS Ainsdale 

FRE Freshfield 
FBY Formby 

HTO Hightown 
HLR Hall Road 

WLO Waterloo (Merseyside) 

BAH Bank Hall 

BLN Blundellsands & Crosby 

SFL Seaforth & Litherland 
BNW Bootle New Strand 

BOT Bootle Oriel Road 

SOP Southport 

BKP Birkenhead Park 

BKN Birkenhead North 

WLV Wallasey Village 

Leasowe
LSW

Bidston BID

MRT
Moreton

(Merseyside)
Meols MEO

Manor Road MNR

Hoylake HYK

West Kirby WKI

WLG Wallasey Grove Road 

NBN New Brighton 

Birkenhead 
Central BKC

Capenhurst CPU
Bache BAC

Stanlow &
Thornton 

SNT
Cuddington 

CUD
Hartford (Cheshire) HTF

Greenbank GBK
Northwich NWI

Lostock Gralam LTG
Plumley PLM

KNF Knutsford 
MOB Mobberley 

Winsford WSF

Acton Bridge
    (Cheshire)
        ACB

Holmes Chapel HCH
Goostrey GTR

Chelford (Cheshire) CEL

Alderley Edge ALD

Prestbury PRB

Adlington
(Cheshire) 
ADC

Poynton PYT

Bramhall BML

Middlewood MDL
Chinley

CLY
Edale 
EDL

Strines SRN
New Mills Central
   NMC

Marple MPL
Rose Hill 

RSH

BNT
Brinnington 

Heaton
Chapel HTC

Levenshulme 
LVM

Bredbury 
BDY

Romiley RML

Woodley WLY
Hyde Central HYC

Hyde North HYT

ADK
Ardwick 

Padgate 
PDG

Glazebrook 
GLZ

FLI
Flixton 

URM
Urmston 

TRA
Trafford

Park 
GTO

Gorton 
FRF

Fairfield 

Flowery
Field FLF

Godley 
GDL

Hattersley HTY
Broadbottom BDB

Dinting DTG
Hadfield 
HDF

Glossop GLO

BLV Belle Vue 
RRB Ryder Brow 
RDN Reddish North 

Reddish South
    RDS

MAU Mauldeth Road 
BNA Burnage 

East Didsbury
           EDY

Gatley GTY
Navigation
Road NVR

Hale
(Manchester)

HAL

ASY
Ashley

ALT
Altrincham 

Heald Green 
HDG

SYA Styal 

Handforth  
     HTH

Denton
    DTN

GUI
Guide 
Bridge 

NWN
Newton 
for Hyde 

ABY
Ashburys 

BAM
Bamford 

GRN
Grindleford 

Hope
(Derbyshire) 

HOP

Hathersage 
HSG

Dore & 
Totley 
DOR

Disley DSL

New Mills Newtown NMN

Furness Vale FNV

Whaley Bridge WBR

Chapel-en-le-Frith CEF

Dove Holes DVH

Buxton BUX

Cheadle Hulme
CHU

Davenport DVN
HAZ

Hazel Grove

Woodsmoor 
WSR

BKT Blake Street 

SEN Shenstone 

PKG Penkridge 

Lichfield
Trent Valley
    LTV   

RGL
Rugeley

Trent Valley

Jewellery
Quarter JEQ

KID Kidderminster 
BKD Blakedown 

HAG Hagley 
Lye LYE

CRA Cradley
Heath 

OHL Old Hill 

ROW Rowley Regis 

LGG Langley Green 

SBT Stourbridge Town 

SBJ Stourbridge Junction 

THW
The

Hawthorns 

CSY Coseley 

TIP Tipton 
DDP Dudley Port 

SAD Sandwell & Dudley 

SGB Smethwick Galton Bridge 

Smethwick 
Rolfe Street 

SMR

Stechford SCF
Lea Hall LEH

Marston Green MGN

Berkswell
     BKW

Tile Hill
     THL

Canley
       CNL

MHR Market Harborough 

COR Corby 

SIL Sileby 

Syston SYS

Loughborough LBO

East Midlands Parkway EMD

Barrow-upon-Soar BWS

Beeston BEE

Bulwell BLW

Alfreton ALF

Langley Mill
     LGM

Ilkeston 
ILN

Hucknall HKN

Newstead NSD

CHD Chesterfield 

DRO Dronfield 

Kirkby-in-Ashfield KKB

Sutton Parkway SPK

Shirebrook SHB

Swinton (South Yorks) SWN

MEX
Mexborough 

CNS
Conisbrough 

Darnall DAN    
Woodhouse WDH

Kiveton Bridge KIV
Kiveton Park KVP

Shireoaks SRO

Rotherham Central RMC

MHS Meadowhall 

MRP Moorthorpe
South

Elmsall 
SES

Adwick 
AWK

Bentley
(South Yorks) 

BYK

FZW Fitzwilliam 

Sandal
& Agbrigg
          SNA

THC Thurnscoe

GOE Goldthorpe

BTD 
Bolton-upon-

Dearne

CLN Chapeltown
(South Yorks) 

ELR Elsecar 

WOM Wombwell 

Dodworth
DOD

PNS Penistone 
DBD Denby Dale 

Shepley SPY
Stocksmoor SSM

Darton 
DRT

Brockholes BHS
Honley HOY

Berry Brow BBW
Lockwood LCK

DHN Deighton 

Brighouse BGH

FZH Frizinghall 
SHY Shipley (Yorks) 

Low 
Moor 
LMR

Baildon 
BLD

Guiseley GSY

Menston MNN

Apperley
Bridge 
APY Kirkstall

Forge KLF

Burley-in-Wharfdale BUW

Ben Rhydding BEY
Ilkley ILK

Saltaire SAE

Bingley BIY

Crossflatts CFL

Keighley KEI

Steeton & Silsden SON
Cononley CEY                         

Skipton SKI

Gargrave GGV

Long Preston LPR

Settle SET

Horton-in-Ribblesdale HIR

Ribblehead RHD

Dent DNT    

Garsdale GSD

Kirkby Stephen KSW

Appleby APP

Langwathby LGW

Lazonby & Kirkoswald LZB

Armathwaite AWT

Hellifield HLD   

Mirfield 
MIR

New Pudsey NPD

Bramley
(W Yorks) BLE

Burley Park BUY

Headingley HDY
Horsforth HRS

Weeton WET

Pannal PNL
Hornbeam Park HBP

SBE Starbeck 

Harrogate HGT

COT Cottingley 

Outwood OUT

Wakefield
Kirkgate 

WKK

Streethouse 
SHC

Featherstone FEA

Whitley
Bridge 
WBD

KNO
Knottingley 

HEL
Hensall

NOR
Normanton

Pontefract
Tanshelf 

POT

Pontefract Baghill PFR

Woodlesford WDS

CRG
Cross 
Gates 

GRF
Garforth 

MIK  
Micklefield 

Sherburn
-in-Elmet SIE

CHF Church Fenton 

ULL Ulleskelf 

KNA
Knaresborough 

HMM
Hammerton 

CTL
Cattal 

POP
Poppleton 

EGF
East

Garforth 

South
Milford
SOM

Castleford CFD

Pontefract 
Monkhill PFM

Glasshoughton GLH

MLY Morley 
BTL Batley 

DEW Dewsbury 
RVN

Ravensthorpe 

SWT Slaithwaite 

CAS Castleton (Manchester) 

Smithy Bridge SMB

Littleborough LTL

Walsden WDN

RIS
Rishton 

ACR
Accrington 

Church &
Oswaldtwistle 

CTW

Huncoat 
HCT

RSG
Rose 
Grove 

Burnley
Manchester
Road BYM

HBD
Hebden
Bridge 

SOW
Sowerby
Bridge 

Mytholmroyd MYT

BUB x Burnley Barracks 
BNC Burnley Central 

BRF Brierfield 
NEL Nelson 

CNE Colne 

HPN x
Hapton 

Todmorden TOD

MIH Mills Hill (Manchester) 

MSO Moston 
MSN Marsden (Yorks) 

GNF Greenfield 
  MSL Mossley (Manchester) 

Stalybridge SYBAshton-Under-
Lyne AHN

SLK Silkstone Common 

Creswell CWD

Whitwell (Derbyshire) 
WWL

Langwith-Whaley Thorns LAG

Mansfield
Woodhouse MSW

Attenborough ATBLGE
Long Eaton 

SPO
Spondon 

Peartree 
PEA

Tutbury & Hatton TUT

Uttoxeter UTT

Blythe Bridge BYB

Longton LGN

Belper BLP

AMB Ambergate 
WTS Whatstandwell 
CMF Cromford 

MTB Matlock Bath 

MAT Matlock 

Duffield DFI

HWW How Wood (Herts) 

PKT Park Street 

SAA St Albans Abbey 

Mill Hill Broadway MIL

Elstree & Borehamwood ELS

Radlett RDT

St Albans City SAC

Harpenden HPD

Leagrave LEA

Harlington (Beds) HLN

Flitwick FLT

LTN Luton Airport Parkway 

LUT Luton 

GFD Greenford 
SGN South Greenford 

CBP Castle Bar Park 

Virginia
Water 

VIR

Egham 
EGH

WRY Wraysbury 
SNY Sunnymeads 

DAT Datchet 

  DRG
    Drayton
        Green
        IVR

Iver 

WDT
West

Drayton 

BNM
Burnham 
(Bucks) 

Twyford
TWY

Marlow MLW

Shiplake SHI
Wargrave WGV

Bourne End BNE
Cookham COO

Furze Platt FZP

Langley
(Berks) LYY

TAP Taplow 

HAN
Hanwell 

STL
Southall 

HAY
Hayes &

Harlington 

Heathrow
Terminals 1,2,3 HXX

Heathrow
Terminal 5 HWV

WNC Windsor & Eton Central 

Ascot 
(Berks)  

ACT

SLO
Slough          MAI

Maidenhead 

Richmond 
(London)

RMD

Wimbledon    
        WIM

GLD Guildford 

Woking 
WOK

Basingstoke 
BSKSAL

Salisbury 
EXC

Exeter
Central

Plymouth 
PLY

EXD Exeter St David’s 

EXT Exeter St Thomas 

 SCS Starcross Gunnislake GSL

Calstock CSK

Bere Alston BAS

Bere Ferrers BFE

St Budeaux Victoria Road SBV

Coombe Junction Halt R COE 

St Keyne Wishing Well Halt x SKN 

Perranwell x PRW 

St Austell SAU

RED Redruth

CBN Camborne

Hayle HYL

St Erth SER

LTS Lelant Saltings
LEL x  Lelant

CBB Carbis Bay

SIV
St Ives 

(Cornwall)

Par PAR

Lostwithiel LOS

Newquay NQY
Quintrell Downs QUI

St Columb Road x SCR 
Roche x ROC 

Bugle x BGL
Luxulyan x LUX 

Bodmin
Parkway 

BOD

Penryn (Cornwall) PYN
Penmere PNM

Falmouth Town FMT
Falmouth Docks
 FAL

Causeland x CAU 

Sandplace x SDP 

Looe LOO

DWW Dawlish Warren 

 DWL Dawlish 

TGM Teignmouth 

NTA Newton Abbot 

TRR Torre 

Totnes 
TOT

Dockyard 
x DOC 

St Budeaux
Ferry Road 

SBF

St Germans 
SGM

Liskeard
LSK Ivybridge IVY

Devonport (Devon) 
DPT

Keyham 
KEY

Saltash 
STS

Menheniot 
x MEN 

TQY Torquay

PGN Paignton

Taunton TAU

Henley-on-
Thames HOTReading

   RDG

Watford Junction 
WFJ

WNR Windsor & Eton Riverside 

Heathrow
Terminal 4 HAF

London Marylebone 
MYB

                      STP
     London St Pancras       
                International 

London
Kings Cross 

KGX

London
Euston 

EUS

Moorgate 
MOG

        AML
Acton Main

   Line

West
Ealing WEA

Ealing
Broadway

EAL

Kensington
(Olympia) KPA

Battersea Park
BAK

London
Waterloo East WAE

City Thameslink
   CTK

             South 
Bermondsey
          SBM

New Cross NWX BKH
Blackheath 

Lewisham LEW

Ladywell 
LAD

Eltham 
ELW

Welling 
WLI

Barnehurst 
BNH Stone Crossing SCG

AYP Albany
Park 

NEH New
Eltham 

LEE
Lee (London) 

Mottingham 
MTG

Sidcup
SID

Elmstead Woods ESD

Chislehurst CIT

Bexley BXH
Crayford CRY

SWM Swanscombe 
NFL Northfleet 

GRV Gravesend 
HGM Higham (Kent) 

Ebbsfleet International EBD

SOO Strood (Kent) 

Cuxton CUX
Halling HAI
Snodland SDA

New Hythe NHE
Eynsford EYN

SEH Shoreham
(Kent)

OTF Otford 
Aylesford AYL

KMS
Kemsing 

Bat & Ball BBL

WMA
West

Malling 

EML
East

Malling 

Barming 
BMG

Borough 
Green & 
Wrotham 

BRG

SMY
St Mary

Cray 

Bromley
North BMN

SUP Sundridge Park 

Grove Park 
GRP

Hither Green 
HGR

SAY
Swanley 

Sheerness-on-Sea SSS
Queenborough QBR
Swale SWL
Kemsley KML

Rochester 
RTR

Sole Street 
SOR

Meopham 
MEP

Longfield LGF

Farningham Road FNR

Gillingham
(Kent) GLM

Newington 
NGT

WHI
Whitstable 

Faversham 
FAV

Sittingbourne 
SIT

TEY
Teynham 

MSR
Minster

STU
Sturry

Adisham ADM

Bekesbourne BKSChartham CRT
Bearsted BSD

Hollingbourne
     HBN

Maidstone
Barracks 
MDB

MDW
Maidstone
        West

EFL East Farleigh
WTR Wateringbury

YAL Yalding
BEG Beltring

HRM Harrietsham
LEN Lenham

CHG Charing (Kent)

Marden 
(Kent)
 MRN

SPU
Staplehurst

PDW
Paddock

Wood PLC Pluckley

Headcorn
 HCN

Chilham CIL

Wye WYE Aylesham AYH

Snowdown SWO

Shepherds Well
SPH
Kearsney
(Kent)
KSN

Westenhanger WHA

Sandling SDG

HMT Ham Street

Appledore (Kent) APD
Rye (Sussex) RYE

Winchelsea WSE
Doleham DLH

Three Oaks TOK

Folkestone
  West FKW

SEG Selling 

Broadstairs BSR

Dumpton Park DMP

Sandwich SDW

Deal DEA

Walmer WAM

Martin Mill MTM

Ramsgate RAM

Folkestone 
Central

FKC

Ashford 
International

 AFK

Maidstone East MDE

Dover 
Priory
DVP

CBW
Canterbury

West

Canterbury
East CBE

HNB
Herne Bay 

Birchington-
on-Sea

BCH

WGA
Westgate-on-Sea 

Chestfield &
Swalecliffe 

CSW

Margate MAR

RAI
Rainham

(Kent)
CTM

Chatham 

Ore
ORE

BEX Bexhill

CLL Collington

COB Cooden Beach

NSB Normans Bay

PEB Pevensey Bay

Hampden Park (Sussex)
HMD

Southease SEEFalmer FMR

Moulsecoomb MCB
PRP Preston Park

HSK Hassocks
BUG Burgess Hill

WVF Wivelsfield

BAB Balcombe

TBD Three Bridges

HEE Haywards Heath

London Road (Brighton)
LRB

Newhaven Town NVN

Newhaven Harbour NVH

Bishopstone (Sussex) BIP

Seaford (Sussex) SEF

GLY
Glynde

LWS
Lewes

CBR
Cooksbridge

Plumpton
PMP

BRK
Berwick (Sussex)

PLG
Polegate

PEV Pevensey & 
Westham    

St Leonards
Warrior Square

SLQ

High Brooms HIB

Leigh (Kent) LIH

Penshurst PHR

Edenbridge (Kent) EBR

Hever HEVELD Earlswood (Surrey)

REI
Reigate

BTO
Betchworth

SCY South Croydon 
ECR East Croydon 

PUO Purley Oaks
PUR Purley 

  Coulsdon South
CDS

 Merstham
MHM 

TAT
Tattenham

Corner
KND

Kingswood

Belmont
BLM
Banstead
BAD

Epsom Downs
EPD

Tadworth
TAD

Chipstead
CHP

Coulsdon Town 
CDN

WME
Woodmansterne

CRW
Crawley

IFI
Ifield

AGT
Aldrington

FSG
Fishersgate

EWR
East

Worthing

WWO
West

Worthing

GBS
Goring-
by-Sea

SSE
Shoreham
-by-Sea

HRH Horsham

Portsmouth & 
Southsea PMS

Portsmouth 
Harbour PMH

Chichester
CCH

Angmering
ANG

Ford
FOD

FSB
Fishbourne

(Sussex)
NUT

Nutbourne
EMS

Emsworth

 BDH
Bedhampton

FNC Farncombe 

GOD Godalming 

MLF Milford (Surrey) 

WTY Witley

LIP Liphook

LIS Liss

PTR Petersfield

 RLN Rowlands Castle

 CSA Cosham

 PTC Portchester

 SNW Swanwick

 BUO Bursledon
 HME Hamble

Netley
   NTL

Sholing
   SHO

Woolston
   WLS

Bitterne
    BTE

Millbrook (Hants) MBK
Redbridge RDB TTN Totton

 ANF Ashurst (New Forest)

 BEU Beaulieu Road

Lymington Town LYT

Lymington Pier LYP

 BCU Brockenhurst

 SWY Sway

 NWM New Milton

 HNA Hinton Admiral

Christchurch CHR

Pokesdown POK

BSM
Branksome

WOO
Wool

Dorchester
South
DCH

HOL
Holton
Heath

POO
Poole

WEY
Weymouth

Parkstone
(Dorset)

PKS

Hamworthy
HAM

Wareham
(Dorset)
WRM

Corfe Castle CFC
for Swanage

MTN
Moreton
(Dorset)

Upwey
UPW Bournemouth

BMH

Hedge End HDE

Botley BOE

St Denys
SDN

 FRM Fareham

HSL Haslemere

Bosham
BOH

Southbourne
SOB

Warblington
WBL

Havant
HAV

Hilsea HLS
Fratton FTN

RYP Ryde Pier Head

RYD Ryde Esplanade

RYR Ryde St Johns Road

BDN Brading
SAN Sandown
LKE Lake

SHN Shanklin

SAB      Smallbrook Junction

BAA
Barnham

Bognor Regis
BOG

Littlehampton
LIT

Durrington
-on-Sea

DUR

Worthing
WRH

Lancing
LAC

Southwick
SWK

Portslade
PLD

Hove
HOV

LVN
Littlehaven

WNH Warnham 

Ockley OLY

Holmwood HLM

CHH Christs Hospital

BIG Billingshurst

PUL Pulborough

AMY Amberley

ARU Arundel

FGT
Faygate

RHM
Reedham (Surrey) 

SAF Salfords (Surrey)

HOR Horley

Hurst Green HUR
Oxted OXT

Woldingham WOH

UWL
Upper

Warlingham

Sanderstead SNR

Norwood Junction NWD

RDD
Riddlesdown

Kenley
KLY

Whyteleafe
South
WHS

Whyteleafe
WHY

CAT Caterham

Edenbridge Town EBT

Cowden (Kent) CWN
Lingfield

LFD

Dormans
DMS

EGR East Grinstead

Ashurst (Kent) AHS

Eridge ERI

Crowborough COH

Buxted BXD

Uckfield UCK

HLB Hildenborough 
SEV Sevenoaks 

BMS Bromley
South 

DNG Dunton Green 

KCK Knockholt 

CLD Chelsfield 

ORP Orpington 

PET Petts Wood 

BKL
Bickley 

Penge East 
PNE

Penge West PNW

Anerley ANZ Birkbeck 
BIK

Tunbridge Wells TBW
Tonbridge

TON

Redhill RDH

Sutton
(Surrey)
 SUO

GTW Gatwick
Airport

Brighton
BTN

DFD
Dartford 

Frant FRT
Wadhurst WAD

Stonegate SOG

Etchingham ETC

Robertsbridge RBR
Battle BAT

Crowhurst CWU
West St Leonards WLD

Deptford DEP Maze Hill MZH

GNW
Greenwich 

Westcombe
Park WCB

Abbey
Wood ABWWoolwich

Dockyard WWD
Woolwich 

Plumstead 
PLU

Belvedere BVD
Erith ERH

Slade Green SGR
KDB

Kidbrooke 
FCN

Falconwood 
BXH

Bexleyheath 

GNH
Greenhithe
for Bluewater St Johns SAJ

Queens Road 
(Peckham) QRP

Peckham 
Rye PMR

Elephant
& Castle 

EPH

LGJ
Loughborough 

Junction Nunhead NHD

Brockley BCY
Honor Oak Park HPA

 Forest Hill 
      FOH

Beckenham
Junction BKJ

Clock House CLK

Elmers End ELE

Eden Park EDN

West Wickham WWI

Hayes (Kent) HYS

GDN
Godstone

Nutfield
NUF

Kent House 
KTH

Catford 
Bridge 
CFBCTF Catford 

CFT Crofton
              Park 

Sydenham (London) STD

WDU
West 

Dulwich 

SYH
Sydenham Hill 

WNW
West Norwood 

GIP Gipsy Hill 

North 
Dulwich NDL

HNH Herne Hill 

Balham BAL

Tooting 
TOO

Haydons
Road 
HYR

Wandsworth
Common WSW

BRX Brixton East
Dulwich

EDW

Streatham
STE 

SRH
Streatham Hill 

TUH
Tulse Hill 

Norbury NRB
Thornton Heath TTH

Selhurst SRS

CYP Crystal Palace 
Streatham
    Common SRC

Mitcham   
  Eastfields  
       MTC

   MIJ
Mitcham Junction 

Hackbridge HCB
Carshalton CSH

Sutton Common SUC
St Helier (Surrey) SIH

Morden South MDS

South Merton SMO

Wimbledon Chase WBO

West
Croydon

WCY

Waddon 
WDO

Carshalton
Beeches 

CSB

West Sutton
   WSU

Wallington WLT

Denmark 
Hill DMK

New
Bermondsey

      Queenstown      
             Road
(Battersea)
      QRB

Vauxhall VXH

Clapham
High Street CLP

Wandsworth
    Road WWR

  West
Brompton
        WBP

Acton Central ACC

South Acton SAT

Motspur
   Park
       MOT

Worcester
  Park WCP

Stoneleigh
   SNL

                  MAL
Malden Manor      

TOL Tolworth 
Hinchley
Wood HYW

Claygate CLG

Oxshott OXS

Cobham & 
Stoke D’Abernon CSD

Chessington North 
CSN

Chessington South CSS

         SUR
Surbiton

Esher
 ESH

HER
Hersham 

WYB
Weybridge 

BKO
Brookwood 

London Road
(Guildford) 

LRD

Effingham
Junction

EFF
Clandon

CLA
Horsley

HSY

Walton-on-
Thames

 WAL

Byfleet &
New Haw

 BFN

WBY
West 

Byfleet 

HMC Hampton Court 

Thames Ditton THD
BRS Berrylands 

Ewell West
   EWW

EPS Epsom (Surrey) 

AHD Ashtead 

Leatherhead 
LHDBookham

 BKA

Box Hill &
Westhumble

 BXW

DKG Dorking (Main) 

Dorking
Deepdene

DPD

Dorking
West
DKT

Gomshall
GOM

Chilworth
CHL

Shalford
(Surrey)

SFR

Cheam
 CHE

       Ewell
    East
EWE

Barnes Bridge BNI
Chiswick CHK

Gunnersbury 
GUN

Wandsworth
Town WNT

Barnes 
BNS

Mortlake 
MTL

Teddington TED    Hampton 
(London) HMP

Kempton Park KMP
Sunbury SUU

Shepperton SHP

Addlestone ASN

Worplesdon WPL

Ash Vale AHV

NCM   
North 
Camp 

Ash ASH

WAN Wanborough 

AHT Aldershot 

Farnborough
(Main) FNB

Fleet 
FLE

Winchfield 
WNF

GRT
Grateley 

GIL
Gillingham

(Dorset)
SHE

Sherborne 

Yeovil Pen Mill YVP

Thornford x THO 

Yetminster x YET 

Chetnole x CNO 

Maiden Newton MDN

Dorchester West
  DCW

Yeovil
Junction 

YVJ

Axminster 
AXM

Feniton
FNT

Cranbrook 
(Devon) 

CBK

PIN
Pinhoe

Polsloe Bridge POL

Digby & Sowton DIG

Newcourt NCO

Topsham TOP

Exton x EXN 

Lympstone Commando x LYC 

Lympstone Village LYM

Exmouth EXM

WCH
Whitchurch

(Hants)

Andover 
ADV

Tisbury 
TIS

Templecombe 
TMC

Crewkerne 
CKN

HON
Honiton

WHM
Whimple

NTC x Newton St Cyres 

CDI Crediton 

YEO x Yeoford 
COP x Copplestone 

MRD x Morchard Road 

Okehampton
         OKE

Sampford 
Courtenay

         SMC

LAP x Lapford 

EGG Eggesford 

KGN x King’s Nympton 

PMA x Portsmouth Arms 

UMB x Umberleigh 

 CPN x Chapelton (Devon) 

BNP Barnstaple 

Tiverton Parkway TVP

St James Park
(Exeter)

SJP DEN Dean (Wilts) 

ROM Romsey 

DBG Mottisfont &
Dunbridge

Overton
OVR

Hook 
HOK

Micheldever MIC

Winchester WIN

Shawford SHW

Eastleigh ESL
Chandlers Ford 

CFR

 SOA
Southampton

Airport Parkway

 SOU
Southampton

Central

 SWG Swaythling

FNH Farnham 

           Bentle (Hants)
                       BYY

AON Alton 

Chertsey CHY

Bagshot BAG

Camberley CAM

Frimley FML

Upper Halliford UPH

Hampton Wick
  HMW

Kingston KNG

Norbiton NBT
New

Malden 
NEM

  Raynes
  Park  
RAY

Earlsfield
    EAD

Twickenham 
TWI

Hounslow 
HOU

Staines
SNS

Ashford
(Surrey) 

AFS

Feltham FEL

Syon
Lane SYL

Kew
Bridge 
KWB

Kew Gardens 
KWG

Brentford 
BFD

Isleworth 
ISL

Whitton
(London) WTN

Strawberry
Hill STW

St Margarets 
(London) 

SMG

North
Sheen 
NSH Putney PUT

Imperial
    Wharf
        IMW

Truro TRU

Penzance PNZ

 

Aberystwyth AYW

SUN Sunderland 

Newcastle
upon Tyne NCL

Darlington DAR

MBR
Middlesbrough

NAY
Newton
Aycliffe

NRD
North Road
(Darlington)

Shildon
SHD

Heighington 
HEI

Seaham SEA

Seaton Delaval

Newsham for Blyth

Bebside

Bedlington

Ashington

Woodhorn

Northumberland Park

Horden Peterlee
Chester-le-Street CLS

Durham DHM

Heworth 
HEW

MAS Manors 

Dunston 
DOT

MCE
MetroCentre 

SKS
Stocksfield 

CRB
Corbridge 

HDB
Haydon Bridge

HWH
Haltwhistle

WRL
Wetheral

Lockerbie LOC

BLH
Bellshill

 

Whifflet WFF

HLY
Holytown

 

Airbles
 AIR

Shieldmuir
 SDM

Wishaw WSH

CLU Carluke 

LNK Lanark 
CRS Carstairs 

Mount
Vernon MTV

Bargeddie 
BGI

Coatbridge Central CBC

High
Street HST

Bellgrove
BLG

Argyle Street AGS
Bridgeton BDG

Dalmarnock DAK
Rutherglen RUT

Shettleston
SLS

Easterhouse 
EST

Coatdyke 
COA

Drumgelloch 
DRU     

Armadale 
ARM

Blackridge 
BKR

Livingston
North LSN

Carntyne CAY

CHC
Charing
Cross

(Glasgow) 

Barnhill BNL

Alexandra Parade AXP

Duke Street DST GAR
Garrowhill

BAI       
Blairhill

ADR
Airdrie 

CAC
Caldercruix Bathgate BHG

Uphall
UHA

SGL South Gyle 

Edinburgh Gateway EGY

NQU North Queensferry 

DAM Dalmeny 

INK Inverkeithing 

Edinburgh
Park
 EDP

LIN Linlithgow 

ROS Rosyth Dalgety Bay DAG

Aberdour AUR

Burntisland BTS

Kinghorn KGH

Markinch MNC

LEU Leuchars 

PLN Portlethen 

DYC Dyce 
(for Aberdeen Airport)

STN Stonehaven 

MTS Montrose 

LAU Laurencekirk 

ARB Arbroath 

CAN Carnoustie 

GOF R Golf Street 

BYL R Barry Links 

MON Monifieth 

BSI R Balmossie 

BYF Broughty Ferry 

CUP Cupar 

SPF Springfield 

COW Cowdenbeath 
LCG Lochgelly 

CDD Cardenden 

GLT Glenrothes
with Thornton 

DFE Dunfermline
Town 

DFL Dunfermline
Queen Margaret 

PMT Polmont 

Camelon 
CMO

Alloa ALO

BEA Bridge of Allan 

DBL Dunblane 

GLE Gleneagles 

DKD Dunkeld & Birnam 

Invergowrie ING

Inverurie INR KintoreInsch INSHuntly HNTKeith KEHElgin ELGForres FORNairn NRN

PIT  Pitlochry 

BLA Blair Atholl 

DLW Dalwhinnie 

NWR Newtonmore 

KIN Kingussie 

AVM Aviemore 

CAG Carrbridge 

BEL Beauly 

 MOO Muir of Ord 

DIN Dingwall 

CBD Conon Bridge 

ASS x Alness 

IGD Invergordon 

FRN x Fearn 

TAI Tain 

ARD Ardgay 

CUA x Culrain 

INH x Invershin 

LRG Lairg 

ROG x Rogart 

GOL Golspie 

BRA Brora 

HMS Helmsdale 

KIL x Kildonan 

KBC x Kinbrace 

FRS Forsinard 

ABC x Altnabreac 

SCT x Scotscalder 
Georgemas
Junction GGJ

Wick WCK

Thurso THS 

DNO x Dunrobin Castle 
(Summer service only)

LBT Larbert 

Falkirk
Grahamston FKG

Slateford
SLA

KGE Kingsknowe 

Brunstane BSU

MUB
Musselburgh 

Wallyford WAF Longniddry LND

PST
Prestonpans 

DRM
Drem 

NBW
North Berwick 

Newcraighall NEW

Shawfair SFI  

Eskbank EKB

Newtongrange NEG

Gorebridge GBG

Stow SOI

Galashiels GAL

Tweedbank TWB

WTA Wester Hailes 

CUH Curriehill 
                                                                                   

KKN Kirknewton 

CBS
Coatbridge
Sunnyside 

CRF
Carfin

Cleland
CEA

Shotts
SHS

Baillieston 
BIO

Newton
 NTN

Blantyre
BLTHNW

Hamilton West
KKH Kirkhill 

BUI Burnside
(Strathclyde) 

CFF Croftfoot 

Kings Park 
KGP

Langside 
LGS

Thornliebank 
THB

Giffnock 
GFN

Gretna Green 
GEA   

Annan ANNDumfries DMF

Clarkston CKS

Cathcart 
CCT

Muiren MUI

Williamwood WLM

Busby BUS

Thorntonhall THT

Hairmyres HMY

East Kilbride EKL
Whitecraigs WCR

Patterton PTT

Neilston NEI

KNS Kennishead 

PTL Priesthill & Darnley 
Nitshill NIT

Barrhead BRR

Dunlop DNL

Stewarton STT

Kilmaurs KLM

Auchinleck AUK

New Cumnock NCK

Kirkconnel KRK

Sanquhar SQH

Kilmarnock KMK

Mount Florida MFL
Crosshill COI
Queens Park (Glasgow) QPK

Pollokshields
East PLE

Exhibition Centre
(Glasgow) EXG

Anderston 
AND

Partick
PTK

Anniesland ANL

Kelvindale
   KVD

SUM
Summerston 

Gilshochill 
GSC Ashfield 

ASF
Springburn 

SPR

Stepps SPS

BBG
Bishopbriggs

Garve GVELochluichart x LCC Achanalt x AAT Achnasheen ACNAchnashellach x ACH Strathcarron STCAttadale x ATT Stromeferry STF  Duncraig x DCG 

Kyle of Lochalsh KYL

Duirinish x DRN 

Plockton PLK

Lenzie LNZ Croy CRO

Gartcosh GRH

CUB Cumbernauld 

GRL Greenfaulds 

PPK
Possilpark &
Parkhouse 

MLN Milngavie 

HLF Hillfoot 

BRN Bearsden 
DMC Drumchapel 

Clydebank
CYK

Garscadden 
GRS

Scotstounhill 
SCHYoker YOK

DMR
Dalmuir 

BWG
Bowling

Balloch BHC

Alexandria ALX

Renton RTNHLU Helensburgh
Upper 

GCH Garelochhead 

ART Arrochar & Tarbert 

TYL
Tyndrum
Lower 

LHA
Loch Awe

TAY
Taynuilt

Connel Ferry
CON

Dalmally 
DAL

Falls of
Cruachan

FOC
(Summer service only)

AUI x Ardlui 
Crianlarich CNR 

Upper Tyndrum UTY

Bridge of Orchy BRO

Rannoch RAN

Corrour CRR

Tulloch TUL

Roy Bridge x RYB

Spean Bridge SBR

Banavie BNV

Corpach CPA

Loch Eil Outward Bound LHE

Locheilside x LCS 

Glenfinnan GLF

Lochailort x LCL 

Beasdale x BSL 

Arisaig ARG

Morar MRR

   Mallaig MLG

Dalreoch 
DLR

Craigendoran 
CGD

Cardross 
CDR

HLC Helensburgh
Central 

Dumbarton
East DBE

Kilpatrick
KPT

DBC Dumbarton
Central 

Jordanhill 
JOR

Westerton 
WES

Drumry DMY

Singer SIN

MYH 
Maryhill

Hyndland 
HYN

Pollokshields
West PLW

Woodhall WDL Bishopton 
(Strathclyde)                    

BPT

Pollokshaws
East PWE

PWW Pollokshaws West 

CMY  Crossmyloof 

HLW
Hillington

West 

PYJ
Paisley

St James 
PTG

Port Glasgow 
LGB

Langbank 

Ardrossan
South Beach 

ASB

Stevenston 
STV

Saltcoats 
SLT

HLE
Hillington

East 
CDO  

Cardonald 

Johnstone
(Strathclyde)
JHN  

MIN Milliken Park 

HOZ Howwood
(Renfrewshire) 

LHW Lochwinnoch 

GLG Glengarnock 

DLY Dalry 

KWN Kilwinning 
WKB
Fairlie FRL

Ardrossan Harbour ADS

Ardrossan Town ADN

Largs LAR

Whinhill WNL

BGS Bogston 

Cartsdyke CDY
Greenock Central DFR

Greenock WesT DFR        
Fort Matilda DFR

Gourock DFR

Drumfrochar DFR

Branchton BCN

IBM Halt IBM

Inverkip INP

Wemyss Bay WMS

IRV Irvine 

BSS Barassie 

Troon TRN
Prestwick International Airport PRA

Prestwick Town PTW
Newton-on-Ayr NOA

Ayr AYR
Maybole MAY

Girvan GIR
Barrhill BRL

Stranraer STR

DUM Dumbreck 
CKH Corkerhill 

MPK Mosspark 
CKT Crookston 

Hawkhead 
HKHPaisley

Canal 
PCN

Maxwell Park 
MAX
Shawlands SHL

HNC Hamilton Central

CTE Chatelherault 

MEY Merryton 

LRH Larkhall 

Cambuslang 
CBL

Uddingston
 UDD

Carmyle 
CML Kirkwood 

KWD

Breich
R BRC 

West
Calder WCL

HTW
Hartwood 

FLD
Fauldhouse 

ADW
Addiewell 

LVG
Livingston

South 

WYM
Wylam 

Blaydon 
BLO

Prudhoe 
PRU

Riding Mill 
RDM

Hexham 
HEX                                                   

Brampton
(Cumbria) 

BMP

Bardon Mill
BLL

CRM Cramlington 

MPT Morpeth 

PEG Pegswood 

WDD Widdrington 

ACK Acklington 

ALM Alnmouth for Alnwick 

CHT R Chathill 

BWK Berwick-upon-Tweed 

DUN Dunbar 

Hartlepool HPL

Seaton Carew SEC

Billingham
   (Cleveland) BIL

Stockton STK

DND
Dinsdale

ALW
Allens West 

Teesside
Airport

       TEA Eaglescliffe
EAG

Yarm YRM

TBY
Thornaby

SBK
South
Bank

Redcar Central RCC

MTO Marton 
JCH James Cook

GYP Gypsy Lane 
NNT Nunthorpe 

GTA Great Ayton 

BTT Battersby 
Kildale KLD

Commondale COM

CSM Castleton Moor 
DNY Danby 
LHM Lealholm 

GLS Glaisdale SLH
Sleights 

Ruswarp 
RUS

Whitby 
WTB

EGT Egton 

Grosmont
GMT

Redcar East RCE
Longbeck LGK

Marske MSK
Saltburn SLB

RBS R
Redcar
British 
Steel

Carlisle CAR

Motherwell
 MTH

Glasgow Central GLC

Glasgow
Queen Street GLQ

Fort William 
FTW

Falkirk
High
FKK

STG Stirling 

PYG
Paisley
Gilmour
Street 

Oban OBN

HYM
Haymarket

 

Kirkcaldy
     KDY

Perth PTH

DEE Dundee 

ABD Aberdeen 

INV Inverness 

EDB
Edinburgh
Waverley

 

Heswall HSW

Upton
    (Merseyside)
        UPT

Ladybank LDY

T

T
T

Eurostar services
to Lille, Brusells
& Paris

Charlton
CTN

Saturdays
only

Saturdays
only

Seasonal
service

Occasional
service

Seasonal
service

Bus link
Luton Airport

 LUA

Seasonal
service

Summer 
Sundays only

Stratford International 
SFA

Woolwich
Arsenal WWA

Shortlands 
SRT

RVB
Ravensbourne

Bellingham BGM
Beckenham
    Hill BEC

NBC New Beckenham 
LSY Lower Sydenham 

NXG
New Cross Gate

Fulwell FLW

Wembley
Stadium

WCX

Sudbury Hill
Harrow SDH

NLT
Northolt

Park 

SUD
Sudbury
& Harrow

Road

Brodick (Arran)
Campbeltown  (Summer only)

Cumbrae (for Millport)

Rothesay (Bute)

Dunoon
Kilcreggan

Castlebay (Barra)
Coll and Tiree

Craignure (Mull)
Lismore

Lochboisdale (South Uist)
Port Askaig & Port Ellen (Islay)

Scalasaig (Colonsay)

Armadale (Skye)
Canna

Castlebay (Barra)
Eigg

Lochboisdale (South Uist)
Muck
Rum

Kirkwall (Orkney)
Lerwick (Shetland)

Portsmouth
Yarmouth

(Isle of Wight)

Stromness (Orkney)

Bus link
Scrabster

Douglas (Isle of Man)

Douglas (Isle of Man)

BIA
Bishop

Auckland 

scotrail.co.uk 

lner.co.uk

grandcentralrail.com

chilternrailways.co.uk

 eastmidlandsrailway.co.uk

londonnorthwesternrailway.co.uk

thameslinkrailway.com

abelliogreateranglia.co.uk

tfl.gov.uk

tfl.gov.uk

c2c-online.co.uk

www.southwesternrailway.com

southernrailway.com

eurostar.com

crosscountrytrains.co.uk

www.northernrailway.co.uk

merseyrail.org

gwr.com

Great Western Railway

www.northernrailway.co.uk

tpexpress.co.uk

tpexpress.co.uk

sleeper.scot

sleeper.scot

hulltrains.co.uk

greatnorthernrail.com

westmidlandsrailway.co.uk

tfwrail.wales

thameslinkrailway.com

gatwickexpress.com

thameslinkrailway.com

heathrowexpress.com

www.westcoastpartnership.co.uk 

First Trenitalia West Coast
New identity launch date:

8th December 2019

southeasternrailway.co.uk

Split 

Ticketing 

Our 

Speciality

For a copy of the UK rail map, extract below, visit www.railmap.org.uk

Let nationalrail.com, based at Bishop Auckland station, 
help you use the most energy efficient mode of transport, 

with new Azuma trains now running on the East Coast Main Line. 

Plan and book your travel in the UK and Europe with 
nationalrail.com, and get advice on your corporate rail travel needs 

from alexnelson@dunelm.org.uk. 

National Rail Bishop Auckland Ltd, DL14 7TL

Alex Nelson 
(Ticket Guru)

 I can speak at 

your confere
nce on 

how to save m
oney 

and help save th
e 

planet by choosing 

the tra
in.
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SUITS YOU SIR!
By Jackie Marston

When you hear the words made-to-
measure tailored suits, it makes you 

think immediately of the likes of Saville 
Row in London, but what if you were to 
be offered the same quality, service and 

tailoring here in the North East?

I caught up with self-made entrepreneur, Jack Smith, 
the founder of made-to-measure bespoke suits and 
menswear brand, Walton & Sutherland.

Jack, tell me how you got into the  
tailoring industry?

It was my grandfather Phillip Walton that inspired my 
passion for luxury menswear from a very early age. A real 
fashionista of his time, he was always smartly dressed and 
took great pride in his appearance. He wore fine, expertly 
tailored suits every day and I just adored the fact that 
he oozed class. He was also a wonderful role-model and 
taught me that if I want something bad enough, then I 
have to be prepared to work hard for it. 

Where did you do your training?

I learnt my trade from working for one of the world’s most 
reputable menswear brands, where I was able to develop 
my knowledge and skills of made-to-measure. I wanted to 
take quality, service and my reputation to the next level, 
hence Walton & Sutherland was born. 

When you get a Walton & Sutherland made-to-measure 
suit you really feel like you’re wearing a quality product 
and we make the whole experience a pleasant one, from 
start-to-finish.

How is the business doing?

Incredibly well. We’re just in the process of opening our first 
store, in Durham at the beginning of November. Business 
is booming and our reputation means that we have quite 
a good celebrity following, and not just from the North 
East. At present, we work from our clients’ homes, offering 
a truly personal experience, however with the demand 
outgrowing my personal capabilities, it’s the right time to 
expand and train our staff to work from the store as well as 
on the road.  We try and make the whole process as easy 
as possible for anyone wanting a tailored suit, so it is split 
into a simple four step process: Consultation • Initial Fitting 
• 2nd Fitting • Final Result & Aftercare.

How can our readers get in touch?

Our e-commerce website is live and we have a range of 
clothing and accessories on there, however if someone 
wants something very special and they would like a made-
to-measure suit, then they can complete the Walton & 
Sutherland enquiry form.  
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Whilst for many, eating out has understandably 
dropped down the list of priorities, many of the region’s 
restaurateurs have worked tirelessly to comply with 
government restrictions and are back in a socially-
distanced full flow. 

One such eatery is The Hudson, the County Hotel’s all-
day kitchen and late night cocktail bar. Occupying a prime 
location opposite Central Station, this imposing railway hotel 
has had a new lease of life breathed into it in recent years as 
part of an expansive £8 million regeneration programme by 
the Gainford Group. 

The venue offers a la carte dining along with a sleek bar area, 
a stylish space with a pumping atmosphere which is the 
perfect place to kick back over a couple of cocktails before 
or after your meal. 

In a nod to the region’s heritage, the restaurant borrows the 
name of George Hudson, a 19th century railway financier and 
close pal of locomotion maestro, George Stephenson. 

The romance of the railway has been subtly reflected in the 
décor with shiny brass rails and cosy velvet booths meeting 
some of the more modern touches (an impressive open 
kitchen lends spectacle) which today characterise the vibrant 
nightlife of Newcastle. 

Following lockdown restrictions, a trip into town felt 
something of a ‘city break’ yet a buoyant lunchtime 
atmosphere and the clink of wine glasses soon had us 
rediscovering that palpable ‘dining out’ magic. 

The menu at The Hudson makes for eclectic company with 
sharing platters, a la carte dishes, stylish Asian fusion options 
and hearty hotel classic combining to create the desired all-
day dining appeal. 

In order to get the full experience, diners are encouraged to 
order multiple sharing dishes to sample between guests. 

Following suit, Jack and I ordered a sharing plank of bread 
and olives whilst surveying the menu more closely, before 

abandoning all and adopting a ‘’get your own son’’ starter/
main course approach. 

Kicking off, Jack chose the honey glazed tiger prawns, a perfect 
marriage between sweet and savoury flavours, enlivened by 
fresh chilli and coconut sambal. A generous eight plump 
prawns sat atop a shredded Asian salad and proved the 
perfect way to begin.

I opted for Scotland via South East Asia with Steamed Mussels 
bathed in a piquant Thai Green curry broth. This packed an 
outstanding depth of flavour and was dutifully mopped up 
with another fat hunk of crusty bread. 

Between courses, we were waited on superbly by Restaurant 
Manager, Paul, who is a warm and welcoming presence. Paul 
has clearly been instrumental in restoring the restaurant 
to its pre-lockdown heights and also proved a dab hand at 
recharging our glasses with a silky and seductive Argentinian 
Malbec. 

I continued the globetrotting theme with a delicious platter 
of lime and chilli seared steak fajitas. Pre-rolled with panache, 
these spared me the embarrassment of my usual tortilla 
origami and tasted great too, especially when loaded with 
avocado, salsa tomatoes and herb yoghurt. 

Jack plucked one straight “from the grill’’ and was wading 
into his favourite peppercorn steak with real gusto which was 
also supplemented by a bowl of truffle and parmesan fries. 
Whilst this restaurant excels in hearty hotel classics, it is little 
touches like this which bring a real touch of class. 

Being our first ‘proper’ meal out post-lockdown, we lacked 
the requisite ‘match fitness’ to put away a full 3 courses but 
filed a mental note to sample both the hot chocolate fondant 
and the Hudson Eton Mess on our next visit. 

Leaving totally replete, we both agreed that the team deserve 
huge credit for creating a dining space every bit as safe as it 
is stylish whilst still maintaining the high standard of cooking 
which has cemented its place in the city as an instant classic. 
This iconic railway hotel remains on the right track. 
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For more information, visit www.hudsonnewcastle.co.uk

BUSINESS AS UNUSUAL 
By Michael Grahamslaw 

As we now adjust to the ‘new normal’, it didn’t long for Father and Son to 
make their comeback review at one of Newcastle’s star venues. 
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Did you always envisage a career in the industry?  

Yes, I did. I started my own business in 2007. Zeera was 
my first restaurant. Prior to that, I had worked for the Star 
of India in Ocean Road as their head waiter. It gave me a 
taste of what I wanted to do as a career and I loved that the 
clients came back time and time again and appreciated my 
good service.

What is your favourite aspect of the job? 

By far, it is making the diners happy. If you work in the 
hospitality industry – you have to be prepared to give it your 
all. I do love that our clients come back time and time again, 
so we must be doing something right at Zeera.

How do you measure success? 

Most people would say monetary terms to this, however 
this is not my God. I measure my success in the fact that I 
have a business that I love, I can provide comfortably for my 
family and that our customers choose to come to us. For me, 
that’s far more important than money. 

What has been the biggest changes in the 
 industry since you started? 

Normally there would be a list of changes that I could list 
here, as the hospitality industry changes all the time, but to 
be honest, the most challenging thing to change recently 
is obviously Covid-19. This has really tested everyone and 
sadly, there will be many businesses who will not come 
out of it. We have had to diversify what we do massively 
during this pandemic and we’ve offered a take-away only 
service, a delivery service, a DIY curry kit for people to make 
restaurant-quality curries at home as well as the re-opening 
of the restaurants under strict government guidelines. We 
either adapt or die, we chose to adapt.

How has your skillset developed accordingly? 

Well it’s certainly made me a lot more of a problem-solver 
than I was beforehand. Thankfully, we had the help of our 
marketing company; JAM Prints & Marketing during this 
time and as we’ve adjusted what we are offering, they have 

quickly ensured that our customers are aware of it, so we 
made a great team. Sales were steady during this time and 
it kept us from having to put more of our staff on furlough.

Are you a risk taker by nature or  
more conservative?  

A risk-taker, definitely. I see an opportunity, then I go for 
it. I follow the mantra of any Michelin Star restaurant and 
always aim to be the best at what we do. I try to be different 
and I try and be creative. If you are not moving forward – 
then you are standing still, is my motto.

To what would you attribute your success? 

Working hard and always striving for perfection. I will not 
give up. I see every problem as a challenge and I believe that 
my glass is half full, not half empty.

What’s your biggest weakness and how  
have you managed this?

Manpower is my biggest weakness. I try and do everything 
myself and I can be reluctant to delegate, but I am getting 
better at this and outsourcing more of the business’ 
requirements than I used to. Older is definitely wiser in my 
case!

How do you remain motivated? 

I am generally a positive person, so staying motivated is easy 
enough for me. I find my enthusiasm also rubs off on people 
too, so I am able to pass this on and motivate those around 
me.

Would you prefer to be liked or respected?  

Respected. In our culture, respect is very important. It is 
possible to be both though, and I do strive for that.

I’ll retire when?  

I have enough money to live comfortably with my family. 
Work hard and enjoy your life is what we all aim for, but 
I also want to provide for my family so they can get the 
lifestyle they deserve.

Zeera Indian Restaurant, 206-210 Ocean Rd, South Shields NE33 2JQ.  www.zeeracuisine.com.
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SHAH CHOUDHURY  
Owner of Zeera Indian restaurant, South Shields, Tyne & Wear. 

IN 
CONVERSATION 

WITH...
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Shah Choudhury



On Friday 31st July at 12.54pm my phone 
starting ringing, the first call from BBC London 
eager to find out my views on the latest 
Government update and wishing for direct 
contact with couple’s due to host a celebration 
the very next day.

I explained as I had done previously that I had 
protected all my clients and postponed their 
weddings to 2021. I went on to explain the 
emotional and financial distress for couples and 
their families with this last-minute decision. I was 
sympathetic and upbeat, announcing that 2021 
will be the year of the wedding.

What I did not say was that by protecting my clients 
I took the impact professionally and personally not 
just for 2020 but for 2021 too. What I also did not 
point out was the damage created in that moment 
that Friday to the industry. 

The Government had delayed measures due to 
come into effect on 1st August, inclusive of hosting 
a Wedding Reception. What did this mean for the 
industry with less than 24-hours’ notice?

After months of devastation, emotional and 
financial distress and watching other hospitality 

sectors awaken, August was due to bring much 
relief for the wedding sector. The Government live 
update came at Midday, concluding just before 
1pm on Friday 31st July. 

By this point, wedding cakes would have been 
baked, decorated and ready to deliver, florists would 
have been up at the crack of dawn to purchase 
all the flowers from the market and will have 
been well on their way creating florals structures 
and arrangements, caterers will have ordered 
and received food produce and will have been 
prepping away in their kitchens, venues will have 
ceased utilising the Furlough Scheme and brought 
service staff back to work to set up in preparation 
for the commencement of celebrations, marquees 
will have been fully installed with all services 
and furniture hire in place, toilets shipped in and 
generators delivered, bar companies will have 
stocked fridges, filled pumps and have all the 
glassware polished squeaky clean, Make-up artists 
looking to kick-start their return to work with 
Bridal Make-up were given the double blow that 
they can’t return to work at all just yet. I could 
continue but you get the picture. 

The media spun a tale of woe for couple’s 
countrywide as the industry went into meltdown, 
small independent businesses, many of which have 
received no help or support at all from the different 
schemes available, had been left stranded with all 
the glitz but no Ball to attend, a huge hole in their 
pockets and a great big question mark over the 
survival of their business.

Of course, people will always get married and I am 
a fair believer that love will conquer, I am hopeful 
that an industry that provides so much care and 
attention will be showered in confetti come 2022 
and as always I offer support to my colleagues, stay 
strong and keep smiling.    

AS THE CLOCK STRUCK 12!
The cake had not been cut, no champagne had been sipped and no 

lovers had waltzed across the dance floor, there was no glass slipper 
to find and the glimmer of the fairy tale slipped beyond the horizon. 
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The government announced a two billion pound 
package in May to help and encourage more 
people to walk and cycle as commuters face the 
challenges of going back to work in the months 
ahead. They said they would be working closely 
with local authorities to have more efficient 
cycle areas and encourage more people to cycle 
to work.

Reduced public transport and a desire to exercise 
more during lockdown has encouraged the UK to 
buy a staggering 1.3 million bikes during lockdown, 
the majority of consumers who have bought a bike 
in the last few months were thinking of buying one 
anyway with the crisis pushing them into making a 
purchase, helped by cycling stores remaining open 
throughout lockdown.

Bike retailers are one of the few business sectors 
to have received a boost from the coronavirus 
pandemic, having remained open during lockdown 
after being deemed essential businesses, with 
many stores experiencing mammoth increases in 
sales and struggling to keep up with demand.

Data found on Google trends suggests that people 
are searching for bikes to buy, more than ever. 
Whether it be brand new or second hand, people 
sought to take advantage of the exercise freedoms 
allowed during the pandemic while the UK 
Government encouraged the population to avoid 
using public transport. Government data detailing 
the change in transport use over the lockdown 
period has shown cycling levels rose up to 300% 
on some days.

Keen to promote the health, environmental 
and social distancing benefits of cycling, the 
government has issued a £250 million emergency 
fund to introduce pop-up bike lanes and other road 
upgrades, in addition to the existing Cycle to Work 
scheme, which gives employees a discount of 25-
39% on new bikes. That scheme has been extended 
to cover e-Bikes as well, meaning that cyclists can 
cover longer distances by getting assistance on 
those tougher stretches. 

Cycling seemed to be reborn after the 2012 

London Olympics but this has taken its popularity 

to a new level.

Look to take advantage of the government 

schemes and keep your exercise embedded in your 

new norm. If you are new to cycling or a cyclist 

who thinks its ok to not wear a helmet, please think 

again - bikes and helmets go together, please take 

your safety seriously, I have seen way too many 

people not wearing them - the consequences of 

which can be life changing.

David Fairlamb

David Fairlamb Fitness     www.davidfairlambfitness.co.uk     Mobile 0771 3640899     
Facebook: David Fairlamb Fitness & SugarCleanLean     Twitter @DF_Fitness & @SugarCleanLean
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ON YOUR BIKE!
Cycling in Britain saw a huge rise 

in popularity during lockdown 
as the public changed their 

lifestyles due to coronavirus. 

DAVID'S SUMMING UP
The North East of England is a stunning place,  

go and explore it on your bike, the positivity for  
your health and wellbeing is huge.



The most direct line of contact is via our mobile number: +44 7713 640 899.  
Alternatively email us, info@davidfairlambfitness.co.uk or visit www.davidfairlambfitness.co.uk

Our Beach Bootcamp workouts are for all!

Each session consists of aerobic and 
bodyweight exercises designed to suit every 
fitness level, therefore allowing individuals  

to work at their own pace. There is no 
competition in anything we do.

Training on the stunning Tynemouth Longsands 
beach in a group is fun, different and leaves  
you with that wonderful feel good factor at  

the end of the session.

: 45 MINUTES

: TYNEMOUTH BEACH  
(SATURDAYS 9.00-9.45/SUNDAYS 9.15-10.00)

: £5 PER SESSION
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Previously based on the West Road, Newcastle 
the new-improved Golf Factory offers golfers 
a full repair service centre, practice putting 
green, indoor swing room and simulator and 
stocks a vast array of both new and used golf 
equipment.

The move to new state-of-the-art premises 
follows a sustained period of growth in customer 
demand for the Golf Factory, and is part of a 
wider business plan to also grow online sales and 
awareness nationally.

Ronnie Tweedy, Co-owner of the Golf Factory, 
said: "This is a milestone in the history of our 
journey so far and everyone connected to the 
store and its development. The Golf Factory 
started out as a hobby of mine 7 years ago 
buying and selling golf equipment from my 
home conservatory.

"Since then we have grown significantly and have 
assembled a great team of golf experts and staff 
in store. We have invested substantially in the 
new shop alterations, repair centre, putting green 
and simulator and now provide golfers with an 
unrivalled and seamless golf retail experience.

"I am also immensely proud that I managed to 
prize my fellow golfers and customers, Newcastle 
United and England football legend, Alan Shearer 
and Olympic triple -jump world record holder 
Jonathan Edwards, away from the golf course to 
officially open the new store."

Alan Shearer, said: "The new facilities are very 
impressive. I met Ronnie on the golf-course 
at Close House a few years ago and a regular 
customer of the Golf Factory and wish Ronnie 
and the team every success in the future."

Jonathan Edwards, said: "Like most golfers I'm 
forever trying to improve my game and reduce 
my handicap. The vast array of new and used 
equipment and new facilities are very impressive 
and I'm delighted to help support this local 
business and its development."   

Along with a great selection of golf equipment, 
the new-improved Golf Factory also provides 
golfers with a full repair service for all golf clubs 
plus refurbishment and regrooving service. 
A regripping service for clubs and putters is 
available while you wait.

For further information contact the Golf Factory on 0191 217 0519, www.thegolffactory.co.uk or facebook: TheGolfFactoryNE

THE GOLF FACTORY EXPANDS TO NEW PREMISES
The Golf Factory, which offers the biggest selection of quality new and used golf equipment in  

the North East of England, has expanded into new premises at Stephenson Industrial Estate,  
Killingworth, Tyne and Wear.

The Golf Factory 'driving' ahead as Newcastle and England football 
legend Alan Shearer (centre) officially opens the new improved Golf 

Factory along with Olympic triple-jump world record holder, Jonathan 
Edwards (right) and Ronnie Tweedy, (left) Co-owner of The Golf 

Factory, Stephenson Industrial Estate, Killingworth.

The Golf Factory 'driving' ahead as 
Olympic triple-jump world record 
holder, Jonathan Edwards (left) and 
Newcastle and England football 
legend Alan Shearer
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Morgan's Men 
By Nick Hoult and Steve James

From English cricket's embarrassing failure at the 2015 World Cup to their heart stopping  
victory four years later, this book vividly describes how the team became the most aggressive  
limited overs side in the world,led by their inspirational captain Eoin Morgan,whose vision and 
determination to succeed captured the imagination of the nation.

We follow England’s journey from Bangladesh to Barbados,from Melbourne to Manchester, to learn the  
story of the team's rebirth and the innovative new strategies and tactics that helped them become  
the best in the world,culminating in a World Cup Final widely regarded as the most thrilling one day  
match of all time.

A Cricketer and a Gentleman
Edited by David Willis

Following his passing in 2019, tributes to Bob Willis came flooding in from throughout the cricketing 
world and beyond. His career spanned decades, from his days as a cricketer for England to his time  
as a pundit on Sky TV. This autobiography includes never before seen writing from Bob alongide 
contributions from key figures, as well as a detailed account of the great England victory over  
Australia at Headingley in 1981.

The book was edited by Bob's brother David and great friend Sir Ian Botham has written the foreword.

A fitting tribute to someone widely known as a kind and generous man,with a mischievous sense of humour.

L E I S U R E  I N S I G H T

GREAT SPORTING READS
Against all odds and amidst the coronavirus pandemic, the 2020 

English International cricket season has been a triumph with thrilling 
series played against West Indies and Pakistan.

Off the park the fayre has been no less appetising with some terrific Summer reads released.  
Michael Grahamslaw takes a look at two of them.



ON THE TEE BOX -  

BELLINGHAM GOLF CLUB
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Location 

Bellingham Golf Club (established 1893) is 
found on the north east edge of the village of 
Bellingham, capital of The North Tyne, some 17 
miles north west of Hexham on the B6320.

Setting

Bellingham’s highly regarded 18 hole golf course, 
par 70, overlooks the village of Bellingham with 
stunning views extending up the North Tyne Valley 
towards Kielder Water and the Scottish Border.

Length of course

White Tees 6,093 yards. Yellow Tees 5,902 yards.  
Red Tees 5,190 yards

Course Type

A parkland course, Bellingham occupies some 130 
acres of undulating land, with streams, ravines 
and trees of many different varieties. The course 
was extended from 9 to 18 holes in 1996-the 
transition is unnoticeable, so well has the old and 
new blended together.

Facilities

Friendly clubhouse with bar and locker rooms and 

outside decking with great views of the village and 
its surroundings. There is a six bay driving range 
where you can hone your swing for £2 for 20 balls. 

Longest Drive

At the 15th, a 406 yards par four beast over a 
prominent ridge, most players are pleased to be 
left with a wood or long iron for their second. The 
big boys shorten the hole by whacking their drive 
over the massive oak tree on the left side of the 
fairway. If they hit a good tee shot a wedge will 
do for the second. If they get it wrong its play a 
provisional ball and get ready to write at least a 
six on the card!

Toughest Hole

The 18th is a 374 yard par four called Boggle Hole. 
Legend has it that the Boggle was where witches 
gathered! Whilst the hole is not long, it requires 
a straight tee shot of about 220 yards and then 
an iron (usually into the wind) across two deep 
ravines to a raised green. Many good cards have 
been wrecked by The Boggle Hole!

Signature Hole

The 12th is a beautiful par four of 347 yards. It 
is down hill all the way to a tricky green with a 

stream at the front and bank at the back and 
jungle on either side. Many players keep the driver 
in the bag here.

Course Record

63 by Ryan Hyland

Competitions

Competitions run every Thursday, Saturday and 
Sunday for the men and on Saturdays and some 
Sundays for the ladies. There is a highly popular 
nine hole mixed sweep on Tuesday evenings in 
the summer months. Details of gents, ladies and 
mixed opens are on Golf Empire and on www.
bellinghamgolfclub.com.

Prices

Weekdays £20 pp per round
Weekends £25 pp per round
Winter £10-£15pp per round

Buggies for hire-see website

Membership from 1st November 2020 to 31 
October 2021 £290plus affiliation fees for first 
year.

Country/Second Club membership from 1st 
November 2020 to 31 October 2021 £220.



£399 full 
membership 

available with 
full playiNg 

rights

Affordable Golf 
in the heart 
of Newcastle

It’s YOUR local club - beautifully situated only 5 minutes drive 
from the city centre on the Town Moor. Newcastle United Golf Club 
is regarded as one of the premier clubs in the area. 
 
A great course with a warm, friendly welcome and a superb clubhouse, club shop & lessons. 
The mature course measures just over 6,600 yards from the medal tees and with a par of 72, 
the course is a joy for beginners and pros alike on some of the longest par fives in the area. 
If you want to take up golf or get back into playing, we’re the club for you.

Please call 0191 286 9998  
or email no@ncndoc.co.k

N e w  a s t l e  u N i t e   g  l f   l u b



...Talkin’ 
‘bout my 

generation...

In the battle of the space race in the 1960s, the 
challenge between the USA and Russia was 
characterised as ‘Our German scientists are better 
than your German scientists’. Rather like the 
playground tussle between schoolboys ‘My Dad’s 
bigger than your Dad’.
This has reappeared in today’s cut-throat retail 
market. John Lewis Partnership is changing it’s 95 
year old price promise of being ‘Never Knowingly 
Undersold’.
This can not be sustained in the face of online 
giants offering goods at lower prices. We await 
the new motto but this will include a new deal 
with Amazon or similar, following the end of the 
Waitrose cooperation with Ocado (now teamed up 
with M&S). Will John Lewis be boasting ‘Our online 
conglomerate is bigger than yours’?
Meanwhile the white vans proliferate and clog the 
suburbs.
The close season is usually a time for premier 
league players to have some rest in Mustique or the 
Seychelles; to enjoy respite from the media spotlight 
and intrusive searching social media which tracks 
them and their WAGs every minute.
The break has been rather different for Manchester 
United and England defender Harry Maguire. 
On holiday on the Greek island of Mykonos, he 
is accused of attacking a police officer and getting 
into a violent incident. When he flew to Greece he 
worried that he might have to go into Covid isolation 
but did not expect to end up being red-carded, sin-
binned, de-passported, handcuffed and repatriated; 
not to mention the wrath of Ole Gunnar Solskjaer 
and the selection problem for England boss Gareth 
Southgate.
A staycation would have been a wise move Harry - 
something like Boris Johnson’s walking holiday in 
Applecross in the Scottish Highlands opposite the 
Isle of Skye. Only 600 miles from No 10. A place you 
can keep out of trouble and away from exam fiascos, 
A-Levels, GCSEs, school reopening and talk of two 
trillions. Incidentally are ‘trillions’ now part of the 
national curriculum? The irony is that with GCSEs 
results, it turns out that NOT being taught for six 
months, leads to better exams results. So, school IS 
overrated! Thanks to Henning Wehn for that!
There has been much activity as a result of the 
public responding to the Government’s sponsored 
‘Eat Out to Help Out’ scheme. The £10 a head 
discount has been a great boon to restaurants 
struggling to survive. How this fits with the PM’s anti 
-obesity drive is as yet unclear, but in the meantime 
we must all do our bit. Get out there and do some 
big eating. As Shakespeare wrote in Henry V, ‘For 
Rishi, England and St GORGE’!

Margaret Thatcher was adamant in 1980 that the 
‘Lady’s not for Turning’. She would not change 
her policy on liberalisation of the economy. There 
would be no U-turn. The present Government is 
accused of successive U-turns - no shutdown - but 
then it happens; wait for herd immunity but let’s 
not; face-masks are dangerous and don’t help, but 
now they’re compulsory; we need an algorithm and 
can’t rely on teachers’ predictions, but yes we will, 
and so on.
Yet this can be a virtue. We all hear of new political 
leaders being in ‘listening mode’ whilst deciding on 
what policies should be adopted and announced. 
Well the Government is certainly listening and, if 
the clamour is loud enough, then a U-turn there 
shall be. That’s democracy.
It is a good thing that the non-existent money-
tree which Labour believed existed has now been 
discovered by the Chancellor - the 2 Trillion and 
still counting.
“Talkin’ ‘bout my generation”, sang The Who. 
A generation is a sizeable group usually well 
recognised. As a baby boomer one of those born 
between 1945 and 1964 post war, we are used to being 
categorised as over- privileged and the cause of all 
economic ills.
But new generations are getting narrower. I was just 
getting used to identifying the Millenials (born 1980 
to 1996) who are followed briskly by Generation Z 
(born 1996 to 2010) but following this there is now 
Generation Alpha (born 2010 to 2025). They are 
known as The Children of Millennials and are 
predicted to be the best educated, most technically 
immersed, wealthiest and tech savvy. But will they 
also be the Covid Generation dealing with the 
repayment of the trillions?
There is always talk of the silly season, illustrated 
by very strange cases in the courts - including 
Meghan suing over quotes from letters she wrote to 
her father, the bizarre action by Johnny Depp, (the 
original but perhaps no longer Captain Irate of the 
Caribbean) and the Amanda Staveley £1.5billion 
Barclays commission claim (when her time could 
be spent progressing a deal for the purchase of 
Newcastle United). The good (?) news is that some 
lawyers are doing very well.
During a few days on judicial duties in London I 
could see that despite the talk of so many people 
working from home, the traffic on the roads is as 
bad as ever. This is contributed to no doubt by many 
people staying off public transport. It is worrying to 
see deserted streets in the centre of Newcastle, with 
further plans to remove cars and make room for the 
non-existent hordes of cyclists.
There was a very welcome U-turn by Gateshead 
Council in reversing the plan to convert the dual-
carriage flyover onto the Tyne Bridge into a cycle 
lane. Sensible people power has prevailed.

Barry SpekerCOMMENT WITH...

barryspeker@hotmail.com

“
”
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EXCLUSIVE SALE EVENT

UNIT 8A - AIRPORT IND EST - 0191 271 6576

PROUD TO 
BE PART OF THE 

KARPET MILLS GROUP

KINGSTON PARK
HEXHAM - BENTON

GATESHEAD - HETTON

DESIGNER FLOORING SHOWROOM ALSO AT KARPET MILLS HEXHAM

EST                 1878


